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Compact Disc
Are the other
discs slipping?
Ever since we invented the
compact disc system our competitors have struggled to keep up
with us.
Our new generation player,
the CD- 104, could leave them
even further down the track.
Its been developed with
its own midi system, capable of handling the full audio
response produced by the
compact disc. (Though of course
the CD- 104, like all our players, is
still completely compatible with
any hi-fi.)
Fully featured, the CD- 104

allows tracks to be programmed in
any order and repeated.
A 6-digit display provides track
and time information.
And, of course, the CD- 104 has
one feature no other manufacturer has been able to
reproduce. The original
Philips compact disc sound.
In fact, Philips compact disc
players are widely regarded as
having the best error correction
and sound quality available.
Moreover, this unique Philips
sound has been reproduced in our
complete range of new generation

compact disc players that boast
every conceivable feature from
music scan to remote control.
No wonder the other discs seem
to be slipping.

PHILIPS. Sounds like
we've done it again.
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COVER
As
Compact
Disc
is
being
embraced
by
record
buyers
throughout the country, we feature this month a quorum of CD
players reviewed, typified by the
Akai CD-A7, featured on the
cover, photographed by Tony
Petch and Art Editor John Gash
and reviewed by Ken Kessler on
p39. Other players featured are
the Revox B225 on p35, the Sony
CDP-552es/DAS702es
on
p44,
and the Marantz CD- 74 ( p49);
software reviews start on p83.

74

NOTES Music news compiled by Edward Seckerson

74

SAMUEL RAMEY, coloratura
bass/baritone interviewed by
Edward Seckerson

77

ALBAN BERG David Prákel
looks at his music on record

83

COMPACT DISC MONITOR
The latest classical silver
discs reviewed

114 BACK DOOR Steve Harris on
the recorded repertoire of
Sam Cooke
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49

PHASED AND CONFUSED
Ken Kessler takes a look at
the topic of Absolute Phase

29

THE HFN/RR ACCESSORIES
CLUB
Ivor
Humphreys
describes the HFN/RR Phase
Shunter, for those who want
to experiment with Absolute
Phase

30

33

POT POURRI 1 Christopher
Breunig
tries
solid-core
mains cables, John Crabbe
auditions mains plug fuses,
John Atkinson tries different
interlink cables, and James
Boyk looks at the dynamic
capabilities of hi-fi equipment
when
reproducing
music
THE 1985 AUDIOPHILE COMPETITION Answers and winners

POT POURRI 2 A round- up of
short reports from M3rtin Colloms and John Atkinson
61 Akai VS-12EK VHS Hi Fi VCR
61 Empire/van den HL.I MC1000
m- c cartridge
62 Mordaunt-Short
MS100
loudspeaker
63 Sony APM22es loLdspeaker

RECORD
REVIEW
81
81
83
91

73

EQUIPMENT
REVOX
B225 John
Atki nson
reviews a high- end CD player,
with measurements by Martin
Colloms
35 Revox B225 CD player
HAUTE REMOTE Ken Kessler
auditions a Japanese CD player,
with measurements by Martin
Colloms
39 Akai CD- A7 CD player
The HFN/RR Flux Dum (see 28)
which is in the same box as the
Phase Shunter (see o2.9)

¡if

ONE BOX OR TWO? Martin Coloms reviews a £ 1500 CD player/
PCM processor from Japan
44 Sony CDP-552es CD player
44 Sony DAS-702es PCM processor

SMGa

loud-

A FABULOUS BEAST A.vin Gold
reviews a relatively new British
turntable
68 Manticore Mantra turntable
CABLES,
CABLES &
MORE
CABLES Martin Colloms offers
reasons why cables should have
an audible effect on asystem and
reviews some of the latest types
71 Introduction
73 Hitachi
LC OFC SX104P
speaker cable
73 Isoda speaker cable
73 Randall Research TR-2 interconnect
73 van den Hul D300 speaker
cable

THE GREAT BLACK HOPE Ken
Kessler lives with the Marantz
'Black' CD system
49 Marantz CD- 74 CD player
49 Marantz PM- 54 integrated
amplifier

JUNE 1985

Magneplanar
speaker

THAT WILL DO NICELY Sony's
latest
personal
radio
comes
under Martin Colloms' microscope
65 Sony ' Sheet'
headphone
radio
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THE ANACHROPHILE Ken Kessler
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COMMENT
by
John
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15 VIEWS — letters on the LP vs
CD debate and double standards, about tweaking, linear
crystal cable, Merrill turntable mods and Decca cartridges
18 NEWS
23 TECHNOLOGY by Barry Fox
25 RADIO by Angus McKenzie
MBE
29 ACCESSORIES CLUB: The
HFN/RR Phase Shunter
55 THE ANACHROPHILE by Ken
Kessler
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Music
news
by
Edward Seckerson
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RECORDS OF THE MONTH
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
COMPACT DISC MONITOR
CLASSICAL
ISSUES &
REISSUES
100 CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
105 NON- CLASSICAL ISSUES &
REISSUES by Fred Dellar,
Ken Hyder, Pete Clark, Denis
Argent and Ken Kessler.

NEXT MONTH
The topic of loudspeakers runs
throughout the July issue of HFN/
RR. Martin Colloms will be offering acompact DIY design, as well
as reviewing models from AR,
Wharfedale,
B&W,
Mordaunt
Short, Monitor Audio, JBL and
Proac; Stanley Kelly takes a look
at the mechanisms behind loudspeaker
distortion;
and
the
Accessories Club will be offering
Martin Colloms' seminal High
Performance Loudspeakers book.
A major feature will examine
the background and content of
the HFN/RR Test Compact Disc,
which will be available in July at
a mail order price of £ 11.95.
However, if you enclose the
coupon below and the similar
one from our May issue with next
month's order form, we will sell it
to you for lust f10.95 inc. p&p!
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New NAD 3020B
The world% most acclaimed
amplifier has been improved!

At every stage in its
development the NAD 3020
series has been far ahead of
all other budget amplifiers
— in sound quality and in
features. And with the new
3020B, NAD continue to
leave the competition
standing. In line with NAD

philosophy, mere cosmetic
changes have been rejected.
Only when truly important
features were ready for
incorporation did NAD
produce the 3020B. In their
published specifications,
NAD have rated the 3020B
very conservatively at 20

watts per channel. In fact,
our own laboratory tests
show the power output to
be 40 watts per channel!
And new features such as
binding posts, separable pre
amplifier and power
amplifier, and impedance
selector are all of real value

to the true audiophile.
Come to Hi -Fi Markets and
audition the NAD 3020B.
It continues the NAD
tradition of unbeatable
price/performance value.

f139.00

MAKERS

Heavy-duty binding posts ensure
optimum power transfer to the
speaker cables.

Impedance selector increases the
amplifier's output by approximately
one-third for 8-ohm speakers.

Separable pre amplifier and power
amplifier

"Best Buy"
HI-FI CHOICE February 1985
Many audiophiles prefer
not to have tone controls
on their amplifier and
indeed several reviewers
have suggested that a
version of the NAD 3020
without tone controls

peopie care about hi-fi

would provide an excellent
alternative. NAD have
responded by producing
the NAD 3120 which is the
same as the 3020B but without
tone controls. At just £ 119 it's
another world beater.
£119.00

"Best Bu
New NAD 4020B Tuner

Latest version of the hgWy acclaimed
NAD 4020 series tuners, featur ng a
dual- gate MOSFET front end system
for an excellent combination of
sensitivity and resistance to overload.
Awarded " Best Buy" in the lates:
issue of Hi -Fi Choice.

£139.00

'I cannot think of any other amplifier,at the
price whie Is an all round
YDecember

NAD 3150 Amplifier
The 3150 is twice as powerful as the
1020A when operated in stereo,
and six times as powerful when
switched to the bridgec mode ano
used with acompanion power
amplifier for stereo. In addition the
3150 contains aeariety of circuit
features that contribute to its
outstanding operating flexibility
and highly musical sound quai ty.

£225.00

nu NAD Digital ilM/FM Timer
Through numerous refinemerts in
front-end and I.F. circuits, and
NAD's new Dyiamic Separation
circuit, the NAD 4155 is nearly
twice as sensitive as other FM
stereo tuners. High AM reject.on
and low capture -atio suppress
miitipath interference in both
strong and weaK signals and there's
exceptional immunity to
strong- signal overload. Other
features include convenient
high- precision d.gital tuning with
5FM and SAM presets.

— 1r71

£229.00

"This combinStIon
- costs Moot half that of its
newest Mir .. 1Hi
4 !WU
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NAD 1020B Pre Amplifier

NAD 2150 Power
Amplifier

The 1020A offert NAD's unique
zombmation of modest price,
uncomplicated cortrols, advanced
engineering and state-of-the-art sonic
performance. The wide- range phono
ore amplifier section is anewly
designed discrete- transistor circuit
whose perfo-mance matches that of
far more expensive units. There's
infrasonic filtering, musically useful
tone controls, digital- ready dynamic
range and high current output buffer

Power output conse-vatively rated at
50 watts per channel into 8, 4, or 2
ohms. + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
for peaks. 100 watts per channel at
8ohms, over 100 watts per channel at
4and 2ohms. Bridging circuit yields
125 Watts continuous, 225 Watts IHF
dynamic output. High- current output
stage ensures accurate control of voice
coil motion regardless of speaker
impedance.

£99.00

£179.00

The place where people care about

hi fi

NAD 7125 AM/FM
Receiver

A compact receiver with
low- profile des gn which IS elegant
and modern yet highly functional.
Its advanced engineering and
sophisticated circuitry mark èt as a
no- compromise product, one
whose sonic performance is audibly
idertical to that of separate tuners
and am p.ifiers costing much more.

£239.00
NAD 6125 Cassette Deck

The NAD 6125 cassette deck has a
slimline, low wow and flutter
transport mechanism. 7- here's an
MX head for wider frequency
ret,ponse, superior wear
characteristics and excellent
headroom.
£49.00

New NAD Digital AM/FM Receivers

NAD 7140 Receiver

Features exclusive NAD impedance
selector which delivers maximum
power into any speaker impedance.
Bass EQ circuit augments the
deep- bass response of speakers
wh le infrasonic filter preserves
maximum power for music. The

NAD 7140 is nearly twice as
sensitive in FM stereo as other
receivers. Power output
conservatively rated at 40W/ch.
w th + 3dB IHF Dyramic Headroom
(80 W/ch) for peaks.

£339.00

NAD 7155 Receiver

Offers all the features of the 7140
pIJS independent input selectors
for recording and listening. 50dB
stereo quieting sensitivity is
typical'y only 22µV and maximum
ste-eo quieting 80dB. A dynamic
separation circuit maintairs fall

subjective stereo separation while
improving the cuieting of weak
stereo s
,
gnals. Power output
conservatively rated at 55 W/ch.
with + 3dB IHF Dynamic Headroom
(110 W/Ch) for peaks.

£389.00

20

"Best Buy"

own"

HI-FI CHOICE Autumn 1983

r1983

NAD 6050C Cassette
Deck

Complementary cassette deck to
the 3020A amplifier and 4020A
tuner, the 6050C incorporates a
host of advanced features including

Dobly C, Dolby B, direct loading
with click- locked soft touch
buttons and review/cue. Your local
1-1•-F, Markets wi'l be pleased to
give you ademonstration.

f159.00

NAD 5120
The NAD 5120 combines unichle
sty ing, superb record- playing
performance and exceptional
freedom from resonant colouration
and feedback at an amazingly

HER MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

modest price. Complete with
tubular tonearm and cartridge.

£109.00

Also available with fine tune' flat
tonearm at £ 109 excluding
cartridge

1

HI-FI CHOICE Autumn 1984
ain smcst
prestigious designers and
manufacturers of high quality
oud speakers, ac< nowledged as
aworld authority on advanced
design and techniques in a
range of loudspeakers covering
every requirement from
domestic Hi -Fi bookshelf
models to the largest
Professional monitoring
loudspeakers used in recording
studios. Inspect this great
speaker range at HiFi Markets.
KEF Chorale III £89.90
KEF Coda III £109.90
KEF Cantor Ill £ 29.90

HI-FI FOR PLEASURE Febru

1985
Hi -Fi Markets are pleased to
present Celestion's exciting
new DL range — developed
with the aid of revolutiorary
laser interferometry. Celestion
used this technology to design
and bu.ld their highly
successful SL6 and SL600
speakers. Now the same
philosophy has been applied to
the DL series. Allowing budget
conscious audiophiles to enjoy
superb Celestion performanc«
at lowest ever prices.
Celestion DL4
f99.90
Celestion DL6 £129.90
Celestion DL8 £ 179.90

nevery respect the
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE January 1985
en

new ground. Se dom has new
speaker technology pleased the
eye as beaut Lilly as the ear.
The softly curving edges of
AR's new Preference series is
an important advance in
acoustic design, reducing
diffraction distortion to a
minimum. And new high
performance drivers give the
Preference series wide dynamiL
range, adequate power
handling and low colouration.
AR18BX
£99.90
AR19B
£ 119.90
AR2OB
£149.90

The place where . . • care about hi-fi

New from Yamaha true audiophile units
for an incredible £ 19.50
Lin
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Yamaha A-320 Amplifier
Realising that the high current
amplifier has been recognised by
UK reviewers as being the most
musical, Yamaha not only used
the concept to produce the A-320
but did so at aprice which is
absolutely unbeatable.
Power output is apowerful 30
watts per channel (8ohms,
20-20,000Hz) with 0.05% total

harmonic distortion, and the
A-320 boasts an impressive list of
featu-es. Low noise phono
equalizer; pure current servo amp,
bui t- in subsonic filter, gold
plated phcno terminals.
At Hi -Fi Markets we anticipate
that the Yamana A-320 will be one
of the success stories of 1985.
Came along and hear for yourself.

£89.50

New Yamaha T-320,
AM/FM Tuner

knob. Yamaha's Pilot Tone
Multiplex tuning system provides
extremely high broadcast
reception quality, and tuning is
aided with a3- segment signal
quality meter. No automated
functions, just high quality with
pure and simple operation.

Matching tuner to the A-320, the
Yamaha T-320 ensures extremely
high broadcast reception quality
with the use of exclusive Yamaha
tuning technologies. It offers an
attractive choice to those tuner
enthusiasts who prefer the manual
control and " feel" of analogue
tuning with alarge, heavy tuning

£89.50

New Yamaha sophistication at unheard of prices
Ife
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Yamaha A-420 Amplifier
Low impedance drive capability
enables the A-420 to drive two
sets of speakers simultaneously
or use low impedance speaker
systems without the worry of
amplifier shut-off or system
damage. And the A-420 features
very high dynamic power,
enabling it to deliver large
volumes of power in response to

transient peaks and to reproduce
the full dynamic range of high
quality music sources such as
digital audio discs. The Yamaha
A-420 delivers levels of
performance that can only be
found on much more expensive
units. Without doubt another
Yamaha winner.

£139.50

New Yamaha T-520
AM/FM Tuner
Matching tuner to the A-420, the
T-520 offers new front panel
design g.ving greater readability
of frequency and sgnal quality
displays. A total of 8AM and
8FM stations can be preset for
instant, one- touch tuning, The
FM stereo/mono mode is also
memorized along with the

The place where people care about hi-fi

station's frequency. And the new
IF count PLL synthesizer tuning
system used in the T-520 ensures
easy, one touch tuning with a
highly accurate stop detection
circuit that minimizes error in the
reception process and provides
consistently precise tuning.

£139.50

"You'll be getting avery good sounding
player whichever Yamaha you buy"
HI-FI ANSWERS Apr 11985
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Yamaha CD- 3
Compact Disc Player

more affordable than ever before.
A 12- mode remote control unit is
supplied with tne CD- 3, for total
control over all player functions.
Up to 9selections on adisc can
be randomly programmed for a
playback in that order. Entering a
programme is fas: and simple, wit'i
easy to use front parel controls,
or w.th the remote control unit
controls. Movement forwards and
backwards between individual

The CD- 3continues the Yamaha
tradition of excellence in compact
disc player performance, with
refinements in circuit design and
functions that offer simple,
s:raightforward operation. Ard it
comes with aremarkably low price
tag, making the high reproduction
quality of atop-grade CD player

selections on adisc is aone- touch
process with the control keys. This
eliminates " manual" searching for
the beginning of each selection.
Repeat playback is available in
three different ways: repeat play
of an entire disc, repeat play of
amemory programme, and repeat
play of arandomly determined
"A- B" section on the disc.
A front panel phone jack enables
headphone listening, and a

level control regulates
headphone volume. The CD- 3can
be set for automatic playback wlth
the use of an external aud.o
timer, for wake-up playbazk of
compact disc sources. Other
features include track no. display,
elapsed time display, total disc
playback time display and
space play.

£429.00

which is itself a ' Best Buy' in the
latest issue of H - Fi Choic. This
new model features music search
(track, index and normal), repeat
(full track, programme), random
memory and play ( 9selection).
The Yamaha CD-X2 is areal
thoroughbred with enough
advanced technologies to satisfy
the most advanced audiophile.

Orional Mure
Cloube Reeeutcr.Owgrao Cat.-

£329.00

New Yamaha K-320
Cassette Deck
Outstanding sound reproduction
quality and sophisticated features
make the K-320 the highest
performing cassette deck in its
class. There's ahigh sensitivity
hard permalloy head and Yamaha's

original 2motor transport with
micro computer controls. The
K-320 also offers Dolby El and C,
7segment LED peak meter, intro
scan forward and reverse, music
searcil faci ,ity, record return,
auto record mute and auto source
change.

£155.00

New Yamaha K-220
Cassette Deck
The K-220 is an attractive
combination of high reproduction
quality, automated convenience
features, and real affordability.
Features not normally found on
cassette decks at this price are

WI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

standard on the K-220 — the high
performance of Dolby C noise
reduction and full logic controls
are just two examples. Then
there's 2motor microcomputer
transport control for smooth,
positive switching and fast action
with all transport operations.

£119.00

"A super cartridge
at abargain
tprice"

NEW HI-FI SOUND February 1985

1 .11 I

HI-FI FOR PLEASURE November 1984

HI-FI NEWS November 1984

WHAT HI-FI July 1984
The Ariston philosophy has always
been to produce turntables that
retrieve the maximum amount of
information from the vinyl disc
without adding any colouration or
distortion to the sound. Now, with
the RD20, this remarkable British
company has notched up ahuge
success by incorporating their
unique isolation techniques in a
turntable at only £ 99.50. The RD20
is abelt drive, semi automatic
tJrntable with an extremely quiet
eectronic governor motor. It has a
Freavywei• ht die cast aluminium,

4111111,
suspension isolated, concave platter
with integral record clamp —
features unheard of at this price!
But Ariston haven't stopped
there.They've added astatic
balanced straight tone arm with a
fixed headshell of only 10 grams
effective mass ( approx). And the
RD20 comes complete with superb
Gold ring Astros Cartridge. The
RD20 has broken the price barrier
by offering superior Ariston quality
at abudget price.

£99.50

Goldring
EPIC

A new nagnetic
cartridge of advanced
design which delivers the
performance and quality of mud imore
expensive models. The diamord tip
bonded to asapphire shank yields a

lower tip mass for accurate high
frequency tracking.

£16.50

The G1000 series has a
strong one-piece
body construction
and incorporates
ultra rigid glass
reinforced polyester
pocan — the latest
developmert in
material technology.
The result is arange of advanced,
high quality magnetic cartridges
which offer outstanding
performance, consis:ency and
reliability for the audiophile
and budget hi-fi ow-,er alike.
Goldring G1010 with
Elliptical stylus £29.95
Goldring G1020 with
van den Hul Type 2stylus
£44.95
Goldring G1040
with van den Hul Type 1
stylus £ 69.95

Ariston RD40

Basically
the RD40 system
consists of three
substantial aluminium
castings. These castings
make up the base, the chassis
arid the platter which is ' dished'
stightly concave. A record clamp, in
conjunction with the concave platter,
laminates the disc mat and platter
interface, reducing the vinyl resonance
and creating one impedance for the

entire assembly as opposed to the more
common two from disc and platter.

f139.95 Without Arm
£189.95 With Opus Arm

"I would not hesitate
to recommend this latest
Ariston RD80"

The place where people care about hi-fi

Ariston RD80
The RD80 is atwo speed
manual turntable with AC
Synchronous Motor. There's a
two piece fully machined
concave platter with record
clamp, and precision made
single- point bearing.

£239.95

with Opus Arm

HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
AVON

Bath
C. Mo'son,
11/12 Northgate St. Tel: 0225 65975
Bristol
Hi- F, Markets
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
Radford Hi -Fi
52-54 Gloucester Rd. Tel: 0272 428248
Weston Super Mare
Paul Roberts Hi Fi
203 M.Itrie Read T& 0934 4'4423

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford
Bedford Audio- Comm
76 Bedford Road, Kernpston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Dunstable
Target Electrical
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 6,750

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell
B&BHI-Fi
The PawlIlion, Princess Square.
Tel: 0344 424556
Maidenhead
Hi -Fi Markets
18 Kong Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Newbury
B & B Hi Fi
62 Northbrook Street. Tel 0631 32474
Reading
B& B Hi -Fo
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Windsor
Radford Hi -Fi
43 King Edward Court. Tel 95 E6931

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury
Aylesbury Hi Fidelity
98 Cambridge Street. Tel 02% : 8790
High Wycombe
BIG BHo Fo
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Milton Keynes
JCS/ HoFo & Video Superstore
1Viscount Way, Dukes Drive.
Bletchley. Tel: 0908 367341

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
Hi- Fi Markets
19-20 Market Street. Tel 0223 32240
Peterborough
The Hi- Fi People
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755

CHESHIRE
Warrington
Doug Brady Ho Fo
Kingsway Studios. Kingsway Noth.
Tel: 0925 828009
Wilmslow
Swift of Wolmslow
4/8 St. Antes Parade, Tel: 0625 526213

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough
Gilson Audio
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248 ,93

CORNWALL
ten°
ETS. Electrocentres
25 King Street. Tel: 0872 79809

Barrow In Furness
Searle Audio
223-225 Rawlonson St. Tel:0229 21233

DERBYSHIRE
Chesterfield
Audooscene
132 Chatsworth Road. Brampton
Tel: 0246 204005
Derby
Actove Audio
12 Osmaston Road. The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385

DEVON
Exeter
K.J.B. Electronics
32 South Street. Tel, 0392 37888
Plymouth
Framptons Ltd
90/92 Cornwall St. Tel: 0752 27600

DORSET
Bournemouth
Sutton: Hi Fi Centre
10 Gene's Place. Tel:0202 25512
Christchurch
H.A.T.V.
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 47390

Gillingham
Blackrnore Vale Shops
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Poole
Dorect Vision
The Arndale Centre. Tel: 0202 432143

I'w-T'rJx-fii I
Blackburn
Practical Hi Fi
10 Preston N e. Rua,'
Tel: 0254 698185
Preston
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate Tel 0772 53057

ESSEX
Barking
Hyperfi
28-32 Longbrodge Road.
Tel: 01-591 6961
Braintree
Beechwood Audio
6Market Street. Tel: 0376 29060
Chelmsford
Rush Ho Fi & Video Centre
S-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Colch
Golding & Co
14-16 Culver Street West.
Tel: 0206 48101
Harlow
Essex Discount
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Hornchurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street. Tel: 04024 44765
Ilford
A.T. Laboratories
442-444 Cranbrook Road. Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-518 0915
Loughton
Essex Discount
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Romford
Essex Discount
8/9 Swan Walk. Tel: 0708 46600
Southend
Essex Discount
15-24 Southchurch Road, Victoria Circus
Tel: 0702 63400
Soundtrack Hi Fi Video Market
149 Leigh Road. Leigh- o— Sea
Tel: 0702 79150

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound & Video
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 5133960
Gloucester
Robbs of Gloucester
Worcester Street.
0452 23051/20518

HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
Seyants Hi Fi
81 High Street Tel: 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audio
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
Farnborough
Aerco
7Queensrnead. Tel: 0252 520146
Portsmouth
Hopkins Hi Fi Centre
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 82215$
Southampton
Sextons
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 228434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Berkhamsted
Berkhamsted Photographic
48 Lower Kings Road. Tel. 04427 5943
Harpenden
Studio 99
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64244
Hitchin
The Record Shop
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 34537

HUMBERSIDE
Grimsby
Super- Fo Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472-43539
Hull
SIMply Hi- Fi
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240

KENT
Bromley
Halcyon Electronic
38 Widinore Road. Tel: C1-464 2260
Canterbury
Canterbury HiFi Centre
21 The Burgate, Tel: 0227 65315
Chatham
Sevenoaks & Video
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Se
kk
Sevenoaks Hi.Fi 2. Video
Ill London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaks & Video
3,11/1c,er Eph•rm Tr, 0892 31543

LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester
Mays H. Fi
27 Churchgate. Tel:0533 58662
Loughborough
Stuart Westmoreland
33 Cattle Market. Tel: 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE

Lincoln
S4reer4.3.,01n
271a High Street. Tel:0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger & Green Hi Fi
9Red Lion Square.
Tel 0780 62128

LONDON
Manor Park E12
Kimberley Flo Fo
698 Romford Road.
Tel: 01-478 5137
London E17
Myers Audio
7Central Parade. Hoe Street,
Tel: 01-520 7277
London N7
Bartlett's Hi Fi
175-177 Holloway Road.
Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
Analog Audio
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London NW6
Studio 99
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
Audio T
190 West End Lane, Tel: 01-794 7848
London WI
K.J. Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street. Tel, 01-486 8263
London W2
Kimberley Ho Fi
376 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-724 0454
London W3
Acton Camera & Hi Fi Centre
86 High Street, Acton,
Tel 01-992 4788/2305
London 5E13
Bi'l Ven Sound Systems
248 Lee High Road, Lewisham,
Tel: 01-3183755
London SEIS
Sevenoaks Hi.Fi & Video
162 Pow. Street, Woolwich.
Tel, 01-855 8016
London 5987
Unilet
14 Bute Street, Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
Sound Information
13 Sc. Johns Hill. Tel: 01-228 7126
London SW19
M. O'Brien Hi Fi Ltd
/5 High Street, Wimbledon Village
01-946 1528
-s11:• .11:erre,:1
- 1114
Bolton
Cleartone Hi-Fr & Video
235 Blackburn Rd.
Tel 0204 31423
Manchester
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
62 King Street. Tel 061-835 1156
Rochdale
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Stockport
Faorbotharn & Co
58-62 Lower Hollgate. Tel: 061-480 4872

MERSEYSIDE
enhead
Peters Hi Fi of Chester
11 St. Werburgh Square.
Grange Precinct, Tel:051.647 5626
Liverpool
WA. Brady 8, Son
401 Smothdown Road.
Tel -051-733 6859
Beaver Radio
20-22 WhItechaeel Tel 05 1 709 9808

MIDDLESEX
Enfield
A.T. Laboratories
159a Chase Sode. Tel' 01-367 3132
Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Springfield Road. Tr' ', Re! 0938

Uxbridge
Uxbridge Audio
278 High Street. Tel: 0895 33474

NORFOLK
Norwich
Scarfe Audio Visual
161 Unthank Road. Tel:0603 22833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

Kettering
Kettering Hi Fo
68 Stamford Road.
Tel: 0536 515266
Northampton
Listen Inn
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Audio Times
85 Royal Avenue.
Tel: 0232 229907
Audio Times
Unit 12, Fountain Centre.
College Street. Tel: 0232 241 331
Coleraine
Best Hi- Pi
24 Kongsgate Street.
Tel: 0265 52843

NOTI"INGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Nottingham
120-122 Alfreton Rd. Tel: 0602 786919

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street. Headington,
Tel 0865 65%1
Absolute Sound & Video
256 Banbury Road, Summertown.
Tel: 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon Hi-Fi
12 Barker Street. Tel, 0743 55166

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Holburn
F1
441-445 Holburn Street.
Tel: 0224 585713
Dundee
The Ho Fi Shop
53 Overgate. Tel: 0382 28900
Edinburgh
Hi -Fo Corner
1Haddongton Place, Tel' 031 SSS 7901
The Gramophone
Rose Street. Pedestrian Precinct,
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
Hi Fo Corner
52 Gordon Street.
Tel 041-248 2840
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street, Tel: 041-332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dickson Cameras
8/10 Cadzow Street, Tel, 0698 283193

STAFFORDSHIRE
Stoke-on-Trent
P Hiss H Fo Systems
51/53 Piccadilly, Hanley
Tel: 0782 265010 "

SUFFOLK
pswic
Eastern Audio
41 Bramford Road. Tel: 0473 217217

SURREY
Croydon
Spa ' dings
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Vision Store
96-98 North End. Tel 01-681 7539
Woking
Aerco
11 The Broadway Tel 04862 4926
New Malden
Unilet
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567

SUSSEX
Brighton
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
55 Preston Street, Tel 0273 733338
Chichester
Malcolm Audio & TV
12 South Street, Tel: 0243 787562
East Grinstead
John Rees Hi Fi
2High Street, Tel: 0342 27787
Hastings
Hastings HiFo
32 ',irate', Riad Tr: 0424 4420,
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Haywar di Heath
Hi Fi & Video Markets
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333

TYNE & WEAR
Gateshead
Lintone Audio
7-11 Park Lane. Tel:0632 774167
Sunderland
Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 657578

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Crwys Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Swansea
Audio Excellence
9High Street. Tel: 0792 474608

WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
JCV141-Fi & Video
Wharf Street Tel: 0926 4937%

WEST MIDLANDS

Birmingham
Norman H. Field
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021-622 2323
Perfect Autfio
504/516 Alum Rock Road.
Alum Rock, Tel: 021-328 2103
Coventry
Frank Harvey
8Marlborough Road. Ball Hill.
Tel: 0203 458946
Walsall
Bridge Hi Fi
Tudor House, Bridge Street. Tel: 0922 640456
Wednesbury
Woods Audio Visual
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-556 0473
Wolverhampton
Woods Audio Visual
39 Victoria Street. Tel .0902 772901

WILTSHIRE
Devins
Louis J. Rutter
17 The Brottox. Tel: 0380 2268
Salisbury
Black more Vale TV & Audio
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Swindon
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222

WORCESTERSHIRE
Worcester
Johnsons Sound Servoce
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740

YORKSHIRE
Castieford
Eric Wiley
64 & 85 Beancroft Road Tel 0977 SS3066
Huddersfield
Huddersfield Ho Fi Centre
2-4 Cross Church Street.
Tel: 0484 44668
Leeds
Super Fi
34-36 Queen Victoria Street. Tel 0532 449075
Image Ho Fi
8St Anne's Road, Headingley
Tel: 0532 789374
Sheffield
Micron Audio
172 Baslow Rd,Totley. Tel: 0742 360295
Seed,
1Rockingham Gate, The Moore,
Tel: 0742 23768
York
Sound Organisation
36 Gollygate Tel: 0904 27108

HE WHOLE POINT OF
PRODUCING AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IN EUROPE IS NOT TO COPY THE
JAPANESE MANUFACTURERS,
BUT TO OFFER A SUPERIOR AND
DIFFERENT PRODUCT WHICH CAN
BE APPRECIATED BY THE
DISCERNING CUSTOMER.
AND NOT TO GO
DOWN THE SAME PATH AS THE
DINOSAU

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF AUDIO ELECTRONICS
The Works 59 North Street Portslade Sussex Tel 0273 777912
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.30AM; THE ALARM RINGS; just
enough time to get up, feed the cat,
knock back aglass of grapefruit juice, a
cup of coffee and avitamin pill, and run for
the train. OK, Walkman on, Timpson &
Redhead adding just the right degree of
scepticism to their interrogation of the
morning's political glitterati — perhaps I'll
treat myself to the Sony FM ' Sheet' reviewed
by Martin Colloms on p65 — and Ibriskly
walk to the station. Ifind my seat on the
train, open the Samsonite, and get out the
page proofs I'd put aside the night before to
occupy the 45 minute journey to Croydon.
Hmm, my review of the Revox 8225 CD
player on p35: it was difficult to
communicate aslight disappointment with
this very expensive machine, yet get across a
very real respect for the solid engineering
expertise incorporated in its design. On to
the next page: perhaps Ken Kessler has
handled such intangibles better in his review
of Akai's CD-A7 ( p39), which, in the brief time
Ihad to audition it, seemed very much ahigh
performance wolf in mass- market sheep's
clothing.
What's next? Ah, ' Pot Pourri' ( p39), with
James Boyk's oh-so- sensible examination of
acouple of concepts that have been
imperfectly defined in the past. Isn't Boyk's
'dynamic inflexion' the very attribute that
Ivor Tiefenbrun was clumsily referring to as
'dynamic range' back in the late ' 70s? One of
the joys of being an editor is the self
indulgence of publishing the writings of
someone like Boyk who, as both a
philosopher and amusician, shines the light
from arather different direction to the runof-the-mill audiophile.
And so to the HFN/RR office, where
everyone is involved in astrenuous
argument about the film on TV the night
before. ' Delightful' is Linda Fieldhouse's
verdict, but Kessler holds out that Coppola's
decision to create Las Vegas inside the
Zoetrope Studios rather than to film the real
thing, an $ 18m decision that forced the
studio's bankruptcy, was pure
irresponsibility. Ican't argue with that
without retreating into Pseuds' Corner
terminology, but Iknowthat Coppola was
right— common sense should never get in
the way of art.
Secretary Jennifer has opened the post, so
Iplough into the first letter, from Reg
Williamson who puts forward aspirited
defence to my attack on Peter Baxandall in
the May issue. Reg, as usual, is
unanswerable for all the sound scientific
reasons, but Ican't help thinking that the
concept of high fidelity, which represents a
similar dichotomy between art and
engineering to cinema, can't help but give
rise to conflict between advocates equally
committed in opposite directions. In my
world, Coppola is right and Baxandall is
wrong, but it is hard to put up agood case.
And now letters from Stanley Lipshitz,

who blows amassive hole through my idea
that the Fourier Transform only holds for
repetitive phenomena and thus doesn't
apply to music — back to the textbooks for
me, Ifear— and Harry Pearson, who points
out that we have been printing pictures
without getting copyright clearance from
The Absolute Sound: mea culpa Harry, and
you can find the apology on p17.
Finally abatch of readers' problems. Isort
out the answerable from the hopeless —
does anyone out there have amanual for a
Vortexion tape deck? — and Iturn to the
day's next task, sorting out the track order
for the HFN/RR Compact Disc, which is being
pressed by Denon in Japan and which you
can order next month ( see p3). A cryptic note
from Tony Faulkner, who compiled our
master tape, just says Dvorak Serenade.
Which serenade? Which movement? Which
recording? Who were the artists? Iring Tony
— his answering machine says he's in
Austria, recording Mahler 3with Maazel and
the VP0.1vor Humphreys comes to the
rescue, magically producing aSalzburg
phone number, and Tony confirms that it's a
new ASV recording, featuring the Chamber
Orchestra of Europe. Unfortunately, he can't
remember which of my Chopin Waltz
Soundfield recordings he included.
Ibend over the typewriter but am
interrupted by Art Editor John Gash, who
says he wants to do asculpture featuring
Martin Colloms' DIY loudspeaker for the July
cover. While Iam countering this by asking
John if he has got the artwork ready yet for
the CD label, the phone rings. It's Ben
Duncan, who has worked out a
measurement technique which he hopes will
reveal capacitor aberrations using amusic
signal and astorage ' scope. This sounds
promising as all Iseem to have been doing
for weeks is signing invoices for increasingly
esoteric and increasingly expensive
capacitors. Itell Ben to ring back when Ihave
spoken to Martin about the listening tests —
on capacitors ( are we all mad?) — and
thankfully put the phone down, only for it to
ring again. Now it's Martin about booking
the GEC anechoic chamber for next month's
speaker tests, and yes, the new Linn Index
did arrive in time.
Between phone calls, Itidy up the artwork
for the Phase Shunter pcb: fitting Ivor's
circuit andthe power supply into abox as
small as the one we used for the Flux
Dumper has been causing me alot of grief,
but it's finally finished. Ihope we can get the
thing costed before p29, where Ivor
describes what it is for, goes to press. ( You
wouldn't believe the problems involved in
trying to design an electronic gadget to sell
for under £70. The fact that asuitable switch
has been sourced for 10p makes all the
difference between success and failure.)
'At last' says Ivor and hands me two CDs
that we have been eagerly anticipating: Tony
Faulkner's recordings for Hyperion of sacred
music by Monteverdi and Hildegard of
Bingen, both featuring Emma Kirkby. Iknow
what I'll be listening to tonight!
And so to the homeward train: Icurl up
with James Michener's Poland, where he
presents some interesting thoughts on
Chopin's position vis-à-vis the Germanic
sonata tradition. Ihave been increasingly
attracted by the music of Chopin since
recording Ann- Maria Stanczyk playing some
of his works — whichever waltz was chosen
for the HFN/RR CD. It's funny how adifferent
music kind of sneaks up on you.
Home at last, and what on earth do Iwrite
for this month's ' Comment'? Thurber said
that writing is easy: you just put afresh
sheet of paper in the typewriter and stare at
it until beads of blood break out on your
forehead. I'll try it with the word processor...
John Atkinson

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in Hi-fi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. 1971 to 1982 are covered by two
binders ( Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price £3.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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"I have the simplest of tastes . . .
Jam always satisfied with the best".
Oscar Wilde
Apogée, Audio Research, Counterpoint,
Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, Oracle,
Randall Research, Robertson Audio, Sumiko,
Talisman.

Write or phone for
perceptive advice and
details of nearest
dealer.

. . . about LP vs CD

records ordered through the Accessories
Club, Close-ups and Dáfos. Whilst Close-ups
is most enjoyable, Ifind Dáfos to be quite
appalling. To charge £ 12.95 for arecording
of someone dumping aload of scrap iron on
the floor and then rattling the plumbing with
aStilson wrench has to be the rip-off of the
year. It will be added to asadly increasing
pile of records Iam unlikely ever to play
again: Weather Report; Music spoken here
by John McLaughlin; Herbie Hancock; and
Jennifer Bate playing organ music by
Lennox Berkeley and Peter Dickinson. None
of these gives me any listening pleasure
whatsoever, but all received rave reviews in
ahi-fi magazine.
Yours faithfully

From: CWH Somerset, Hove, East Sussex
Dear Sir, As the analogue vs digital
controversy continues unabated, one
thought occurs to me which may help to put
the whole thing into perspective. If CD had
been invented first, would anyone now
invent the vinyl LP.
Yours faithfully

. . . more about LP vs CD
From: JFredricks ( Miss), Edinburgh,
Scotland
Dear Sir, Ihave watched correspondence
about the silver vs black disc controversy
with great interest. Ihave noticed that letterwriters who plump for vinyl almost always
try to establish their 'credentials' by
describing their 'front ends,' or by saying
how expensive it is. It is alittle like bragging
about penis size as proof of sexual prowess.
Their consciousness of heavy investment in
vinyl disc- playing facilities rather implies
that they would not like to be thought fools
or gulls for having so much tied up in it. And
one is also aware that, in comparing black
with silver discs, they are usually comparing
record with record.
Folks who compare records with music
almost invariably prefer digital recordings,
and have left off buying black discs except as
an economical expedient or as ameans of
obtaining recordings not available in digital.
'High fidelity,' and what that implies, would
seem to be on the side of the digital fans,
whereas ' what-l-likeism' seems rather more
the passion of people who are hung up on
what is de rigueur to play grooved plastic
records on. That's fine if that is what they
want to pay for. But high-fidelity enthusiasts
generally want something better.
Yours faithfully

From: BJ Finlay, Maidenhead, Berks
Dear Sir, For some time now, Ihave noted
with concern that you seem to be using
different criteria in your analysis of LP and
CD releases. From editorial comment it
would appear that vinyl's known limitations
are being taken into account in these
reviews, instead of using master-tape
standards, which appears to be your policy
in the assessment of CD releases. [ This tends
to be the case with both media — Ed]
This bias given to LP appraisals Ifeel
should now cease, as it considerably
weakens the position of those sections of the
hi-fi fraternity who consider it to be the most
accurate source of hi-fi sound in the home.
Indeed, it goes against Linn Products' own
view that the LP still needs further
development, in order to make it sound
more like master-tape. Iapplaud Linn's
laudible efforts in upgrading their recently
acquired disc cutting lathe. Unfortunately, it
would appear that most of my LP collection
must have come from this lathe, or ones like
it before Linn got to work.
Splashy sibilants, dynamic and frequency
response compression, poor pitch stability
and vinyl coloration are just the things Linn
are trying to improve on, in order to make
their discs sound more like master-tape. I
note that Linn refuse to put more than 20
minutes of music on an LP side, in order to
minimise these effects.
Ihave now lived with CD for some six
months, listening via apassive volume
control. My analogue disc playing
equipment is of the expensive variety,
whose arm and cartridge alone cost much
more than my CD player. Ihave not
JUN1

purchased an LP since, as Ifind most of
them, judged by master-tape type standards,
to lack pitch stability — either they are
eccentric, or have been cut on ancient lathes
—and that dynamic range and frequency
response at both ends of the spectrum can
be sadly curtailed. Ihave yet to hear a
demonstration in which the innermost track
from a30m- sided LP was used in direct
comparison with the same track off CD, as
the difference in most cases is atrue
revelation; with some records, these
innermost tracks hardly challenging the
performance of awell worn, out of
adjustment cassette recorder. My CDs now
number 60+ and to date Ihave not had to
return one as faulty.
Yours faithfully

. . . about subjective record
reviews

. . . about double standards

III II \ IWS& RECORD RE‘'IEW

If anyone would like to buy any of Mr
Thomson's pile of unenjoyable records, we
would be delighted to forward letters to him.
And hike Dáfos! But pehaps I'm weird? — Ed.

From: GE Dalladay, Dartford, Kent
Dear Sir, As an avid reader of HFN/RR, rightly
or wrongly Ihave purchased alarge number
of records on the recommendations of your
reviewers. Irealise, of course, that the
reviews represent personal opinions to a
large extent, but Ishould have thought that
with the experience of the reviewers when
compared with the relatively inexperienced
public, differences of opinion would have
been marginal.
However, Iwould like to comment on a
relatively puzzling instance of such a
difference. In June 1975, the HMV recording
of Shostakovich's 1st and 2nd piano
concertos, with Cristina Ortiz as soloist, was
given a1* rating by Hugh Ottaway and it
became the ' Classics on Disc' recommendation in the HFN/RR Annual for the next
eight years.
Then, in January'85, along comes Edward
Seckerson who gives the ' Greensleeve'
reissue of the same performance a3rating.
Surely adowngrading of this magnitude is
more than one should normally expect and
makes anonsense of the previous high
rating.
Yours faithfully
Well, there will always be cracks in arating
system which attempts to fit value
judgments based on taste into an ' objective'
framework. In matters of taste, there can be
no dispute,I suppose, as with the next letter —
Ed.

. . . about a load of scrap iron
From: D Thomson, Edinburgh, Scotland
Dear Sir, Ihave just received acouple of

. . . about the competitor
for CD
From: WA Dudman, Ealing, London W13
Dear Sir, How pleased ( if not shaken and
stunned) Iwas to see in your magazine a
statement by lfan Payne (' Classical Wax',
March 1985) that the prerecorded cassette
format is capable of High Fidelity!
Some five months ago Ipurchased anew
cassette deck, an Aiwa ADF770, and Iwas so
impressed with the standard of reproduction
of prerecorded cassettes that Inow purchase
my ' music' solely in this format. This
decision was reinforced when Iborrowed a
friend's Philips CD101 player which not only
impressed me but also made me very
intolerant of vinyl disc ' noises'.
One of my most recent purchases has
been a ' real time' Dolby-C tape of Alice in
Wonderland by Joseph Horovitz ( Maxsound
Ltd, reviewed in HFN/RR May '85). The
background noise was to me comparable
with the Compact Discs Ihave heard, the
recording quality was excellent and it cost
£6.45.
In my opinion the cassette is the
competitor to Compact Disc and if Dolby-C
(and HX like EMIs' XDR system) were used
by the industry it would give it avery good
run for its money!
Yours faithfully

. . . about CD player filtering
From: KJ Wood, Crawley, Sussex
Dear Sir, Iread with interest the article on
group delay problems in Compact Disc
players, ' Sooner or Later', by Ivor
Humphreys (
HFN/RR, December 1984). I
have noted the editorial position of
considering components as part of asystem
and also of keeping the signal path as simple
as possible and would suggest that group
delay problems can be solved by removing
the Compact Disc player output filter rather
than by adding more electronic hardware.
Five years ago Iwas engaged in audio
research at the University of Essex and built
an experimental digital encoder and
decoder. Being loathe to wind inductors for a
passive output filter and equally loathe to
use an active output filter, Iincluded neither.
The decoder output drove aQuad 405 and
IMF loudspeaker without damage.
The output filter in aCompact Disc player
removes high frequency sidebands
associated with multiples of the sampling
frequency and compensates for ( sin x)/x
amplitude versus frequency response
modifications introduced during
reconstruction of samples. The filter circuit
15
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may include switchable de- emphasis
circuitry as required.
The sidebands are potentially harmful for
two reasons: firstly, because subsequent
non-linearities in the filter electronics or
power amplifier will cause intermodulation
similar to aliasing; and secondly, because
loudspeaker tweeters may be unable to
dissipate heat caused by the high sideband
frequencies. The ( sin x)/x amplitude versus
frequency response modifications are
obviously unwanted.
Philips Compact Disc players enjoy agood
reputation attributed to the digital
oversampling technique, which requires less
abrupt analogue filtering than competitors'
product must use). Furthermore, the higher
effective sampling frequency reduces the
(sin x)/x amplitude versus frequency
response modification within the audio
bandwidth and removes the need for
analogue compensation. Consider
bypassing the output filter.
The sideband signals produced by a
Philips Compact Disc player are attenuated
and widely spaced in frequency, thus the
potential for audible intermodulation is
reduced. The reduced high frequency
spectral content of most music further
reduces the potential for audible
intermodulation. There is no need to apply
(sin x)/x compensation with or without the
filter as mentioned above. The switchable
de-emphasis is easily implemented without
operational amplifiers.
Amplifiers such as the Quad 405 include a
simple passive input filter to prevent slew
rate limiting and other distortions caused by
above-audible frequencies. Few people
would object to this. A Quad 405 can be
expected to pass the sidebands without
intermodulation but with increasing
attenuation vs. frequency. Other amplifiers
may also be suitable.
Tweeters are best protected by ear,
distortion is audible long before damage
occurs. Headphones can be substituted
during initial tests if required.
To conclude, awell behaved system
requires no Compact Disc output filtering. I
would be interested to hear if anyone tries
this idea with aCompact Disc player. I
cannot be responsible for any accidents but I
can assure experimenters that in my case the
Quad and the IMF speakers survived.
Yours faithfully
'Digital to Analogue Conversion in playing aCompact Disc.
D Goedhart, RJ van de Plassche and EF Stikvoort Philips
Tech Rev 40, 174-179, 1982, No 6.

.about beefing up power
supplies
From: M Norton, Hampstead, London NW3
Dear Sir, Reviews of Meridian's Component
Amplifier have consistently revealed that the
preamplifier of the integrated model sounds
better than the stand-alone preamp. This has
been put down to the better power supply
used in the integrated amplifier.
The preamp power supply is rather
crude. It uses an Acorn Computers
transformer feeding ahalf-wave rectifier to
derive the ± 18V rails, which, combined with
the long, lossy, lead between the
transformer and preamp, gives fairly poor
performance. My sample, for example, has
ripple of over 4V p- pon both positive and
negative rails, and even given the 60dB or so
ripple rejection of the 78 and 79 voltage
regulators used, this still results in a
significant ripple on the supplies.
By the simple expedient of replacing the
transformer and carrying out small
16
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modifications as shown in the diagram, I
have reduced the line noise substantially. A
modification may not make much difference
with aproduct which is already correct in
many ways, but after careful listening Iam
convinced the change is worthwhile,
particularly on m-cperformance. Of course,
it would be unreasonable to expect Meridian
to repair any amplifiers modified in this
manner.
Yours faithfully
. . . about hard- wiring the
mains
From: Paul Meckhonik, Streatham, London
SW16
Dear Sir, With the regard to the article on
mains fuses ( April '85) Iwould like to add to
the expected debate. Ihave already worked
on this principle that the less resistance to
the supply, the better any component should
work. Ihave found this to be true.
Ihard-wired all my system components
and, not to my amazement, it has proved to
be that not only does the soundstage open
out, but the space between each and every
instrument seems more natural.
There is asafeguard, however: at the
meter end of the electric supply is amakeand- break device. I
think readers will know
the type Imean. As soon as ashort circuit
occurs alittle button is thrown and as soon
as the short circuit is attended to you press a
smaller button to reset.
Iam totally convinced by hard-wired
electrics in the matter of audio reproduction.
Ifeel Iam not biased or being manipulated
by other magazine articles. Iwould,
however, say this much. It must be made
clear to the general public at large that there
should be asafeguard somewhere in the
chain such as Ihave described in the text.
My Naim set-up has never sounded so
good anyway, but hard-wiring has brought
about anew awareness of already played
LPs.
Yours faithfully
. . . about the fiddling
bandwagon
From: Martin Doggett, Bristol, Avon
Dear Sir, Ihave just read the letter by Ben
Fairclough in the April issue about the effects
of tweaking, and Ihaven't had such alaugh
in along time. It seems that he has jumped
on the fiddling bandwagon, and probably
spends more time playing around with his
system than listening to music. However,
one thing with which Idid agree was that a
reasonable system well set-up, can
outperform abadly set-up — or badly
tweaked? — expensive one. Iam the owner of
alarge record collection and aLinn/Kans
system which is used for hours every night
with great enjoyment. Idon't feel the need to
fiddle with it and it would probably wipe the
floor with Mr Fairclough's system anyway.
Yours faithfully
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. . . about single crystals &
metallic glasses
From: RBrodes, Chaddesden, Derby
Dear Sir, First let me say how much Ilike
HFN/RR! Second, aword on the possible
flaws of valve amp output transformers ( Iam
aCroft owner). Ihave read with some
interest Martin Colloms' articles on linear
crystal cables, and his remarks on their
probable beneficial effects when used in a
transformer.
The comment, 'You don't listen to the
valves, you listen to the output transformer!'
is very probably true, though the quality of
the steel in the laminations is apossible
source of distortion. The standard alloy used
(6% Grain Oriented Silicon Steel — GOSS)
exhibits distortion in the magnetic field
when the field crosses the grain of the steel.
Ialso read Alvin Gold's article on the
Japanese cartridge engineer Sugano's
experiments with mercury in 4mm tubes
(November'84). His metallurgist should
have told him not to cultivate large crystals
but to dispense with them altogether.
How nice it would be to dispense with
grain and metal crystals totally. There may
be away to do it. Liquids have no crystalline
structure, neither does asupercooled liquid
which is actually asolid — the most familiar
example of asupercooled liquid is common
glass— and surely the ideal conductor would
be ametallic glass?
In apractical demonstration on the
infamous Tomorrow's World programme,
molten steel was sprayed on to acylinder
rotating at high speed at cryogenic
temperatures. A small transformer, made of
this metallic glass steel, was demonstrated
and it had very low losses. It was also much
smaller than an 'ordinary' transformer of the
same rating. One must therefore assume
that the core had amuch higher permeability
—just the thing for output transformers.
Imagine avalve amplifier transformer
made from metallic glass copper windings
on ametallic glass iron core!
Yours faithfully
. . about the supposed
benefits of LC cable
From. Ivor Tiefenbrun, Linn Products Ltd,
Glasgow, Scotland
Dear Sir, Recently we have heard alot about
linear crystal cables and their effect on
systems and components. Your readers
might be interested to learn that we have
investigated the use of these materials and
have found that they degrade performance
rather than enhance it. A linear crystal wire
wound moving-coil cartridge, for instance,
seemed to us to exhibit none of the
anticipated advantages that one would have
expected given the sales blurb. It was not
possible to wind abetter coil and the
performance of the cartridge was
substantially worse than using the material
that we normally employ.
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This raises lots of disturbing issues,
especially when you learn that other
manufacturers who have tried linear crystal
in some of their components have come to
similar conclusions. Given the theory, linear
crystal should offer at least comparable
performance, if not superior performance to
normal cable. It should be ductile, easier
formed, etc. This leads us to the question
whether or not the manufacturers of linear
crystal are not over- hyping aproduct which
has no intrinsic merit but merely employs a
continuous annealing process during the
manufacture, and if the whole thing might be
asham.
On the other hand, we have people like
Martin Colloms telling us how wonderful it
is, improves any system, etc, miraculous
new material, revolution in audio and so on.
Which brings us back to the same old issue
—what criteria do we use to judge audio
systems? This, the central issue in audio, is
still not being addresed in asystematic,
thorough, uniform or universal way.
Irecently had aconversation with two
German audio reviewers and they claimed
that loudspeakers were the biggest problem
in all audio systems because they could
perceive common and consistent faults in
every system and therefore the loudspeaker
must be responsible. Iasked them to
imagine aperfect loudspeaker. If you put
such adevice into an audio system, you
would clearly perceive all the faults in the
preceding audio chain and indeed the signal
source. This would apply to any perfect
component. Unless everything was perfect it
is very difficult to attribute responsibility or
apportion blame.
The assumption we work on is that real
music has certain basic fundamental
characteristics like atune — even a
synthesiser produces notes — and that a
system that reproduces atune is likely to be
agood one and better than one that does
not. Idon't know of any viable alternative
approach other than using these criteria
which are demonstrable and repeatable, and
the linear crystal copper appears to me to do
the opposite of what its advocates claim.
Could you ask Martin Colloms to provide
us with more details of how he actually
judges the performance of linear crystal
cables and other devices?
Yours faithfully

. . . about the Garrott Decca
From: Russell Crombie, Hampstead Garden
Suburb, London NW11
Dear Sir, Ken Kessler's writings on the
Garrott Deccas put me in mind of an
'unforgettable experience in the early ' 60s
when Ientered the Decca room at the Hotel
Russell and heard reproduction that was
amazingly jaw- dropping in its vividness and
solidness. There was awhite SC4E
reproducing afemale opera recital — there
was asinger in the room! The sound was far
in advance of anything else available at that
time, but the cartridge's horrendous cost
(£29) put it right out of court for me as that
represented three weeks' wages. To this day,
Ihave never achieved the excitement of that
moment, although Ihave had many high
quality hi-fi systems over the years.
Dared Ihope that aGarrott Decca would be
the answer to my prayers? A committed m- c
advocate, Inervously sent off acheque for
£347 in the knowledge that Icould get a
refund if Iwasn't happy.
At first Iwas very disappointed. The
cartridge sounded no better than many
others and rather flat. However, after three
hours of fiddling with the arm height and
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gluing the Decca to aGB block, everything
suddenly snapped into place ( which shows
the importance of proper setting up). The
only word which can adequately express my
reaction to the sound is ' Wow!' The Garrott
tracks anything at 1.5gm downforce
perfectly without any distortion. The
loudspeakers disappear and artists appear in
the room as solid entities in space and depth.
It is the best- sounding cartridge Ihave ever
heard, and Imight add that Iam astaunch
supporter of CD, my turntable and 2000+ LP
collection having previously been
abandoned for weeks on end.
Finally, Imust pay credit to my Musical
Fidelity Studio T power amplifier and new
MVT preamp. Outside of the Audio Research
SP- 10 and D-70 combination — and it is avery
close thing — these are far and away the best
amplifiers Ihave heard. The MVT is
incredibly uncoloured and subtle, with
wonderful depth and clarity; Iused to have
The Preamp, but, excellent as that was, the
MVT gives new meaning to the phrase
'quantum leap'.
Yours faithfully

. . . about responsible
engineers
From: George Wise, Putnoe, Bedford
Dear Sir, Any responsible engineer will at
reasonable intervals check his measuring
instruments, to make sure the recorded
measurements are accurate. What we all
want, surely, are NB tests and accurate
assessments, not imagery. So before any
subjective assessments can be meaningful,
the subject, he or she, should be tested to
make sure their assessments are real. This is
time consuming, therefore costly. But what
is the point in doing tests, if accuracy is not
achieved?
1have very many times had ' Golden Ears'
listen to my equipment, switched, then
asked for apreference. The subject having
preferred the 1st or 2nd, Irepeated the test
twice more, and more often than not, they do
not change their decision. In fact, what they
have listened to is the same signal twice with
aswitch click in between.
A well known figure in the hi-fi world,
while listening to CD player A, asked if it was
possible to listen to the same record on
player B, which he said gave amore musical
sound. This he did and he much preferred B
throughout the evening. So, having two
copies of some CD records and arelay
switch with gold-plated contacts, the levels
were set with aLevel voltmeter, and we
carried out some NB tests. ( With CD it is very
easy to get two players synchronised.) For
many changeovers he preferred A but after
further listening admitted he did not have a
preference after all! The tests were carried
out blind, of course.
It is true to say we listen with our ears, and
not instruments. But having carried out very
many NB tests over the years,I have found
one has to be very careful as to how tney are
conducted and assessed. It is very timeconsuming, and it is very easy to come to the
wrong conclusion. My equipment has
always been at the high end of current
technology. Nobody would like to obtain
perfection more than I. But this goal is not
being helped by the ' Anti- digital Brigade'
and those who are in love with output
transformers and glass. If only they would
channel their efforts in seeing that better and
fewer microphones were used, music lovers
would benefit.
If arecording is made in agood acoustic,
with natural balance and low distortion, the
CD system will take advantage of this. Also it

is very easy to use, has along life, and is not
easily damaged. The medium is capable of a
very high standard. It is what the recording
engineers do with it that counts.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the Merrill mods
From: Mike Kontor, London W4
Dear Sir, Ithink Ihave scooped you!
According to KK, you were going to report
on the Merrill mods for the AR turntable.
Well, Ihave been using my AR deck with
some of these mods for awhile now, and
must report that Iam extremely happy, in
fact (=mite astounded by the difference in
sound quality. [ KK's report is on p55 — Ed]
Strictly speaking, these are not mods ( in
the sense that amod usually retains the
original character of the sound), for the most
significant of the mods available from Mr
Merrill is aone-piece perspex subchassis.
Naturally this means that the bearing is new,
too; the thrust plate of this bearing is
hardened steel, and to take full advantage of
it, it is advisable to have Mr Merrill replace
the spindle of the inner subchassis with one
of hardened steel. 1had this done, and
the fit was so tight that Ithought something
was wrong, so Irang the company in the US
and spoke to Mr Merrill himself. He was
most helpful ( and has the most charming
Southern drawl which is difficult to associate
with atechnical person) and told me just to
let the spindle work its way into the bearing
under the weight of the platter. This took an
hour, so it is atight fit indeed. Another mod I
had done was to have the platter lead- coated
(to reduce ringing) and the inner hub/platter
balanced. These — the poor bearing fit, and
poorly balanced platter — were, to my mind,
the main weaknesses of the original AR. The
mods came with three sets of springs to
accommodate various mats and arm
weights; in my case the original springs
(without the foam!) worked best.
And the sound? Well, it's no longer an AR.
The sound is very tight, not as airy or diffuse
as the original. The bass has incredible
wallop, with no audible overhang or fatness.
There is aseamlessness to the sound which I
cannot hear in the Pink or Linn. Also, it is
quite precise and not at all hesitant or polite,
without being brash. The biggest subjective
difference is that it is now making music —
the shape of apiece is now more evident, as
is the vvaythe musicians play. Ishould add
that the motor is driven by aLogic ' Delta',
which is their version of Linn's Valhalla
board, designed by Bob Stuart of Meridian
and put into an add-on black box, with
speed- selector and speed adjustment. The
rest of the system is Alphason/Red, Naim
250, PS Audio IV ( which sounds completely
different with the new phono board — very
sweet and open), and Gale 402s.
By the way, Idon't often write to your
magazine, so let me take this opportunity to
congratulate you on the most enjoyable and
most informative hi-fi magazine around. It's
still — after all these years — ahigh spot in
every month!
Yours faithfully
A recent letter from Harry Pearson chastises
us for acouple of errors. We forgot to credit
Rob Thomas, the photographer who
supplied the pictures for Ken Kessler's April
CES report, as being attached to The
Absolute Sound. Also the copyright of the
picture of JGordon Holt used in our
December ' 84 issue in fact belongs to TAS.
Apologies all round would seem to be in
order — Ed.
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TAPE LEVY
UPDATE
Peter Baxandall's watchdogs ( see
'Comment', May) aren't the only
ones who use the ' No Question
and Answer Period' technique to
disarm their opponents. The
recent announcement of the Government's U-turn on the tape levy
came just late enough to prevent
many journals warning their
readers to write to their MPs.
Indeed, by the time this
sees print — written aday after the
rapidly organised Tape Manufacturers Group press conference —
the levy might be an on-thestatutes reality.
The TMG is the only organisation actively opposing the levy,
which the Government's 1981
Green Paper had ruled out as
unjust. The pro- levy factions
have been calling for a tax —
surely ' levy' is merely a euphemism? — on all blank tapes to make
up for the estimated losses suffered by copyright holders due to
taping of audio and video
material. While nobody will deny
that there are people copying LPs
and costing the record industry
some earnings, the TMG claim
that the figures have been exaggerated by up to 100%, and the
punitive tax the record industry
would like to see has no bearing
on reality.
Of greater importance is the
potential that any tax holds for
getting out of control. The 5-10%
on a £ 1 cassette may seem a
minor price increase until it's
realised that the actual tax will
end up closer to 30% once the
various margins and VAT have
been added to it; you can be sure
that the tax won't be added after
margins and VAT. But worse than
that is the tendency for all Governments to treat taxes on luxury
items as some kind of bottomless
revenue pit. Imagine each con-

PIONEER
Two launches two days apart in
two different locations meant
that our roving reporter had to
hustle to keep tabs on Pioneer.
The Japanese giant has recently
announced new ranges for both
their in- car lines and their ' midi'
systems. The in- car line-up consists of refined, improved- spec
versions of the previous models,
with emphasis on the growing
middle sector. Pioneer addressed
the new awareness in in- car
audio, but recognises that it will
be some time before UK consumers embrace £ 1000- plus installations, hence a wider selection of

JI3L TI SERIES
The American loudspeaker giant,
JBL, has recently introduced a
new series of upmarket units
ranging in price from £ 500 to just
under £ 3000. The four models in
the Ti range incorporate JBL's
new pure titanium dome tweeter,
which bears a patented diamond
pattern to increase stiffness without adding mass. Of particular

secutive Budget upping it a few
points every year, and before you
know it we'd have apound added
to the cost of a C-60.
The unfairness of the tax is
two-fold: firstly, by being based
on value rather than length, it
penalises those who use better
tape; secondly, it penalises tape
users who don't copy LPs or films
with the expressed intention of
not making a legitimate purchase
ie, commit intellectual property
theft. The very nature of the tax is
such that exceptions can only
really be considered for organised special interest groups
such as the blind, computer
users and schools. Individuals
who tape non-copyright music
will suffer along with the buccaneers. The analogy provided by
the TMG says it all: ' It's like the
Government adding £ 50 to the
price of all cars sold to allow for
offences that the owners might
commit'.
You, as readers of a magazine
concerned with hi-fi, are all aware
of the levy and its implications,
including the arguments pro and
con, as well as the myriad
alternatives ( licensing of recorders, etc) that have been proposed. If, as the TMG fears, the tax
is afait accompli, then this note is
nothing more than our way of
lamenting the fact that the man
on the street was never given fair
warning, and that the record
industry was allowed to lobby its
way through to profits that it
didn't earn.
As Iwrite this, Ihear that the
record industry, despite blaming tape copying as the cause for
its reduced turnover since the
bumper year of 1978, surpassed
that year's sales in 1984. If, as
they allege, home taping is
increasing like ayeast- laden loaf,
and that it's costing them millions, shouldn't 1984's sales have
been down?
Ken Kessler
combination units coming in at
prices above the £ 100 mark but
below the lunatic cut-off point. Of
particular appeal to in-car buyers
craving more than the basics are
the new models in the Centrate
Series', all ready to take the addon CD players of recent vintage.
The midi- system launch
revealed an extensive range of
affordable alternatives to floorstanding rack systems, each
package displayed with a CD
player which can be purchased as
an option. We'll be looking at the
least expensive set-up, the SS110, which — at £249 — represents
the 1980s answer to one-piece
minicentres in a future issue.

interest to UK readers will be the
baby of the line-up, the 18Ti,
which closely follows recent British trends in that it's a highquality small monitor of the
SL600/SL6 school. A too- brief
audition at a recent press launch
revealed it to be capable of yielding deep bass and high levels not
usually associated with small-ish
boxes.

matching 3- band analogue tuner,
30W amplifier and 2- head DolbyBoth Aiwa and Hitachi have intro- B ( only!) cassette deck, the F440
duced ' midi' CD players. The slim system costs around £499, with
£380 Aiwa DX- 1200 is just 33cm speakers and record deck offered
wide and is unique in that the separately. Later in the year, Phidisc is inserted with the playing lips say they will introduce a
surface upwards! This, say Aiwa, high-tech portable, combining a
is so that dust does not fall on the CD player with 5- band graphic,
laser — doesn't it fall on the disc, radio, 25W amplifier and cassette
though? All the usual facilities are deck, and capable of operating
offered, as well as a random from the mains, from a 12V batprogram repeat, and there is a tery, or from its own optional
digital- out socket for those who battery pack. The ' Sound
want to add a separate decoder Machine' will be available in
like the new Sony DAS-702es.
quantity in time for Christmas,
The Hitachi midi player, the say Philips; it has two hook- on
£329 DA 4000, has asimilar list of speakers which can be detached
facilities, and spearheads a new for listening.
range of players to be introduced
B&O are soon to introduce a
later in the year.
top- loading CD player, using a
Meanwhile, Philips have put Philips transport and 4x oversamtogether a complete system piing decoder. Beautifully styled,
around their CD- 104 model. Con- as one might expect, the B&O
sisting of the ' 104 combined with CDX will cost £339.

MIDI CD PLAYERS

EUROMONITOR
REPORT
Records and tapes are the subject
of a new £ 180 report by market
analysts Euromonitor, 87-88
Turnmill Street, London EC1M
5QU, which highlights the latest
trends in music software.
The decline of the LP against
rising musicassette sales is confirmed, thou9h the 1983 total of
£488m consisted of £233m on
LPs, £ 157m on prerecorded
tapes, and £98m on singles. The
continued resilience of vinyl is
reflected in the singles market,
where volume has been maintained and the 12in. versions now
account for 25% of sales.
Market fragmentation con-

tinues to improve the penetration
of independent labels and plants,
the latter having captured 24%,
31%, and 58% of singles. LP and
Musicassette capacity respectively ( 1980: 20%, 23%, 54%).
Because the total market is in
decline, new stimuli are urgently
sought. Not surprisingly, CD sales
were worth only £ 3m in 1983, the
year of their launch, but were still
under £ 10m in 1984, and are
expected to be under £ 50m by
1986. The large hardware base
and gradual introduction of hi-fi
soundtracks offer good prospects
for music/video sources, and
computer audio cassettes are
considered to have great potential as another natural extension
for the music business.

NEW GOLDRINGS
Filling in the gap between Goldring's high-end m-cs and their
budget Epic are the G1000 series
moving- magnet cartridges. Similarly styled to the 900 series,
which were introduced nearly a
decade ago, all three use the
same rigid one-piece body
moulded from glass- reinforced
polyester. The difference
between them is mainly down to
the stylus: top model at £69.95 is
the G1040 which uses a van den
Hul Type 2 stylus; the £44.95
G1020 uses avan den Hul Type 1;
while the £29.95 G1010 is fitted
with an elliptical.
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B&O FIT PHONOS
Their dogged determination to fit
DIN plugs to record players for
sound engineering reasons has
left B&O turntables out of the
mainstream in good old Adaptorland for many years.
However, the £ 110 RX2 and
£200 Tx2 are ' universal' introductions, supplied without cartridge

CLUBLAND
Hi Fi Clubs have not been asignificant part of the UK scene for
many years, but the virtually
simultaneous arrival of three
independent letters may indicate
a groundswell of interest.
Welsh audiophiles interested in
taking part in club activities might
care to contact Jack Williams on
Newbridge 243179, as he is seeking to get alocal club under way.
Hi- Phonics of 16 Pheasant Rise,
Copdock, Ipswich IP8 3LF is
clearly a commercial operation.

and with phonos, though cartridge choice will have to come
from the MMC moving- magnet
range ( from £ 20). The more
expensive model has atangential
tonearm, and both include B&O
refinements such as automatic
record speed selection and onetouch operation, not to mention
the cleverly engineered sub chassis suspension.

will be entering the Class-A wars
with two entirely new units, both
monoblocks. The SA/1 ( 150
Those of you who recall the high - watts) and the SA/2 ( 80 watts) will
end of yore will remember a be available Stateside by the time
range of high- power, high-priced you read this, so expect a sumsolid-state units designed by Nel- mer launch for the UK. Prices will
son Pass, called Threshold. They be in the territory occupied by
were noteworthy because of the Audio Research, Krell, and conunique, patented ' Stasis' circuitry rad-johnson, styling and conand Pass' work with sliding Class - struction are of the overkill variA bias ( from which myriad ety, and hernias come free of
Japanese manufacturers bor- charge.
We'd love to talk prices so you
They are making some fairly rowed heavily). Unfortunately,
ambitious promises for future Threshold's initial appearance in can go into specific details with
activities and the benefits of the UK was too early to catch the your bank manager when you
membership, including a current boom in exotica, so the apply for the second mortage.
quarterly magazine, in return for company gradually disappeared Unfortunately, the dollar- pound
an annual membership of £ 19.95. from our market. Now they're relationship is about as stable as
The Hi Fi Club, PO Box 6685, back, imported by B&W, who a germanium transistor, so
Roggebaai, 8012, South Africa is have another link with the Amer- please contact B&W for more
looking particularly to exchange ican company by way of the new accurate prices than we can sugnewsletters and information with Nakamichi amplifiers designed gest at the time of writing. ( The
UK clubs. Their overseas mem- by Pass and incorporating his pound went up two cents this
morning!!!)
bership subscription is £ 12, 'Stasis' topology.
Details from B&W LoudIn addition to the known models,
though they are prepared to send
a copy of their monthly newslet- now in Mk II form, Threshold is speakers Ltd, Marlborough Road,
increasing its product line-up and Lancing, West Sussex.
ter to serious enquirers. •

GOODMANS LOUDSPEAKERS,
once part of the Thorn group but
HFN/RR SHOW is scheduled for now striking out on their own
September 19th- 22nd at the since amanagement buy-out, are
celebrating 60 years in business
Heathrow Penta Hotel.
HARROGATE provisional dates this year by being principal sponsors of the two weeks of music in
are August 15th 18th.
BERLIN SHOW dates for 1985 are July which comprise the 1983
August 30th September 8th. Chichester Festivities.
50,000 trade visitors are expected BADA, the dealer trade organisaas well as the public. UK visitors tion, has expanded with the
can obtain details of package recruiting of the five branches of
tours from British Airways Absolute Sound & Video in
Oxford, Bristol, Cheltenham and
offices.
CHICAGO CES takes place this Swindon.
month at McCormick Place. Dates QUADRAPHONY is not dead, say
are Sunday 2nd to Wednesday aGerman organisation dedicated
to music coming at the listener
5th June.
FBA WINTER SHOWS Following from all directions. CD,
their decision not to support the apparently, is the boost the
HFN/RR show at the Heathrow defunct surround- sound technolPenta in September, the FBA ogy has been waiting for. Contact
have announced that they will be Quadro Aktion, Postfach 610411,
backing three dealer-organised 2000 Hamburg 61.
shows. These will be in Bolton, HITACHI feel that graphic equalisOctober 4th-6th, run by Cleartone ers will be a growth area in hi-fi
Audio; London, October 12th - and have introduced a 10- band
14th, run by Bartletts; and £129 model, the HGE 1100.
Brighton, November 9th -11th, BBC FX CD, pressed by Nimbus,
run by Jeffries. An independent is said to be the first sound
effects release on silver. Would
Scottish show is also planned.
you believe that the BBC Sound
Effects Centre loans 100,000 conBRIEFING
ventional FX records every year?
AUDIO TECHNICA have always CBS/SONY's Compact Disc
had a good reputation for head- pressing plant in the USA has
phones, and their latest models, had to turn away custom pressthe closed- back ATH-M7 and ing orders, and is only capable of
open back ATH-V7, both costing running at 50% capacity
£69.95, incorporate the results (<150,000 discs/month) says a
from professional music industry CBS release. Presumably this is
due to learning curve difficulties,
experience.
FOLLOWING DIXONS' takeover but the increased consumer
of the Currys electrical retailing demand for CD is putting a
chain, ex- Comet Hi-fi supremo strain on other pressing plants
Nick Lightowler has been worldwide.
appointed Currys Ltd Purchasing NUNEATON DEALER Super
Sound is apparently the first speDirector.
CTS STUDIOS in Wembley, who cialist hi-fi retailer in that town for
recorded the soundtrack for many years. Brands stocked
David Lean's A Passage to India, include A&R, Aiwa, Castle, Goldclaim to be the first all-digital ring, Wharfedale, Yamaha,
multitrack studio, with a newly - Nagaoka and Harman/Kardon.
installed Neve DSP digital mixing Super Sound, 35 Church St,
console and Sony 3324 fixed - Nuneaton, Warwicks. Tel:
345253.
head digital 24-track recorder.
SANSUI have resurrected their SOUNDCRAFT, manufacturers of
once best-selling SR- 222 budget turntable mats, loudspeaker
turntable in MkV guise. Spec now stands, and Sotalinx interconnect
includes a compliantly- mounted — now available at lower price —
DC servo motor, a high- polish have moved. Soundcraft, 51 Tern
particle board plinth, and adyna- Court, Thornhill, Cwmbran,
Gwent NP44 5SJ. Tel: 06333
mically balanced tonearm.

EVENTS
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THRESHOLD
RETURNS

72294.
EXOTIC COMPONENTS such as
high audio quality capacitors and
LC OFC inductors are being distributed by Bob Yates, once of
Studio Beco fame. LC Components, 169A Newmarket Road,
Cambridge CBS 8HA. Tel: 0223
63368.
SME, soon to release their
impressive MkV tonearm, have
changed their distribution
arrangements, with well known
representatives George Hooley
and David McDowell covering
England and Wales between
them. For details of your nearest
SME dealer, write to SME Ltd,
Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY. Tel:
0903 814321.
THE FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL
SON & IMAGE VIDEO held at the
CNIT Exhibition Hall in Paris in
March had an attendance of
207,199, including 61,448 trade
visitors. Venue will be the same
for 1986.
MAXELL are having to move their
UK sales division, due to a rapid
increase in turnover partly resulting from their opening of avideo
tape and floppy disc plant in
Telford, Shropshire, a year ago.
New address is Maxell ( UK) Ltd,
3a High Street, Rickmansworth,
Herts WD3 1HR. Tel: 0923
777171.
REVOX's B77 open- reel tape
recorder was used to record the
basic 77 phrases for the new
speaking clock, which were then
digitised and edited to give the
familiar ' At the third stroke ...'
messages.
AMSTRAD and the BPI come to
blows in the High Court on June
10th about the legality of
Amstrad selling tape- to- tape
copying decks. This is the case
where the BPI are the defendants; the parallel case where
Amstrad are the defendants has
been stayed, pending the outcome on June 10th.
APOGEE have had their patent
claims on all three long ribbon
drivers — woofer, midrange and
tweeter — used in their speaker
systems approved by the•United
States Patents Office. The tweeter
was the subject of a dispute
between Apogee and Magnepan,
who had patented a long ribbon

tweeter in 1983.
JVC are holding Technological
Conventions at the end of May in
three cities in China, which
shows the increasing importance
the vast and relatively untapped
market on Japan's doorstep has
for consumer electronics companies. Demand, for TVs in particular, is apparently growing
exponentially, something which
can't be said about markets in the
West, and JVC, in association
with the Nissho lwai Corporation,
have been supplying China with
colour TV assembly plants since
1978.
AUDIOKITS, a company run by
Derby dealer Graham Nalty, have
announced a £ 175 integrated
amplifier, the Classic Series 2
A32, which features particular

attention to power supply design.
Styling, however, is pure ' 50s
British kitsch, with its crackle
enamel finish. Audiokits, 6 Mill
Close, Borrowash, Derby. Tel:
0332 674929.
JVC's new £ 579 EX3 midi system
typifies the strategy the Japanese
are adopting in the fragmented
UK market. Logic- controlled cassette deck, 30W RMS amplifier
(well, actually 27W, 40Hz-20kHz
at 0.9% THD), automatic turntable, 10- band graphic equaliser,
digital tuner, and flat diaphragm
2way speakers make everything
easy for the consumer.
SUMIKO Inc, of Tweek, Talisman, and The Arm fame, are
launching three new products at
the June CES. Closely following
the appearance of Zeta's UKbuilt
cartridge demagnetiser will be a
similar device from Sumiko ( the
Japanese have been marketing
one for years, it should be noted)
as well as a VTA adjustment
device designed by Dave Fletcher
'with no compromise in rigidity'.
The third new product is adrastically revamped version of their
Premier MMT tonearm, now with
straight arm tube and fixed headshell.
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Esoteric Hi- •
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Until now Hi Fi that sounded this good always looked awful.
The new Proton range gives you recognized audiophile features — and beautiful with it!

Proton 520 Amplifier Under demanding music signal conditions, the Proton 520 really performs. For
short-term musical- waveform peaks, the 520's conservative 20 watt rating expands to 100 watts per
channel into 2ohms. There's no trick involved — just solid, creative engineering. For moving- coil
cartridges the 520 provides aprecisely designed " head amp" ( pre amplifier) function. It offers achoice of
switch selected input sensitivities that optimises the dynamic range performance of both high and low
output MC cartridges. £129.00
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Proton 440 AM/FM Tuner For those who want quality performance in aseparate stereo tuner, Proton
offers you the superb Schotz-designed Model 440. A precision four- gang J-FET front end tuning section
and special Schotz circuits provide outstanding performance. Six tuner presets on both AM and FM
provide one touch station selection. By measurements — and by critical listening tests — the 440
delivers more (and sells for far less) than most top of the line tuners. £189.00

Proton 930 AM/FM Receiver The Proton 930 digitally synthesized receiver establishes anew reference
standard for cost-effective receiver design. Innovation and performance enhancing features make it stand
out even among today's state of the art receivers. Larry Schotz is consicered one of the world's most
innovative FM engineers, and the Proton 930's tuner section includes one of his latest achievements —
aphase locked loop detector that automatically optimizes its performance parameters to existing signal
conditions. £269.00

Proton 720 Cassette Deck Proton's engineers were aware that acassette deck's noise level is ultimately
determined by the electronics in the deck itself. The input stages employ carefully selected ultra- low
noise transistors that provide signal-to-noise ratio of 59dB or better with any type tape, before noise
reduction. Switching in Dolby Bor C noise reduction further improves the signal-to-noise figures to
about 69 and 78 dB respectively. £169.00

PROTON

Sole UK Distributor: Ventura Leisure, The Broadway, Old Amersham, Bucks. Tel: 02403 3173
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62 Oupus Road
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344 Coldharbour Lane.
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NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Newark
Peter Ellis
29 Kirkgale Tel. 0636 704571
Nottingham
Nottingham Hi - Fi
116-118 Alfreton Road.
Tel 0602 786919
Superb
15 Market Street
Tel: 0602 412137

OXFORDSHIRE

Wallingford
Astley Audio. 3 Market Place.
Tel 0491 39305
Oxford
Reference Audio
19 Old High Street
Headington Tel 0865 65961
Westwood & Mason
46 George Street.
Tel 0865 247183
Witney
Witney Audio
28 High Street Tel 0993 2414

Chippenham
JD Stereo
Station Hill Tel 0249 654357
Cirencester
TV & Hi - Fi Centre
34 Castle Street.
Tel 0285 4756
Devizes
L1Rutter
17 The Britto>. Tel: 0380 2268
Melksham
PR Sounds
5King Street. Tel: 0225 708045
Salisbury
Salisbury Hi Fi
15 Catherine Street.
Tel 0722 22169
Swindon
TV & Hi Fi Centre
91-92 Commercial Street
Tel: 0973 28383
Burdens
94 Victoria Road.
Tel: 0793 613733

YORKSHIRE

Leeds
Superb
34-36 Queen Victoria Street
Tel 0532 449075
Sheffield
Micron Audio
172 Baslow Road, Totley
Tel 0742 360295
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Two new products have joined
Revox' B200 series of audio cornponents, and both should prove
appealing to those captivated by
the company's traditional concern for superb engineering and
advanced design. The 8215 is the
latest version of Revox' semiprofessional cassette deck, again
of interest to both the domestic
user and recording studios.
Immediately noticeable is a cornplete lack of sliders or rotary
controls, as all functions, including level adjustments, are controlled by pushbuttons. The 8215,
which replaces the B710 cassette
deck, contains three microprocessors, which oversee all
aspects of performance. Notable
features include very accurate
real-time counting, music location by time readout with memory storage for two locations,
fade in/fade out working in tandem with the pause button,

Dolby- B, - C, and HX Professional,
and avariety of computer- related
operations. Joining the B215 is i
Revox' latest receiver, the B285 —
also microprocessor controlled —
which boasts automatic tuning
for both AM and FM, 29 memor¡es which can be scanned ,
sequentially, choice of frequency
or alphanumeric station readout,
and the capability to store mono, ,
high blend, and muting- off with I
each memory location. The
amplifier section produces 100
watts RMS per channel, and contains novel features like programmable turn- on volume, input
sensitivities which can be memorised, a differential control for
setting the volume for two
groups of loudspeakers, and
remote control operation which
works with the other units in the
8200 Series. Prices will be in line
with other Revox components.
FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald
Street, Boreham Wood, Herts
WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01-953 0091.

REVOX
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had substantial rises, due in the
main to increased costs and the
incltom
usions piokfe s.
improved top and
bot
The Japanese- sourced proApril saw Linn putting their prices
up by relatively small margins, ducts have suffered due to the
The LP12, scheduled for a re- strength of the Yen against sterlreview next month by Martin ing: the LVX and Basik Plus now
Colloms will now cost £370 rather cost £85; the Ittok remains good
than £355 in afro' finish, or £405 value at £ 275; while the Asak and
rather than £390 for the rose- Trak suffer smaller percentage
wood version. The Kan and Sara rises to £ 190 and £ 110 respecspeakers have increased by 4- tively. The Karma remains
5%, now costing £ 210 and £ 500 unchanged at £300!
The budget Linn speaker menrespectively, which still seems
very competitive, while the ' so- tioned in April is confirmed as
bank DMS rises to £ 1200. The being called the Index, and, availPMS variant remains at £ 1300, able in black finish only, will cost
however. Speaker stands have £121.50. ( All prices exclude VAT.)

LINN PRICES
INCREASE

BUDGET AR
SPEAKERS
Undoubtedly AR's most popular
speakers in recent years, the
evergreen 8 and 18 models have
been revised and restyled to
carry them through the decade.
The original 8 and 18 were successful contenders in the hot sub£100 sector, as were the later ' S'
and 'LS' variants; the new versions, bearing a BX suffix, are
intended to carry on the tradition.
Changes to both models include
new drivers, the tweeter again
ferrofluid cooled, new connectors
able to accept thicker cables and
4mm plugs, and an increase in
power handling capability. The
8BX and 18BX will be manufaclured in the UK, and both come
with AR's famous five-year
guarantee, which covers spec-

o
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III
ification in addition to the usual
parts and workmanship. Prices
remain the same as the predecessors, with the 8BX selling for
£79.90 and the 18BX for £99.90,
both including VAT. A rigid,
three-point stand, called the LSM,
will be made available specifically for these models. Details
from Teledyne Acoustic
Research, High Street, Houghton
Regis, Dunstable, Bedfordshire
LUS 5QJ.
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THE GARROTT BROTHERS work on the Decca
cartridge is known well enough — especially since
the advent of the Garrott Micro- Scanner stylus.
What is not sufficiently well known is that the sort
of improvement wrought upon the Decca by
Garrotts can also be enjoyed with most other MC
and MM cartridges.

BEEC WOOD AUDIO

6MARKET STREET. BRAINTREE, ESSEX CM7 6YA. TEL: 0376-29060

ACTIVITY IN THE
EASTERN COUNTIES
We are pleased to have been appointed East
Anglian Agents for the JOHN BOWERS ACTIVE1
loudspeaker. Together with the Meridian Range
and the ARCAM 1, we are now the Premiere
Dealer for ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS.

Some recent quotes from client's letters:
"I find that the Micro-Scanner has produced a
major improvement in asystem that was pretty
good before"
SUPEX 901

"I have amuch improved bass output, and avery
detailed sound. Ican actually hear sounds on old
records that Inever noticed before"

If you are thinking of an Amplifier and
loudspeaker upgrade, why not consider Active
operation. We'll be pleased to demonstrate the
benefits, and advise you on the most appropriate
equipment for your system.

SUPEX 900

"What can say more than SUPERB! Beautiful
clarity, almost total silence from record surface,
and perfect tracking ability"
GOLDRING 910

We support fine equipment from the following:
A&R CAMBRIDGE, ARISTON, BLQ, B&W, HAFLER,
HELIUS, KEF, KOETSU, MARANTZ, MERIDIAN,
MORDAUNT SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD,
NAKAMICHI, ORACLE, ORTOFON, PHILIPS CD, PINK
TRIANGLE, QED, QUAD, REVOLVER, SD ACOUSTICS,
SHURE, SME, SYRINX, TALISMAN.

"The Micro- Scanner is quite distinctive in the
beauty of clarity and spaciousness that it gives the
reproduction"
DENON, KOETSU, SUPEX

Full details from:
THE PARABOLIC STYLUS CO,
P.O. Box 38,
TORQUAY Tal 1BW.
Tel: 0803-26791

Opening hours: 9.30 to 6.00 Monday—Saturday
Evenings by appointment

ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 109.00
' ST3
Holds 360 records
price £89.00

ST4
Holds 240 records
price £ 55.00

Why do DJs, record shops and
libraries use Arjay's storage
system?

A

For less than 25p arecord you'll
have storage safety for your
collection — no warps, crash-outs,
mislaid records. Good looking, but
rugged racks, that have been tested to
full capacity weights. Your record shop
can't afford damaged discs — nor can
you. You'll be able to put your hand on a
record in seconds.
Contact Karen, 01-390 2101 or send coupon to

Arjay Interiors
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT 1 3BJ
Tick 11 Please send me your LPstorage units brochure

DPlease quote me for delivery to address below of:
ti 13
120 remuk
pri(e L14.00

Name
Address

II
not IIILMratud)1101(1, 600 rec ords price L110.00

Now available to the public at ex -works prices.
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Great minds . . ?
After visiting the Bose HO near Boston,
Massachusetts, last year and writing
enthusiastic words about the company's
new portable sound system ( see also Ken
Kessler's report HFN/RR February 1985, p25)
several people phoned me to say that Bose's
Acoustic Wave Music System isn't really
new. But, as so often happens, most of the
people who have written off the AWMS as an
old idea, haven't been able to back up their
casual denigration with any hard historical
facts.
It's very easy to fall into the trap of
assuming that because an idea looks fairly
simple, it is of necessity old. Magnavox, the
American subsidiary of Philips which bought
asmall company's patents on video games
technology, went through all this around ten
years ago. The game patents broadly claim
the concept of artificially generating ablip on
aTV screen, giving the viewer the chance to
control its position. Everyone said it couldn't
possibly be anew idea. But it was and Philips
has earned afortune out of squeezing a
royalty from TV games manufacturers all
round the world. Now, thanks to one reader
with along memory, Ihave been able to
track down what must surely be the source
of all these vague recollections of something
similar to the AWMS from years ago.
British audio pioneer Paul Voigt filed a
British patent application in October 1934
and it was granted as BP 447 749 in May
1936. The documents originally filed by
Voigt claim the idea of an air resonator pipe,
with aloudspeaker unit located part way
along its length. This idea differs from the
Bose AWMS in that the Bose pipe is open
both ends. But Voigt wrote this possibility
into an expanded text which he filed at the
Patent Office in October 1935.
The patent describes how air trapped in a
cabinet behind adiaphragm will form avery
stiff cushion which restricts movement.
Voigt said his idea would prevent air
pressure building up. Although most of the
practical designs sketched in the patent
show an organ pipe closed at one end, with a
loudspeaker unit some distance from that
end, there are acouple of sketches which
come uncomfortably close to the Bose idea.
For example, Voigt suggested using two
separate bass chamber tubes, fixed together
and driven by acommon diaphragm. The
chambers Could, he said, ' act over different
frequency bands ... or both bass chambers
might operate over the same frequency
band'. His patent sketch ( fig.6 for anyone
who wants to check out the original) is
broadly similar to the Bose tuned pipe.
In America, patent lawyers actually prefer
to have old ideas out in the open before a
patent is granted, on the principle that
chickens always come home to roost in the
end. If the lawyers know of aprior patent
they can draft round it. It's highly unlikely
that anyone in Boston ever knew of Voigt's
work. So they will probably be pleased,
rather than sorry, to read this. Nothing in
Voigt's patent, of course, detracts from the
fact that the Bose AWMS produces some
impressive sounds. In fact, audio snobs may
take the Bose idea more seriously now that
they know that Paul Voigt had the germ of a
similar idea 50 years ago!

Truth will out
Have you ever wondered why so much new
technology comes from Japan? It isn't only
because the Government encourages
research and development and the
electronics firms spend heavily on their
111-1-1NE%\ti& RECORD REVIE.11

TECHNOLOGY

British hi-fi companies couldn't afford to
do this, even if they wanted to. But some
British hi-fi sells well in Japan for the simple
reason that it sounds good and has excellent
word of mouth reputation. One reason it
sounds good is that the British press has
been traditionally very forthright in its
criticism; some firms would, of course, say
too forthright.
All the signs are that Japanese firms are
now worrying about their inability to sell and
get good reviews on glossy junk in Europe.
No amount of ' must- buy' reviews from tame
reviewers in Japan will help over here.
That's why the Japanese audio companies
take far more notice of what is written in
British magazines than they care to let on. So
if you, as areader, have something to say
about Japanese technology, the easiest way
to get your point across is write aletter to the
hi-fi press for publication. You can be sure
someone in Japan will read it and take note.

Barry Fox
laboratories. It's also because the Japanese
reviewers welcome almost anything that's
new. Seldom is adiscouraging word heard.
Almost everything hits the market with an
enthusiastic review.
Of course, in the long term it's the buying
public who decide and products do fail and
disappear. Matsushita had avideo system
called VX which was ousted by JVC's VHS.
All the high tech quadraphonic and 4charnel equipment, from Denon, JVC,
Technics, Sansui and Sony ended up on the
scrap heap. Panasonic had agramophone
called Panapic which looked like acan of
beans and contained apickup cartridge that
went round in acircle. Panapic played
records embossed in aplastic book. It did not
become aworld beater. Neither did apocket
video game that worked by cockwcrk. You
wound up aspring and pressed abutton
which released awire carrying an LED at the
end. It zipped across the screen like ablip on
aTV tube. There have been all manner of
appalling gadgets in Japan which make
headphones sound like loudspeakers and
loudspeakers sound like headphones. One
gadcet doctors the audio signal so that the
sound through loudspeakers is just what you
would hear in amarbled swimming bath.
Japan has contributed more than its fair
share of golden turkeys.
Recently, Japanese newsletter Intersect
published asurprisingly critical piece on the
film and record review industry. What the
magazine said could equally well apply to
the Japanese hi-fi business. If you believe
publ shed reviews, all films are ' must- sees'
and all records are ' must- buys'. The film and
record companies have compiled ablacklist
of candid critics. They no longer get free gifts
and expenses- paid junkets to movie studios,
rock concerts and film festivals. They don't
get invited to press screenings or receive
records for review.
The long term result of all this is that all
reviews are devalued. The public no longer
bothers to read any reviews and the film and
record companies only find out that they
have released junk when word of mouth kills
it. It will be interesting to see how long it is
befo ,ethe hi-fi industry in Japan wakes up to
the same fact. Over there, hi-fi firms quite
openly have supposedly independent
reviewers on their payroll as consultant
advisers. One American company found that
the only way to get its products even looked
at was to fly aplane load of Japanese
journalists over to California and minister to
their every need for aweek's holiday.

Skeletons in warehouses
Sometimes dead technology won't lie down.
Remember CX? It was the LP disc noise
reduction system launched by CBS and
heralded ( by CBS) as an alternative to digital
disc. CX works rather like dbx, with audio
compression at the record stage and
expansion on playback. CX stands for
'compatible expansion'. Ho, ho.
Although it now seems alifetime ago, CBS
launched CX in May 1981 with grandiose
claims: ' The unique compatibility feature of
the CX process allows CX records to be
played today on any stereo system with the
sound quality of conventional stereo
releases .
CX increases the dynamic range
of discs by 20dB to nearly 85dB'.
'CX will become the record standard of the
future,' quoth Al Teller, Vice- President at
CBS in New York. Almost before Teller had
Finished speaking, the record industry, hi-fi
press, trade and record- buying public started
complaining about the non- compatibility of
CX. Whereas dbx engineers have never
claimed that their system is compatible, CBS
claimed nonsense for CX. ' Because of the
important compatibility aspect of the CX
technology,' Teller went on, ' aconsumer will
be able to build alibrary of CX-encoded
albums even prior to his purchase of aCX
decoder.'
But of course he was wrong. By April 1982,
CBS had climbed down and announced that
it would ' soon begin releasing records in
both CX and conventional formats wherever
possible'. This amounted to public
admission that the system wasn't
compatible. A year later, in the summer of
1983, CBS took an internal decision to kill CX.
There was never any formal announcement.
It was just left to die. But late last year at a
hi-fi show in Germany, Inoticed something
odd on the Kort stand. It looked familiar. And
it was. Kort had adisplay of CX decoders!
Perhaps there is awarehouse full of the
wretched things in Germany and someone
had the bright idea of trying to unload them
as anew gimmick.
My memory was jogged on this recently
because ashopper in Tottenham Court Road
recently spotted some Koss quadraphonic
headphones. These were the extraordinary
beasts that had front and back drivers for the
left and right ears. His only regret was that
the price was too high to buy apair out of
curiosity value. Before long the query pages
of the hi-fi press will be getting letters from
puzzled punters, wondering how to connect
4- channel headphones to astereo amplifier.
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Are you atube freak?
Do you drool over Decca's?
Are you looking for ProAc's?
Do you believe in the 'Black Disc'?
Do you worship Ken Kessler's every word?
If so, we have a treat in store for you. The widest range
of tube electronics in Hertfordshire — Audio Research.
Counterpoint, Grant, Croft and, occasionally, modified
Quad's. We have Garrott Microscanner Decca's in stock
and the complete range of fabulous ProAc speakers on
demonstration. We have Rega's, Linn, Pink A, Systenulek.
The Rock, The Source, Oracle's and The Gyrodec on
demonstration with the best (?) of CD. We modify speaker
qands, re- wire amps awl speakers, soup- up, sel up, luneup
and re-furbish turntables and have our own exclusive,
incomparable custom-made interconnects. We install in
pubs, clubs, restaurants, boutiques, record-shops, studios,
mansions and bed-sits. We have tackled everything
(almost), and our expertise is available to you
If you are in the market for some new gear, you want your
present system sorted out, a complete installation or just a
friendly shoulder to cry on — give us a ring — you'll be glad
you did.

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS

RADLETT AUDIO CONSULTANTS
141 Wading Street, Radien, Herts.
Tel: 09276 6497

THE

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB = lo B 33 7dB L74"

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day — Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from MI Motorway. Turnoff No 11

ULTIMATE ROOM
The Audio Specialist division of Cosmic
....•••••••••m

@MEE
[T -115510F1
rTnrinici

250 STATION ROAD, ADDLESTONE, SURREY
TELEPHONE WEYBRIDGE (0932) 57960/54522
* Demonstrations by appoint ment
* Access/Barclaycard Welcome
* Home Installations * Open 7days aweek * Free Delivery Nationwide
WE NOW HAVE HITACHI LC-OPC LEADS AND INTERCONNECT CABLES
2CORE £4PER METRE, 4CORE £6.95 PER METRE, 1.5 PHONO TO PHONO £ 30.
Agencies include: AR, Audio Technica, B&W. Celestion, ( vrus, Dual, Elite Townsend ( The Rock), Gale, Grace, Hafler, Helius, Heybrook, I.A.S..
KEF, Logic Magnum, Mission, Monitor Audio, Quad, QED, Pink Triangle, Revolver, Rotel, Spendor, Syrinx, Supex, Systemdek, Wharfedale, Zeta
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OME INTERESTING AND RATHER
unfortunate problems have recently
cropped up concerning the allocation
of frequencies above 104MHz on band II. The
aviation authorities have occasionally had
problems with their receiving equipment on
aircraft in the important air band above
118MHz. Much of the equipment is fairly old
and thus the aircraft receivers often do not
meet the stringent specifications now laid
down internationally. Iam informed by the
DTI that one problem area is quite serious —
that of intermodulation products developing
on important air to ground frequencies
caused by aircraft flying over groups of VHF
transmitters running high power on band II.
To explain this problem Iwill quote an
imaginary example in which aplane might
be flying over some transmitters on 106 and
93.8MHz. These two frequencies would
produce athird order intermodulation
product on 118.2MHz which Iam told could
affect, or even blot out, an airport talk- down
system if the aircraft were quite adistance
away from the airport. Imust admit that I
would have thought the problem is fairly
unlikely, but even so it could occur if apoor
receiver was being used. The process inside
the receiver would be 2f142. In the example
quoted, two times 106 is 212, and — 93.8
would bring the frequency down to
118.2MHz. Since the two channels causing
the interference would both have wide
deviation FM, any resultant product could
wipe out several air channels. If you can
imagine an aircraft flying afew thousand
feet above transmitters each radiating tens
of kilowatts, the situation is not impossible.
There is thus discussion at the moment
concerning the power allocations for
transmitters above 104MHz up to 108MHz. It
is most unfortunate that band II could
possibly be compromised because of poor
receivers that are still in use on aircraft. I
would have thought that one of the most
stringent specifications would be the
incorporation of an efficient high-pass filter
below the air band so the band II signals
could not possibly reach the first RF stage of
the aircraft receiver.
A few years ago Imentioned briefly the
introduction of anew solid-state device
called the Gallium Arsenide field effect
transistor, known as the GaAsFET. This
device has some very fascinating
characteristics, including rather higher gain
than is available in anormal transistor, but
also having extremely low noise in an
appropriate circuit. Ihave measured highly
specialised preamplifiers using these
devices, which have up to 20dB gain, and
with anoise figure of only 0.5dB. Part of the
fascinating properties of these devices is that
they maintain this unbelievably quiet input
noise characteristic right up to microwave
frequencies. Cheap versions are already
being made for use in satellite television
domestic down links with acomparable
noise performance at 12000MHz to an
average domestic transistor in the front end
of an average TV set or FM tuner. The
cheaper GaAsFETs cost only around £3, so
what is the snag? Unfortunately, the devices
are normally extremely non-linear, and they
produce the very problems that Ihave just
described as existing in older aircraft
receivers, that of very poor radio frequency
intermodulation distortion. With very
carefully designed circuitry this distortion
can be minimised, and muTek ( Bradworthy,
Holsworthy, Devon) have already made
specialist preamps for masthead use ( not on
band II, unfortunately), which have a
performance rather better than the best
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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they are not often effective enough on long
wave and the low frequency end of
medium-wave. Surrey Electronics ( The
Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6
7BG) have just announced aprofessional
active radio antenna that gives an output
proportional to the received signal strength
per metre. An intentional 10dB loss has been
incorporated around the head amplifier to
accommodate extremely strong local
signals, without these affecting the weakest
stations. The antenna itself includes a1m
long rod directly connected to an RF
amplifier, with feedback, that is actually flat
from around 5kHz to over 30MHz. The output
of the amplifier feeds down a50ohm coaxial
cable to acontrol box which is mains driven
and which has an output for direct
connection to the receiver. 20, 10 and 5dB
attenuation switches are included, as well as
apassive band pass tunable filter which can
be switched in to peak at any frequency
between 100kHz and 30MHz. An input
strength of 3mV/m comes out of the device
at lmV into 50ohms. The original prototype
showed severe overloading at my premises
when positioned 30ft above ground level at
the top of apump- up mast. It was at this
Angus McKenzie
stage that the manufacturer decided to
incorporate 10dB extra feedback around the
head amplifier, the second prototype
normal preamps, and which are also
working virtually perfectly. The actual
incredibly quiet. ' Noise figure' concerns the
received level of Capital Radio and several
degree lo which areceiver front-end adds
other local MW stations was frighteningly
noise when compared with the performance
high at around 1.8V per metre, and no
of anoiseless amplifier at normal room
wonder that despite the 30V DC voltage fed
temperature. You can see that apreamp with
up the coax, the original unity gain version
0.5dB noise figure is going to be a
overloaded, as it had to cope with the
remarkably good one as far as sensitivity is
sum of all the signals as received. Iwas able
concerned, but the question is do we need
to use the antenna right down to 30kHz, the
such afine performance on band II? An
limit of my VLF receiver, and obtained long
average FM tuner loses afew dB of signal in
wave signals with abetter signal/noise ratio
the input circuitry before this reaches the
than Ihave ever noted before, and signal
first amplifier. The average domestic coax
strengths across medium wave were much
feed will lose several dB more, and it is for
more uniform than usual, allowing very
this reason that Ihave recommended such
distant stations to come in at night time,
preamp.ifier as the muTek BBBA 500j1V low
whilst surprisingly distant ones were also
gain but low noise broadband preamp for
receivable during the day. The antenna
band Ireceiving systems where there are
worked admirably over all the short wave
not too many strong signals around. Such a
bands with no points where mismatches
preamp can vastly improve DX reception,
would otherwise cause severe drops in
and since the gain is only around 8.5dB,
apparent signal strength. This remarkable
tuner RFIM problems should not be too
monopole antenna will be very expensive in
severely degraded. Returning to the
its professional version, but if there is
GaAsFET, avery well designed tuner frontenough interest in its potential, Surrey
end using such adevice could gain around
Electronics could introduce acheaper
2dB, but this is not that great, as the main
domestic version.
loss is in the down lead and aerial
Although Iwas very disappointed that
transformer. However, Hitachi have just
Svetlanov could not conduct his advertised
announced aMk.II version of their 5500
RFH concert with the BBC SO on March 22,
tuner, employing aGaAsFET in the fronthis place was taken at short notice by Yury
end. Inope to report on the performance
Temirkanov, who substituted Liadov's Baba shortly, and Ihope that Hitachi have used the
Yaga for one of Svetlanov's own works, and
right type of circuit.
Shostakovich's 6th Symphony for
It is quite fascinating that such radio
Rachmaninov's 1st, but Dvorak's Cello
telescope installations as Jodrell Bank and
Concerto was retained, with Yo Yo Ma as
Aricibo, Puerto Rico, use cryogenicallysoloist. This made the concert very much on
cooled GaAsFET preamplifiers, the cooling
the short side, but the BBC orchestra played
agent Jsually being liquid helium. Itrust that
particularly well on this occasion. Baba Yaga
we do not have ageneration of cryogenic FM
was as lively as Ihave heard it, and the cello
receiver front- ends which could be
concerto, although somewhat slower than
advertised as producing an even more
usual, was magnificently played by Yo Yo
musical reproduction! Iwould much prefer
Ma. The orchestral sound seemed to have a
to see lower loss antenna input circuitry
degree of clarity which was somewhat better
withoLt tne provision of lossy input circuits
than usual, and yet combined with quite alot
that have to cope with 75 and 300ohm
of atmosphere and warmth that allowed low
inputs
frequencies to be most excitingly
Most short-wave listeners, and some
reproduced. Temirkanov conducted a
medium-wave reception enthusiasts, use a
wonderful account of the Shostakovich
fa rly random length of wire down the
Symphony, and was well able to inspire the
garden to increase the signal strength
BBC musicians, for he has been the
received oy the radio, provided this does not
conductor of the Leningrad Philharmonic for
overload the set. If you are well away from
some years. Ihope this will be the prelude to
strong medium- wave transmitters, along
more appearances by this conductor.+
wire antenna can help matters quite alot, but
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CONFUSED

Ken Kessler • ets to • ri • swith the sub -ect of
Absolute Phase and looks at the Counters oint SAri

A

The ground rules
FTERMATH: we lie broken and battered following an onslaught of abuse
To avoid any confusion Ishould, perhaps,
about our rampant tweakiness.
describe — in layman's terms — the concept of
Attacked for endorsing a lump of laminated
absolute phase, to make sure that it is not
steel which we know affects the performance
mistaken for the condition of which almost
of anything containing a mains transformer
all hi-fi users are aware, that of relative
near the signal path, attacked for daring to
phase, or in-phase versus out-of-phase. The
suggest that amplifiers, like cars, need to be
latter usually concerns the simple error of
run-in from the beginning and warmed- up
incorrectly connecting one of the stereo
for every session thereafter. And these are
speakers such that the normal plus-to- plus
mild displays of alchemy in comparison with
and minus-to- minus protocols are adhered
the sounds of tables or mains plugs.
to with one speaker, while the other has
Do Idare re-open another can of worms?
plus-to- minus and minus-to- plus. The result
Not without reservations, I don't. The, is bass cancellation and smearing of the
whole absolute phase issue has a way of, stereo image; the speakers are out of phase
antagonising those who would have us' with respect to each other.
embrace CD just because it's perfect on
Because of clear markings on amplifiers
i'
paper.
and speaker terminals, and because of markSorry, gang, but far too many of us hear. ings or colour codings on the cables, this is
differences that we can't yet measure, in
usually avoided. Absolute phase refers to a
spite of ' scientific proof' to the contrary, and
condition that presupposes that the two
you just can't write off our reactions to ,speakers are in phase with respect to each
cables, bricks and speaker stands as mass
other, whether they both take their signals
hypnosis or wishful thinking.
,from the amplifier in plus-to-plus/minus-toAbsolute phase, though it seems to con- ,minus or both are plus-to-minus/minus-tocern a tiny minority, provokes surprisingly
plus. You'll find that the latter connection
strong responses in those who are aware of will be used quite frequently if you decide
its existence. One famous designer told me
that absolute phase means something in
that the human ear cannot detect the inveryour listening patterns.
sion of phase and then proceeded to change
The theoretically 'correct' absolute phase
the subject because he felt the topic to be
situation occurs when the signal, from
below his dignity.
source to loudspeaker, emerges in the same
Conversely, such true sceptics ( bordering
overall phase condition as it began, regardon the cynical) as Tony Faulkner treat the
less of how many phase inversions it has
subject with the same concern as would be
gone through in the chain. As long as there
allotted to far more conventional topics,
are an even number of inversions, the oversuch as noise reduction, stylus wear or
all phase angle will be preserved
damping factors.
(0°=360°=720° and so on). Feed a signal
My reason for re- addressing the question
through anon- inverting stage and its polarof absolute phase is a direct response to a ity remains the same. Pass the signal
series of events which not only reminded me
through an inverting stage and it emerges in
of a condition Ihadn't thought about in
the opposite phase (
je, shifted by 1801.
years, but also convinced me of its audible
Invert it once more and you're back in phase
effects.
with the original.
That statement tells you that I have
Myth- dispelling time: whether or not a
already accepted it as an important considergiven component is inverting or non- invertation in the use of hi-fi equipment; this
ing is neither amerit nor ademerit, since two
feature is about how to identify the effects of
inversions in the chain equal the nonabsolute phase and how to deal with them.
inverting condition as described. Some conIt may emerge, after you've tried a few
sumers ( in the USA) have shied away from
cost-free experiments, that you think the
preamplifiers, for example, whose specificawhole issue is pure bunkum, and you might
tions state that the unit inverts, as if that was
dismiss it in the way others have the use of
in some way a negative aspect of performspecialist cables or flux-dumping bricks. You
ance. Worries about absolute phase or
are, of course, entitled to your opinions, but
inverted phase should be applied to the
please do us the courtesy of trying to hear
system as a whole, and the number of
inverted and non- inverted signals before you
inversions within a given component are
give up on the matter. It will only cost you a relevant only in terms of matching within the
few minutes of your time.
complete chain.
/6

But why should absolute, as opposed to
relative, phase make any sonic difference?
Just as relative phase means that one
speaker is pushing while the other is pulling,
so absolute phase refers to the system as a
whole pushing or pulling for agiven signal,
according to the way the signal was
recorded in the first place. To use a neat
example from J Peter Moncrieff's article on
the subject', say the word ' puff', but inhale
as you say it instead of exhaling. Same word,
but totally different sound. It stands to
reason that the effect will apply to complex
sounds as well and that inverting the sound
will, at the very least, soften transients.
But that's supposition, you're saying; what
about in practice? And how do Iknow if my
system is non- inverting overall? Aren't you
saying, too, that it's down to the recording?

Phase conversion
My first exposure to the concept of absolute
phase came via some sleevenotes on an
audiophile LP. It said to listen to the LP, then
switch the leads on both speakers ( preserving the in- phase condition) and listen again.
As it turned out, my system at the time was
non- inverting, and it sounded better the first
way around. With the signal inverted, two
deleterious effects reared their ugly heads:
in comparison with the non- inverted playback the sound was decidedly weaker, partly
due to dulled transients, and the soundstage
caved in to an almost 2D level. Wow, I
thought, this means that many of the times I
listen to my hi-fi it should be phase- inverted,
because the effect can differ from LP to LP.
Then, Irealised that I'd have to get up after
listening to a burst of each LP, swap the
leads, sit down, listen and compare, get back
up if it was better the first time ... ad
nauseum. Confound it, Ithought ( well that's
not quite what I thought, but it's how
'Chooch' Humphreys would have put it), it
isn't really worth all the aggravation, relegating the experience to the back of my memory
for ... six years.
Then Ihad the whole thing rammed down
my throat to such an unregurgitatable
degree — with witnesses — that Icould no
longer ignore it. When Imet Dave Fletcher of
Sumiko, he demonstrated time and again
that he could unfailingly detect absolute
phase, showing a sensitivity to it the way
some of us are hypersensitive about, say,
boominess in the lower registers or to rising
top-end. Many times throughout the listening sessions, he would complain about absolute phase, and we had no choice but to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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insertion between pre and power means that
you can't bypass the device and the extra
cables as effectively as when simply switching out tape monitor. Iused both primarily
between pre and power, but resorted to the
tape loops for the earliest experiments,
which set out to determine what effects the
devices themselves had on the sound.
With the Counterpoint, the signal passes
straight through, via switches, in the bypass
mode. When inverting, it travels through
active circuitry. Chooch's unit, in the
interests of symmetry and an unwillingness
to swamp the effects of inversion because
the signal would follow a different kind of
path, has identical circuitry in both modes.
By connecting the two inverters into the two
tape loops on the Beard P505 Mk11 preamp, I
To invert or not to invert
could switch between both in either mode, to
Both Dave Fletcher and Tony Faulkner have
determine what sonic changes occurred
given me short-cuts to help identify incorrect
besides inversion. My findings were as folabsolute phase in the event that the requisite
lows:
information about the components in a Red herring time
(1) In the non- inverting mode ( marked
One unpleasant discovery uncovered during
system is not to hand; not all manufacturers
'By-pass' on the Counterpoint), which
my experiments was that the sound differs
identify this aspect of their products' design.
handles the signal as would your system
depending on where you invert phase, the
To cap it all, even if you have put
devoid of either device, the Counterpoint
effect being more drastic if the inversion is
together asystem which preserves absolute
was preferred. It showed the signal less
done at the speaker terminals rather than in
phase you still have to worry about the LP
circuitry; slight subtractive activity could
the line stages. Unfortunately, Iknow of no
you've chosen to play, for an inverted phase
be noted when the non- inverted .signal
commercial phase inverter that works by
recording will of course remain inverted
passed through the Phase Shunter.
swapping both speaker leads from aremote
when played through anon- inverting system
(2) In the inverting mode, the Phase Shunposition with lightning rapidity, so I've
and you've no way of knowing the phase
ter sounded exactly as it would in nonlimited my activities to the use of line- level
history of any given record. The cost-free
invert mode besides the changes wrought
inverters. Various people referred to the
mini-tests are as follows.
by inversion. This, of course, is due to the
behavioural differences in passing an asymTo determine whether or not your system
identical circuitry in both modes. The
metric signal from line- level to line- level
inverts, sit to the left or right of your hot seat.
Counterpoint SA-n, however, added some
versus the passing of that same electronic
If the absolute phase is preserved ( and if the
low-level noise to the inverted signal. It
signal into an electro mechanical transducer,
recording is phase-coherent) you should be
would therefore suggest that one's own
but all agreed that Iwas touching on areas
able to hear the speaker furthest from you; if
needs would determine which device
akin to herbal medicine and walking on hot
the phase is inverted you won't. Iused to
would be preferable, according to the
coals, so Iwent back to line- level inversion
think that this phenomenon was a result of
number of occasions one would need to
out of sheer practicality. 1 do not enjoy
the speakers' dispersion characteristics, but
invert. Naturally, you're not about to go
swapping speaker leads manually because
experience has shown me that absolute
through every disc in your collection to
of the time passage between inversions.
phase is just as much the cause. Having had
find out how many suit your system
Other spanners in the works include termimany friends over to hear new components,
unaided and how many need inversion, so
nology, with absolute phase doubling in
Ihave often sat well to the side of the ' hot
I'll restate the case. If you find that the
meaning with absolute polarity. Iuse the
seat', noticing that some records provided
asymmetry of the Counterpoint is more
term ' phase' instead of ' polarity' only
sound right across the wall, while others
objectionable than the solid-state circuitry
because of common usage. Other problems
could only be heard from the nearest
added by the Phase Shunter in both
concerned which phase inverter was being
speaker.
modes, go for the Phase Shunter. If the
used, which leads us nicely to the hardware.
Inverting the phase at the speaker terminsmall amount of tube noise, which need
als ( this was before I acquired the two
At the flick of a switch
only be suffered when inverting the signal,
inverters under assessment) restored the
doesn't bother you, you'll rest easy knowPleased though Iwas at finding an instan'missing' sound, while returning to the hot
ing that your precious signal is passing
taneous linelevel phase inverter, the Counseat revealed improvements in the two main
through the SA-n virtually unmolested
terpoint SAn, Iwas embarrassed to learn
areas Inow associate with correct absolute
(save for the switches) in the bypass
upon my return to the UK that ' Chooch' had
phase: sharp transients and excellent depth.
mode.
already designed one for articles he and
Another sure-fire test, more to show what
To make my judgments valid, Ihad to be
'Pops' had written for our November 1980
the differences are between inverted and
able to isolate the added noise of the Counissue Chooch dusted off the HFN/RR '
Phase
non- inverted phase, came from Tony FaulkShunter' prototype and loaned it to me for terpoint in invert mode from the effects of
ner. This test involves an unknown, and
inversion itself. This was made easy by
reflects not at all on the absolute phase of comparisons with the valve unit from Counputting the SA-n in series with the Phase
your system; it just shows you why absolute terpoint. Naturally, the Phase Shunter is
Shunter, and swapping rapidly between the
solid-state.
phase should not be ignored if you want to
two, inverting both as needed. Because the
Although this feature was — in its initial
eke the best out of your set-up.
noise added by either device bordered on
stages— planned as areview of the SAn, the
Take a good live recording, one not savfact that the Counterpoint unit is asymmet- the insignificant and was of atotally different
aged by multi-miking, and listen to the
nature from the effects of correct or incorrect
applause. You might not be able to tell a rical led to the inclusion of Chooch's design,
absolute phase, it was easy to isolate each
which in turn led to our decision to manufacBitisendorfer from a Steinway, or know the
inverter's contribution. Still, many of you will
ture and market asimplified version for our
'sound' of Carnegie Hall, but I'm sure you all
object vehemently to any device adding
know what applause sounds like. If the Accessories Club. The Phase Shunter came
more connections to the basic chain, so
in handy for comparing valve versus solidabsolute phase is correct, the applause will
you'll have to determine for yourselves
state, for determining how much the Counsound like people clapping their hands
which is worse: the presence of another
terpoint's valve circuitry imposed itself upon
together; inverted, it will sound like acertain
device plus its extra set of cables or the
the inverted signal, and for isolating the
cereal from Kelloggs.
inconvenience of physically inverting the
presence of a phase inverter in the signal's
Yet another test, one that applies more to
signal at the speaker cables. That's assuming
path even in bypass mode. It got complireal-world conditions than either sitting offcated, but Imanaged to sort out one inverter that you find absolute phase worth bothercentre or listening to applause, is to listen to
ing with in the first place. If you don't, then
arecording of acentre- placed vocalist with a from the other with some lateral thinking.
Both the Counterpoint SAn and the HFN/ you've got no problems.
back-up band. If the phase is inverted, the
RR Phase Shunter can be used either
vocalist will fall back into the band, the voice
Correctional behaviour
between the pre and power amplifiers or
coming through on the same ( 2D) plane.
Having decided that absolute phase is more
inserted into atape loop. Depending on the
With the correct absolute phase, the vocalist
important than the extra circuitry's effect on
design of your preamp, the latter might add
will be clearly separated from the accomthe signal, I've opted for an in-system phase
more circuitry to the signal's path, while
paniment. But this presupposes that it was

agree when the leads were reversed.
If that wasn't bad enough, a week later I
visited Counterpoint, who actually manufacture a phase inverter, a switching box that
precludes the need to swap the speaker
leads to invert phase. It works at line (
ie,
preamp) level, and the ability to change
phase at the flick of aswitch allows quick and
easy A- B comparisons.
Twice in one week 1met two individuals/
companies firmly committed to dealing with
absolute phase, and this went part of the
way to making me aconvert. But it was the
effect itself which made me willing to add yet
another miserable step to the ritual 1go
through every time Iplay an LP.
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meant to sound like that...
Which brings us to the biggest problem
about absolute phase, one that will give the
anti- brigade much to laugh about: there are
no agreed standards in studios, nor much
adherence to phase integrity, so some
recordings will render the exercise meaningless. A prime example ( from Dave Fletcher),
sublime in its irony, came from the same
label which introduced me to the subject all
those years ago. Fletcher found that with the
phase inverted, the vocalist on this recording
sounded ' off' but the musicians were perfect.
Invert again, and the voice was perfect but
the instruments were off. Tony Faulkner
concurs, and warns that multi-tracked studio
creations, especially rock extravaganzas, are
so phase muddled anyway that the exercise
becomes academic.
But on a coherent recording ...
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With CD now firmly in the saddle, we are having a

enite
MUSICAL FIDELITY

MONSTER LP SALE
throughout the summer months. Although 1985, as we predicted, is
proving to be the year of the Compact Disc, those who have not yet
embraced the new technology will surely be glad of the opportunity
of widening their LP libraries by choosing from the huge number of
discs we are offering at half price or even less, all of them taken from
new stock.
Meanwhile, the progress made by CD — not only in terms of sheer
sales of players and discs, but also in the remarkable expansion of the
available repertoire — continues to astonish even those of us whose
commitment to the cause from the moment of its launch is, to coin a
phrase, ' amatter of record'. Yet hardly aday passes without someone
coming to our studio full of nonsensical, Hi Fi media- derived notions
that the process of going over to CD means ( a) the acquisition of
completely new equipment and ( b) that it compels one to get rid of all
one's LPs and begin once more from square one.

The pre- amp, Doctor Thomas, Synthesis,
Studio- T, now MVT all in stock and on permanent
demonstration
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,

Others, seemingly unaware that CD was only launched after all the
world's major record companies had committed themselves to its
future, look to the fiasco of quadraphony in the early ' 70s an excuse
for postponing action. Such people, when finally they do succumb, as
they will in due course, may well wish they had done so earlier for, as
Isee it, life is too short for prevarication or, as the Bard put it, " In
delay there lies no plenty."
Come to our sale, therefore, and use this opportunity of finding out
what CD is really all about. In our studio you can listen to Philips and
Yamaha CD players via the finest amplifiers and speakers or by
means of comparatively modest ancillary components, and you will
surely realise that, even if your own equipment is not very sophisticated, CD will make it sound better than ever before!
Thomas Heinitz

FRIAR ST , READING. BERKS, RG1 1DN TELE ( 0734) 585463
Tues Sat

9.30am to 5 30om ( LUNCH

2 to 3om, EXCEPT SAT )

DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED'
Closed all day Monday

,•••-•

BAJA

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
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inverter. And because the past few months
have shown me that my system needs no
inversion for 70% of my listening, I've opted
for the asymmetrical SA-n; that's because its
bypass mode is truly a bypass. However,
the SA-n, which is only available to special
order, costs £300 or so, while the Phase
Shunter will be offered to readers for under
£50.
Using the SA-n involves little more than
connecting it and matching the sound levels
exactly between bypass and invert by way of
two pots on the fascia. This is necessary due
to the asymmetry; mine was spot-on from
the factory. Play music through it, flip the
switch, compare the results, and return to
the one that gives the following:
(1) More secure, precise imaging.
(2) Greater front-to- back depth.
(3) Crisper transients.
It's worth mentioning that Chooch's Phase
Shunter is easier to use ( unless your hi-fi is
right next to your chair) because the switching is on a hand-held control unit ( through
which the signal doesn't travel). Also, the
symmetry means your ears have to do less
work to determine which mode you prefer.
Someone said that half of all reviews ever
written are wrong because the absolute
phase was probably incorrect. In my own
experience, with a non- inverting system
that's subject to the wiles of recording
engineers, I'd have to apologise for absolute
judgments on 3out of 10. But that overstates
the case, for the deleterious effects are
subtle enough notto mask the overall merits
of asystem, leaving its tonal flavour virtually
intact. The virtues of correct absolute phase,
in my experience, deal more with the
physical ( spatial) presentation of the music
than with the tonal characteristics. Inoted no
colorations or distortion when using the
incorrect absolute phase, bar the attack and
decay of transients.

As it stands, Inow place absolute phase
high on my list of behavioural priorities, up
there with correct VTA at the very least. This
may be due in part to the presence of
overwhelmingly critical speakers — the
Apogees — in my system, for Iwas less prone
to noting absolute phase effects when using
components of more limited resolution. If
that sounds like I'm suggesting that the

And that Inow am.
(Note concerning the Counterpoint SA-n: In
addition to inverting phase at whim, the
SA-ncan also be used as adevice to bridge a
stereo amplifier for high-powered mono
operation. Its usage in this mode is shown in
the diagram. Another property it holds, to
further justify its cost, is that of abuffer stage
should you need to drive long interconnects

a.

Basic Idea Right& Left channels of each amp are now
working the same signal out of phase. Speaker connection
to + terminals gives push-pull operation
concept need only be dealt with by those
possessing true top-end systems, you've
misread my remarks; Inow pay attention to
absolute phase even with the lowliest of
budget gear. It just took the naked truth of a
killer system to make me a total convert.

from a high-ish output impedance valve
preamp.)
'Phase Inversion, JPeter Moncneff, (
AR Journal No.4, 1979.
Iwish I'd written it.
Tests & Absolute Phase by John Atkinson, and
A Simple Phase Inversion Box by Ivor Humphreys, HFN/RR,
November 1980. Long-winded but useful.
2Listening
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subjected to processing which was as nearly signal- carrying circuitry remains to all
HIS MONTH'S OFFER is the first we've
symmetrical as possible, the idea here being intents and purposes identical to the oricome up with to feature an actual
to guarantee that any effects heard could be ginal.
signal processing unit, an active elecMains powered, the Phase Shunter is fitted
tronics gizmo to plug into the signal path of
attributed with certainty to differences in
absolute phase, without worrying whether with four phono sockets for the audio in/out
your hi-fi set-up and modify, or not, the end
result. Between us, John Atkinson and I some aspect of conventional inverting or connections and is housed in the same
non- inverting circuitry was adding a signifi- attractive black wooden box as the HFN/RR
covered the subject of absolute phase in
cant or even dominating contribution. The 'Flux Dumper'. Inputs are high impedance
considerable depth back in the November
1980 issue of HFN/RR, John going through a final design, based around a balanced op- and the outputs low impedance at the same
amp configuration of the type normally voltage level. Consequently the unit can be
painstaking blow-by-blow account of the
used equally happily patched into a spare
theoretical aspects, while Igave details of a employed in professional line driving
applications, and using solid-state CMOS tape out/monitor facility or between pre- and
practical circuit which would enable the
switching for reliable and long service,
power amps. Cost of the Phase Shunter is
effects to be reliably detected.
achieves virtually perfect symmetry and con- £51.45 inclusive.
It was as a result of Ken Kessler's invesIf, like us, you find that differences in
tributes anegligible degradation to the overtigation of the Counterpoint SA-n phase
absolute phase are not only detectable but
all sound.
inverter and his concomitant sortie into the
•01"
significant in terms of such key musical ie
The original circuit incorporated additional
vagaries of the whole absolute phase issue,
switch options for relative phase ( switching
elements as detail and image
40.
which he relates above, that we had the idea
definition, the Phase Shunter will do
of one channel only) and muting, in addition
of re- vamping my practical design in readybecome a valued and much ogee
to the absolute phase facility, which made
built form for readers to obtain via the
40 et*
used adjunct to your
fe
e °
the umbilical hand-held control unit necesAccessories Club. For the background to this
system.+
Iv. eel%
sarily more complicated. For the Phase
often perplexing subject refer to Ken's article
Shunter Ihave simplified this down to just
and/or JA's as mentioned above. For the
the absolute phase function, with two LEDs
detailed thinking behind our so-called Phase
on the main unit and a single pushbutton at
Shunter see my own piece in the November
the end of atwo-core umbilical control lead.
1980 issue. ( Photocopies 50p each article, inc
40i
There has also been some simplification in
postage.)
0
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the power supply. Ivvould add that
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compromised the performance
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POT POURRI
DPA Solid- Link Cables

I

AM TOLD BY MANY who should know
about these things that cables have no
effect on sound quality. Indeed, if you
read the piece below by John Crabbe, where
he inadvertently lists the problems which
will be bypassed by asoldered fuse wire link
in amains plug, you will see that he regards
much of what is printed on this topic as
dubious. Yet, many other audiophiles, such
as Chris Breunig and Martin Colloms ( see
p71) have found that replacing one length of
cable with another seems to produce asurprisingly audible change in sound.
Perhaps it is time, therefore, for the Editor
to throw his hat in the ring once more on
cables. I, too, have found that the sound
character of a system can be changed by
replacing the cable, and have been surprised
by the nature and degree of the change. I
don't regard myself as dishonest, or biased,
or corrupt, or stupid, or affected by any of
the other reasons put forward by some
commentators as to why Ishould feel compelled to hear a difference. Rather, Ihave
found that in the context of asystem, choice
of interconnect and speaker cable can finetune the sound for the better.
Since moving house a year ago, Ihave
stuck with the same cables and basic system.
An Audio Research SP10 preamp feeds a
Krell KSA-50 power amplifier via 3m of RS
Components unscreened twisted pair interconnect, the power amplifier driving either
Celestion SL600s or Magneplanar SMGas via
3m of Monster Cable Powerline. Istarted

Fused comparisons

P

AUL

MESSENGER'S GENIAL advice
on cleaning his mains supply ( Subjective Sounds' April) and Christopher Breunig's ' Pot Pourri' note in the same
issue reiterating his findings concerning the
sonic effects of replacing a mains cartridge
fuse with a piece of soldered fuse wire,
prompt me to suggest a simple way of
checking the latter by direct NB comparison.
If you have a CD player and a switched
double mains outlet, proceed as follows:
Connect two identical 13-amp plugs to the
player's mains lead by looping a short
additional length of cable from the existing
plug to the extra one. Ensure that all the
terminal connections are well and truly
made, with clean flex ends properly twisted
and securely screwed down, using the same
colour coding, when connected to the live
and neutral terminals. Next, use some fine
emery cloth to clean the metal endcaps of
two identical 5amp cartridge fuses and the
lugs into which the fuses are slotted, making
sure that the latter really do grip the fuses
firmly before reassembling the plugs. Similarly, clean all six plug pins with emery cloth
before inserting into the twin sockets, and
make sure that the socket contacts are wiped
clean by several insertions and withdrawals.
Now, actuate one socket switch only, get
the system working, and then swap the
mains supply between the two plugs at will
by reciprocal on/off switching at the twin
socket, always ensuring that the next switch
is on before the previous one is off so that
there is no interruption of mains supply.
Also, in addition to switching back and forth
30

using the single- strand RS cable after Martin
Colloms' big survey in 1984, which revealed
it to be relatively inexpensive whilst not that
far behind the best in sound quality.
The sonic character of the RS cable in this
system is of a light, rather low- bass shy
balance, but with good clarity and a good
representation of stereo information. Itried
Randall Research interconnect between pre
and power amplifiers, and it was very much
better than the RS, leaving me with the
conclusion that the latter was not up to the
quality of the rest of the system.
Recently, I have been following the
reported properties of single-strand cables
with renewed interest and Iwas loaned a
stereo 3.5m pair of cables made up by a
Cardiff company, Deltec Precision Audio. I
spent an evening doing some single-blind
comparisons — Ididn't know what cable Iwas
listening to — and found that it was possible
both to differentiate between my usual cable
and the DPA Solid Link and to express a
preference. The DPA was that little bit more
clear, but less aggressive in the midrange,
and dug down that useful bit deeper in the
low bass without degrading the definition.
Returning to the RS brought back the sound
with which Iwas familiar; again going back
to the DPA brought the improvements noted
above. Isuppose you would say that the
changes were subtle; on the other hand, that
doesn't mean they were insignificant.
As the DPA is not that expensive and
worked significantly better than the RS in the
context of my system, Ithought it worth-

while jotting down a few notes.
The DPA Solid- Link consists of four 0.6mm
copper conductors surface- plated with silver
—two hot, two cold — tightly twisted together
and terminated with the rather nice goldplated phono plugs imported by Tim de
Paravicini's High End Audio Devices company. Soldering is done with silver solder in
order to avoid fatiguing of the solder joints
with time due to silver migration, and DPA
avoid directional effects by twisting wires
from the same reel in opposite directions.
Insulation is PTFE — Teflon — DPA saying that
its low surface energy and electrically symmetrical molecular structure render it optimum for audio use. ( Randall also use PTFE.)
Prices are competitive: a 1m stereo pair
costs £27; a2.5m pair costs £33; a3.5m pair
costs £39; and a5m pair costs £48. (All prices
include VAT and p&p if you order direct from
DPA.) DPA also make up a speaker cable
from the same PTFE-insulated conductors
but this time using 16 strands to attain a
suitably low impedance, the whole wrapped
in tough nylon braid and terminated with
spring- loaded 4mm plugs. Iwill be trying the
speaker cable soon, but if you are interested,
you can contact Deltec Precision Audio at 16
Claude Road, Roath, Cardiff CF2 3PZ. Tel:
0222 482818. (They also make an interesting
solid-state preamplifier.)
In the meantime, I have just tried an
experimental mains cable for the Krell made
up by DPA from their PTFE-coated conductors. It makes adifference. Would someone
tell me why?
John Atkinson

while a CD is playing, use the player's
run back facility so that brief stretches of
music are repeated for comparison. ( In my
view, a major weakness arises in NB tests
when they are conducted with ongoing
music, since one is never then comparing
like with like in any exact sense.)
If there is a difference in sound quality
despite all these precautions, swap the two
plugs in the two sockets to see if the
difference moves with the plugs. If it doesn't,
then it must be due to poor contacts within
the socket/switch assembly; if it does, move
or replace the two fuses and/or recheck
every possible contact until the two switches
really do give the same audible results.
Now comes the crucial stage. Remove the
fuse from one of the two plugs and solder a
length of 5amp fuse wire in its place and
repeat the above listening tests. If a difference is now heard, before jumping to conclusions, first check for a dry joint on the
soldering. If this is in order try an alternative
fuse in the other plug. If there is now no
difference, take the suspect fuse apart to see
if it has a dry joint — or perhaps a badlyfitting endcap.
There was certainly no difference in my
case, either with the CD player alone feeding
headphones, or with the complete system
working from any of its input sources. This is
what Iwould expect, since two tiny lengths
of securely connected tinned copper wire
(carrying non audio currents well. within
their ratings) are about as relevant to stereo
imagery as what one had for breakfast.
But one so often comes across bad connections that Ican well imagine situations

where the simple act of fitting anew fuse or
rewiring a plug might indeed have some
roundabout effect on sound quality. For
example, continual arcing at a poor contact
might generate sufficient interference to cast
a subliminal haze over the sound without
being audible in its own right. 1can only
suppose that CB must have had either a
rogue fuse or an unsuspected dirty contact
when he made his comparisons.
It is unwise to jump to radical conclusions
before checking out the relevant fundamentals. Frankly, I don't think anyone
should make pronouncements about the
audibility of such things as fuses or cables
without making a serious attempt at a
switched comparison. Studies in the
psychology of perception have shown that
sensory memory is extremely unreliable
except over very short periods: ideally only
one parameter should be changed at atime,
and that without delay, while repeating
exactly the same stimulus, as in the fuse
comparison Ihave described.
Likewise, it would have been irresponsible
for me to have written my note on CD/LP
tonal comparisons (' Pot Pourri' March) without having first measured the frequency
responses of the two systems. One ought to
have afeasible objective rationale for superficially unlikely subjective judgements. Yet 1
am constantly coming across bold declarations about audible differences which, if they
do exist, might have very simple explanations which have not been pursued. It just
needs the application of a little scientific
reasoning to what is happening.
John Crabbe
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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AU part of the signal?

I

AM INDEBTED to fellow vinyl addict,
James Michael Hughes, for prompting
some of the experiments described here.
Jimmy's contention is that multi- strand
cables are not optimum for audio system use
and has accordingly fitted his system
throughout with single- strand cable —
including mains supplies to amplification
and turntable, etc.
I remember when I bought my Naim
NAP250 power amplifier, it was stressed that
the mains lead should be of high- amperage
3-core cable ie, with a large cross-sectional
area of copper. Ilater made up substitute
lead in QED 79, and then with doublethickness QED ' Incon', to see whether the
quality of the copper strands was relevant. I
heard no improvements then, but more
recently JMH has been urging me to try
domestic lighting wiring, which has red/
black sheathed single strands plus earth. As

Dynamic inflection
tic the beauty of
live music

something like getting the ' stepped' or
'plateau' dynamics of a harpsichord rather
than the smooth gradations of apiano. To be
sure, there are some fine solid-state power
amps in the world. Imay have heard two that
N IMPORTANT ASPECT of live
were as good as anything ever. But most fall
musical sound, and one which is very
down in this area, while even run-of-the-mill
helpful in judging reproduction systube stuff does quite well.
tems, is not recognised by existing terminolDigital recording is weak in portraying
ogy. I have coined the phrase dynamic
inflection for it. As my Caltech students and I dynamic inflection, also, as in so many other
ways. [ Ishould point out here that James
have found this a useful phrase, perhaps
Boyk is one of the few commentators on
others may, too.
digital to have performed carefully- controlDynamic inflection refers to the natural
led listening tests on digital processors using
rise and fall of volume in any communicative
sound, whether it's saying, ' Pass the salt'
a live mic feed as a program source — Ed.]
singing ' Freude, schiiiner giitterfunken', or
But unlike the situation with solid-state,
playing music with no words at all. A musical
where I have at least heard a couple of
absolutely top-quality units, with digital I
phrase may be marked forte (
loud) in the
have heard none at all, even after several
score. That does not mean that all notes of
years of trying. ( Of course these perceptions
the phrase are equally loud. Rather, there's
are the reason that we do All- Tube Analog",
an expressive moment-to- moment flexibility
recording. They also underlie our hyperbole,
to them; and this is what I'm calling attention
to by the term dynamic inflection.
'Digital finishes what the transistor began'.
T-shirts with this legend available from us if
Music uses much larger- scale dynamic
enough people want them!)
changes for expressive purposes, too,
Digital vs. analogue and tube vs. transistor
whether on a short or long time scale; but
are not my topics here, however; I'm simply
this is acknowledged by the term dynamic
range. And then there are the features of the
using them to show how dynamic inflection
signal that are dynamic insofar as the test
is auseful term, and the listening category it
bench is concerned but are not heard as part
names useful for discriminating listening.
Trying to relate this new phrase to various
of musical dynamics: all the various tranother terms, Inote that my friend Gerald
sients, such as the attack of every note on the
Sindell refers to dynamic openness. This is
piano. We hear these as contributing to
the feeling that while the music may be very
liveness or immediacy rather than as changloud at this moment, you can hear the
(ng the level of musical dynamic.
possibility of its being soft; and that it seems
Raymond Chandler once said that the best
to have no dynamic limit in either direction.
short film scene he had ever written had no
(This sense of dynamic freedom also seems
dialogue at all except a woman saying ' Uh
lacking with solid-state and absent with
huh' three times with three different inflecdigital. Even with the very best equipment,
tions. In music, too, subtle inflections carry
of course, it's never so convincing as invarisubtle meanings; so dynamic inflection does
ably it is with live sound.)
refer to something important in live sound.
Doug Sax talks about the jump factor or
In fact, if one tries to speak or play music
the startle factor, two very good terms
'deadpan' without dynamic inflection, one
finds that it's not so easy to do; but even a having to do with musical attacks and
perhaps with gross dynamic range. Sax's
reasonably good attempt will have listeners
Sheffield Drum Record has lots of jump
laughing. So evidently this aspect of comfactor, lots of dynamic openness, lots of
municative sound is so important that it's
dynamic inflection. Is it just a coincidence
innately human. ( Indeed, one convention for
that it was made using only tube electronics?
the speech of robots in films and television is
Trying to find the technical correlates of
that there be no dynamic inflection.)
dynamic inflection promises to be difficult.
Since very little audio gear is good at
reproducing this aspect of sound, it's a Perhaps a careful examination of gain vs.
input level would show some microscopic
useful listening category for evaluations. For
plateau effects in offending components; but
example — and these are only one man's
perhaps not. There are, as we all know, many
examples — Ifind that tube equipment tends
problems that show up with music signal
to be convincing in portraying dynamic
while evading detection with test signals.
inflection, while solid-state components tend
An example from adifferent area of music
to give you graduated levels of loudness
instead of a flexibly- rendered continuum;
perception: the pitch of reverberant sound

A

•President, Performance Recordings, 2135 Holmby Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025, USA.

it happened, Ihad 1m of van den Hul D102,
which is LC/mono crystal ( 2x40 fine strands
plus earth drain) and designated as signal
cable (
HFN/RR April ' 84 p44). Idecided to try
this to feed the mains to the Naim 250,
additionally using D202 ( heavier strands) to
increase the effective cross-sectional area.
Iwas surprised at the change in the sound:
the 250 was producing a more focused
stereo image, clearly defined well behind the
plane of the speakers ( original Quads);
everything seemed ' sharper', and the system
was notably more tuneful. One noticed more
detail, the treble register was wonderfully
airy and relaxing, and contrapuntal music
was easier to follow in its development.
Ithen replaced the D202 with bog- standard heavy- gauge single copper strands
and, at the mains plug end, connected the
two types either separately or in combination, to hear the differences. Single- strand
alone gave a dulled treble with a reduced
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sense of ' air'; D102 alone restored the ' tunefulness', but there was a lack of weight to
bass drum. ( Iused mostly CDs for these tests
— especially the remarkable JVC Shostakovich Symphony 15 import, VDC-528 —
mainly because of their repeatability.)
With the heavy-strand/monocrystal connected in parallel a la Monster Interlink
Reference, the two sets of virtues were
pooled: the bass drum definitely had more
'slam', and the sharp focus of ambience,
tonal characteristics and dynamics was ' optimised'. Iemploy inverted commas here as,
at the time of writing, Iam not fully sure of
this particular match. There is a slight glare
that Imay not care to live with.
About the LC contribution, however, Iam
very certain. Iwould like to hear positive
feedback from other experimenters. Meanwhile, Ihave, of course, asked the LEB for a
complete van den Hul supply back to the
power station.
Christopher Breunig

goes flat with some equipment; put the
same tape or disc on other equipment and
the pitch is true. ( This was pointed out to me
by Gerald Sindell.) It's hard to imagine a
mechanism for this, or a measurement
which would predict it. Some purely digital
recordings show pitch instability, even
though all digital machines have near- zero
wow and flutter measurements. What
measurement should be taken instead?
Ultimately the problem is that we can
never have enough kinds of measurement
because the number of perceptual categories is unbounded, or at least very, very large.
This is so because what is important in the
musical sound changes with the meaning of
the music. (
For more on this, see ' The Music
of Sound', my guest editorial for Audio
Amateur magazine, issue 5, 1982.)
Our search for a complete set of perceptual categories and technical measurements
is thus probably in vain. But it does good if it
leads us to deeper attention to our perceptions of music both live and reproduced, and
the relations between measurement and
perception. At this moment, so far as Iknow,
there are no measurements at all which have
been demonstrated generally to have a
positive correlation with listening-test rankings. Iknow of only one whose correlation
has been established even for a limited
range of components. As for the usual
'specs' so dear to manufacturers' hearts,
none of them has any demonstrated correlation; and the most common one, Total
Harmonic Distortion ( THD), has been known
for decades not to correlate at all! Yet the
commercial audio establishment goes on
using it as though it meant something.
In this vexing situation, we must be sure
that we do not confuse our language for
music perception with our language for
technical measurement. Let's talk about
musical pitch and remember that it may or
may not correlate with frequency. Let's talk
about pitch stability and not assume that
wow and flutter tells the whole story. Let's
speak of the jump factor, and not think that a
measurement of slew rate preempts our
perception. Let's listen to the perceived
dynamic range and note that it doesn't relate
very well to rated dynamic range (
so it's
unfortunate that the two languages use the
same term).
And let's not be surprised that technical
measurements have a hard time dealing
with such musically important perceptions
as dynamic inflection, dynamic openness, or
the most important one of all, the beauty of
live music.
James Boyk*
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THE NEW G1000 SERIES
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FOR THOSE WHO'D LIKE TO HEAR MORE
It's not every day we launch a
brand new range of cartridges.
So when we do, audiophiles
take note.
When we pioneered
the van den Hul
stylus, which
simply gets
more music
out of the
groove, we advanced the frontiers of
disc information
retrieval.
Then we set
new standards for
cartridge construction
with the ultra rigid body
of our Epic model.
Now we have applied
these principles to arange of
three new cartridges, to provide
aGoldring for virtually every pocket
and system. Naturally enough we've
fitted the top two models - the 1040
and 1020 - with different profiles
of the van den Hul tip, while the
fflI1 NIMM NM I» MU Ma

budget priced 1010 has anude
elliptical stylus.
All three models have extra
rigid body construction, firmly locating stylus assemblies
and are precision
built to eliminate
resonance and
losses.
So they extract more
detail than you have ever
heard from your records.
If you would like to
hear more, complete
the coupon for
further details, or
better still, listen
to your favourite
music on aG1000
series cartridge,
at your local dealer.
NAME
ADDRESS
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IBM NM

i

Goldring
1410Ve 1/11/
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Goldring Products Limited, 8Greyfriars Road, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 7DX Tel: 0284 701101

THE 1985 AUDIOPHILE
COMPE
ANSWERS & WINNERS

W

E HAD A LARGE NUMBER OF
entries for the 1985 Audiophile
Competition which ran in the
December ' 84- February ' 85 issues, and we
didn't want to keep the rest of you in
suspense over the answers.

Part One:
1: Audio Research designer William Johnson has Zane as his middle name.
2: Faure was the composer who said that
choirs of elderly ladies reminded him of
'old goats who had never known love'.
3: Chuck Berry wrote the song from which
Ken Kessler lifted his quote.
4: Charlie Parker's ' Bird of Paradise' was
actually Jerome Kern's ' All the things you
are'
5: Radford's STA-25 MkIll used 26dB of
negative feedback.

Part Two
1: Berg, Barrios and Butterworth all celebrate their centenary this year.
2: A quickstep is in 2
2or ?, time; the chaconne
and minuet are both in .•; or :1; the bossa
nova is in
or common time; while the
boogie or shuffle is in - try saying
dum-di dum-di dum-di dum-di to yourself.
3: We wanted composers who had made a
special study of folk music rather than
those who made occasional use of a
native melody. You can choose from
Bartok, Vaughan- Williams, Hoist, Copland, Albeniz, Bruch, Kodaly, Grainger,
Grieg, Janacek, Butterworth, etc, etc.
4: The forte-piano was the forerunner of the
piano ( forte), the sackbut evolved into the
trombone; the shawm was ( and still is) a
loud rustic double-reed forerunner of the
oboe family; the aulos was a primitive
reed instrument (
not a flute) which either
had adouble-reed, hence it foreshadowed
tie oboes, or a single, which would imply
an ancestry to the clarinets; and the rebec
loosely evolved into the violin.
5: Oliphant is a horn made from an elephant
tusk.

Classical
6: Rachmaninov was obsessed by the Dies
lrae plainchant melody.
7: And Berlioz used it most familiarly in his
Symphonie Fantastique.
8: Sibelius was disparaging about
Beecham's conducting of his works, and
Beecham, of course, was a champion of
Delius' music.
9. Mozart composed the Clarinet Concerto
for Stadler; Brahms the clarinet sonatas
for Mühlfeld; Vaughan- Williams the
Romance for Larry Adler; Rodrigo his
Concierto como un Divertimento for
Julian Lloyd Webber; and Britten his
Frank Bridge Variations for the Boyd
Neel Orchestra.
10 Bill Nye described Wagner's music as
being ' better than it sounds'.
11: Karajan has consistently ignored
Brahms' Academic Festival Overture on
record.
12 Brahms used a German, Lutheran text
for his Requiem, whereas other composers set the conventional Latin mass.
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13: Vaughan-Williams composed the music
for the Scott film and also edited the New
English Hymnal.
14: ' Age of Anxiety' - Bernstein's 2nd
symphony
'Camp Meeting' - Ives' 3rd
'Candle Symphony' - Haydn's 45b
'Norwich Symphony' - Edward
German's 2nd
'Polish Symphony' - Tchaikovsky's 3rd
'Symphony of 1000' - Mahler's 8th
'Wagner Symphony' - Bruckner's 3rd
15: Coates' Rediffusion March

Popular
6: Both sleeves were designed by Andy
Warnol.
7: The Sex Pistols were signed to A&M and
EMI before finding sanctuary with Virgin.
8: They cried ' Judas' at Bob Dylan, of
course, when he played at the Albert Hall
in 1966 with electric backing.
9: Roberta Flack & Donny Hathaway, Chad
& Jeremy, Gamble & Huff, Loggins &
Messina, Seals & Crofts.
10: Jackie Wilson said it was ' reet petite'.
11: Ana the little old lady was from
Pasadena.
12: Joni Mitchell's ' Chinese Cafe' song
invokes a deep feeling for the ' 60s
through its quotations from ' Unchained
Melody' ( Righteous Brothers, Les Baxteor Jimmy Young), and ' Will You Still
Love Me Tomorrow?' ( Shirelles or Melanie - Carole King may have written the
song but she didn't actually have a hit
with it.)
13: Waylon Jennings played bass guitar on
Buddy Holly's last tour.
14: Electric Light Orchestra; Emerson, - ake
and Palmer; Chicago Transit Authority;
The Sound of Philadelphia; Girls
Together Outrageously; and Average
White Band.
15: Both Nebraska and Earthbound were
recorded on cassette.
16: Frank Zappa recently had an album of his
works recorded by Pierre Boulez.

Part 3
1: AR, Musical Fidelity Synthesis/AR, MF,
MF, MF, MF, MF, AR, MF.
2: In order of increasing sensitivity - Stax,
LS3/5A, AR19B, AR20B/SMGa, B&W
DM1 10, Lowther Ambassador.

3: To calculate the distance travelled in the
grooves of one's record collection by the
stylus during its 1000 hour useful life
(those who felt that the question was
nonsensical because it is the groove that
travels should remember that all motion is
relative) one doesn't need to know the
playing time of all one's LPs. Rather, as
the rotational speed is 33.3rpm, 1000
hours represents 1000 x 60 x 33.3 =1998 000 revolutions. Assuming average
inner and outer groove radii of 65mm and
144mm gives a mean groove circumference of 2u x 104.5mm = 656.68mm. Total
distance travelled, therefore, - 1998 000
revolutions x 0.65668m - 1312 047m. As
LP inner groove radii vary, we accepted
answers between 1250 000 and 1400000m.
4: AEG ( Telefunken) demonstrated their
Magnetophon using BASF tape at the
1935 Berlin Radio Fair.
5: An LP revolves at 33.3rpm at inner and
outer grooves; a 12in. single revolves at
45rpm, inner and outer; while CD,
depending on playing time, revolves
around 45Orpm at the innermost track and
between 200 and 25Orpm at the outermost
track.
6: The distortion takes place after the input
low-pass filter, so supersonic distortion
components of the 15kHz tone get
through to the sample- and- hold and ND
circuits, producing aliases ( given a sampling rate of 44.1kHz) of 14.1kHz for the
30kHz 2nd harmonic, 900Hz for the 45kHz
3rd harmonic, 15.9kHz for the 60kHz 4th
harmonic, etc. On playback, these are all
within the reconstruction filter's passband, so although the input consisted of a
pure 15kHz sinewave, the output will
consist of a mixture of 900Hz, 14.1kHz,
15kHz, 15.9kHz, etc. Strictly speaking, the
PCM-F1 sampling rate has been quoted as
44.056kHz, so the answer should be
14.056kHz, 944Hz, 15.944Hz, etc. This
shows how necessary it is in a digital
system severely to bandlimit the input
signal to avoid the production of such
spuriae.
Tie breaker
question was to
caption this
picture from
Stanley Kelly's
articles on
low- mass driveunits

Well, the judges having finished their deliberations, the winners are: Basil Crowley of
Wantage, who scored 36 points out of 37
(caption: ' Primates' Progress') and who wins
the AR3OB system; Dennis Bostock of Huddersfield ( also 36 points, caption: ' Itold you
to pray for Deliverance from Evil!'), who
wins the AR2OB system; and RP Collett
of Ipswich ( 35 points, caption: ' Alas poor
Borwick ... he was a fellow of infinite tests')
wins the AR19B system; 25 runners-up
win aclassical or rock LP each. Our thanks to
all who entered and to Teledyne Acoustic
Research for donating the prize systems
- here's looking forward
to the 1986
competition!
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From the Citation XX at only
£5899 (mrp), hand built and
arguably the finest amplifier
on the market, to the sheer
value of PM620 featuring the
same styling and engineering
integrity but at the ridiculously low price of only
£119 (mrp).
The quality of Harman
Kardon is available in
turntables, cassette recorders,
tuners and asuperb collection

of ultrawide-band amplifiers
each featuring high
instantaneous current
capability.

r,like to hear more of Ilarman Kardon. Please arrange
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PROBABLY THE FINEST HI-FI YOU'VE NEVER HEARD

mIItEITOX 1:1225
John Atkinson reviews ahigh-end Compact Disc player

A

UDIOPHILES WHO HAVE SPENT LARGE sums of money on
LP playing equipment, such as myself, find themselves
coming up with anumber of excuses when presented with
the thorny problem of reconciling the increasingly general
acceptance of Compact Disc with their own love for vinyl. One Ihave
heard often is that ' of course, CD doesn't offer audiophile sound
quality, as the companies making the players backed out of real hi-fi
some years ago in order to compete in the " vertical music-centre
market — .There may be agrain of truth in this as Ifeel that optimising
any design to give the best sound quality remains an art, good
engineering only getting the designer 80-90% of the way even if he
has an unrestricted budget. And designers of products destined for
the mass- market have to produce results within budgets that are
hardly open-ended.
The entry of specialist hi-fi companies lice Meridian, Mission,
Yamaha, Nakamichi and Revox into the CD arena, however,
will eventually show whether this is afair attitude to strike or not. In
the meantime, Ihave been living with the £777 Revox B225 CD
player, which was introduced in the UK towards the end of 1984.
A reasonably large machine ( 450x109x332mm), the B225 is styled
to match the range of Revox components which started with the
B251 amplifier and B261 tuner. Beautifully made and finished both
internally and externally, the machine has acentral tray, bearing a
Philips mechanism and optical pickup, which slides out for loading.
This tray also bears an LCD display for track and programming
information. To the left of the drawer are the programming controls,
including a0-9 numeric keypad, whilst to the right are the usual
transport controls, ± pushbuttons for variable output and headphone
level, the headphone socket itself, and apower on/standby button
(the machine's memories remain powered all the time it is plugged
into the mains.
The rear panel has the usual Revox 2- pin mains socket, asocket for
Fil El NEWS itz RECORD REVIEW
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an optional wired remote control ( an infra- red unit is available if the
CD player is used as part of an appropriate all-Revox system), and
two pairs of phono sockets, one pair of fixed leve), the other variable.
Internally, two motherboards carrying all the switches run behind
the front panel either side of the transport drawer, and daughter
boards plug into this, keeping the discrete wiring to aminimum. The
left-hand boards cover transport and programming facilities; the two
on the right carry the familiar Philips chip set for 4x oversampling
decoding, digital low-pass filtration, and 14- bit D-A conversion, while
analogue filtering, de- emphasis and output are via the ubiquitous
5532 dual audio- quality op- amp. A relay mutes the output while the
circuitry stabilises upon switch- on.
Discs can be played in two ways, straight or programmed. Tracks
can be accessed in the latter mode either by stepping sequentially
through the disc or by pressing a2-digit number corresponding to
the wanted track on the numeric keypad and pressing ' play'. A red
button transfers operation to the programming section, and up to 19
selections can be programmed into the B225's memory. These can
be tracks, an unbroken selection of tracks ie, tracks 4-10 inclusive can
count as one programming selection, or timed sections. This
function is performed by changing the display to time mode and
entering the desired start and stop times with the keypad. Once set,
the programme can be ' previewed' by stepping through with + í
pushbuttons and anyone who can cope with programming video
recorders should have no difficulty in playing any number of tracks in
any order they like. The only missing function is total disc playing
time upon loading, but as this is only of use to CD software
reviewers, Isuppose Revox felt justified in omitting it.

Lab report by Martin Colloins
As Revox use the Philips set of decoder integrated circuits, the test
results should be basically similar to those of other Philips- based
35
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machines. It was therefore something of achallenge to see if Revox'
engineers had seen fit to apply their own interpretation to the final
alignment and if ameasurable difference would emerge.
Taking the frequency response first ( fig.1), this shows aclassic
Philips 4x oversampled curve, this the ripple characteristic of the
96th- order digital filter employed. Deviation held to within + 0.05,
-0.25dB, 20Hz-20kHz; mild ripple of this order is generally held to be
inaudible. Channel matching was excellent at within 0.04dB, while
the use of dual D-A converters assures anegligible interchannel
phase difference of less than 0.5'. Channel separation was as high as
usual for CD, being greater than 90dB at 20kHz ( although this is
poorer than the 98dB of the Philips CD104).
At full output level, 20Hz-20kHz, harmonic distortion levels were
typical of the type, although the 20kHz figure of -86dB has been
bettered, the Marantz CD63B achieving -96dB, for example. At lower
signal levels at 1kHz ( fig.2), the Revox was atrifle poorer than
average, particularly at low levels. At - 80dB, for example, the
distortion was just 15dB down compared with an average - 23dB
when Philips- based decks are looked at as awhole. Full resolution
was not achieved, and the level error at 90dB was also similarly
degraded at + 5dB, compared with the Philips mean of + 2.5dB.
Perhaps some extra noise or ripple is present at the DAC inputs?
However, when it came to HF intermodulation, the Revox player
excelled, with adifference-tone level 100dB below full level, and still
-93dB for a - 10dB signal level. ( Typical Philips results are - 90 and
-80dB respectively here.)
Output level was 2V maximum, from asource impedance of
330ohms ( fixed level) and 440ohms ( variable). Track access was
twice as fast as the latest Philips at typically 5s, as fast as mainstream
Japanese decks. Mechanical noise levels were satisfactorily low.
Error correction was to the usual excellent standard, combined
with good immunity to shock. S/N ratios, measured in the absence of
signal modulation, were very good, the worst case CCIR ARM figure
reaching 100dB without the help of pre- emphasis. Interestingly,
Philips-type machines tend to score around 106dB here. In the
absence of signal, ultrasonic spuriae levels were held to amoderate
-86dB, measured up to 100kHz, but, as noted with other Philips- based
machines, these spuriae could increase to just - 52dB ( fig.3) in the
presence of audio signals, and could potentially affect the
performance of following equipment. With a20kHz OdB signal, the
main spurious product was at 24kHz and was only suppressed to a
-53dB level ( fig.4). ( The Sony 702/552 combination reviewed this
month holds this primary product down at - 86dB.)
The impulse response ( fig.5) is typical of the genre, showing
classic time domain symmetry, well- matched to astraight line trend
of phase vs frequency to the half sampling rate point of 22kHz.
To sum up, the Revox B225 shows asimilar performance to the
other Philips- based machines, but aslight loss of resolution and
increase in noise traded for superior high frequency linearity.
Overall, performance was to ahigh standard, while finish and
engineering are virtually beyond reproach, in my opinion.
Martin Colloms

Sound quality
Iused the B225 for my regular CD listening over aperiod of about
four weeks, including the preparation of my disc reviews published
in the last two issues of HFN/RR. It was also subject to A/B listening
tests in comparison with the Meridian MCD player which was
reviewed by Martin Colloms in January, both machines having
similar D-A converters and transports. ( Care was taken to match the
output levels of the two machines using atest disc calibration tone
and an AC millivoltmeter.) Comparisons were also made between CD
and LP played via aKoetsu Red/Ittok/Sondek front end. Speakers
were Magneplanar SMGas, driven by my Krell KSA-50/Audio
Research SP- 10 combination.
Ihave to admit that Iwas initially disappointed when first using the
B225, with the audio taken from its variable outputs. After some
glowing reports in other magazines, Ihad perhaps had my
expectations built up overmuch. The sound was both alittle brighter
and clearer than Iwas used to from my Marantz CD63 or from a
Yamaha CD- X1, and stereo imagery, though beautifully precise
laterally, was somewhat lacking both in depth and differentiation
between separate instrumental images. There was also some bass
range confusion, the CDCGCG quaver bass pedal figure near the end
of Carol Rosenberger's La Cathedrale Engloutie performance on
Delos merging into arather undifferentiated LF blur when compared
with my usual Marantz player. Martin Colloms reported better
results, however, using the fixed level outputs, so when the Revox
returned from being measured, auditioning was continued almost
exclusively in this manner.
Audio from the fixed outputs was subtley but significantly better
than from the variable outputs, and all further comments refer to the
B225 used like this. Iwould have rated the Hogwood set of the
Brandenburgs, for example, as almost C via the variable outputs, the
improvement in sound quality to my final rating of B (
see p87) being
>41
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'The Fine Art of Music'
by

conradjohnson
Introduced in 1981, the first series of Premier products immediately became the
accepted reference standard for accuracy in the reproduction of recorded music. The
power amplifier and the pre-amplifier each individually achieved top rankings in
respected audio journals, and as an ensemble were found to be without peer.
Research is, of course, a continuous process, and there have been important
advances since the introduction of the original Premier electronics.
The virtues of the original Premier components have been reinforced in the new
Premier series, and they have been further enhanced by the more revealing, even
more transparent nature of the new technology. The new Premier products push
forward the frontiers of soundstage recreation. Never have the spatial locations of
individual instruments and voices been so precisely distinguished. Hall ambience is
recreated with uncanny realism. Complex orchestral passages are clearly resolved
into the concerted efforts of individual musicians. Vocalists are sharply focused with
a life-sized quality. Indeed, the ' scale' and ' volume' of the images are three
dimensional and utterly convincing. As if these achievements were not enough, the
Premiers reach the highest level of musical integrity and tonal purity.
The Premiers are our most expensive products. Yet any one of our dealers can also
demonstrate our superb range of more affordable valve pre- and power amplifiers.
Treat yourself to a demonstration.

Automation Sciences Co., 5B Eton Ave., London NW3. ( 01) 435 8210

HAUTE REMOTE

Ken Kessler reviews the Akai CD-A7 Corn . act Disc Pla er. Measurements b Martin Colloms

W

AGS IN THIS INDUSTRY— some of whorn have little in
common with ' audiophiles' and hi-fi journalists— like to
think that Compact Disc's initially lukewarm reception
was the result of the new format's lack of tweakability.
Because the hi-fi nuts couldn't do anything to CD other than play it,
they argued, there was afeeling that the fun had been taken out of
hi-fi. Even more hilarious to them was the possibility that journalists
would have nothing to write about anymore, because you cannot
criticise that which is ' perfect'.
Eventually, these commentators realised that the objections to CD
were based on the machines' performance, not on the fact that CD
left little scope for the tinkerers. And once the tinkering had been
exhausted — isolation platforms, two discs in the tray, better cables —
many realised that CD still had away to go.
With CD, however, one set of worries disappears for the dealers,
the consumers, and even for reviewers ( who have nightmares about
perfect front-end setting- up), because they know that the CD player is
performing as well as it can, all the time. But removing aset of
variables, arange of possible maladjustments, makes CD no less
risky to audition than most speakers or some electronics.
It would imply that reviewing or auditioning CD players is closer to
the concept of ' nothing much to write about' than it is to the
treacherous route of assessing other components.
It doesn't quite work that way, though, and CD players have their
own unique quirks which make them less of acut-and-dried
proposition than the above suggests. More than any other
component in the chain — for me, at least— CD doesn't reveal its
inadequacies all at once, the kind of misbehaviour which leads to the
dreaded listener fatigue.
As we're now into third, and possibly fourth generation players,
we are noticing improvements in the performance that was originally
touted as ' perfect'. Many vehemently anti- digital voices, including
members of America's ultra-critical underground press, have noticed
that 1985's crop is far more ' musical' or acceptable than the earlier
machines. Mission, Meridian, Philips, Yamaha and Marantz have all
constructed machines that almost disarm the LP devotees, and it was
only amatter of time before other CD manufacturers, more distanced
from the specialist sector, started to come around.
This is based on hearsay, as Ididn't pay too much attention to the
early skirmishes in the Great CD War, but Igather that Akai took
some stick for their first- generation players ( as did just about
everybody else). Now Idon't want to create some imaginary
psychological profile for Akai's staff, or suggest that Akai UK controls
the boys at Head Office, Tokyo, but they've come up with areal
doozie* in the CD-A7.
At £429, the new Akai is neither expensive nor cheap, falling right
in the middle ground and competing head-on with almost all the
other CD players in the 'Approved' category. However, unlike those
machines which appeal to the masochistic (
ie, audiophiles), the
CD-A7 is fully loaded in the best Detroit manner. The price includes
the all-function remote control, which has to be worth £30-odd.
The last remark about the remote might lead you to think that I
value non-essentials, which Idon't. My own hi-fi activities involve
listening to the system rather than fiddling with it, and I'm quite
happy to use CD players with nothing more than the basic transport
controls. However, Ido realise that some people, either because of
the distance of their listening chair from their hi-fi or aneed to have
'toys', do appreciate the convenience of aremote.
The Akai demands aremote because automation and
programmability play as big apart in the machine's profile as do
sound, ergonomics, construction and styling. Like the Marantz
CD-74, there isn't much that this machine can't do, and because the
'Short for Duesenberg, which was aRolls-Royce rival of the 20s and 30s. Ergo, it means
'pretty tasty'.
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flexibility goes beyond pre- play preparations, you won't want to
have to hop out of your seat each time whim dictates aprogramme
change. What really tempts the CD-A7 owner is the fact that the
remote duplicates all of the functions, just begging to be used.
Without trying to do aReader's Digest condensation of the CD-Al's
detailed instruction booklet— which you must read if you wish to
operate this unit with any degree of panache — I'd like to note that the
CD-A7 can be programmed to play tracks in any order the perverse
mind may choose. It will play segments of the music, which is pretty
neat if your idea of agood time is listening to three particular
seconds of aperformance ad nauseum, and it can almost enable the
user to make his or her digital equivalent of ' scratch' music. You have
many options on how to skip tracks or stop the playback, you can get
really weird and program the machine to insert sections of tracks in
the middle of other tracks, and you can do all of this from the comfort
of your chair. The only fly in the ointment is the single display mode
of the digital readout, which will tell you track numbers, time
elapsed, time remaining, etc, but not all at once. If you like to emulate
meter- reading airline pilots, you'll find that the display selector
button on your remote will be its most- used control.
Having placed the CD-A7 on an Isoplat, stuck aFlux Dumper on top
and installed it in my system with Monster Cable's new dedicated CD
leads, Iploughed through avariety of discs, including Dâfos, Joe
Cocker's Civilized Man, the Telarc Rhapsody In Blue, and abunch of
discs filled with pre-digital recordings like McCartney's Band On The
Run and Neil Young's Harvest. And because Ianticipated the listener
fatigue so often mentioned in connection with CD, Imade apoint of
engaging in four- hour- plus listening sessions.
The reason Ianticipated fatigue was aslight brightness in the
upper registers, not to be mistaken for mere top-end extension but
rather aslight treble lift as confirmed by MC's measurements. Iwas
afraid that this would get on my nerves after awhile, but— even after
listening to six or seven discs— Iwas still ' comfortable'. It manifested
itself not as shrillness, as I
would have expected, but as an emphasis
of detail. Idon't know why this was so; all Ican say is that instead of
aggravating treble Iheard squeaky clean treble. Ishould also add
that this slight treble anomaly did not accentuate the presence of
tape hiss on discs originating from early '70s recordings — they were
no better or worse in this area than on other CD players.
Another aspect of CD performance which has caused trouble in the
past has been the odd way some machines handle low level
information and dynamic contrasts. The former can get buried and
the latter occasionally results in listeners being blown out of their
seats with uncompressed changes in level. With the CD-A7, the
transitions from soft to loud were smoother, less ' black- and-white',
and if that sounds like I'm describing the reason why some people
prefer analogue, then so be it. The CD-A7, like the latest Marantz,
Mission and Meridian players, is far less of ashock to an analogue
system.
With exceptional recordings, like Dâfos and some of the Sheffields,
the CD-A7 did more to further the digital cause than Icould have
imagined. These recordings are known for their soundstage ( in LP
form) and the CD-A7 did little to squash that virtue. With synthetic,
studio-enhanced epics like Queen's trickery- laden Flash Gordon
theme music, the effects were marvellous, easily on apar with the
vinyl version. The only weaknesses Icould identify were artificalsounding audience noises on Jazz At The Pawnshop (
having
attended to absolute phase, of course— see p26) and alack of air on
simple recordings, where there isn't enough cluttering up the
soundstage to take one's mind off the natural acoustic.
This is apretty hot machine, and Igather that Akai has already had
some response from the kind of people who wouldn't otherwise
bother them in Hounslow. The CD-A7 deserves to sell, because it
accomplishes, along with the other approved players, what the ad

. . . Revox have one of the finest
records in the business as far as
reliability, build quality and service
back-up are concerned . . ."
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The new advanced 3rd generation 16 bit
resolution full function Mission CD
player now with cordless remote control.
Audition it today — after which you
might find others rather disappointing —
Mission have agood deal to offer!

B225

Ihave every confidence that a
purchaser of aB225 will still he getting
the same standard of CD performance
well into the 1990's . . ."
•

•

•

Features include: display in minutes/
seconds with random access to any
entered time position on disc: automatic
search to the start of atrack: fast
forward or reverse search through adisc
and auto repeat of programmes.
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Our reputation over the last 25 years is
based on our after sales service and by
our selling top quality equipment. It is
our great pleasure to sell Revox
alongside Linn Sondeks, Naim and Krell
amplifiers and Quad and Magneplanar
speakers. If you would like to further
your interest in any of these products
please ring or write to us for a
demonstration.

Getting the best from your CD player demands the use
of high quality interconnects matched to the rest of
your system. Buy your CD player from KJ and we will
recommend and supply suitable interconnects FREE up
to the retail value of £ 30.
(The offer applies to UK purchasers only and this advertisement must be
produced to claim your free leads.)
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men couldn't: it will make CD acceptable to awider audience, even
despite ahigher-than-average price for asupposedly mass- market
model.
Note: The CD-A7 has atwin sister called the CD- M88, which sells
for the same price but differs in size and minor details. The CD-A7,
being larger, has aslider for output and headphone level, while the
CD- M88 uses arotary knob. The latter machine, designed to be used
with Akai's Midi Series, can interface with Akai amplifiers for
automatic switching of certain functions, Theoretically, the two
machines should sound the same, but MC— contrary as ever — tells
me that they, uh, sound different. Audition both if you're interested,
but don't phone me because Ihaven't even seen aCD- M88.4-
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pushbutton level control rather than arotary pot, to ensure a
continuity of styling between the B225 and their amplifier and tuner
models, was abackwards step when it comes to sound quality.
NB testing between the Revox and the Meridian was complicated
by the fact that the latter phase inverts, so Icannot be certain that the
differences Iam about to describe may not also have been due to this
absolute phase difference. Initially, Iheard aconsistent difference
between the two machines, but this was actually due to alevel
difference of around 1dB between two of the discs used ( due to a
recut?). After that experience, Itook care to ensure that Iwas really
listening to player differences, but it was nevertheless asalutary
lesson in the pitfalls that lie in wait for the hasty. However, once that
problem had been sorted out, the main subjective difference
apparent between the two machines, apart from the Meridian's
slightly veiled high end, was basically in the area of ' dimensionality'.
The English player was just that little bit better in portraying the
space in which the recording had been made and how the images of
musicians fitted into that space. Laterally, the Revox presented
beautifully precise imagery, but that imagery was more flatperspectived than that of the MCD: the opening to Ella Fitzgerald's
superb reading of ' Fascinating Rhythm' on the Verve Songbooks
collection had that little bit more atmosphere around the drumkit
with replay via the Meridian.
Iadmit that Iam talking about subtle differences here, but, given
the price of the Revox, Iwas hoping for an audible improvement over
the Meridian of asimilar order to that possessed by the MCD over
most of the inexpensive Japanese competition. Without the Meridian
to hand for comparison, the Revox would have been thought an
excellent CD player; as it was, however, it was revealed as just ' very
good'. In this, Iwas reminded of the sort of differences to be heard
between CD and the best of analogue. Courtesy of Presence Audio's
Brian Smith, Iwas listening recently to the CD of Dáfos being played
on Audiostatic Monolith Twos, powered by paralleled Beard P100s. If
you hadn't heard the LP, you would think that there was no more
quality to be extracted from the recording than by the CD; we then
played the LP— Le Stad turntable, FR arm and Decca cartridge — and
discovered that, indeed, the CD sound could still be bettered by the
'obsolete' technology. This subjective area of ' dimensionality' seems
to be where significant differences lie, but also seems very fragile.
Apart from an exceptional weekend when the static acquired from
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REVIEW SYSTEM
Counterpoint SA- 7Preamplifier ( modified regarding psu)
Beard P100 Mk11 power amplifiers ( paralleled)
Apogee Scintilla loudspeakers
Monster CD Cable
Absolute Wire Speaker cable
What Magik interlink
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-
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1.981, 2.005
77, ( 2.4k max)
OK
5
fairly low
>900gap, > 800 dot
99 (95)
93 (89)
-105
+7.2
Yes, variable level
f429
IR remote, numeric keyboard, all
usual facilities. Large fluorescent
display - total tracks/timings overall
time OK. Index, no audible cueing, very
good servos, high vibration resistance
Direct track entry.
-83.6dB, 16kHz downband on 20kHz OdB.
Single variable output

Aka, UK Ltd, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow.
Middlesex TW4 6NF. Tel: 01-897 6388.

newish carpets and unprecedentedly dry weather caused afew
problems with spurious triggering of play mode with the loading
drawer still open, the Revox proved easy to program and use, and
gave no trouble at all. The very fast track access was ajoy after the
tardy search speed of the Marantz and Meridian, even though there
was alittle overshoot and subsequent hunting when accessing a
very short track near the end of adisc.
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Conclusion
Given the somewhat conflicting nature of my listening test results
and Martin's technical report, you can understand why the writing of
this conclusion gave me some problems, particularly considering the
high price of the B225. If CD sound quality alone is your concern,
then the British Meridian ( and Mission) players represent such good
value for money that their recommendation must be mandatory.
However, Imust point out that the nature of the sonic differences
between the Revox and the Meridian, for example, is such that in a
less revealing or demanding system, the Meridian's slight sonic
advantage could well be outweighed by other factors in the Swiss
machine's favour.
Firstly, and probably most importantly, Revox have one of the
finest records in the business as far as reliability, build quality, and
service back-up are concerned. Ihave a12 year- old A77 open- reel
machine which, with servicing, is still performing to the standard set
when it came out of the carton, and Iknow of several G36 valve
models from the ' 60s still giving excellent results. Iam told by
dealers that the British Revox distributors, FWO Bauch Ltd, have a
superb reputation for prompt and efficient service, and Ihave every
confidence that apurchaser of aB225 will still be getting the same
standard of CD performance well into the 1990s.
Secondly, despite the programming procedure being initially
daunting, with familiarity it proved versatile and unexpectedly easy
to use. Personally, such asophisticated programming facility is
beyond my needs, but if you do require it, the Revox can do it. In
particular, the ability to set random cursor positions for
programming and repeating sections of music would be useful for
musicians learning particular passages, as one isn't limited by the
disc's own track and index positions. Lastly, the appearance, size and
styling of this unit render it the natural CD player choice for owners
of all-Revox systems, and Isuspect that it is these people who will
find the B225 to be an essential purchase.
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HARD WORK\ HAS ITS AWARD.

The tiny inductor above forms an integral part of Current
Dumping, acircuit technique that helped Quad win acovetec
Queen's Award for Technological Achievement.
The only audio manufacturer ever to receive such ahigh
commendation.
The principle of Current
Dumping is feed-forward error
correction, eliminating audible
distortion and the paraphernalia oi
quiescent current adjustment.
And it does it beautifully.
Simply adding asmall inductor
Basicdiagnm ofprinciple elements of Current Dumping
removes the need for biasing, cuts_

out all the problems inherent in extra circuitry and tuning, and
allows the use of standard tolerance fixed components.
All because of atiny coil of copper-wire. Atypical example
of what can be achieved by consistently rejecting conventional
solutions in favour of highly selective innovation, engineering,
and ergonomics.
Even if it means working harder.
Details of amplifiers, speakers and tuners that have set new
standards in audio reproduction, are available by contacting
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561.
You'll also receive the first issue of
the Quad Magazine.

QUAD

FOR THE CLOSEST APPROACH TO THE ORIGINAL SOUND.
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ESPITE THEIR MARKET PROFILE AS ONE of the two
originators of Compact Disc, Sony could be accused of
dragging their feet in the UK as far as CD is concerned.
Sales have undoubtedly been very good for their 1983
launch model, the CDP-101, but Sony have kept quiet about their
more upmarket models such as the '701es ( reviewed in HFN/RR
March ' 84) and the ' 501, which falls halfway between the other two
when it comes to price. That picture is now undergoing rapid change,
however, with the first of anew generation of Sony CD players
represented by the surprising D50 portable ( reviewed March ' 85)
which, at £280 excluding battery pack, is the company's cheapest
mains- powered machine. In fact, Sony will shortly have atotal of
seven players on sale in the UK, and plan to put the name Sony in the
forefront both regarding sales and engineering techniques.
The £299 CDP-30 is acompact, stack- sized unit of straightforward
design, with asimilar machine, the CDP-50, in the pipeline. Above
these basic models comes agroup of players incorporating aD-A
converter dubbed by Sony ' Unilinear'. These include the £399
CDP-102, which replaces the old ' 101 but retains its predecessor's
popular remote control, and the better-equipped £499 CDP-302es
which supersedes the under- promoted ' 501. The £699 CDP-502es
effectively takes the place of the '701 player, with the top of the range
represented by the CDP-552es reviewed here. In the UK, it is planned
that this will not be sold in its own right but as a £ 1500 package with a
matching PCM processor of advanced design, the DAS-702es,
making it atwo- box unit. England's Cambridge Audio showed a
prototype of such atwo- box player at Las Vegas in January, while
Trio in Japan also have amodel along these lines.
Initially, the critics of digital audio were opposed to the system on
several counts, one of which was that it was said to have aclosed
nature, sealed off from further improvement by the adoption of a
fixed standard. The discs would also be locked to that standard This
assumption has proved only to be partly true as improved players
appear to offer abetter replay of existing discs while, to judge from
the disc reviews published in HFN/RR, the discs themselves are also
undergoing aprocess of improved production and quality.
It goes to show that CD replay design is anything but fixed. Clearly
there is much to learn about the optimum decoding and replay of
digital music signals and, by implication, this will also be true for the
record chain. If Sony are on the right lines with their new range,
therefore, their player improvements will give rise to a
correspondingly higher standard of replay.
HFN/RR was fortunate in acquiring the ' 552/'702 combination as
soon as it arrived in the UK. In ageneral sense, it could be regarded
as an advanced player system incorporating developments which
may well appear in future years in less expensive models. Taking the
two units on their own, the DAS-702es is ahigh quality, stand-alone
digital decoder. Via adigital input terminal, music data streams from
CD or other sources may be decoded, provided that they conform to
the serial digital interface standard as agreed in September 1983.
Using atime-shared format, left and right channel information is
interleaved with synchronisation and control information, the latter
including pre-emphasis flag, copy allow/prohibit, and the relevant
subcode data.
The '702 accepts CD-sourced data encoded to this standard at its
44

44.1kHz sample rate, but automatic switching allows it also to accept
data at 32kHz and 48kHz rates. These will allow for the decoding of
direct broadcast by satellite ( DBS) signals. [The Government's
clumsy and monopolistic handling of the organisation of DBS would
seem to make this aspect of the '702's specification redundant in the
UK— Ed.) Audio outputs are supplied at fixed and variable levels via
gold-plated phono sockets, and there is aseparate headphone
amplifier. The ' 702 is solidly and non- resonantly built and is finished
in satin black.
The CDP-552es player, as might be expected, has rather more
facilities. The RM-502 remote control's extensive keypad gives an
idea as to exactly what is available. Any track can be accessed
directly with numeric keys marked 1-20. The player is amazingly swift
in its reponse, and adjacent tracks are reached almost
instantaneously. Even the highest numbered tracks are accessed
within Is, and the deck is actually so fast that afeature has been
included whereby apress of abutton gives adeliberate delay of 2s.
The deck is fully programmable and up to 20 tracks can be
memorised in any order. An additional, rather peculiar, feature, is the
'shuffle' function whereby tracks will be played in arandom order.
Sony quote 10 factorial ( 3628800) different combinations for a
10-track selection, though Ican't see what use this will be.
The display shows what tracks have been programmed, with total,
track and elapsed time all available. Two line audio outputs are
provided on the ' 552, as distinct from those on the ' 702 with which it
will be used, one fixed in level and the other variable, linked to a
motorised front level control, which may be operated from the
remote control unit. Unfortunately the armchair convenience of this
is ruled out when the ' 552 is used with the '702. Perhaps this could be
used as an extra auxiliary output, with the hard-wired ' 702- processed
audio signal used only for ultra-critical listening via another
preamplifier input.
Other features of the '552 include the important benefit of anew
optical system transport which produces very little mechanical noise,
while the drawer load also has aquieter, quicker action. Sony have
undoubtedly established anew standard in these areas. In their
previous machines, they used ageared motor for driving the optical
'sled' or transport, whereas Philips- based machines employed a
direct- pivoted actuator working over an arc. Mechanical backlash
and alimited response speed of the geared system slowed track
access as well as increasing the workload on the fine track position
servo. The new Sony laser transport featured in the ' 302, ' 502 and
'552 players uses avery fast, low noise, high precision, linear motor:
it can search at 50000 data tracks/s and as it nears the chosen
programme track, it slows down to cue the desired location
precisely. Optical data tracking is improved, with alower rate of data
errors requiring correctior/concealment, particularly regarding
slightly eccentric discs.

Technical details: CDP -552es
Sony's previous digital processing circuitry was more complicated
than that used by other manufacturers, and greater integration was
thought necessary for the ' Unilinear Converter System' featured by
the '3rd generation"302, ' 502 and ' 552 models on their front panels.
The old CX-7933 ( EFM & subcode), CX-7934 ( de-interleave, timebase
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etc), and CX-7935 ( error correction) chips have been replaced by a
single IC, the CX-23035, which offers better performance and lower
power consumption.
A special feature of the new circuitry ( fig.1) is the adoption of a
single master clock locked to the signal processing sections, the
digital filter, and the signal and control sections of the converter. The
master clock is set at 67.7376MHz, divided down to the various
frequencies required with very low jitter or timing uncertainty. Using
frequency division from asingle clock, frequencies are only present
at integer multiples of the lowest, avoiding the generation of beats
and other spuriae, while the sum and difference products usually
present with multiple clock oscillators are absent.
Although asingle DAC is still used, this is fast enough to process
both channels, left and right alternately, at adoubled 88.2kHz rate.
(Yamaha also use asingle 16- bit DAC with 2x oversampling in their
machines.) With such 2x oversampling, HF distortion levels are
reduced, and Sony have added a96th- order digital filter with agood
pulse response to the chain. Use of adigital filter, as with the
Philips- based players, means that aslower-rolloff analogue filter can
be used after conversion, giving better and more consistent phase
and frequency response behaviour. ( Yamaha, however, have stuck
with discrete 7- pole analogue filters at the audio output, with some
pulse overshoot.) Sony claim aremarkable frequency uniformity.
Typically, CD players are very flat in response, measuring ± 0.3dB
limits over most of the range, with perhaps ± 0.8dB at 20kHz. Sony
Fig.1: Unilinear converter system (Sony CD IC System)

electrical interaction between the decoder/converter and the
transport via the common mains transformer and central grounding
system. The larger case adopted for the ' 702 has allowed the use of
much larger components, chosen on sound quality grounds,
including agenerous > 100VA toroidal mains transformer. The power
supply incorporates the new ceramic- augmented electrolytic
capacitors, total capacity being 33000pF. Over athird of the ' 702 is
devoted to the extensive power supplies. LC OFC wire is used for all
analogue signal paths, and passive components are specially
selected. The digital sections are fully screened and mounted on a
thick 4mm alloy chassis. The non- resonant, damped enclosure is
reinforced by several 10x15mm struts in addition to the usual
fittings.
The ' Unilinear' system is also used in the ' 702 ( fig.2), but with
further refinement due to the need to cope with data having been
encoded with differing sampling rates. Generally, the data
demodulation, digital filter and aperture circuits are locked to a
single central clock produced by synchronisation with the sampling
frequency of the input signal, the latter extracted and multiplied up to
the required frequency. However, this technique can impair noise
performance and although it is ideal for the aperture ( or
synchronised sampling window) circuit, it will not provide optimum
results as far as the digital filter and demodulation circuits are
concerned. The aperture needs to be resistant to clock jitter for
distortion- free HF performance; conversely, the other two circuits
Fig.2: Block diagram DAS 702 ES

Dala

claim ± 0.01dB of passband ripple from the digital filter, with an
improved sound quality due to the reduction of the spurious delay
characteristic met with lower quality brickwall analogue filters.
Sony use the expression ' dynamic intermodulation' to describe
effects in aplayer which, while being revealed by steady-state
laboratory tests, are nevertheless shown up by listening tests. The
effects of acoustic and floor- borne vibration have been taken
seriously, and the ' 552 structure has been designed and reinforced to
minimise resonances. The player transport is isolated by compliant
rubber bushes to reduce vibration coupling from the chassis and
vibration absorbent damping is applied to the casings and chassis.
Sony have also found that the crucial integration capacitor in the
DAC circuit is susceptible to vibration and for these new players, a
special type with athick dielectric film and copper foil electrodes has
been selected. Separated, low mechanical Ct, heatsinks are also said
to improve the subjective quality further.
Many other players lump the analogue and digital circuitry
together. This new Sony range, however, employs separate shielded
compartments isolated both electrically and magnetically. Low
impedance, solid copper busbars are used, with care taken to avoid
common earth returns capable of giving rise to higher hum levels.
Independent high stability regulators supply the audio circuits.
Power supply noise is reduced via the use of high-speed, fast
recovery, switching diodes. CR filters are used in the transformer
secondaries to block supply line interference and also to block
radiation to other components via the mains.
The ' 552 uses LC OFC for all important signal paths. New audio
linear ICs are used, separated for left and right channels, and of
simpler design and incorporating higher- gain active elements and
improved thermal stability. The special electrolytic capacitors have a
ceramic powder- augmented electrolyte with an improved charge
transfer, for which better pulse performance is claimed. Care has
been taken to block the magnetic distortion resulting from the close
proximity of ferromagnetic materials to signal circuitry.

Technical details: DAS -702es
Still further attention to detail is shown in the ' 702 decoder. Although
the ' 552 has its own analogue outputs, feeding the digital output to
the ' 702 is reckoned to improve the sound quality even further. The
physical separation of the transport and DAC sections removes
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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must track the jitter to maintain an accurate synchronism.
Consequently, the ' 702 employs three separately derived clocks,
with that for the aperture/sample and hold circuitry aphase- lockedloop type. The bandwidth of this servo exerts an influence on
distortion: when wide open at 8.5kHz, the 20kHz distortion
approaches 0.005% at full level; at 0.4Hz this improves to 0.003%.
Following data demodulation, the digital signals are 2x
oversampled and digitally filtered as in the ' 552, but the channels are
now split, the data converted from serial to parallel form, and fed to
separate DACs, one for each channel. These are 16- bit, high-speed,
ladder types, a16- bit parallel input word producing acorresponding
output current in under 0.5ps15x10 7s), and this type of DAC is
appropriately used when more than one sampling frequency will be
encountered. The nonlinearity is higher than for astandard ramp
DAC, but Sony say that they consider the tonal quality superior higher distortion, albeit at still very low levels, being associated with
abetter sound quality The analogue low-pass filter is a7th- order GIC
(General Impedance Converter), and places the minimum of
componentry in the signal path, generally just aresistor network.
The usual textbook specification is quoted for the ' 552 system,
including - 96dB crosstalk and noise levels, with a2Hz-20kHz ± 0.3dB
frequency response with 0.0025% distortion on a 1kHz full level
signal. Interestingly, the ' 702 specification is not as good, with 90dB
separation, 0.004% distortion, and a5Hz-20kHz, ± 0.5dB frequency
response. The ' 552 player consumes just over 14W of power, while
the ' 702 takes 23W.

Lab results
While Ihave concentrated on the ' 702 replay performance when used
with the ' 552, the following test results also include those for the ' 552
alone, which should prove interesting bearing in mind the subtle
sound quality differences between the two.
Running through the basics, both show auniform, wide- range,
frequency response extending to well below 5Hz, reading + 0.05,
-0.06dB for the ' 552 and + 0.24, - 0.09dB for the ' 702, both sets of
limits covering a20Hz-20kHz bandpass. Examined in detail Ifig.31, the
'702 showed aslight hint of treble lift, measuring + 0.25dB at 11kHz.
As it has similar 96th- order digital filtering to the Philips- based
machines, it is interesting to note that the usual Philips fine response
ripples were absent in the Sony. This is presumably because the
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Channel balance was very good for both units, holding to within
0.13dB, 20Hz-20kHz. Channel separation was exemplary, as usual,
while the dual mono construction of the ' 702 gave it the measured
edge on separation, particularly at frequency extremes.
For the same reason, interchannel phase difference was
predictably low on the ' 702, while the ' 552 showed apretty harmless
40° at 20kHz due to the time-shared, 2x oversampled DAC.
Using impulses with a 1:127 ratio, the transient response was
found to be very similar for the two units ( fig.4). The resemblance to
the familiar Philips shape was marked, this aclassic linear filter
response confirmed in the plot of phase variation against frequency
(fig.5), which may be transformed into the delay characteristic if so
desired. As with the Philips type, the pulse overshoot is satisfactorily
low, while the pulse changed linearly with frequency, arather better
behaved performance than with brickwall types.
Sony have aimed for steeper out- of- band filtering than have
Philips; in consequence, their machines show alight curvature in the
phase response ( fig.5). However, the Philips- based players show
higher levels of ultrasonic, audio band signal- related, spuriae ( again
see Revox review p351. For example, with a 1kHz OdB signal, aPhilips
machine produces spuriae at 44.1kHz and 88.2kHz modulated at 1kHz
at surprisingly high levels, around - 56dB and - 52.8dB respectively.
Some designers, notably Meridian and Mission, have favoured
better suppression of these spuriae. Looking at the results for the
'552/'702 under the same conditions ( not reproduced here), the ' 702
spuriae were better than 104dB down while the ' 552 output showed
an amazing 120dB of ultrasonic suppression.
As suggested by the specification, the ' 702 was marginally less
linear, showing more distortion than the ' 552. The latter reached
,
-100dB at full level, midband, with an excellent - 90dB for downband
noise produced by a20kHz signal. The ' 702 was comparably good at
the band edges ( fig.6), but conceded 3dB at lkHz ( figs.7,8). With
reducing signal level at a 1kHz frequency, the distortion rose in the
usual manner. These results indicate 15- bit resolution for the ' 702
and 15 1
/2
bit for the ' 552, the ' 702 showing some curvature of the
transfer characteristic at very low levels. As aconsequence, the
output level error at - 90dB was fairly high at + 9dB compared with a
more normal + 4.5dB for the ' 552. Interestingly, better results were
shown by the older ' 701, whose converter was rather more accurate
at these levels but which gave apoorer overall performance on
transients and at HF. Imeasured an all-time low error of just + 1dB for
the ' 701, correspondingly to a1kHz full level distortion of - 106dB,
virtually full 16- bit resolution.
The new player showed particularly low levels of HF
intermodulation: for OdB and - 10dB levels, the ' 552 reached - 100dB
and -97dB of difference tone, with the - 95dB and - 94dB sufficing for
the ' 702. S/N ratios were very good for both output options. In noise
terms, the ' 702 achieved abetter than 16- bit performance at - 100dB
unweighted, no emphasis, or 92.5dB CCIR ARM. With pre- emphasis,
-104dB and - 98dB were attained, with very similar results for the ' 552.
Error correction was first-rate, with the test limits of 900pm gap
and 800pm surface dot clearly well within the ' 552's capability. It also
showed agood resistance to shock and vibration, even on the high
error sections. The servos and laser tracking were seen to be very
secure. Regarding the transport itself, mechanical noise was
pleasantly low, while track access was at arecord speed, around 1.3s
being required for track 15 on the test disc. ( The average for other
players is around 8s.)
Well- matched on output levels, all the fixed outputs delivered 2V
rms, while the variable output of the ' 702 offered up to 5.5V ( useful in
astudio?). The ' 552 showed a330ohm output impedance via the
fixed level sockets, but astrange 330-5000ohms via the variable
output, which renders it not really suitable for direct power amp
connection. By contrast, the'702 maintains alow 104ohm
impedance on both fixed and variable outputs and can therefore
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drive anything.
Summing up the test results, it would appear that ultimate
specifications such as midband linearity have been considered less
important than agood phase response and aclean performance with
regard to HF intermodulation and noise products.
Viewed from aposition of afew years of CD player testing,
measured improvements in these areas have usually manifested
themselves as improved sound quality. Nevertheless, the CDP552es/DAS-702es system still demonstrates significant sound quality
differences which are not shown up by the measurement regime.
The use of dual converters, better power supplies, low resonance
construction, and special wiring and components does not show up
in improved measurements for the ' 702, but is still reckoned to have
improved the sound quality.

Sound quality
A test system commensurate with the price of the Sony combination
was assembled for the auditioning. In fact, eventually we used two
systems. The first comprised an Audio Research D-70 II power amp,
Counterpoint SA- 7preamp, and Celestion SL600 loudspeakers. This
gave such promising results that we tried abigger system —
Magneplanar MGIlls, Audio Research SP-81Iand D- 1151I. Further
listening allowed the substitution of the conrad-johnson Premier Ill
preamp and V mono power amplifiers. Care was taken over the
choice of cables and the niceties of location and mains supply
distribution.
The listening sessions primarily revolved around the CD
combination, the ' 702 providing the audio output, but in addition, I
could not resist assessing the ' 552 on its own via both fixed and
variable outputs. In this way, and with reference to other

experience, the ' 702/'552 gave abetter tonal quality, the mid register
lacking the ' hardness', ' forwardness', and tonal thinning often
encountered with other machines. It gave asound both rich and
natural, with afeeling of real weight and power.
The bass sounded firm and extended, highly ' tuneful' and
articulate, although there was perhaps atouch of softness. The treble
was clear and sweet, with anatural perspective, and notably free
from ' grain', ' fizz' or ' glassiness', these again characteristics not
unfamiliar from experience of other machines.
Stereo imagery was solid, almost tactile, with an excellent focus
maintained throughout the frequency range. Ambience was also
well- represented, while imagery showed good depth and
atmosphere, though this was still not to the best LP standard.
By referring to the character as tonally sweet,1 do not mean that
the sound was considered ' slow'. Very fast instrumental playing
seemed easier to resolve subjectively, and there also seemed to
be an improved tonality on fast transients. Lightning drum taps could
be heard to have apitch component, whereas other decks
reproduced these as anoisy ' smack'. The ' 702 combination also
proved effortlessly silent between transients, revealing much of the
texture and fine detail previously unnoticed in the program.
String tone was undoubtedly more realistic, with more
concentrated ' rasp' and less edge or fizz. Both vocal sibilance and
cymbals were handled with delicacy and precision. The sound was
considered to be more involving and less fatiguing than with lesser
players, giving grounds for considerable hope as far as the future of
digital audio reproduction is concerned. In so far as these
characterisations of its sound quality are concerned, the combination
amply justifies its price, since these are precisely the sort of
differences one perceives between, say, one preamplifier at the £300
level and another costing £ 2000.
Turning to the CDP-552es alone via its fixed outputs, it was
outclassed by the combination. It still achieved ahigh enough score
in the tests virtually to take on any other player and come out on top.
Compared with the ' 702, it seemed atouch thinner and harder,
showing less ' grace' and power. Slightly ' loud' sounding, it also had
ahint of ' glassiness' in the treble, while bass definition was impaired.
In terms of stereo focus and presentation, however, it was still rated
very highly. '
Auditioned via the variable outputs, the sound deteriorated
slightly. A slight loss of transient definition was noted — amere 1/
2
point in 9. It is still good enough for background music, employing
the remote control volume facility, and in fact still outclasses many
other players.

recommended players, we hoped to gauge the worth of the ' 702 on
'ts own.
Readers with afundamentally sceptical nature must make some
allowance for the following description of this player's sound quality.
The context is that of an audio enthusiast committed to the high
quality replay of both analogue and digital program, with first-hand
experience of ' reference' decks such as the Nakamichi 0M-7, Revox
B225, Sony ' 701es, and worthy models from Yamaha, Philips,
Marantz, Meridian and Mission. The differences noted are similar to
those noted between various amplifiers, so, given this preamble, you
can decide for yourself the relevance of the following comments.
Well, right from the outset, it became apparent that the ' 702 was
capable of asuperior sound. So far as many important subjective
characteristics were concerned, the ' 702 used to decode the ' 552
digital output sounded better than any other commercial player that
1have auditioned. The combination stands out by ahead, despite the
general improvement shown by the CD market as awhole over the
last year or so. In doing so, it considerably narrows the gap between
CD and the finest analogue players.
Scoring very high in the listening tests — breaking the bank, in fact,
by exceeding the previously established marking range of 0-10 — the
'702 proved highly rewarding in musical terms, even when used in
the more costly (£ 12,000) replay chain. Referring to previous CD
1
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Using the best discs, the ' 552/'702 combination is capable of
revealing recorded quality in amanner that can only serve to
perpetuate the arguments as to which, ultimately, is better, CD or LP.
Certainly Sony have shown that ahigher quality of replay is possible
from silver disc than Ihad previously thought possible — albeit for a
price — if enough care is taken. Iwonder how many of those who
have tried Compact Disc and who have been disappointed would
attribute their negative reaction to the specific player involved rather
than to the medium itself. Given that audiophiles are prepared to pay
from as little as £ 300 to well over £2000 just for apreamplifier, it is
not surprising that dissatisfaction is possible with a £ 300-£400 CD
player containing an analogue section valued at around £30 or less.
This £ 1500 Sony two- box player did not seem to be outclassed by
the two top amplifier systems used for the auditioning, namely the
£10,000 conrad-johnson Premiers and the £ 5000 Audio Research
set-up. A comparable LP player would start at the Linn Sondek/Ittok/
Karma level, which would cost around £ 1500 with the necessary
RIAA amplification, while amore ambitious Oracle, Michell or SOTA
set-up with Zeta or Orion tonearm and m- ccould exceed £2000.

Conclusions
The CDP-552es/DAS-702es combination represents the state-of-theart so far as CD replay technology and digital decoding are
concerned, the technical story being as fascinating as the lab results
are interesting. The player is equipped with every possible feature;
the transport is delightfully rapid and quiet; and the excellent
comments on sound quality speak for themselves.
From the viewpoint of the CD player market, this combination has
established an enviable position. Given the manner in which it
extracts improved sound quality from awide range of Compact
Discs, and bearing in mind the engineering content and the fact that
these Sonys will not sell in large numbers, the ' 552/702 is aworthy
contender at its high price.
Ican see many dealers having aSony system for reference as well
as for home use, with many of us reviewers asking Sony for
extended loans to assist in assessing other machines. Of course,
there will also be the lucky, but limited, number of wealthy
enthusiasts who will be able to buy a ' 702/552 set-up outright.
This is an impressive flagship on which to base Sony's
forthcoming third generation of CD players.,/'
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HOPE?
ern éathises with his em • lo er

T

HE MILITARISTS AMONG YOU will remember which
general said that he wouldn't expect any of his troops to do
things he lacked the bottle to do himself, so equate him,
please, with ' Pops' Atkinson. My beloved editor suffered
much stick for having the audacity to extol the virtues of aCD- based
system in acertain context. The context was price- based and he
dared to say, in our October 1984 issue, that '... for the kind of
budget discussed here, aCD- based system for me gave abetter
overall sound quality, more easily achieved'. He went on to say that,
against asimilarly- priced (£650) LP- based system, the CD system
offered amore reliable, predictable performance, ir effect stating
that CD just might be the way to go if you're not ahi-fi nutcase.
It would be simple to dismiss his verdict as the usual apology for
CD, saying what we've known all along: it's easier to use and more
appealing to those who just don't want to bother with
temperamental turntables, stylus wear, LP hygiene, siatic, or
whatever other penance we must pay to retrieve sounds from vinyl.
But JA also noted — as he has done many times— that we ( the audio
hobbyists, for lack of abetter label) are fully prepared to go through
the rituals necessary to play records, thus rendering the convenience
aspect of CD somewhat academic in context.
Then you re- read his words and recall that he said ' better overall
sound quality' and you start thinking either:
(1) ' Pops has sold out to the digitals' ( if you're anti- CD), or
(2) ' Maybe, just maybe, there is aprice point where CD is
preferable to the LP in sonic terms'.
Of course, some of you are going to say with total ustification that
the £400 paid for the CD player will buy any number of superb
sub-Linn/sub-Pink LP front- ends and you start naming Rega and
Thorens and AR and Mission and Ortofon and any of the other
myriad approved products that you'd put together tc rival CD. But
what JA is saying is, uh, maybe — just maybe — it takes aLinn- league
analogue player to beat consistently the no- muss, no- fuss behaviour
of CD ( lousy recordings notwithstanding). So it's not just the
ease- of- use that he found admirable. He had the nerve to say that at
that price point he preferred the CD system.
Again, it was compared with but one of the combinations that £ 650
will buy, and every one of you has some super system you could
conjure up that would/could/might out- perform the A&R/Revolver

package which opposed the all-Marantz ' Concert' system in his
review. But you'd be missing the point; what Pops' findings dismiss
is the notion that any £ 650 analogue system will be preferable to any
£650 CD system. And that's exactly what the anti- CD brigade has
been shouting for two years, though The Editor found otherwise.
To his dismay.
As Isaid before, he took alot of stick. ' Why didn't you try it with a
Rega 3/a different amp/other speakers?' shouted the pundits, fearing
the loss of another analogue ally. And John replied, ' My OTT
Linn/Koetsu/Krell system blows it away . . . but at what cost?'.
And now it's my turn, using an almost identical system for the CD
challenger. Only this time no specific analogue package was chosen
for comparison . . .

The System
Although the constituent parts of the all-Marantz ' Black System'
(same as ' Concert' except for the colour) retail for £650 or so, it is
sold as apackage for about £ 599. ' Cheating!' you're shouting, until
you realise that there isn't ashop around that wouldn't either knock
off the same amount from any other combination you might select,
or throw in that amount in cables and stands. And to make certain
that such costings remain as close as possible to JA's test set-up, the
one Iassessed comes to £ 599 plus £ 35 for stands and £ 15 for cables.
That's £649, right? ( JA's system, if you count extras, remains £ 50
dearer.)
The specific units used were the CD- 74, same as the CD- 84 JA
tested, less remote, and the PM- 54 amp, but with the less- expensive
LD-20 speakers. Cables were from the Ultra Cable range, and the
stands were the shorter Partingtons, which must be amatch made in
heaven because they fit the LD-20s' width to the millimetre. An
added bonus, purely psychological, is the appearance of the system I
used, the black fascias making the same products look twice as
expensive. ( Ihappen to like the champagne colouring favoured by
Marantz, but Iknow, as an ex-Marantz dealer, that asizeable portion
of the British public disagrees. By offering the ' Concert' series in
black, aesthetic objections can be waived.) My overall reaction to the
look of tne electronics, when stacked and sited, was ' Wow!', and I
couldn't fault anything other than the excessive height of the
amplifier relative to its contents. Ican only assume that its innards
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After the
comes th
There's abit of astorm
about to break on the nation's
hi-fi market.
It's called the JVC EX- 3
Midi System.
This is a collection of
hi-fi components that will
deliver sound of exceptional
realism and power.
And when we say power,
we mean it.
The direct source selector amplifier will generate
asofa-shaking 30 watts RMS
output per channel (yes, that's
right, thirty watts).
No wonder those twindriver speaker units look as
though they mean business.
As well as being fully
detached, you'll notice that
they employ the latest ' flat
woofer' technology.
This, we've discovered,
enables compact speakers
to produce just as wide a
frequency range as any of our
conventional-sized rivals.
The rest of the EX- 3's
specification can't be accused

101:timing
thunder.
of being conventional, either.
The tape deck boasts a
computer track search system, Dolby Bnoise reduction
and soft touch logic controls.
The belt driven turntable
features push-button automation and a high quality
moving magnet cartridge.
Whilst the quartz-locked
digital tuner electronically
stores any 12 FM, MW or LW
stations you care to choose.
There's even a 10-band
graphic equaliser that lets
you tailor the sound output
to suit the acoustics of your
own living room.
May we offer just one
word of warning, however?
The EX- 3 isn't the only
storm that JVC has let loose
on the market.
There's the mighty EX- 5
and the more compact E22 to
be reckoned with, too.
So we have just one thing
to say to all our competitors
out there.
Head for cover. JVC

You can't buy
better at the price"
id

Alvin Gold - Hi Fi Answers. April 1985.
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finished, easy to operate and
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rarity — it's the C S505-2.
en ough,
As if this
th
list of attributes is not
e
final, crucial factor in the Dual
equation is, of cou rse, price. It
costs just £. 120 .Take into account
the fact that any dummy canset this
deck up in no ti
m eat all an dyou see
why it has become so popular. lij
Noel Key wood - New Hi Fi Sound. May 1985.
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were installed in acase also used for other Marantz components for
cost-saving interests.
Though adetailed description of the components somehow
filtered through John's musing October piece, abrief recap is
nevertheless in order. The CD-74 is, to steal Pops' analogy, a
fully-auto camera to my manual Yamaha CD-X1. Because Inever,
ever use programming, and because Ifind the now discontinued
Yamaha's ergonomics perfect for me, Iused the non- basic facilities
on the CD-74 but once, to see if they all worked, reverting afterwards
to the use of only the essential controls. Hot on the heels of my
sessions with the equally computerised Akai CD-A7, Ifound the
CD-74 lacked nothing in the way of track manipulatives. Gadget
freaks will embrace this machine, while lazier gadget freaks will opt
for the remote-controlled CD-84.
One thing that did puzzle me was the installation of the output level
controls at the back working only on the line output, even though
there's aheadphone socket on the front that would easily benefit
from an adjacent volume control. This didn't inconvenience me at all,
as Ilistened exclusively via the speakers, but it did occur to me that
some users might want to exploit the CD-74 with cans.
Once I'd figured out how to read the multi-function displays, I
felt
quite at home, though Ifound the slow and noisy disc tray
mechanism well out of place in such an otherwise- luxurious model.
(Or, to quote acertain Marantz spokesperson, ' If only we had Sony's
tray mechanism ...')
The amp immediately entered my good books when the pilot light
glowed in my favourite shade of Bugatti blue. Controls were well
placed and everything had anice, expensive feel. Marantz have had
the good sense to fit atone defeat control, and Ireckon that the amp
sounds better with this engaged.
The PM- 54 is specified at 60W/channel RMS into 8ohms, and it
certainly mated well with the LD-20s, amarriage that yielded ample
spls and no break-up from any of the program material Ifed into it.
Mind you, Idon't listen at ear- bleeding levels ( 80-85dB or so at two
metres), but the occasional dalliance with headbanging caused the
system no pain whatsoever. It proved noise-free, willing and
pleasant for all the time Ihad it, easily earning the accolade ' nice'
without any of the wimpiness some would associate with that
adjective; wimpy it most certainly is not.
But, aah!, the LD-20s. Now this really was apleasant surprise,
because Idid not expect £90- or-so worth of boxes to yield any
satisfaction after months of living with Apogee Scintillas ( simply the
ne plus ultra, c.1985- and- beyond loudspeaker). Spoiled rotten, I've
been, yet the LD-205 didn't render me ascreaming malcontent, for
they adhered to the narrow-the-window school of design, generally
refusing to let subsonic or ultrasonic nasties inflict their damage on
the signal. That, he said, light bulb glowing, might be one of the
reasons why this seemingly mundane system worked so well . . .
Pre- verdict interlude .
There are acouple of schools of thought relating to wide or narrow
bandwidth components and their roles in assembling awellbalanced system. The widely- accepted notion of using aLinn-calibre
front-end in under-£800 systems works on the logical premise that a
system is only as good as its source signal. Narrowing the
performance margins in the amplifier and speaker stages are felt to
have aless negative effect than would be noticed in asystem where
the available funds were allocated in reverse, je, budget turntable
and amplifier and top- end speakers.
The latter approach commits the cardinal sin of opening the
window too wide relative to the quality of the source signal, thus
letting through subsonic and ultrasonic 'garbage'.
Taking the 'window' analogy further, you end up with the two
camps; one that says that one component's weaknesses should be
compensated for by other components, and the other maintaining
that no compensation should be necessary at all, and that such a
compensatory approach is acase of two wrongs not making aright.
Unfortunately, wide- bandwidth, throw-open-the-window systems
cannot be purchased with mid fi budgets.
The super-front-end/so-so amp ' n' speakers system works because
it gives you less, but what you do get is very good — quality instead of
quantity. The reverse gives you DC-to- light, but is garbagey
throughout unless the system happens to be made up of
components capable of yielding wide- bandwidth signals that suffer
in no other areas, and that means expensive. So while there are
those who find the compensation mode of practice an unacceptable
compromise, they must accept that below acertain price level it is
the only way to get abalanced sound, where the weaknesses are
rendered acceptable.
A complete system with no apparent weaknesses cannot be
purchased for £650 or even £ 1650.
If you accept this, and are willing to admit that perfect or
near- perfect hi-fi is, sadly, avery costly proposition, then you have
no choice but to assemble your system from components which
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complement each other — even if it means in asubtractive way.
Which would you rather have: lots of flubby, boomy bass down to
40Hz, or excellent, uncoloured, accurate bass down to 55Hz? Would
you prefer hearing asystem that yields signal at 20kHz, albeit
distorted and spitty, or asystem that's flat to 17kHz and down afew
dB ( but not up in distortion) at 20kHz?
If you cannot afford the kind of systems that sell for £2000 or more,
you have to make sonic compromises, in line with your priorities.
What this has to do with a £650 CD system vs a £650 LP system is
again based on points-of- no- return. Just as the without- apparentflaw systems cost at least £ 1500 or £2000, so JA and Ihave found that
true high-end LP front-ends start at £550. In other words, there is no
turntable/arm/cartridge available for under £550 that gives a
consistently acceptable, hard-to-criticise performance. Even to
assemble an LP- based system for under £650 means accepting from
the outset that — with even the least expensive reasonable amp,
speakers, cables and stands available— you'll have no more than
£450 for aturntable, arm and cartridge, and that will not pay for a
Linn or aPink Triangle plus high-end arm and cartridge.
What we've found is that aCD player of good pedigree can be a
better compromise for overall consistency than aturntable/arm/
cartridge costing below £ 550. And since the Marantz CD-74 is but
£370's worth of the budget for the test system, that makes the
difference even greater.
Before any of you are even tempted to take crayon to paper and
rush off some diatribe accusing me of rampant digititis or snobbery,
read on. IAM NOT STATING THAT CD IS BETTER THAN ANALOGUE.
Neither am Istating that affordable turntables are incapable of
yielding truly enjoyable results. What Iam stating is that CD ' nasties'
are less offensive in the context of a £650 system than are mid fi
turntable ' nasties' in the same context. My Oracle/Zeta front-end, for
example, with any of the Decca/Koetsurfalisman-league cartridges,
betters CD in the same way that it betters middle- market turntables,
but at the nausea- inducing cost of some £2000! ( My stuff's borrowed
for the most part, Ishould add.) In other words, the subtractive
effects of the amp and speakers found in £650 systems work atreat
with CD; they do not — Irepeat— do not turn Regas into Linns or
Revolvers into Oracles.
The rematch
Rather than cover old ground, repeating/paraphrasing JA's
experience, I
tried anumber of turntable combinations within the
system budget of £650. Then Icheated by giving an extra £ 100 or so
to the turntable while remaining below the price that would cover
that previously stated minimum of high-end turntable packages
(£400 deck/£100 arm/£50-plus cartridge). And to show myself that the
CD-74 wasn't some kind of fluke, Ihad brief sessions with two other
well- regarded CD players (£399 for one, £299 the other) to see if the
CD format rather than the player was the key to this odd revelation.
Keep in mind that all major tweaks were dealt with, and Igave the
LP system the same total value as the CD system when the
accessories were added to the basic package. Example: adding a
Mission lsoplat and an HFN/RR Flux Dumper to the CD player added
£42 to the Marantz system's cost. I
then added £42 to the arm,
cartridge or deck by going up amodel. Using the PM-54 amp and
LD-20 speakers, the systems were:
CD-74 or Yamaha CD-X1 or Akai CD-A7 vs
Thorens TD147 Jubilee with either Denon DL103, Ortofon
MC10 Super, Grado Model T, or Glanz MFG11EX or
AR Turntable with own arm and above cartridges or
AR Turntable and Mission 774LC arm/ditto or
Merrill- modified AR-XA turntable with Mission 774LC/
MC10 Super.
Upon reflection, turntable combinations went as high as £420,
except for one bit of give-' em-a- break generosity when Iused a £ 150
m-cof well- regarded pedigree, which pushed it up to £525. ( Iknow
that will buy aLinn LP12, plus an LVX with Basik cartridge, but I
think
that cartridge is out of place in asystem costing more than £300.
There are limits to the alchemy aLinn Sondek will allegedly perform
on systems, despite the notion that aLinn with apencil for a
tonearm and adrawing pin for acartridge will outperform the LSO.)
To avoid software- related problems, Iavoided questionable LPs or
CDs and selected those known to be good recordings. It was soon
narrowed down to titles which Ihad in both formats, including Dâfos,
Sheffield's James Newton Howard & Friends, the Labeques' An
American In Paris, Tina Turner's Private Dancer, and Jazz At The
Pawnshop. Ialso selected two titles of much older vintage to see how
CD fared when fed with pre- Dolby dust-covered masters. Both the
Beatles' Abbey Road and the Doors' LA Woman were pressed into
service to show which format best ameliorates the nagging presence
of tape hiss.
Shock, Horror
In spite of my years as awilling-to- suffer audio casualty, and the ease
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CRYSTAL CLEAR
The knives are out again, this
time for linear crystal cables, recently dismissed in certain quarters
as an outrageous rip off designed
to line the pockets of unscrupulous
distributors and even less scrupulous
dealers.
The sonic effects of these cables
in specific systems are easily demonstrated and the improvements
in the right combinations certainly
justify the " Upgrade" label.
On the same theme Spendor
have unveiled the SP2, awelcome
addition to the range, and the
Audio Vois integrated amplifier
has already set an enviable
standard at £ 200, embarrassing
some more expensive and better
publicised designs.
A new mid- priced Alphason
tonearm may be available by the
time this appears in print, and Pink
Triangle's Pip preamplifier is still
turning over some preconceptions
among Linn owners.
Some bargains still remain, from
our demonstration stock; full details
available on request.

AIDO
EXCELLUCE
LOOKING FOR ONE OF THESE
Audio Lab, Audio Research. Ar. Anston. A&R, Burmester. Celestion. Counterpoint.
Creek. Denon Dual. Gale. Heybrook. Kef Koetsu, Krell. Linn. Magneplanar, Marantz
Meridian, Mission. Monitor Audio. Musical Fidelity. NAD. Nakamichi. Nytech. Nairn
Perreaux, Pink Triangle. PS Audio, Quad. Revox, Rotel. Spendor. Syrinx. Systemdek
Tannoy, Thorens. Wharfedale. Yamaha, Zeta

OFFERED WITH ALL OF THESE
HELPFUL AND FRIENDLY STAFF
HONEST ADVICE
GOOD DEMONSTRATIONS
EXPERT SET-UP AND INSTALLATION
CARING AFTER SALES SERVICE

AND YOU LIVE NEAR THESE
134 CRWYS ROAD,
CARDIFF.

9HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA.

Tel: ( 0222) 28565

Tel: ( 0792) 474608

YOU LUCKY PEOPLE — SEE YOU SOON
BOTH SHOPS
CLOSED MONDAY
TUES—SAT 9.30-5.30

DUE TO A POSTAL DELAY
We're afraid we can't
show you apicture of
apacket of Tunes
as we would have liked.
Instead like some peoples
heads, we're leaving this
space empty.

l'or demonst rations of these products contact:

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erpinghain Road, Putney,
London Sli15. Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
Mon.—Fri. 1Oom-1 pm, 3.30-8pm. Sor. 10am-6pm
Demonstrations by oppoinrment, please.
Systems delivered and installed free of charge
FULL EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
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Pink
Triangle
Products
Limited

Unit 3,
122 Maidstone Road
Footscray,
Sidcup,
Kent.
Telephone:
01 300-1918
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MERRILL'S
Ken Kessler investi • ates
Merrill Audio's modifications or t e
turntable
is enough to keep many would-be owners from using it, and current
owners from taking theirs out of mothballs.
For years, industrious owners of ARs have been dismantling their
decks, violating them with hacksaws, and drilling them to take arms
of the Grace and Hadcock varieties ( or any arm which suited the deck
by virtue of mass and geometry). Aside from the obvious limitations
of choice, the surgery performed was usually inelegant and quite
difficult. Still, enough lovers of the XA and XB wanted to exploit their
'tables' virtues, so the pursuit continued.
To manufacture an elegant modification — one produced
professionally and at great expense — acompany must have reason
to believe that enough potential customers exist to purchase it. It
also presupposes the existence of an ample supply of units to be
modified. ( No-one will ever manufacture modification kits for, say,
Gale turntables or Tangent amps.) The XA/XB is anatural because of
the reasons outlined above, and one enterprising company has come
up with aDIY modification straight out of amarketing textbook. In
other words it's priced reasonably, it's acinch to install, and it works.
. The company is Merrill Audio and the product is areplacement
subchassis— not just aset of instructions for easy arm swaps. It
STHE LONG SUMMER evenings
approach and diversions from lawnenables you to replace the existing cast T- bar with amachined
Perspex substitute, pre-drilled for the arm of your choice. ( No, it does
mowing are required, the time is ripe
not come with separate arm boards, for the company regards this as
or all you do-it-yourselfers to get out
acompromise, preferring instead the direct coupling of the arm to
your drills, screwdrivers and tubes of UHU.
the subchassis. If you want to change arms at alater date, you can
Assuming that the Ben Duncan preamplifier
part-exchange the Merrill subchassis — if yours is pristine — for one
design frightened you either because of its
with adifferent cut-out.)
price or complexity, inspiring feelings of
Merrill Audio has alot of faith in the old AR, because the
inadequacy similar to my own, you might be
replacement subchassis is but one of anumber of items they
interested in afar simpler project. But this one
produce for up- rating the deck. In addition to the subchassis they can
_ presupposes awillingness to locate aprime
supply aheavy-duty spindle to take full advantage of the superior
piece of anachrophilia and afurther willingness to modify it beyond
bearing thrust pad in the subchassis, special springs ($8and a
the state where it would remain suitable for display
amuseum.
necessity), aheavy-duty motor, lead coating and balancing for the
Let's dispense with the ' Should Ileave it pristine?' conflict right
platters, and anew, special oil. The Merrill literature presents these
away, because that's something that haunts all anachrophiles, much
items as aseries of upgrades, suggesting the order in which they
as it does collectors of vintage cars. Does one restore something to its
should be installed if the consumer wants to buy them one at atime.
original condition, or make it usable for today's needs? My advice is
We've started out with the basic subchassis changeover, but the
the same as would be given to the car collector: if the product is rare
programme as awhole will be discussed in amoment.
or expensive or historically important, restore it to its original
The cost of the subchassis is $85, and the company will drill out the
specification and cherish it as it should be cherished. But if the item
arm block for whichever arm is specified for $8.00*. As Perspex can
was common enough to guarantee that large numbers survive, go
be atricky material to drill, I'd suggest you let them do the work; I
ahead with the mods. An automotive conundrum would be ' Do I
specified the Linn-type cut-out as Iplanned to fit aMission 774LC,
savage this Bugatti?', to which I'd say ' NO', or ' Do Isavage this
and the work was perfect. They even supplied extra- length bolts
Austin 7?', to which I'd say, ' Sure, if that's what you want'.
because the block on the Merrill subchassis is far thicker than any
In the case of the AR turntable, production ran into six-figures, and
armboard this side of the old Denon 2550.
Iknow of two that will never be modified, so you can all hack, chop
When the box arrives — mine came in agiant pizza container —
and drill without worrying; KK will play Keeper of the Flame so that
you'll find all sorts of goodies tumbling out, most notably the
future generations of anachrophiles will know what Villchur's legacy
superbly finished, jet-black subchassis and some tiny envelopes with
looks like in standard form.
the replacement springs. The springs are labelled according to
The AR turntable— XA or XB— has been described many times, and
tension, and the instructions tell you which set to use according to
I've done as much as Ican to point out that it's one antique that can
the combined weights of the Merril subchassis and the arm you
hold its own against most of today's revolving platforms. But ( my
own feelings excluded) it sports ahated tonearm, and the world's
'Note: when Istarted this project, the dollar/pound relationship meant that the Merrill mods
were easily justifiable. Do not blame Merrill for the contrariness of the world's financial
audiophiles deem it the deck's Achilles' Heel. It fails to perform well
market
dtring the past few months.
with modern cartridges of the low-compliance m-cpersuasion, which
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A System for Music . .
E
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For those who require afirst class HiFi system with a
minimum of fuss, no worries about regular realignment
and sufficiently versatile for any future requirements we
can thoroughly recommend aPink Triangle Turntable,
aHelius Scorpio pick up arm, Glanz 10EX cartridge,
Mission Cyrus II amp, Mission 770F speakers with
matching stands.

.,••••••••

•

4111.111.

Complete system
price including all leads
£1275
Also on demonstration: the new Mission Cyrus 1amp,
superb value at £ 139 and a full range of Mission
loudspeakers.
E

Also selected equipment from:
AIWA, AKAI, A&R, AR, ARISTON, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, BEYER,
BOSE, CELESTION, DENON, DUAL, GALE, GLANZ, GOLDRING, GRADO,
HELIUS, HEYBROOK, KEF, LOGIC, MARANTZ, MAXELL, MERIDIAN,
MICHELL, MISSION, MORDAUNT SHORT, MONITOR AUDIO, MUSICAL
FIDELITY, NVA, ORTOFON, PINK TRIANGLE, QED, QUAD, REVOLVER,
ROGERS, ROTEL, SANSUI, SONDEX, SPENDOR, SYSTEMDEK, TANNOY,
TDK, TECHNICS, THORENS, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA, ZETA.
*Single speaker demonstration room * 2year warranty on most equipment
*Full service facilities on the premises * Phone for written details on interest free credit.
(Credit Broker)
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ALTEMATIVE
AUDIO LTD.

95 Hobs Moat Road, Solihull,
West Midlands B92 8JL.
021-742 0254

111111KUNIMO

VISA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00-6.00
Demonstrations by appointment, please
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with which Iapproach the annoyances of manual turntable
ownership, alittle voice inside me kept reminding me about the real
world. Iknew that these warnings remained from my retailer days,
when Ihad to deal with people who have no conception of, nor
interest in, special cables, turntable tables or anything else which
separates our world from theirs. And as hi-fi magazine readership
and esoteric audio purchases involve less than 1% of the
British population, Ithought that it was high time we looked outside
of our little circle.
Not all music lovers have the ability to listen through even the
slightest traces of surface noise, nor are they prepared to suffer for
the pursuit of musical enjoyment. Their attitudes toward hi-fi deal
with operational considerations in addition to the all-important
sound asystem makes...
It's not just because Ihave alarge-ish record collection that I'm
committed to the LP. Its intrinsic warmth and better portrayal of
spatial characteristics ( things that are perhaps robbed from the
music by digitisation) appeal more to my sense of what music should
sound like than do the obvious sonic advantages of CD ( background
silence, frighteningly rapid transients). This, of course, refers to
'musicality' vs '
hi-fi', but the analogue sound I'm referring to is the
province of the high end. If that sounds snobbish, then ask aLinn or
Pink Triangle owner how they'd like to go back to whatever turntable
they owned before.
What CD offers to the consumer who cannot allocate enough of his
or her budget for aLinn- league player is reassurance. Ican live quite
happily with any of the analogue turntables listed above ( though I'd
miss the Oracle) because Iam prepared ( 1) to live with the lack of
automated niceties and ( 2) to deal with the all- too-frequent
housekeeping indigenous to LP use. Iwould also venture to say that
so could most of you, because non- hi fi enthusiasts are not readers
of hi-fi magazines and you are. Additionally, Idoubt that there's a
Rega/ARÍThorens/Heybrook/Logic/Mission turntable owner among
you who isn't more than ecstatic with his system's performance. But
you've got to work at it, haven't you? CD, on the other hand, gives
guaranteed performance of agiven level no matter what the climatic
conditions or the cast of the IChing. And what we're discovering is
that the state- of- the- CD- art, c. mid- 1985, is very good ...
In essence, the all-Marantz system shocked me with its
performance. Ihad to keep telling myself that Iwas listening to
£650-worth of Japanese mass- market hardware, not Tweak City
Specials. The music had impact and ' life'. It was fast and coherent,
but, above all, it was capable of giving me pleasure. It did not scream
'digital, digital' at me, and it doesn't bother me at all to think that it's
because the LD-20s shaved off the frequency extremes.
Unfortunately, the nature of readers of hi-fi magazines is to
demand an either/or verdict, awinner and aloser. JA agrees with me
that much of the reason he preferred the Marantz system to the
analogue set-up was the Marantz' overall superiority to the other. I
limited my variables only to the sources, keeping the amp and
speakers the same throughout. He had to choose between two
systems; I'm expected to choose between two front- ends. That
makes it tougher, not easier.

Let me make it quite clear that Ihave no hesitation whatsoever in
recommending aThorens, aRega or an AR Turntable to anyone
putting together a £650-ish system provided Iknow that they have
audio hobbyist leanings. The sound of the system changed when I
went to LP, becoming sweeter and improving in terms of spatiality,
but with aloss of ultimate control, or tidiness as JA described it.
When the analogue players were '
on song' and the ambient
temperature and particular pressings spot-on, they could give ataste
of real high- end sound. While the CD player may not have aspired to
the highest of heights, it never varied in its presentation. So my
advice to anon- hi-fi fetishist is to go for the CD player.
It may surprise you to learn that hi-fi journalists have friends, and
that some of these friends are music- lovers with no interest at all in
the means, just the end. They do not want to jump up at the end of
the side, listen to the occasional pop or crackle, or have to show
concern for temperamental inanimate objects. They want acertain
level of performance, consistently, and they want to offer their hi-fi
systems no more or less reverence, or concern, than they would a
household appliance. They expect to get acertain level of
performance for their money, and CD has always given that. What's
changed is not the consistency but the level of performance.

intend to use. Also to be taken into consideration is the substitution
of aheavier mat. The spring sets include foam inserts to replace
those fitted to the original springs, and new bolts to hold the springs
to the top plate.
But ... the top plate: the only tough part of the assembly. In the
package is atemplate which fits snugly over the threads that held the
original bolts. Having removed the top plate from the plinth and
stripped it of motor, switch, and just about everything else, you fit
the template and cut out an ' L' shaped opening to take the new arm
mounting block. Follow it exactly— as Chooch Humphreys did when
he ' volunteered' to take care of mine — and you'll be rewarded with a
perfect fit; blow it and you'll be faced with afrightening mess.
(Merrill Audio will do the cut-out for you for $30.)
All you have to do now is put the unit back together, fit the new
arm, and set it up as you would any three-point suspended
subchassis belt- drive turntable. Itook the opportunity to fit abetter
on/off switch ( from Tandy) and had asolid timber plinth made up, and
the result is aturntable offering £ 250-ish performance with complete
freedom of arm choice for about £ 100 plus aused AR ( they're still
around for under £ 50). Really interesting, though, are the add-ons.
First addition to the Merrill is the super spindle with amuch finer
bearing. You simply send in your old inner platter/spindle assembly
and $25 and you get anew bearing that easily takes the sound up
another level to near £300 performance. Then there's the super oil
($7.50 for 1/
20z.); Linn owners who have gone ' black' can tell you
about this improvement. All that remains is the lead coating for the
platter — which demands the better bearing — and the heavy-duty
motor needed to turn the now- heavier platter.

Ihaven't gone for the lead coating/heavy motor yet myself, but I
have taken reader Reginald Stocking's advice and fitted an ' Oracle
Wave Trap', which deadens the platter quite effectively, though the
lead might do more. What I've got as aresult is asuper little unit that
Ireckon costs about 30% less than an off-the-peg equivalent. Ihad a
few little snarls to untangle, like having to mix springs from two sets
(Oracle- style), but it worked from switch- on once I'd gone through
the usual masochistic process of balancing the damned thing.
Is it worth doing? Isuppose half the fun is taking an old deck, ready
for the scrap- heap, and giving it anew lease of life. The performance
is more than respectable, with improvements in bass extension,
control, and imaging, but only you can decide if the investment is
worth your time and money, especially in light of the weird exchange
rates. Not counting the cutting- out of the top plate (' A real swine',
saith Chooch), you're looking at agood Sunday's worth of twiddling
and fiddling. The instructions are in the Hafler league for
thoroughness (
je, extremely good), and the end result gives the sort
of pleasure provided by building any good kit.
What I'd suggest is that you write to Merrill Audio, get their price
list, calculate the cost at whatever exchange rate applies ( they accept
credit cards), allow for 7% duty, 15% VAT, and whatever shipping
costs Merrill Audio charge, and look forward to giving the old girl
another spin.
Now, where can Iget $95 for the Merrill replacement for the new
AR's subchassis
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Serving Env Master (Tapes)
Though CD has not lived up fully to the claims of its promoters, this
doesn't alter the fact that CD does have aplace in the hi-fi spectrum.
That place is not at the state-of-the-art, which still belongs to the
venerable LP, at least to my ears. And as the least- expensive
CD- based system is about £450, the Dual 505 sees to it that the LP
dominates the budget end of the market. But in the hotly contested
middle ground — where alot of non- audiophiles are likely to shop —
CD can acquit itself with more than the attraction of ease of use.
CD has along way to go before it starts to deserve any of the hype
that preceded its birth. For my ears, it's often unsuitable for the
reissuing of older material because it lacks the low-level masking of
tape hiss found in LPs. The format is so critical of microphone
techniques that some exceptional performances have suffered
because of presentation. But the system does provide music that will
satisfy more people than it offends, and most won't even be aware of
the shallower soundstage or the lack of warmth, because nonaudiophiles listen to the performance rather than the sound quality.
I'm of two minds about this, as is painfully obvious, and it has
nothing to do with being pro- or anti- CD; Iget more worked up about
valves vs transistors. But this is an important issue, because CD is
here to stay whether you like it or not, so, finally, here are my
findings:
If you have areasonable LP collection and don't mind
inconvenience, analogue LP is still the way to go. But if you're
starting from scratch (
sic!) and don't want to get caught up in the
upgrading rat race, go for CD. Why? Because you get what you pay
for, and you can get back to listening to music.
The Law of Diminishing Returns has not been repealed, because
analogue can still show its heels to the silver disc.
But at what price? 4,
-

Merrill Audio, 2125 Central Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee 38104,
USA. ( Don't forget to enclose afew International Reply Coupons.)
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TUD33XL TUNER £109 inc. vat

AU-G55X STEREO AMP. £249 inc. vat

"A couple of plays revealed that the TUD 33XL's ability
to prise decent sound stage, with ample depth to
convey 3-D presence and base, from musical
instruments or sound effects was, at times, near
awesome."
"The Sansui is adevilish successful solution for those
of you who can no longer bear to part with afiver
whenever you crave something new."
'And it's pretty to boot"

"Altogether avery satisfying stereo amplifier which
I
could live with for along time. Well recommended."

Ken Kessler, Hi

News. May /985.

John Gilbert, Gramophone. April 1985.

"To most people, names such as Sansui enjoy street
credibility while other more esoteric names simply
cannot match up."
"The Sansui easily won out in the specific area of
maximum loudness, which was achieved in aseamless
and unstrained manner."
"I like the Sansui In addition to its superb build, finish
and flexibility, it was capable of real quality music
making."
Alvin Gold, What Hi - Fi? February 1985.

SR-222 AfkV BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE
£109 inc. vat
For many years the Sansui SR- 222 series of
turntables has been critically acclaimed by the Hi Fi
Press as the ultimate combination of simple design
and superb sound. Now Sansui introduce acompletely
revised and improved version featuring new heavy,
multi- layer plinth; heavy, diecast aluminium alloy
platter; improved high- rigidity D.O.B. tone arm; doubly
insulated mounted DC servo motor; electronic speed
change.

SANSUI PURE HI-FI DEALERS
ALDERSHOT BRYANT SHI F1,81 High Street. 0252 20728
BRISTOL RADFORD HI- Ft 52-54 Gloucester Road. 0272 428248
COLWYN BAY ELECTRO TRADER HI- Fl, 19 Colwyn Crescent. Rhos-on-Sea. 0492 48932
COVENTRY R.S.C., 17 Shelton Square. 0203 25983
CROYDON ST. GEORGES AUDIO, 36 St. Georges Walk. Croydon centre. 01-681 1484
LEEDS SUPER Fl. 34 36 Queen Victoria Street. 0532 449075
VIRGIN RETAIL LTD., 94-96 The Briggate. 0532 452769

D-290 CASSETTE DECK £ 129 inc. vat
"Overall Ifelt the D-290 turned in avery respectable
performance and would provide agood casual
listening source even for the owner of above average
systems."
John Nicholson, Hi Fi for Pleasure, March 1985.
Afull logic cassette deck with Dolby C/B noise
reduction systems. Mic. mixing facility with volume
control offering the advantage of adding commentary
to tapes while recording from another source. The
D-290 also offers automatic music programme search
for cueing convenience. Precise LED meters, atimer
switch, and headphone socket are the finishing
touches to this cassette deck.

LONDON AUDIO 1,25 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9RA 01-631 0129
BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS, 248 Lee High Road, Lewisham. S.E.13. 01-318 5755
BUDGET SOUND, 242 Tottenham Court Road, W.1. 01-636 5974
HI-WAY HI-F1, 315 Edgware Road, W.2. 01-402 2441
SOUTH LONDON HI-Ft 210 Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 01-674 4433
SPATIAL HI- F1, 29 Tottenham Court Road, W.1. 01-637 8702
NEWCASTLELPON-IYNE HI-flOPPORTUNITIES, 33 Handy Side Arcade. 0632 327791
NEW MALDEN UNILET, 35 High Street 01-942 9567
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AU-G33X STEREO AMP. £169 inc. vat

TU-D99X TUNER £229 inc. vat

"Sansui AU- G 33X is pretty damn good. In fact it's a
cracker."
"I have the distinct impression that here, at last is one
main stream manufacturer making aconcerted stab
at closing the gap with the best of the audiophile
orientated competition."
"The Sansui does go louder- much louder- than the
£100 to £ 120 models, and it has that rare and
precious facility of staying in perfect control of the
loudspeakers to which it's presented."
"Recommended".
Alvin Gold, New Hi Fi Sound. February 1985.

SANSUI TUD 99X Best Buy, HiFi Choice. March 1985.
-With afront rank sound quality and avery strong RF
performance, this is clearly afine tuner design. Suited,
with the 'local' switch, to both fringe and high strength
locations, aversatile performance is offered".
Conclusion. "The TUD 99X represents very good value
in its price sector, and qualifies for aBest Buy rating."
Martin Colloms, Hi Fi Choice.

PCV 100 COMPACT DISC PLAYER
£339 inc. vat

AU-G11X STEREO AMP. £ 109 inc. vat

PCV 100 new Compact Disc Player
(replaces PCV 300)
The PCV 300 was reviewed by Stan Curtis in Which
Compact Disc 2 and the verdict was "
Acompetently
engineered, pleasant sounding CD player. The Sansui
PCV 300 offers good value, good looks, and good
performance. Strongly recommended."
The Sansui PCV 100 is acompletely revised version
of the PCV 300 which is not only improved but better
value at around £ 339.

The TUD99X incorporates asuper linear digital
decoder which eliminates beat interference. It does
so effectively and without creating its own audible beat
since no harmonics are generated.

The AU- G 11X is an affordable amplifier offering the
same technology as models AU- G 33X and AU- G 55X.
The XBalanced Amp Type II is designed to eliminate all
ground related problems so music is reproduced with
unbelievable purity and clarity.
In the event of speaker impedance becoming low, the
AU- G 11X is equipped to supply ample current to the
power output stage and can deliver as much as 75
watts of dynamic power into 2ohms.

8
NOTI1NGHAbl NOTTINGHAM HI-F1, 120-122 Alfreton Road. 0602 786919
PORTSMOUTH VIRGIN RETAIL LTD., 69-73 The Tricorn, Charlotte St. 0705 816857
SEVENOAKS SEVENOAKS HI-F1, 111 London Road. 0732 459555
SHEFFIELD AUDIO CENTRE, 284 Glossop Road. 0742 737893
ST. LEONARDS ON SEA HASTINGS HI-F1, 32 Western Road. 0424 442975
WESTON-SUPER-MARE PAUL ROBERTS, 203 MI Bon Road. 0934 414423
YORK VICKERS HI-FI, 12-24 Gillygate. 0904 29659

SANSUI ELECTRONICS ( UK) LTD., Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middx. UB6 OM

1

Send the coupon today for further details on
any of the products shown above and a full
list of Sansui Pure Hi - Fi dealers.

NAME
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IN BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

ADDRESS

I
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POSTCODE

UNILET

WE CAN PUT YOUR FINGER ON IT.

r--

Mail to Unilet. 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.
Please send me your tree price list.

At Unilet we stock equipment from all these companies. And we're proud of it.
We reckon to know what's really good at aparticular price. Not by reading the
magazines but by travelling the world - visiting shows in USA. Japan, Korea, Australia

Name

and Europe.

Address

Our sales staff know the equipment and will help you
decide.

• ..w.11— • wak.A...- .1.11.

uniLET

I•Fl
SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE.

In fact we stock more hi-fi than most stores have heard
of, let alone listened to.
HFN 6/85
If you appreciate good hi-fi wh en you hear it butcan '
t
• -mi..
put your finger on it, call us or ca ll i
n.

Full after sales service. Installation. Mail order. Major credit cards. Licensed credit
)roker. Personal finance arranged, written details available on request.
Help line: 01-942 9567.

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN, SURREY. 01-942 9567. 14 BUTE STREET, LONDON SW7. 01-589 2586. 270 HIGH STREET, GUILDFORD, SURREY. (0483) 65508.

POT POURRI
Akai VS-12EII VHS Hi -Fi video cassette
recorder

A

LTHOUGH ' THE MARRIAGE BETWEEN Audio and Video'
was the big event of last year's Summer CES in Chicago, the
introduction of video recorders with agenuinely hi-fi stereo
soundtrack — VHS Hi Fi and Beta Hi Fi — seems to have
fizzled alittle in the UK. Sales apparently have been healthy, but
there are few signs that public interest has been set on fire.
There isn't space to go comprehensively into the technical details
of Hi Fi video, but to cut along story short, stereo sound is recorded
as ahigh frequency, frequency modulated ( FM) signal, and placed in
aconvenient space in the video spectrum. Quality is therefore
intrinsically to amuch higher standard than with the conventional
linear soundtrack which, due to the very slow tape speeds involved —
1.87cm/s Beta, 2.34cm/s VHS — has restricted HF response and high
levels of distortion and noise.
The first Hi Fi VCR to be looked at by HFN/RR was Panasonic's
NV-850B, which was reviewed by Martin Colloms back in April ' 84,
and Ithen reviewed the impressive Sony Beta Hi Fi machine, the
£600 SL-HF10OUB, last November. Recently 1have been trying the
first VHS Hi Fi machine from Akai, the £800 VS-12EK.
Ihave to admit that, conceptually, Iprefer Beta machines. The Beta
format has in general asharper picture, due to alarger head drum
and hence ahigher writing speed — 6.6m/s compared with 4.8m/s for
VHS — and amuch more 'friendly' transport. The tape is laced around
the head when inserted into the machine and stays so all the time.
With VHS, the tape is laced only in ' Play' and ' Record', which adds a
couple of seconds to starting and stopping these functions. This
Akai, however, went along way to offset my prejudice.
A smart, black-finished, compact machine ( though not as small as
Fi Panasonics), the front- loading Akai
the Sony or the latest non- Hi features twin LED level meters on the front panel as well as all the
usual touchbutton controls. Nearly all the controls are duplicated on
the infrared remote control, and the VCR proved to be the easiest I
have ever used, as every function — including tuning stations
automatically and programming for unattended recording — can be
carried out with the remote. Unique to Akai, there is no visual display
on the machine: rather, the TV screen is used to tell the user what is
going on regarding tape position, time, station fine-tuning and
selection, programming, tracking, etc; although at first this seemed
like agimmick, Ivery soon found it to be an excellent help, and going
back to amore conventionally equipped VCR was purgatorial in the
extreme.
Input sockets are provided for aerial ( with aLocal/DX switch),
composite video and audio left and right, while outputs include RF
video, composite video, and stereo audio. Front panel switching
allows video playback with conventional mono sound, with VHS
Hi Fi sound ( Lor Ronly, or stereo), and video recording with any of
the above choices, or with the sound sourced from the audio inputs,
so that simulcasts can be recorded, with the stereo sound taken from
an FM tuner.
Iused the Akai with the composite video output feeding the AV
socket of my Grundig TV and the audio socketry connected in the
tape loop of my preamp. SMGa speakers were placed either side of
the TV screen. Used as an audio recorder, with the benefits of very
cheap tape running costs and abuilt-in unattended recording facility,
the results were as excellent as with the Sony. In theory, Iexpected
audible side effects from the powerful noise reduction used to achieve
sufficient dynamic range — the recorded track is discontinuous, the
signal being switched from one audio head to the other at 50Hz as
the head drum rotates, which gives rise to abackground of switching

Empire/van den Hul MC1000 cartridge

I

NMY ORIGINAL REVIEW (HFN/RR Dec

' 84), Imade much of this
promising m-ccartridge which achieved high listening test
scores in its early production form. By the time quantity batches
were to have been on sale, van den Hul monocrystal copper coil
windings were promised, with an anticipated improvement in sound.
Iobtained aproduction version, and subjected it to new listening
tests, as well as to some checks in the laboratory. The original
sample had given avery fine sound, afine transient quality being
noted, with very good treble and relaxed spacious stereo with ample
depth as well as ambience. The bass, however, was atrifle soft, and
H1- F1 1.WS & RECORD REVIEW
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pulses, 50dB down from peak level. In practice, on my own
recordings, this didn't appear to be aproblem, and the Akai proved
most useful for recording simulcasts such as the BBC Handel
celebrations and the Joan Armatrading NEC concerts in April. The
acdition of atrue stereo soundtrack to the recording was welcome
after the pathetic sound quality featured by conventional VCRs.
The only problems crept in with the prerecorded software that I
tried. Firstly, there was often noticeable ' pumping' on dialogue.
Anything which consisted mainly of just mid to HF information, a
woman laughing, say, would be accompanied by bursts of
'puttering' as the compandor brought up the noise floor under the
signal. Whilst not very loud, it was noticeable and anroying. ( To put
this in perspective, however, it was only slightly louder than the
irritating LF rumble from the BBC's — antique? — telecine machines
that is the first thing you hear on ate!evisicn film when you hook the
sound up through your hi-fi system.)
Secondly, the quali:y of commercial software was totally
unpredictable. A Queen music video, for example, was recorded at a
very high, compressed and distorted level, which seally didn't offer
any advantage over the linear soundtrack. This was a.so spoilt by
excessive pumping and whirring from the noise reduction. The
Stones' Rewind video was much better, with atrue high quality
sound, but was under- recorded by 10dB or so. Most spectacular was
the marathon film of Tom Wolfe's The Right Stuff, with astereo
soundstage that extended way beyond the speakers, and which
added much to the enjoyment of the film. However, tnere was still
some annoying pumping and noise interference on spoken voice.
Thirdly, and Isuspect that this is the main reason for the slow
take-off of Hi Fi video in the UK, there is an effective shortage of
software. Since our baby was born, we no longer go out to the
cinema, and hiring avideo on aSaturday night for £ 1has become
our main way of watching films. Our local video shop, however,
which has an excellent selection of conventional videos, is only
slowly stocking VHS Hi Fi titles, there being no real demand. I
suspect that afew more chickens need to exist before the shops
organise aready supply of eggs.
When it comes to buying anew VCR, however, Iwould
wholeheartedly recommend you buy one with aHi Fi stereo
soundtrack. This Akai was an ergonomic dream to use, it gave
excellent picture quality ( if not up to Sony standard), and the stereo
sound was an excellent feature, adding agreat deal of enjoyment.
Incidentally, although graphic equalisers are anathema to atrue
audiophile, Akai market arather smart octave model with three
memories and ' no moving parts', the EA-A7. Given the variable
quality of broadcast and film sound, this proved very useful when
used with the VS-12EK as asophisticated tone control.
John Atkinson
the sound was less dynamic than aKoetsu Red or an EMT vdH MC1.
The current production sample proved to be rather better than
anticipated. The tonal quality remains very good throughout the
frequency range, but bass was significantly firmer. The overall effect
was of improved dynamics, while the relaxed, pleasantly distanced
perspective was maintained. Iconsidered the original to be very
transparent, but the LC version sets new standards in this area, the
resolution of fine detail and depth being quite unsurpassed in my
experience. Transient information was even more accurately
reproduced and, if it could seem possible, showed that alight veiling
existed in the prototype, albeit aveil that could not be discerned until
the appearance of the LC model.
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The output has settled at ahealthy, if not outstanding, level,
measured at 0.09mV/cm/s. This is just usable directly into the
Counterpoint SA- 7and - 3, the conrad-johnson PV5, and the Audio
Research SP- 8. ( With the last two preamps, agood step-up is worth
investigating if decently low input noise levels are required.) The
frequency response was confirmed at + 1.8, - 1.3dB, 20Hz-20kHz, the
lift due to agentle rise at the top of the audio band. The original
sample showed midband separation around 30dB; this has been
improved to avery good 35dB, with good crosstalk balance. At
20kHz, separation is maintained at well over 30dB, an exceptionally
good result which in part confirms the subjective findings.
The cartridge is now supplied in alavish case containing a
mirror- backed optimum geometry alignment gauge, atop quality
stylus brush, two jeweller's screwdrivers, and aSwiss- made coil
spring balance for easy setting of downforce. A calibration graph is
also included.
Iconsider the MC1000 to be aremarkable product capable of
giving superb stereo with aneutral, detailed and musical sound.
Selling for around £250, it is very good value and takes on some of
the world's finest cartridges — insofar as its own particular strengths
are concerned, it beats all corners.
Martin Colloms

Mordaunt-Short MS100 loudspeaker

T

HIS INTERESTING £ 150 SPEAKER, which has aminimali st
crossover — aseries capacitor in the tweeter feed —
was reviewed in February, but we took the opport un ity
to measure its anechoic performance when the GEC
Hirst chamber was hired for the loudspeaker reviews in the April
issue of HFN/RR.
Some comment was made in the original review of the ' 100's
subjectively forward midrange, some indication of which was given
by the room- integrated response. A passive equalisation network for
use in atape loop, or between pre and power amplifier, was
suggested (
HFN/RR March p49) and, depending on the particular
system, some users have preferred the sound with this network,
some without.
Looking at the axial response, the official sensitivity is 88dB/VV
referred to the upper range, but most musical fundamentals lie
below 1kHz, and the original quoted 86dB/VV is nearer the mark,
especially when equalised. On axis, it is fairly smooth, showing a
rising trend above 400Hz, asort of wall mounting balance.
Considering the very simple crossover, drive- unit integration is
pretty good. The bass is free from overhang or boom and extends to
a - 6dB point at 63Hz, as noted in the review.

Out at 2m, the family of responses looks very tidy. The 15'
above- axis response is to be avoided, so the MS100 must be placed
near to, or directed at, ear level. The horizontally off- axis results are
fine, but the broad 2-3dB mid dominance can still be seen.
Driven at ahigh 96dB level, distortion was quite well- controlled,
with around 1% of 2nd harmonic and 0.3-0.7% of 3rd. At alevel 10dB
lower, both had improved to asatisfactory 0.3%, - 50dB, level.
Generally, the anechoic results confirm those of the original
review, the MS100 being awell- ordered, well- integrated design. If its
tonal character proves satisfactory, this interesting loudspeaker can
provide great musical detail and transparency, considerable
attributes in this price category, which secure acontinued
recommendation.
Martin Colloms
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Sony APM22es loudspeaker

W

HEN IREVIEWED aproduction pair of the Sony
APM22es loudspeakers (
HFN/RR February
'85), Isuggested that it had gone ' off song'
when compared with the original
preproduction sample that Ihad reviewed for HiFi Choice. This was
subsequently confirmed by the manufacturers, Sony's Wega
subsidiary in West Germany, who took steps to put things right.
After some delay, Sony sent samples from recent production and I
was able to compare them both with the HFN/RR pair and the '
Choice

e

samples.
It would appear that the speaker has returned to standard. A mildly
forward presentation remains, but the more serious boominess, mid
tonal ' thinning', and excess brightness of the February pair has been
nicely tamed.
The APM22es thus can be returned to the ' Recommended' listing,
both regarding the original review and the evolving ' Starting Point'
series (
HFN/RR February & April ' 85). At its current typical price of
around £ 185/pair, the Sony APM22es represents very good value for
money, especially for the explicit presentation of modern rock
program at realistically high listening levels. Classical program is
also handled well, the speaker now being agood all-rounder.
(A matching high stand has now been introduced. This has an
absorbent pad on the top surface of the support to reduce reflections,
and gives good performance.)
Martin Colloms

Panel Power Update

of

PL 4^,A, SMGc

A

STHE GEC ANECHOIC CHAMBER had been hired for the
loudspeaker reviews in the April issue, Itook the
opportunity to run afew quick sinewave sweeps on the
£650/pair Magneplanar SMGa loudspeakers which Ihad
reviewed in the February issue of HFN/RR. Interpreting anechoic
measurements of alargish dipole speaker is fraught with hazard, but
gratifyingly they broadly reinforce the impressions reported from my
subjective listening tests and the in- room measurements.
The first trace shows the 1/
3octave noise response on an axis
halfway up the panel and on the woofer/tweeter boundary, and also
the 30° off- axis responses on both woofer and tweeter sides. The
character is one of upper bass rich balance, combined with a
gently-falling treble, but which still has output up to 25kHz.
Magnepan recommend that the tweeter panel be on the outside ( the
speakers are ' handed'), and it can be seen that amidrange notch and
treble peak appear off- axis on the tweeter side.
With the speakers firing straight ahead, this response will be to the
sides, away from the listener, but the sound will then be abit
mid- heavy. The second trace shows the response 45° off- axis on the
woofer side, showing that the treble depresses further, while the
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response taken 15" above the central axis shows that this is probably
to be preferred.
Toeing- in the SMGas so that the listener is about 15° off- axis on the
woofer side of each speaker, ie, with the tweeters on the outside of
the panels, gives the smoothest response, as shown in the sinewave
response , and this was how Ipreferred them in my room.
After alongish period of living with these musical bargains now, I
have become more and more impressed with their ability to reveal
much musical detail without ever ' shouting' in the manner of box
speakers. The slight lack of bass definition which Inoted in the
original review has been ameliorated by standing the SMGas'
wooden uprights and metal supports on inverted Chris Brooks
stainless steel cones which penetrate through the carpet. ( Chris
Brooks Audio, 29 Gaskell Street, Stockton Heath, Warrington,
Cheshire. Tel: 0925 61212.) One wouldn't have thought this would
have an effect with the relatively low moving mass of the panel
speaker: one would be wrong. In the long term, it would therefore be
worthwhile fitting Quadropod spikes to the SMGas.
As with the other Magneplanar models, the SMGas have the ability
to sound musically ' right' and are one of the few loudspeakers Ihave
used to elicit unsolicited praise from non hi-fi visitors. At £ 650/pair,
they are one of that select band of products which rank as ' high end'
while remaining affordable.
John Atkinson
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Is this the Great Black Hope?
Find out from the dealers listed below

Aerco
IIThe Broadway
Woking
Surrey
Tel: 048 62 4667
Aerco
7Queensmead
Farnborough
Hants
Tel: 0252 520746
Atkins Radio
210 Brixton Hill
London SW2
Tel: 01 674 2033
Teleskill
3High Street
St. Peter's Port
Guernsey
Channel Islands
Tel: 0481 22323
Cam Electronics
106 Thornton Road
Thornton Heath
Surrey
Tel: 01 683 0393

Active Audio
12 Osmaston Road
The Spot, Derby
Tel: 0332 380385
Pand A Audio
98 Liverpool Road
Csosby
Liverpool
Tel: 051 924 7287
Homtons Electronics
8-9 Lower Temple Street
Birmingham
Tel: 021 643 0972
JCV Organisation Limited
7-8 Wharf Street
Warwick
Tel
:0926 493796
KV Organisation Limited
IViscount Way
Dukes Dri
ve
Bletchley
Tel: 0908 367341

KIM ea

Sound Engineering
69 King Street
St. HeBier
Jersey
Channel Islands
Tel: 0534 21735-

Bardetts

HiFi Opportunities

Peter Tyson HiFi Centre
6Abbey Street

Owens Radio
19 Conway Road
Colwyn Bay
North Wales
Tel: 0492 30982

Avon
Tel: 0934 414423

Urmston Shopping Centre
Urmston, Manchester
Tel: 061 747 9949

Hi-Way HiFi
315 Edgware Road
London W2

Chester
Tel: 0244 22063

Paul Roberts Hi-Fi and Video
203 Milton Road
Weston Super Mare

Analog Audio
849 Hagh Street
North Finchley
Tel: 01 445 1443

175 Holloway Road
Landon N7
Tel: 04 607 2148

Peters HiFi
2Charles Street
Hoole

Blackmare Vale T.V. and Audio
The Square
Gillingham
Dorset
Tel: 07476 2474

Lloyd Paton
24 Moorfield Walk

Swift of Wilmslow
5Swan Street
Wilmslow
Cheshire SK9 1HF
Tel: 0625 526213

Carlisle
Cumbria
Tel: 0228 25891

Cosmic Ratio
2481256 Station Road
Add*stone
Surrey
Tel: 0932 54522

Tel: 01 402 2441
Photosound Vantage
13 Devoils Lane
Bishop Stortford, Hens
Tel: 0279 55780
Spatial Audio
29 Tottenham Court Road •
London
Tel: 01 637 8702
Kimberley HiFi
698 Rom(Ord Road
Manor Park, London
Tel: 01 478 5137

Kai7

33/34 Handyside Arcade
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Tyne andW ear
Tel: 0632 32/791
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate
Preston
Lancashire
Tel: 0712 53057
Quadraphenia
10 Nursery Street
Sheffield
Yorkshire
Tel: 0742 77824
Purkiss HiFi
51'53 Piccadily
Hanley
Stoke on Trent, Staffs
Tel: 0782 265010

Stafford HiFi Studio's
8Lichfield Road
Staffard
Tel: 9785 51234
Practical HiFi
10 Preston New Road
Blackburn
Lanes
Tel: 0254 698185
Radiocraft Somas Limited
251-253 Cowbridge Road East
Canton, Cardiff
Tel: 0222 31166
Radiocraft Sonus Limited
231 Hi ghStreet
Swansea
Tel
:0792 460255
Foil= HiFi and Video
600-602 Mansfield Road
Sherwood
Nottingham
Tel: C1602 622150
Covent Garden Records
84 Charing Cross Road
London WC2
Tel: El 379 7427
Galaxy Audio

230 Tottenham Court Road
Landon WI
Tel: 01 637 2624
Martins HiFi
85-91 Ber Street
Norwich
Tel: 0603 627010
University Audio
IPeas Hill
Cambridge
Tel: 0223 354237
BB Adams
King Street
Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: 0603 622129

15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OLW
Tel: 01 897 6633

THAT WILL DO
NICELY

Martin CoHorns reviews Son

I

,

HFN/RR May ' 85), I
N MY RECENT REPORT FROM JAPAN (
mentioned aSony credit card- sized FM stereo radio receiver
which was proving very popular. Ipurchased one for my own
use, and Igather it will soon be available in the UK at an
expected price of around £70. ( An AM version will cost £50-£55.)
Casio also introduced avery thin radio, called by them a ' Film'
radio, but this is, for the present at least, mono only and its thinness
is something of amixed blessing as it has very little mechanical
strength as aresult. One owner ignored the instructions and sat
down with it in his back pocket — result, one radio snapped in half.
Back pocket use is not recommended for the Sony either, but its
rigid, screwed-together, metal construction does make for astrong
assembly, capable of withstanding reasonably tough abuse.
The Sony ' Sheet' is, in fact, one of those attractive tittle packages
which gains admiration from engineer and layman alike. Many of us
have grown used to the ' immediate' sound quality of Walkman
cassette stereo, but these still come in fair-sized packages, being
limited by the size of the compact cassette. The ' Sheet' radio,
however, is capable of really high quality reception with aclean radio
signal from its slim package, via afine pair of in-the-ear headphones
of the ' open' variety. Indeed, its fidelity beats that of acassette
Walkman by some margin, and is beaten only by Sony's own D50 CD
Walkman ( reviewed HFN/RR March ' 85), the latter : osting around
£325 with its battery pack.
The Sheet is just 3mm thick, the other dimensions being
86x54mm. Constructed on astrong moulded frame, the front and
rear casings are of enamelled metal, secured by six through bolts. On
the lower edge are four gold contacts for connection to the charger
unit, aset of five spring- loaded contacts on the let- hand edge
mating with the special headphone connector. The radio can be used
in the slim wallet provided for pocket use— it fitted the slimmest
shirt pockets without abulge. A comfortable length of cable runs to
the drivers, these similar to the headphones supplied with the
current Sony Walkman series and the waterproof Sports' model.
The quality of the fit and ear comfort will depend on the user's ear
shape, but several friends of mine have found them comfortable.
A single thumb-wheel knob tunes the radio. This was easy and
positive to use, while the tuning characteristic showed an even
bandpass, which aided accurate tuning. Volume and on/off are
logic-operated, with tiny touchbuttons for + and- volume. When
switched on, the radio is set at apreset medium level. After 60
minutes' use, it will turn off automatically in order to conserve the
batteries. It will also turn itself off if the headphones are
disconnected.
Between two and five hours' use are possible from the built-in
sealed NiCad cells, with unlimited use possible when the Sheet is
plugged into the separate charger module. This takes three small AA
dry cells, and recharges the Sheet when it is plugged in, whether you
are listening or not. Three AA cells wil recharge the internal NiCads
over 20 times.
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sheet music credit card radio
Sound quality
The sound quality was of true hi-fi quality, and was barely
distinguishable from that with the same headphones being fed from
ahigh quality mains- powered tuner. Provided that the headphone
lead aerial was optimally oriented, which sometimes meant moving
around abit, reception was clean and clear with negligible
background noise except from weak signal strength areas. An
auto- blend mode reverts to mono operation with very weak signals.

Lab tests
No easy way was found to extract electrical signals from the Sheet,
so ahigh quality B&K microphone was strapped to the earphone,
similar diameters simulating in- ear use. The measurements
therefore relate to this arrangement, and there will be consistent
error of several dB above 5kHz due to an improper acoustic load on
the earphone.
With a1kHz signal, asurprise was the high peak sound level
possible, exceeding 120dB for < 0.5% distortion— this low value
including the complete chain of radio, earphone and mic. At amore
realistic 105c1E3 level, mono distortion at full deviation was around
0.25%, falling to 0.15% at 30% modulation. Distortion in stereo at
30% modulation was 0.1%, this mainly 2nd harmonic.
Multiplex residuals, at 19kHz and 38kHz, were in the measurement
noise floor at > 60dB down.
Stereo separation was most satisfactory at 29dB, 80Hz and 10kHz,
this rising to 40dB at 1kHz. The 16- step volume control was alittle
uneven in action, with 2-3dB between settings increasing to around
6.5dB at low levels. Halfway down the range, at - 18dB, there was a
6dB jump to - 24dB; in practice, this was not too upsetting
subjectively.
CCIR/ARM lkHz noise levels of around 63dB, stereo, and 67dB,
mono, were measured, well up to hi-fi standard. Subjectively
assessed, the frequency response sounded quite even from 50Hz to
15kHz, and spot mic checks suggested ± 2dB limits for a70Hz-3kHz
range, the regions beyond this depending on test acoustic loading as
well as the shape of individual ears

Conclusion
The fact that this diminutive device works at all is something of an
engineering achievement, and for it to deliver awide bandwidth
signal with very low distortion, good separation, low noise, as well
as ahigh loudness level, is quite amazing. ( Ido warn users, however,
that it can be played so loud as to be potentially harmful.) One extra I
would have liked is amono button to override the auto blend in poor
signal strength areas; alternatively, the stereo/mono threshold
should be set at ahigher RF signal level.
Once they have seen the Sheet, few can resist its appeal. Iexpect it
to be astrong seller in both AM and FM versions. and it will be
available in various colours. Never mine jogging, you can actually
run with this one!

If you're serious about compact
here's the shortlist
Trio Elect ronics ( UK) Ltd, 17/19 Bristol Road, The Metropolitan Cent re. Greepford. Middx. U136 8UP Au ir 1)ept

You're looking at the state ofthe art in compact
disc player technology.
Because each CD player in the Trio range is made
to exceptional standards of design and performance.
Each features optimum servo control, to compensate
for disc flaws. Plus asixteen bit digital/analogue
converter, for more faithful reproduction ofthe signal.
Trio compact disc players even excel in the detail
touches. Like aheadphone output socket with its own
level control, enabling you to listen to digital sound in
its purest state.
In short, each compact disc player in the range is
made for people who are serious about their music.
Each feature oftheir design, coupled to Trio's
advanced analogue circuitry, makes asignificant
difference to the sound you hear.
You'll have the benefit of Trio's compact disc
technology whether you're interested in the
superlative DP 1100 Mark II, afull function Trio player
with infra red remote control, or the uncluttered
DP 840.
Mid-range, you'll find the full-width DP 900 or
the midi-sized DP 700 equally pleasing to the ear and
eye. So whether you're upgrading an existing hi-fi, or
starting astate-of-the-art system from scratch, there's
aTrio compact disc player that's made for you.
Ofcourse, ifyou're really serious about compact
disc, that still leaves you with adifficult choice.
Between Trio, Trio, Trio and Trio.
r
—

disc,

Trio Electronics (UK) Ltd, 17/19 Bristol Road, The Metropolitan Centre,
Greenford, Middx. UB6 8UP. Atm: Dept H
Please send me details ofthe Trio compact disc player and HiFi range.
Name Address:
_ Postcode:

TRIO
HOME Hi-Fi

THE PROMISE•FULFILLED.
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Alvin Gold reviews the Manticore turntable

T

HE GENEALOGY OF THE MANTRA turntable dates back to
the Input Design ID600, also the baby of one Doug ' Captain
of the Titanic' Hewett in aprevious existence. I'll not labour
the comparison, though; the two products are really quite
different and Doug's new company is smaller but altogether more
soundly based and conservatively run than its ill-starred
predecessor. Best just to say some of the ideas incorporated in the
Input Design have turned up in the Mantra, but they have been
developed way beyond the relatively modest brief for that model.
The Manticore Mantra springs from aphilosophy, if that's not too
grand aword. Indeed this philosophy — best re- phrased perhaps as
the singlemindedness or clarity of vision embodied in its design — is
perhaps the Mantra's strongest strength. More correctly, it is the
single factor most responsible for its success.
One of the two major distinguishing features of the Manticore
turntable is that no attempt has been made to make it auniversal
product. It is designed strictly for use with arms that have the
Linn-type arm base. Whilst in principle this means that Ittoks,
Missions and even Alphasons can be plugged in, in practice the
Manticore is intended for use only with the Linn LV-X, in its standard
or its non- detachable headshell ( Plus) form. Theoretically, the
second of these is not available for third party turntables, but in
practice all 22 Mantra dealers just happen to be Linn dealers
(a coincidence, honest guy!) and Mantras normally get fitted with the
LV-X Plus as standard.
The advantage in keeping the choice of arms down is that awhole
class of compromises needed to make aturntable universally
arm- compatible have been sidestepped at astroke. This is obviously
good value- conscious engineering, and is an advantage even the
Linn LP12 doesn't possess.
The disadvantage is the obvious one. Whilst Manticore owners will
be able, presumably, to take advantage of any future improvement in
Linn arm design, the fact is that at the end of the day the owner has to
accept ( or reject) the package as presented. No bad thing in one way:
the LV-X is an excellent performer, usable with awide range of
cartridges and agood deal easier to get the best from and more
widely available than, say, the Rega RB300. Although the Rega is
theoretically at least aquantum leap forward in low-cost arm design,
its practical utility is limited by anumber of factors, not the least of
which is simply its scarcity. The LV-X is undoubtedly the most
practical proposition among low cost arms, and making the Mantra
dedicated in this way makes it broadly comparable with the Rega
turntable range. They're all esoteric products that require little in the
68

way of tweaking. This argument doesn't extend to design specifics,
though, except in certain minor ways.

How it's made
The Manticore is designed in the classic conservative ( with asmall
'c') tradition. It adds little to what has come before at the price except
in the areas of build quality ( where it is second only to the Regal, the
purposefulness of its design brief ( it doesn't try to be all things to all
men) and its finish ( the best available at the price).
The deck is made with high quality materials and uses strong,
expensive Linn- style fastenings ( Allen- socketed bolts, etc). Note the
complete absence of anything superfluous. There doesn't appear to
be one component that doesn't serve aspecific and useful function.
The main chassis is afive- sided hardwood box, the base being
hardboard and secured with screws running through the four small
rubber feet with two additional screws securing the long edges at the
front and rear. Cables exit from the trademan's entrance at the rear,
and the arm cable is dressed using aP- clip secured to asolid bolt
attached to the rear panel. The bolt is fixed agood distance from the
arm base and cable dressing is therefore relatively straightforward,
though achassis box strengthening member comes rather close to
the cable run. The cable could foul if dressed clumsily, but that is
down to your dealer.
The arm base and main bearing are attached to asubstantial
flat- plate subchassis strengthened with welded- on ribbing along its
major axis. Springing is conceptually similar to the Linn, though
much of the hardware used is different.
Drive comes via aflat belt from an lmpex synchronous motor
(again Linn and Rega style) with speed change possible only by
manually repositioning the belt from one section of its crown pulley
to the other.
The platter is avery heavy piece of glass which sits on atripod
made of three machine screw heads accurately set into the
subplatter, the latter being made from an unspecified synthetic
material. The platter is located over the centre spindle using apair of
plastic collets which Inoticed gave aslight ambiguity in its
positioning. The main bearing system employs aball and appears to
be very well made. The platter is surmounted by aLinn type felt mat.
Price for the Mantra with either type of LV-X arm is £ 195 when
finished in mahogany, beech or walnut, £ 210 in black and £230 in
rosewood. Within reasonable limits and if you're willing to wait ( the
carcases are manufactured by Castle Acoustics) you can have
virtually any colour scheme you like.
NLWS
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Setting up proved relatively straightforward for those used to the
vagaries of setting up turntable suspensions. Position and height
settings are made from underneath in the usual way. The only
problem Ihad with my very early sample, apparently now cured, was
some difficulty centring the suspension in its cutout. But again, this is
something you shoulan't have to tussle with. Setting up is down to
the dealer. It's how he earns his whack.

How it measures
Jelgate put the Mantra through its paces, producing the set of
measurements and plots shown here. The amount of information
that can be drawn from them is strictly limited, but there doesn't
appear to be anything amiss.
Wow & flutter measure very low in absolute terms. A spectrum
analysis of the W&F residual centred on the 3kHz measurement point
shows that sidebands are at apretty low level and that the main
bearing is doing its job well with normal or slightly better than
normal freedom from bearing modes.
Rumble levels are also highly satisfactory, analysis in this case
showing how the energy rapidly dies away as the frequency
increases. It also shows some kind of coupling effect that effectively
bypasses the suspension at afew discrete frequencies ( the spikes in
the plot), the sole measured oddity of this deck. In other respects the
suspension behaves quite normally. It is tuned to around 5Hz and
shows minimal damping. A disc impulse test ( amechanical shock
applied to the vinyl and ' read' by the cartridge) gave the raw material
for the final spectrum analysis, which this time shows how quickly
the energy is damped down and dissipated within the system. Again
this result is characteristic of other well behaved turntables.
The final measurement is of absolute speed, no load, which at
0.2% slow is at least on apar with the majority of players, if not quite
in the top class. In practical terms, speed stability under load was of a
very high order— the specific arrangement of motor, rotating masses
and belt compliance appears to be just about optimum. Noise levels
from the deck were also inaudible to all intents and purposes. Hum
levels were intrinsically low, too, but poorly screened cartridges (
eg,
Grado) could pick up stray fields from the unshielded motor.

actually very impressive.
The Manticore is asuccess from avariety of different angles. As an
example of putting old wine into fine new bottles, it succeeds just
fine. As apiece of furniture it works just fine too. It hasn't got agreat
deal of style, but it has integrity, simplicity — and the legacy of the
Castle Acoustics- made plinth — genuine furniture quality finish.
It is also asuccess considered from the viewpoint of the
thoroughness of its conception and the evident care and
professionalism that has gone into its manufacture.
Finally, it is asuccess from the sonic viewpoint too. If the intention
was to bridge the gap between the Linn and the Rega turntables,
then the Mantra fits the bill to a ' T'. It's aremarkably even-tempered
design, only very slightly limited in its capabilities but supremely
well controlled and articulate within its overall operating envelope.
The final element of any product review is the credibility of the
product. Is the company sound? Do they trade ethically? Will the
product be properly supported and remain around in the years to
come should problems arise?
Icannot answer such questions definitively in this or any other
case. However, from the product angle, Ican only say I've subjected
the Mantra to about six months of heavy-handed use with consistent
success and no signs of problems. It sounds as ' right' now as it did
then. From extensive contacts with the company Iwould judge them
to be sincere, highly concerned with the qualitive aspects of their
work, and unlikely to succumb to the ' product of the month'
syndrome. In the six months Ihave had the deck, the suspension
bottom washers ( 3) have been changed for types that give slightly
better sonic results and the mat has been substituted for athinner
one. No structural changes of any kind have been either required or
made. The design appears to be stable.

R

How it sounds
The range of equipment used during the listening, which was spread
intermittently over asix month period, was extensive. It included
Linn Basik and A&R m-ccartridges, Counterpoint, DNM, Musical
Fidelity and Krell amplification, Magnepan and KEF ( 104/2)
loudspeakers and others.
Doug Hewett does not hide his open admiration for the Linn
Sondek LP12, and the Mantra is clearly intended to fill the Linn's
shoes for those who cannot afford the Real Thing. Or even
alternatives like the Pink Triangle or ( KK's favourite) avalve amp.
Main sonic characteristic is the overall cohesion and integrity of
the sound. That is where it scores, rather than in any one specific
area. The deck has asurefootedness and three-dimensional
soundstage stability that speaks well of its basic design. It reminded
me of nothing so much as an old Linn Sondek, roughly of the
standard that product had reached some years ago, prior to the
Valhalla modification, say.
The bass end is dominated by the deck itself. The effective
bandwidth is very wide: bass is deep, powerful and true, with just a
trace of softness and bloom to give it away. The higher frequencies
are more dominated by the arm, and the stamp of the LV-X is all over
the Mantra. It has a ' snap' and precision that is abit larger than life
(and contrasts with the more naturally proportioned, more detailed
and more dimensional quality of the Rega arm). But the LV-X has
always had appropriate compromises for the price and the Mantra is
pacey and solid, whilst offering awide subjective bandwidth and
perceived dynamic range. There is very little wasted energy with the
Mantra, just that trace of softness already alluded to at the bottom
end and aslightly hashy quality at the other frequency extreme.
The Mantra was tried briefly with an lttok and Koetsu Red into the
same system, and showed that Doug's supposition concerning arm
compatibility to be correct. The deck works fine with the lttok, but the
Linn sounds better still in this combination. Indeed in certain key
ways the Linn sounded better with the LV-X than the Mantra did with
the lttok which, with the Red on board, sounded alittle overpowered
and clearly did not allow the qualities of the cartridge to shine
through.
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Distribution is via arelatively small group of anointed specialist
dealers, the criteria for membership of which will be familiar to those
who have shopped for aLinn or Rega. The dealer has to stock
suitable ancillary components, provide the kind of back-up support in
depth required of atop end product and lay on competent,
meaningful demonstrations. Generally he has to provide that little
spark of magik ( sik) not always found in high street stores. That's the
theory anyway, but the dealer list ( with one or two exceptions) is
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109-113 London Road

4RailwayStreet

SEVENOAKS

CHATHAM Kent

Kent

e(
o634) 46859

(0732) 459555

162 Powis Street Woolwich

55 Preston Street

LONDON SE18
tiz (
01) 855 8016

SEVEN0.4

If you eon buy
cheaper elsewhere,
tell us- we want
to know!

34 Mount Ephraim

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
ft (
0892) 31543 Kent
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual

CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2
CS505/2

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Pioneer SA301 +
Yamaha A320 +
QED A230 +
Rotel RA820 +
Nad 3120 +
Nad 3020B +
Rotel RA820BX +
Proton 520 +
A & R Alpha +
Cyrus One +
Yamaha A420 +
Rotel RA840 +
Rotel RA840BX +

BRIGHTON Sussex

M-F/ VIDEO

ALL BRANCHES CLOSED
WEDNESDAY

26%

51 Beckenham Road

BECKENHAM Kent
(
01) 658 3450

e

SUGGESTED SYSTEMS

Kef Coda
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda III or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v
AR18BX or Coda Ill or DL4 or R100 or Mission 7011 or ( R252v

(
0273) 733338

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110
DM110

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury

£ 229.95
extra £ 20) £ 264.95
extra £ 20) £ 274.95
extra £ 20) £ 274.95
extra £ 20)
f289.95
extra £ 20)
£309.95
extra £ 20)
f299.95
extra £ 20)
£299.95
extra £ 20)
f309.95
extra £ 20)
£319.95
extra £ 20) £ 309.95
extra £ 20) £ 329.95
extra £ 20) £ 339.95

Th 6
- foliow ,
ng turntables are available as EXTRA COST OPTIONS to the Dual CS505,2 in the above systems

Dual CS505/2 deluxe
Rotel RP830
Thorens TD166

FRE

£20.00
£ 25.00
f25.00

• Cartridge supplied with above systems.
• Leads provided with above systems.

• Carriage for mail order customers on
above systems. ( UK mainland only.)

Other turntables and speakers on application.

Amplifiers
A 8, R Alpha
A & R A60
AR 1HE AMP
Cyrus One
Cyrus Two
Ned 1020 preemp
Ned 2155
Ned 3120
Ned 30208
Ned 2150 power amp
Ned 3150
Pioneer SA301
Proton P520
Oued 34/44/405.2/520
OEC
Rotel RA820
Rotel RA820BX
Rotel RA840
Rote RA840BX
Rot& RA870
Santui AUG55%
Sansui AUG11%
Sansui AUG33X
Technics
Yamaha A320
Yamaha A420

Tuners
A AR121
Cyrus Tuner
Hitachi F15500 Il
Nad 4155
Ned 40208
Poona« F90
Pioneer T03011
Pioneer 105401
Proton P420
Proton P440
Oued FM4
Rotel 91820
Rotel RT840
Sens,. TU03301
Sensut TUD99XL
Yernehe 1320
Yamaha 1520

£129.95
£199.95
£199.95
£139.95
£259.95
£99.95
£209.95
£119.95
£139.95
£ 159.95
£ 219.95
£ 64.95
£ 129.95
P.O.A.
£ 99.95
£ 109.95
£ 139.95
£ 169.95
£ 179.95
£ 285.95
£ 249.95
£ 109.95
£ 169.95
P.O.A.
£ 89.95
£ 139.95

£ 199.95
£ 179.95
£ 159.95
£ 229.95
£ 139.95
£ 199.95
£ 89.95
£ 64.95
£ 119.95
£ 189.95
P.O.A.
£ 99.95
£ 139.95
£ 109.95
£ 229.95
£ 89.95
£ 139.95

Tuner Amps
Nad 7125
Nad 7140
Had 7155

£ 239.95
£ 339.95
£ 389.95

Turntables
Acoustic Research/AR £ 219.95
Acoustic Research/LVX £ 234.95
Ariston 9020
£ 99.95
Anston 9040
£ 139.95
Anston 9080
£ 189.95
Dual CS505/2
£ 94.95
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
£ 109.95
Dual CS514
£ 59.95
Mission 775LCT
£ 179.95
Nad 5120
£ 99.95
Oak
£ 89.95
Pink Triangle
£ 442.95
06 01231
£ 139.95
Rot& RP830
£ 129.95
Rotel RP850
£ 199.95
Sansui SR222V
£ 109.95
Systemdekll
£ 115.95
Systemdek 10(
£ 115.95
Systemdek IIS
£ 219.95
The Ehte Rock
£ 279.95
Thorens TD166
Super P.O.A.
Thorens 10160 Super
£ 139.95
Thorens TD321
£ 234.95
Thorens TD321/1..V%
£ 314.95
Thorens 10320
£ 277.95

Cassette Decks
Aiwa
Aikva
Alt«
Aiwa

ADF250
£ 99.95
ADF350
£ 129.95
ADR450
£ 159.95
ADR550
£ 199.95
ADF660
£ 249.95
Aiwa ADR650
£ 219.95
Advd ADF770
£ 299.95
Aiwa ADF990
£ 349.95
Aka, GXR55
£ 199.95
Ake HXR44
£ 149.95
Akei HXA3
£ 99.95
Denon DR171
P.O.A.
Denon DRM11
P.O.A.
Hitachi 0E3
£ 119.95
JVC KDV200
£ 99.95
Nac56125
£ 149.95
Nad 6050C
£ 159.95
Nakamichi R0202 ( 4only)
£ 299.95
Nakernichl
"Super Deals" this month
P.O.A.
Proton P720
£ 169.95
Rot« RD820
£109.95
Rotel RD830
£114.95
Rotai RD840
£119.95
Yamaha 0220
£119.95
Yamaha 0320
£149.95

Video HiFi
Ferguson 3V43

£ 629.95

1.1.1

Ili
ad order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London rdll
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555

I

Please Send me
Ienclose cheque/cash/card

no. including p. &

p.

111 Name
Address

HFN 6/85

All goods gully insured against loss or damage in tranart Please
dhow up lo 10 days tor delivery although a should normally be
much less CarPage and insurance f6 00 per item UU,na,nlefld
N - Mail Order Seyenoal, branch only

JVC HR725
Panasonic NV830
Panasonic NV850
Panasonic NV870
Sony SLHF100

£ 749.95
£ 499.95
£ 599.95
£ 649.95
£ 539.95

Arms
Audio Tech AT1120
Linn LVX
Mission 774LC
SME Ills
Syrinx LEI
Syrinx LE2
Syrinx PU3

£ 99.95
£ 97.95
£ 69.95
P.O.A.
£ 107.95
£ 148.95
£ 295.95

Speakers
Present this adat to
clam tree stand.
and 6metres 0E0
Cable with all
Loudspeakers
listed below except
("Suggested
Systems « chided)
AR8B%
AR18BX
AR2815*
AR38LS*
AR48LS*
AR58LS
AR1913
AR2OB
AR3OB
Boston A40
& W DM90
BAWDM110
B W DM220
Celestion 10011
Celestion 014
Celestlon 016
Celestion DLO
Celestion 516
Heybrook
JPW P1
JPW AP2
Kef Chorale al
Owl Coda III
Oct Cantor Ill
Oct Canna
Kef Caprice
Kef Carlton Ill*
Kef R101
Kef R103 2
Kef R104.2
Kef f105,2

£ 79.95
£ 94.95
£ 89.95
£ 149.95
£ 179.95
£ 299.95
£ 119.95
£ 149.95
£ 199.95
£ 99.95
£ 99.95
£ 119.95
£ 219.95
£ 79.95
£ 99.95
£ 129.95
£ 179.95
£ 279.95
P.O.A.
£ 89.95
£ 119.95
£ 89.95
£ 99.95
£ 124.95
£ 139.95
£ 149.95
£ 179.95
£ 229.95
£ 299.95
£ 599.95
£ 999.95

Mission 7011
£ 99.95
Mission 700-2
£ 119.95
Mission 707
£ 149.95
Mission 737 R
£ 199.95
Mission 770 F
£ 379.95
Mission 780 A
£ 599.95
Monitor Audio R100
£ 109.95
Monitor Audio R252v
£ 129.95
Monitor Audio R352
£ 199.95
Monitor Audio R152
£ 299.95
Monitor Audio R552
£ 344.95
Mordaunt Short MS20
£ 99.95
Mordaunt Short MS30
£ 129.95
Mordaunt Short MS40
£ 169.95
Mordaunt Short MS100 £ 149.95
Quad ELS63
P.OA.
Rogers LS1
£ 169.95
Rogers LS3/5A
£ 239.95
Rogers LS5
£ 229.95
Rogers LS7
£ 314.95
Rogers Studio 1
£ 439.95
Rotel RL850
£ 99.95
Spendor Prelude
£ 245.95
Spendor SPI
£ 540.95
Tannoy Titan
£ 99.95
Tannoy Mercury
£ 134.95
Tannoy Venus
£ 249.95
Wharfedale Diamond *
£ 69.95
Wharfedale 506
£ 119.95
Wharfedale 508
£ 159.95
Wharfedale 708
£ 349.95

Compact Discs
Aka, CDA7L
£ 399.95
Akai CDM88
£399.95
£249.95
Ferguson CD01
Maranta CD63B
£259.95
Marantz C054
£279.95
Maranta C074
£329.95
£369.95
Merantz CD84
£449.95
Mission DAD7000F1
Nad 5255
£399.95
Nakamichi
P.O.A.
Philips CD104
£299.95
Philips CD204
£309.95
Philips CD304
£349.95
Pioneer PDX500
£299.95
£349.95
Sansui PCV300
£449.95
Technics SLP3K
Technics SLP2K
£399 95
Technics SLP1K
£349.95
Yamaha COX1
£289.95
Yamaha COX2
£329.95
Yamaha CD2
£389.95
£429.95
Yamaha CO3

To celebrate the opening of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are offering this
complete stereo system, inclusive
of cartridge and all leads for only

Systems
Sony
Rotel
Pioneer
Technics
Speakers

InCludad unless

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
stated

Midi Systems
Aiwa V250 es spks
£ 449.95
Aiwa V200 ex spks
£ 379.95
Aiwa V890 ex spks
£ 579.95
Aiwa V900LW ea spks
£ 579.95
Aiwa V350 ex spks
£ 479.95
Aiwa V9001 ex spks
£ 499.95
Aiwa V900 ex spks
£ 629.95
Aiwa V1100 ex spks
£ 799.95
JVC E22
£ 419.95
JVC E50
£ 749.95
Pioneer S110
£ 249.95
Pioneer S330
£ 349.95
Pioneer S550
£ 499.95
Pioneer S770
£ 759.95
Sony Compact 35
£ 339.95
Sony Compact 44
£ 439.95
Sony Compact 55
£ 589.95
Sony Compact 77
£ 789.95
Technics 315/15
extra
Technics 315/25A
(wars
Technics 315/25W
speclal
Technics 315/35A
prices
Technics 315/45A
thls
Technics 315/55A
month
Speakers Included unless stated.

Specials
Akai Compact 44 inc spks £ 339.95
Akai Compact 66 inc spks £ 449.95
Akai System one inc spks £ 219.95
JVC GR100 inc spks
£ 249.95
JVC GX120 inc spits
£ 349.95
Mordaunt Short 11510
£ 79.95
Pioneer XA3 inc spks
£ 249.95
Pioneer XA4 inc spks
£ 269.95
Pioneer XA7 inc spks
£ 399.95
Sinclair Spectrum 48K
£ 94.95
Sinclair Spectrum +
£ 119.95
BBC Micro B
£ 329.95
Thorens TO180 Super
£ 139.95
VAT and were correct at
time of preparation ( approximately 5
weeks before publication) but are
subject tO change without notice.
ES 0.E.
Price. include

CABLES, CABLES
41lic MORE CABLES
Martin Colloms listens to interlinks and sseaker cables from lsoda, Hitachi
Randall & van den Hul — and the all sound different

A

NYONE WHO HAD THOUGHT that the introduction of LC
or monocrystal copper had decided the question of the
sound of audio cables was mistaken. LC undoubtedly
represents amilestone in the recognition of cable sound,
and the introduction of several good- sounding LC cables at relatively
reasonable prices has brought the phenomenon of good cable
sound within reach of many enthusiasts. Few can now deny that
cables have an appreciable influence on agood system's sound
quality, in ways that are not reflected by conventional steady-state
measurements of the usual parameters of inductance, capacitance
and resistance. The sonic variations between different connectors
can be likened to those observed between amplifiers. Il know some
audiophiles who hold that audible cable differences are in fact not as
subtle as those between amplifiers. Ialso know people who hold that
all good cables sound the same — Ed] The choice of metal conductor
has been shown to influence the sonic results, and Ihave found that
LC/monocrystal grades of copper certainly offer astriking general
improvement in sound quality over normal copper.
However, this is by no means the end of the matter. As my
large-scale cable tests (
HFN/RR March, April, September, October,
November'84) showed, the choice of conductor is just one factor in a
cable's sonic performance. Other aspects that are relevant include
the grade and chemical composition of the dielectric or insulating
material, the mechanical rigidity of the completed cable, and the fine
detail of its geometry and physical construction.

Illustration by Stuart Briars

Down to basics
In its simplest form, a1m interconnect may be constructed from two
uninsulated wires hanging in free space in moderate proximity.
Given areasonable wire thickness, of 0.4mm diameter, say, such a
construction offers very small values for the electrical parameters of
inductance, capacitance and resistance, while the insLlator is air, a
substance which, in electrical terms, is very close to avacuum, the
reference dielectric in absolute terms. As such, air lacks the oddities
of man-made or man- applied solid insulators such as piezoelectric
effects or dielectric absorption, both believed to affect sound quality.
In theory, therefore, and ignoring such matters as susceptibility to RF
interference, an air- spaced twin LC interconnect should approach
perfection, and must be worth investigating.
When it comes to real cables, the physical aspects of its
construction include the amount of conductor used and its
disposition. The conductor may be used as asingle strand, or divided
into an almost unlimited number of strands— up to 1000 have been
reported for the heavier grades of speaker cable. Generally, when
multistrand cable is used, the strands are not insulated, but
separately- insulated construction, with, say, afine enamel coating
on each strand, is not uncommon. An example of this is the Litz
weave construction, well known in coil applications since the 1930s.
Heavier Litz examples are also known, using, for instance, 10 strands
insulated with PTFE.
Once the questions of whether to strand or not and whether to
insulate separately or not have been resolved, the arrangement of
the minimum number of separate conductors—' send' and ' return',
'signal' and ' ground' or ' hot' and ' cold' — must be determined. If the
two conductors are laid side by side, we have the least expensive,
III- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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conventional ' figure of 8' construction. Alternatively, the two may be
twisted into atight spiral, aform which is preferable in electrical
terms since loop inductance is reduced, as is the susceptibility both
to picking up external field and to self- radiation, when compared
with the flat twin form. A mild increase in capacitance results from
twisting, due to the closer proximity of the two conductors. As the
closer spacing means more interaction with the insulation, the
dielectric properties of the latter may have an adverse effect, and this
may outweigh the advantages of the closely twisted geometry.
Externally, the twisted pair may be surrounded by aconducting or
semiconducting layer, the screen, to reduce the breakthrough of
electrical interference and hum fields. As only two conductors are
required for the simplest cable, this screen can be made the ' minus'
or ' ground' conductor, surrounding asingle ' plus' conductor. This is
the common, unbalanced ( asymmetric) coaxial configuration and no
additional shield is required. However, it is generally felt that the
screen and the signal ground should be kept separate, and coaxial
twin conductors are to be preferred, the third screen connection
being coaxial with the two signal conductors and being connected to
ground or chassis potential at one end only. This avoids an ' earth
loop' between two audio units, where circulating current due to
slight differences in earth potential degrade noise levels.
Since the shield does not carry signal current, the choice of
conductor is not considered too critical; plain copper braid,
aluminium foil, and carbon- loaded conductive plastics have all been
used, the latter with a ' drain' wire.
Having decided on the physical disposition and chosen the
conductor, the cable designer may also opt for asurface plating,
perhaps of tin or silver. In combination with the grade of copper,
these can also alter the sound. Conductors other than copper have
been proposed and used, both separately and in various
combinations. The Hitachi LC cable development was inspired by the
reported good sound quality from aresearch connector made from
liquid mercury, which is non- crystalline by definition. Here in
England, Peter Belt has experimented with lead, both pure and
alloyed, and has produced interesting results, while others ( mainly
in Japan) have used pure silver in step-up transformers and cartridge
coil windings. Metal combinations have been proposed, such as the
Japanese Isoda cable reviewed below, and an American flat
aluminium cable has been reported as giving promising results.
Leading equipment designers are beginning to use more
interesting conductors in their products, and not just for reasons of
fashion. Audio Research use acostly Litz cable for critical signal
paths in both their pre- and power amplifiers; Krell use awoven
multistrand conductor in their more expensive models; while DNM
employ asingle- strand, bare wire approach for the signal wiring in
their preamplifiers. Sony are using LC cable as well as large-crystal
printed circuit foil conductors in some of their latest high end
products, such as the component CD player reviewed on p44. van
den Hul's incorporation of LC windings into his MC1000 cartridge
(see p61) has given such good performance that development of a
more expensive version has been postponed indefinitely. LC
windings have also benefited new cartridges from Audio Technica,
as assessed by comparative review.

The thin cable controversy
One writer who has taken aparticular interest in the audible
character of cables is James Michael Hughes. He has been
experimenting for some time with cable geometry and the question
of stranding in particular. In his system, which at the time of writing
consisted of DNM preamplification, multiple Krell power amps and
the Belgian Etude loudspeakers, he has experimented with both
interconnect and speaker cables, the latter complicated by the
possibilities of using different cables for bass, mid and treble.
Readers are advised to search their libraries for back issues of HiFi
Answers for the details of Jimmy's odyssey, but in the main he has
reported that he prefers simple to complex construction, and, where
electrical constraints such as DC resistance allow, asingle conductor
strand of the smallest sensible diameter. This superiority relates to
what he describes as the musical listenability of the system as a
whole. Apparently, once one has become accustomed to the
arrangement, areturn to other cable constructions, particularly
multi- stranded ones, tends to make the sound less ' comfortable' to
listen to. Aural fatigue has long been afactor associated with ' Hi Fi'
71
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MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice

NOW ON
DEMONSTRATION

Advertisements in this publication are required to conform ! o
British Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order
advertisements where money is paid in advance, the code
requires advertisers to fulfil orders within 28 days, unless alonger
delivery period is stated. Where goods are returned undamaged
within seven days, the purchaser's money must be refunded
Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be needed

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements . n this
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery. HiFi News &
Record Review will consider you for compensation if the
Advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt. provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money
returned;
and
(2) You write to the Publisher of HiFi News & Record
Review summarising the situation not earlier than 28
days from the day you sent your order and not later
than two months from that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you
write, we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence
of payments is required
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made n accordance
with the above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser
has been de•lared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £ 5200 per
annum for any one Advertiser so affected and up to £ 10.000 per
annum in respect of all insolvent Advertisers Claims may be pa.d
for higher amounts, or when the above procedure has not been
complied with, at the discretion of HiFi News & Record Review,
but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set some
limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers'
difficulties.

rout"
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equipment, and hopefully it is its minimisation which has generally
been associated with increasing system performance and cost.
So far, these findings have extended into an area many readers
might find enters the supernatural and can safely be ignored.
However, HiFi Ansvvers Editor Keith Howard and DNM designer
Denis Morecroft have confirmed some of these results and the topic
would seem worthy of further consideration.
With an open mind, consider the reported result that the quality of
the mains cable will affect the sound quality of an amplifier. ¡ That
sound you hear, dear readers, is John Crabbe firing up his typewriter
for next month's ' Pot Pourri'. See p30 — Ed]
We know that the quality of the supply itself — source impedance,
noise, distortion and DC content — will have some effect, but must
we include the cable too? ¡ CB would answer ' Yes', see p71. — Ed]
Experimental single- strand mains cable has been tried with aKrell
amplifier, with areported small, but audible, improvement to the
sound. ( Such cables have poor flexibility and the question of safety
with regard to BS standards could be raised. On the other hand,
power amplifiers are unlikely to be moved often, so perhaps this
aspect is not as important as it might be first thought.) DNM are also
considering single- strand cable for their preamp mains supply.
In general, these single- strand experiments have some connection
with the suggested theory of LC's effect. On the basis that asingle
fine strand conductor has auniform structure, the drawing process
results in areduced number of crystal boundaries. Ordinary stranded
copper will display acomplex pattern of signal paths as the signal
crosses over at the various contact points between the strands
themselves. Contact, naturally, is made between the skin regions of
the conductors, acritical area where the current flow becomes

Hitachi LC OFC SX1041P speaker cable
Hitachi Cable's two- core speaker cable, SX102P, featured heavily in
my original LC wire reports, butl have only recently had the
opportunity to audition the beige four- core version in my standard
10m test length. As with ' 102, the conductors are of stranded LC OFC
copper, insulated with across- linked polyethylene sleeve and bound
with atight elastic memory tape to control vibration effects. A PVC
outer jacket completes the assembly, the four colour-coded
conductors arranged as aloosely spiralled square or ' quad'. The
usual connection is to link opposite conductors to provide abalanced
geometry of minimal interaction with external fields.
Priced at alittle under £7/m, this cable delivered afine sound
quality proving satisfactorily similar to ashort wire link. Stereo depth
was very good, while fine definition was shown throughout.
Ultimately, it was considered similar to the Audio Technica cable
(HFN/RR February), though if you want to split hairs, the Hitachi quad
was considered alittle cleaner in the treble.
It is not twice as good as the twin- core version and does not justify
the extra cost except where along run, or the use of low impedance
speakers, is envisaged. However, it is good value for money in the
established cable market, easily outperforming most products.

lsoda speaker cable
This Japanese cable is at present unavailable in the UK, but Iwas
loaned some samples and the results were sufficiently interesting to
merit areport. ' soda cable is manufactured by the Nippon Light
Metal Company and comprises asingle- conductor, medium- grade,
speaker cable, insulated by aclear PVC jacket.
The construction is remarkable and appears to embody an errant
mix of Belt, Monster and LC theories. A number of different metals
are used, copper, lead with brass ( copper/zinc) and aluminium alloys.
These are arranged as strands, each of adifferent diameter, the
complex bundle totalling 55 strands and wrapped with alap-wound
spiral of copper and aluminium. A 21- or 27- strand version is also
produced, while the interconnect is of coaxial construction, being
similar in detail but having fewer strands.
The designer, lsoda-san, believes that each metal acts differently
for different frequency ranges and, in conjunction with the varying
strand size, gives an evenly transparent transmission over the
complete frequency range.
In use, the cables are laid fairly close together; the ends are
factory-terminated for proper connection. Used in 10m lengths,
Isoda cable provided an excellent sound quality. In doing so, it
contributed to the furtherance of the conundrum of science vs
sound quality.
At the time of writing, it is one of the best speaker cablesl have
used. It sounds very ' short' indeed, compared with other top cables
in 10m runs. It offered notable gains in both transient definition and
in clarity, with greater detail, dynamics, and impact in bass, mid and
treble registers. Stereo focus seemed sharper, and that old
expression ' better intertransient silence' seemed entirely
appropriate. The DC resistance was low enough to be considered
negligible, except for use with very low impedance speakers and
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dominant at high frequencies. LC copper, with its vastly reduced
number of crystal boundaries, offers amore direct, less obstructed
path, to the signal. Normal copper in single- strand form may offer a
similar advantage over multi- strand copper of the same crosssectional area; perhaps single- strand LC copper will be better still.

Magnetic considerations
A complementary viewpoint concerns the electromagnetic field
around the conductor set up by the signal current flow, which could
show different interactions between stranded and non- stranded
conductors. The presence of this effect can be demonstrated by
varying the layout of the stranding: whether flat, spiralled or braided,
all differ subjectively.
This is believed to be due to the way in which the magnetic fields
for each strand interact. Questions concerning the insulation itself
also require investigation. PVC is commonly employed for wire
insulation despite its very poor ranking in the dielectric stakes. Any
company marketing acapacitor with aPVC dielectric would go out of
business in aweek, yet no-one questions its use in cables.
Alternatives need exploring, not only the type, but also its thickness.
There are good indications that the higher the voltage rating and the
greater the thickness of an insulator, the better the sound quality.
This is believed to be due to the lower voltage stress per unit depth of
the dielectric.
Certainly, it is to be expected that cables will continue to improve.
In the meantimelam looking at LC- wired crossover inductors,
drive- unit voice coils, and single- strand LC cable used for
interconnect, speaker cables and mains wiring. But now for areport
on some of the latest commercial cable designs.

very long cable runs.
(Mission are at present considering the distribution of the Isoda
cable, with an estimated retail price of £ 10/m for atwin conductor.
This is certainly costly, though the results Iobtained would probably
justify the price if used with atop- class system. Ihope to try the
interconnect soon.)

Randall Research TR-2 interconnect
Californian Randy MacCarter has been continuing with the
development of his high end cable designs. His latest TR-2
interconnect looks similar to the earlier cable, being very stiff —
Randall instruct the user not to bend the cable with atighter than 6in.
radius — and wrapped in white PTFE. A multiple conductor internal
construction is used, each PTFE-insulated, and improved phono
plugs are fitted. Randall state that these cables need 24 hours of
active music use before they reach optimum performance. We could
not verify this, but we did use the cables over many hours.
In amedium cost system, Randall offered little improvement over
our current reference interconnects— LC or monocrystal. This
echoes our experience with the original Randall interconnect.
However, when used in my current Audio Research system — SP-8
II preamp, D-115Il power amp, Magneplanar MGM loudspeakers and
MC1000 cartridge — aclear and subjectively important
differentiation was achieved. TR-2 simply allowed more of the Audio
Research quality to be explored. Bearing in mind this modest but
significant improvement in full frequency range definition and depth,
as well as relating it to the investment in the total system, Imust say
that purchase of this cable would be money well- spent.
With TR-2, Randall remain in the forefront of super- cable
interconnects. To aid installation, however, Ihave suggested that
Randall use cables with elbow or right-angle phono plugs.

van den Hul D300 speaker cable
D300 sells at around £ 6.50/m as atwin conductor speaker cable. It
actually comes supplied as asingle conductor, and making up leads
is awkward, requiring untwisting and unkinking after unrolling.
Ideally, the conductor pairs then require twisting up, which needs a
long drop such as afour storey staircase for 10m lengths.
Surprisingly, each conductor comprises ablack, PVC-jacketed
coaxial cable, both inner stranded conductor and the outer doublebraid employing silver-plated monocrystal copper. While it could be
used as aconventional unbalanced coaxial cable, van den Hul has
chosen to regard it as asingle conductor, inner and outer sections
being joined at each end. A large soldering iron is required to join
such alarge mass of metal properly, while polarity identification
needs to be added to the paired assembly.
Auditioned over 10m runs, this cable performed well. Although not
up to the standard of the massive D300S version, the sound quality
was definiIely in the LC OFC 4- core class, if not marginally superior,
small gains in control being noted at both the bass and treble
extremes. D300 is in the top rank of the new cables at ahigh but
believable price— believable in terms of the gain in sound quality
obtained in good quality hi-fi systems at the £ 1000+ level...it
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SAMUEL RAMEY: THE DON
MEETS NICK SHADOW
Samuel Barney looked for all the world like a
latterday Don Giovanni. Good-looking ,cool
—aDon for the ' 80s in blue jeans, leather
jacket and dark glasses. But, if I'm not careful

do think it's amistake to try to control what
at
must be anatural process; to try to make the
the
voice darker than it naturally is, to speed the
the
changes. If, in afew years time, nature
dictates that Ican tackle any of the lighter
Wagnerian roles, then maybe Iwill. Right
now, though, Ican only see it as an area to
o
be left well alone; right now my voice is
leading me slowly into the Verdi bass roles —
s—
and Imean slowly. I'll be singing Phillip II in
in
Don Carlos in Hamburg and elsewhere over
er
the next couple of years — that's arole I've
always dreamed of singing — and later,
maybe Fiesco in Simon Boccanegra and
Procida in Vespri Siciliani. There is no
singing material so beautiful as Verdi's long
phrases. Iam impatient and anxious to sing
these roles, but Ican wait. In general, Ihave a
ea
preference for early Verdi. Attila is a

I'll be implying next that elements of
Mozart's arrogant, self-seeking, anti-hero
have rubbed off on Mr Ramey's own
personality. And nothing could be further
from the truth. Modest, retiring, he speaks in
quiet understatement of his accelerating
progress over the last six or so years, of the
sequence of ' events' which have led him to
Karajan and contracts for both the recording
and subsequent Salzburg stage production
of Don Giovanni; he looks almost bemused
favourite part of mine.'
when you put it to him that his is avoice of
Needless to say, some rather more
the very rarest quality, that precious few are
outlandish offers have already been
blessed with his facility and that right now he
forthcoming: the Dutchman, Hans Sachs and
nd
stands pretty well unchallenged on the
so on. Give an impresario astriking vocal
talent and handsome physique to match,
international circuit.
Yet it's true. Ramey possesses what one
and nine times out of ten he'll not spare a
might call atrue lyric bass- baritone voice
something of acalling-card for Barney,
thought for the inherent character of the
with remarkable agility — meaning that he
establishing him throughout Europe, and
voice, never mind its level of maturity.
can spin the most refined and mellifluous of
especially Italy, as aleading exponent. The
Ramey, however, like me, genuinely believes
lines; meaning that where others huff and
Rossini Festival of Pesaro, for instance,
that anew and greatly more aware breed of
puff their way through coloratura, he'll be
singer is starting to emerge, as it were, from
welcomes him each year with open arms.
feathering his voice in and around such
You could say that it's been the making of
the thoughtless mistakes of others. It's a
florid passagework without so much as
him. With characteristic modesty, Ramey
more flexible breed, physically, and
maintains that he has been fortunate to have intellectually better equipped for the brave
turning ahair. Or so it seems.
Why, though, is there an acute scarcity of
'arrived', as it were, on the crest of amajor
and adventurous new production concepts
such voices? To what extent are the qualities Rossini revival. Iwould suggest, however,
that have been revolutionising the operatic
of lightness and agility inbred, and to what
that the reverse might be true: that such a
stage. How receptive does he see himself to
extent can they be developed? Does
resurgence is only made possible with the
so-called ' producer's opera'?
coloratura simply come more naturally to
emergence of the right singers. Projects like
'I very seldom go into apart or production
this month's Philips production of Maometto with any preconceived ideas. Itry to leave
,the female voice?
'Well it does seem to present more of a
Secondo (
review soon) might previously
myself open, as far as possible, to the
problem for men and Idon't really know
have got no further than the drawing- board.
producer's conception; Ilike to think I'm
why. Part of me believes that every voice can
open to anything that serves both the piece
manage it with concentration, will power
and the character I'm playing. Unless it's
and sheer hard work. The other part, though,
completely out of line, I'm easy going and
acknowledges that one is to some extent
will do— or tryto do! — almost anything I'm
blessed with the facility. Born with it. You
asked.'
see, Ican't remember having to strive
At the time of our meeting, Samuel Ramey
consciously for agility in the voice. It's
had completed all but the recitatives for
simply never been aproblem. Having said
Karajan's glossy new DG production of Don
that, though, of course, I've always exercised
Giovanni, with Tomowa-Sintow. Baltsa and
the voice on adaily basis to keep this
Kathleen Battle. Barney sketched through the
flexibility. No matter what repertoire you do,
lengthy procedure which finally won him the
Ithink that is very important. That's what
role, and he's not stinting in his praise for
keeps the voice supple, fresh and light.'
maestro Karajan. ' Iapproached my audition
And that way, of course, lies durability.
with great trepidation; but he's very kind,
Where the majority of bass- baritones would
very considerate of singers. He knows
sooner cultivate weight rather than agility
precisely how to put you at your ease and
and head straight for the heavier and
get the best from you.
Of course he's very
showier Germanic wing of the repertoire —
fussy. He knows exactly what he wants and
the ' standard' wing, the over-crowded wing
how to get it. Before we even started
— Ramey is determined at all costs to
recording, there were three days of
preserve the lyrical qualities in his voice. For
concentrated rehearsal. But he is wonderful
as long as he can remember he's been
to work with and not once did Ifeel
intimidated or insecure. He's actually avery
drawn to the Italian bel canto school,
relishing the elegant, curvacious lines,
shy man, you know. Iremember, for
marvelling at how comfortably this music
example, how we, the cast, would assemble
sits for the voice. It just so happens, of
each day and await his arrival. When he
course, that it is precisely in this far more
entered the room everybody would
specialised area of the repertoire that the
automatically stand up, and Ialways noticed
opera world is so starved of top-flight talent.
But what of the future? How far will he
how almost embarrassed he seemed that we
'Everything really started for me when I
endeavour to extend his range? Does he
should treat him in this way.'
sang Handel's Rinaldo for the first time in
envisage adramatic darkening of the voice
Ramey thoroughly approves of Karajan's
Houston in 1975. Marilyn Horne was in the
in years to come? Bel canto specialities
approach to recording: long takes, more
audience and understood the way Isang this apart, he already commands quite arange,
often than not in sequence so as to create an
music. Two years later, when Iwas singing
from high baritone to bass roles in concert
atmosphere and simulate as far as possible a
Rossini's Le Comte Ory in New York — Ihave
repertoire as diverse as the Mozart and Verdi sense of ' live' performance — of tension and
an especially beautiful coloratura aria in that
Requiems, and in opera from the
continuity. He's all in favour of live recording
piece — she was in the audience again. Her
aforementioned Rossini and Handel to his
for just such reasons and greatly prefers
recommendations led directly to the
suave scene- stealing Nick Shadow in
coming to arole in the studio having first
Stravinsky's The Rake's Progress (
see review sung it on stage. That wasn't possible, of
recording of L'Italiana in Algeri in 1980 and
in the same year Isang with her in the Aix
of Chailly's recent Decca recording, April).
course, with works like Handel's Ariodante
production of Rossini's Semiramide. Marilyn
'Age. That's what it is! It's all to do with
or Verdi's IDue Foscari, but he remembers
has been agreat influence in my career. Aix
age! ( much laughter) I've really no idea what
affectionately Solti's Figaro sessions. Fresh
changes my voice will undergo in time, but I
was atremendous break for me.'
I
Since then, of course, Rossini has become
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from anew production at La Scala, he was
fully primed and raring to go. That's the way
he likes it.

--CHANDOS: JARVI BAR,
RARITIES

ic and

adisc of William Alwyn's Piano Music, and
from Raphael Wallfisch the Cello Concertos
The arrival of Jarvi's Prokofiev 6has been
Incidentally, the Salzburg stage
of Moeran and Finzi. Separate discs, these,
duly celebrated. And yes, Ihonestly believe
performances of Don Giovanni are already in
the former with the Bournemouth
that it could undergo close comparisons with
his diary for 1987. By then, he informs me
Sinfonietta under Del Mar, the latter with
Ormandy, Leinsdorf, and even Mravinsky ( all
with another of his broad, ready smiles, he
Handley and the LPO.
sadly deleted) and still come out ahead on
will have performed all fourversions ( some
many counts — not least, of course, its vastly
kind of arecord) of Rossini's Maometto
THE LSO PRESENTS . . THE
superior sound. Good news, then, that
Secondo (
the Paris and Italian revisions — or
CBSO?
others
in
the
series
are
already
imminent.
re-writes — became known as The Siege of
As part of anew and unique co- promotion
The ' iron and steel' of Symphony 2is
Corinth; complicated, these Rossini
idea, the LSO will present Simon Rattle and
tempered with afill-up of Romeo & Juliet
editions), completed Decca recordings of
the City of Birmingham Symphony
Suite 1, while Symphonies 3and 4look set to
Bellini's Norma (
Sutherland, Caballé,
Orchestra at their 1985/6 Barbican season.
share one disc. Also from Jarvi and the SNO
Bonynge) and Handel's Rodelinda
Three concerts are scheduled — September
we can expect Shostakovich Symphony 1
(Sutherland, Emma Kirkby 1!), Bonynge),
18, October 5and January 23 — and it is
coupled with Age of Gold, and the Dvorak
opened anew production of Meyerbeer's
Slavonic Dances.
hoped that more will follow. In their role as
Robert Le Diable in Paris (this, he eagerly
resident orchestra of the City of London, the
Meanwhile, the indefatigable Geoffrey
awaits— 'afabulous role), and returned
LSO think it fitting that they should, from
Simon has been unearthing more of those
regularly to London for revivals of Faust and
time to time, offer other leading orchestras
forgotten curios. There's more Respighi on
Tales of Hoffman and — something alittle out
from the UK and indeed the world over as
the way — the Belkis, regina Saba ballet suite,
of the ordinary for the Royal Opera House—
part of the Barbican season.
and something entitled Metamorphoseon
three concert performances of Semiramide
modi
XII
'theme
and
variations
for
Meanwhile, to more exotic climes, the LSO
with Marilyn Home and June Anderson
(and Iquote from the press release) ' has
orchestra', again with the Philharmonia.
conducted by Henry Lewis. Then there's the
accepted an invitation from His Majesty The
Then there's aSmetana disc: the Scherzo
opening night of this year's Proms: Handel's
Sultan of Oman to become the first orchestra
from his Festive Symphony, the orchestral
Messiah under Sir John Pritchard. And all
ever to visit the Gulf States. The orchestra
transcription of his ' From my Life' Quartet,
this is just the tip of the iceberg.
flies to Muscat, Oman as guests of the Sultan
and the considerably more familiar Overture
One passing shot: his favourite singers,
to give two concerts during the week
and Incidental music to The Bartered Bride.
past and present? ' Oh, Pinza, of course. His
That's with the LSO.
December 5 — 12 1985. The first will take
was the first Figaro Iever heard. Iwas still at
place in the Sultan's Palace, the second in
Finally, how about this for apromising list
university at the time and had never seen an
the brand new concert hall in the Bustan
of forthcoming projects on the British music
opera. He became an example to me. Then
Palace Hotel in Muscat ... Two new works,
front? — asecond volume of Bax Tone Poems
there was Cesare Siepi, naturally. And today
drawn from Omani folklore, will be
(In the Faery Hills, Tales the Pine Trees
—Ghiaurov .... Oh, there are others, too;
performed: Symphonic Suite Omania by
Knew, Into the Twilight and Roscatha) and
basses mainly, Imust confess!'
Josef Shawki and Oman Symphony by Aziz
Symphony 3. Scheduled from John Ogdon is
Shawan'.
If Telarc's imposing Tchaikovsky 5is any
indication at all, then Previn's claims for the
Adagio and Fugue in C- Minor, K546 and
RPO as ' Britain's premier orchestra' might
Shostakovich's last quartet, the strange,
yet prove tenable. This is his first season as
withdrawn, 15th.
Music Director and many recording plans are
now lovingly restored to former pre-war
already underway: acomplete Elgar cycle
CBS have signed Jessye Norman to alongglory. In co -production with VEB Deutsche
(with Philips) is due to kick off, Ibelieve, with
term, multi- record contract. Berg's Altenberg
Schallplatten, the opening productions of
the First Symphony ( also scheduled for his
Lieder and Seven Early Songs with Boulez
Weber's Der Freischutz and Strauss' Der
starry Summer Music Festival from June 16
make up the first release, but she will shortly
Rosenkavalier were recorded live for
—30); then there are the Beethoven Concerto
be back in the studio recording additional
with Emanuel Ax ( RCA), Gershwin's Porgy sJcommercial release. Rosenkavalier was
Berg songs with piano ( Barenboim) and
actually premièred at the Semper Opera
and Bess and his third recording of
House in 1911.
Wa ner's Wesendonck Liederwith Boulez.
Rachmaninov's Symphony 2 — for Telarc
(more on that anon). In Vienna, meanwhile,
Previn has been coaxing the Vienna
Philharmonic through Ravel's orchestration
of Pictures from an Exhibition and La Valse,
again with Philips.

Christopher Hogwood will have albums in
the Popular singles charts next. His recent
Four Seasons is almost there now. Next
offering from the AAM: Bach's Four

Orchestral Suites. Peter Hurford with Joshua
Rifkin and the Amsterdam Chamber
Peter Hemmings, until recently managing
Orchestra have commenced their integral
director of the LSO, has become the first
recording of the Handel Organ Concertos for
executive director in the 18- year history of
Decca.
the Music Centre Opera Association of Los
Angeles. In an appointment which must be
regarded as averitable coup for operaAlso from Decca: Solti, de Larrocha and the
Chamber Orchestra of Europe in Mozart
starved Los Angeles, Hemmings will
Concertos K491 & 537; Mendelssohn
effectively return to his specialist roots as an
Symphonies 3 & 4from Solti in Chicago; and
opera administrator par excellence. It was
the popular ballet music from Manon with
he, remember, who helmed Scottish Opera
the Royal Opera House Orchestra and
through those highly significant growth
Bonynge. Who else?
years 1962-1977; he who later spent two
years as general manager of Australian
JLJj
More ' live fare from cps. Eva Marton, who
Opera. Hemmings is to develop awhole
is
just
about
everywhere
at
the
moment
range of opera presentations for the region,
importing on the one hand across-section of (some indication of alatter-day dearth in the
field of heroic sopranos), tackles ataxing
the finest companies from all round the
all-Strauss programme with Andrew Davis
world and on the other, stimulating anew
and the Toronto Symphony: Four Last
initiative for home-grown production. Iwish
him well.
Songs, the final scene from Salome, and a
couple of early orchestral songs. Davis and
Denon are currently engaged in recording a the orchestra offer, meanwhile, the rarelyperformed suite from Die Frau Ohne
complete Mahler Symphony cycle ( all ten)
1Schatten and the ' Dance of the Seven Veils'
with Eliahu lnbal and the Frankfurt Radio
from Salome. Then, in New York, Gidon
Symphony Orchestra. ( Interview with lnbal
Kremer leads aquartet of notable young
next month.) Rather more exciting, though,
soloists — Daniel Philips ( violin), Kim
was their presence at the recent opening of
Kashkashian ( viola) and Yo-Yo Ma — in the
Dresden's celebrated Semper Opera House,
Schubert G- Major Quartet, D887, Mozart's
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Simon Rattle, no stranger to the dark,
moody recesses of Shostakovich's 10th
Symphony, turned in an absolute scorcher of
aperformance at the Festival Hall during
March. Let's hope that he and the
Philharmonia (fresh from aJapanese tour
and showing fabulous form) can recreate
the electricity, the frisson, of that occasion
for EMI at Abbey Road. Producer David
Murray envisaged going for 'complete
performance' takes, so there's every
possibility that they'll at least come close.
Sir Charles Mackerras is to succeed Richard
Armstrong as Music Director of the Welsh
National Opera from Janauary 1st 1987.
The 1985 International Bach Piano
Competition scheduled from May 1-12 in
Toronto, has been named an official project
of European Music Year — the only
competition in North America to be thus
recognised. The first prize of $ 15,000, anew
Bach Edition of the keyboard works by
Bârenreiter Verlag), engagements in Canada
and Stuttgart, and adebut album with DG
records, will be determined by an immensly
distinguished jury to include the Russian
composer, Rodion Shchedrin, Vlado
Perlemuter, German organist Hedwig
Bilgram, Rudolf Fisher, Leon Fleisher,
Yvonne Loriod and Olivier Messiaen.
Proceeds from the prizewinners' gala
concert on May 12 will go to the Glenn Gould
Memorial Foundation.
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YOU CAN COUNT ON GETTING
THE RIGHT HI-FI AT BARTLETTS
c9rmilAsyitani

Tuners

Amplifiers
A&R
A&R
A&R
A&R
A&R

Alpha
A60 T/W
A60 BK
A60 AP. T/W
A60 AP. BK

AR Cam-Audio P35
Denon PMA 717
Denon PMA 737
Denon PMA 757
Hafler ( to order)
Marantz
Mission Cyrus 1
Mission Cyrus 2
NAD 3120
NAD 3020B
NAD 3150
Nytech CA202
Nytech CA252
Proton P520

£ 139.00
£279.00

A&R 121 T/W
A&R 121 BK
Denon TU 710B
Denon TU 747L
Hitachi FT5500
Marantz
Mission Cyrus
NAD 4155
NAD 4020A
Nytech C1206
QED 1230
Quad FM4
Rotel RT820
Rotel RT840
Yamaha 1320
Yamaha 1520
Yamaha 1720
Yamaha 1700

QED A230
Quad 34
Quad 44
Quad 303
Quad 405
Rotel RA820
Rotel RA 820BX
Rotel RA 840

Denon DRM11
Denon DRM22

Rotel RA 840BX
Rotel RA 860

Denon DRM33
Denon DRM44

Rotel RA 870
Yamaha A320
Yamaha A420
Yamaha A500

Dual C802
Dual C808
Marantz
NAD 6125

SPEAKERS

Cyrus 1amp
£ 139.00
Cyrus 2amp
£ 279.00
Cyrus tuner
T.B.A.
System C I
£399.00
System C2
£649.00
775 turntable
(no arm)
£99.00
775 turntable ( inc. 774
LC arm)
£ 168.00

70 mk II speakers w/bk
£99.00
700.2 speakers
£ 119.00
707 speakers
£ 149.00
737 speakers
£ 199.00
770F
£379.00
780A
£ 599.00
Speaker cable ( per metre)
£ 1.40
Speaker stands ( all models)
£25.00

Pick- Ups &
Cartridges

NAD 6050C
Proton P720
Rotel RD820
Rotel RD830

T.B.A

Rotel RD850
Yamaha K220
Yamaha K320
Yamaha K520
Yamaha K700

Turntables

Cassette Decks
Aiwa ADF 230
Aiwa ADF 330
Aiwa ADF 550
Aiwa ADF 660
Aiwa ADF 770
Aiwa ADF 990
Denon DR171

MISSION CYRUS

AR - Mission Arm
£235.00
AR Lux Arrn/Basik
Dual CS505/11
Dual CS505/11deluxe
Denon OP15A
Denon DP21F
Denon DP35F
Denon DP 45F
Denon DP51F
Logic Tempo man
Logic Tempo ele
Logic Tempo Datum
man
Logic Tempo Datum
ele
Logic Tempo TA2 m
Logic Tempo TA2 ele
NAD 5120
Mission 775 nct
£ 168.00
Mission 775c
£ 197.00
Rotel RP830
Rotel RP850
Revolver Mission arm
Revolver LVX
arrn/Basik

Speakers

AR 18LS 3/bk
AR 19 w/bk
AR 20 w
AR 30w
B&W DM110 w/bk
B&W DM220 w/bk
Celestion 110
Celestion SL6 w
Celestion SL6 bk
Celestion SL600
Celestion DL4 w
Celestion DL6 w
Celestion DL8 w
Dean Altos 11 w/bk
JPW P1
KEF Chorale w/bk
KEF Coda w/bk
KEF 101 w
KEF 103.2 w
KEF 104.2 w
KEF 105.2 w
KEF 105.4
Marantz LD20 w
Marantz LD30 w
Marantz LD50 w
Mission 70/2 w/bk
£99.00
Mission 700/2
£ 119.00
Mission 707
£ 149.00
Mission 770 Freedom £379.00
Mission 780A
£ 599.00
Monitor Audio R152.
w/bk
Monitor Audio R252
w/bk
Monitor Audio R352

A&R ARCAM one w
AR RRCAM two w
AR 8LS w/bk

Monitor Audio R552
w/bk

Cartridges
A/Tech AT110E
A/Tech AT115E
A&R C77
A&R E77
A&R P77
Nagaoka MP10
Nagaoka MP11
Nagaoka MP15
Nagaoka MP20
Nagaoka MP30
NAD 9200
Oriol on
Shure
Styli
ATN110E
ATN115E
A&R CN7
A&R EN7
A&R PN7
N1OP
N11P
N15P
N2OP
N3OP
92
Ortofon
Shure

Mordaunt Short M20
Mordaunt Short
MS10
Quad
Rogers LS1 w
Rogers L53/5A w
Rogers LS7 w
Rogers Studio 1w
Tannoy Titan
Tannoy Mercury w
Tannoy Venus
Tannoy all other models to
order
"Videotone
minimax w
'Wharfedale Diamond
bk
Wharfedale 506 2
Wharfedale 508 w
Free 16 metres of 79 strand
speaker cable with all speakers
listed except where indicated •
w
bk

walnut
black

Compact

Discs

Marantz CD6313
Marantz CD54
Marantz CD74
Marantz CD84
Mission DAD 7000

£399.00

Technics SLP7

w/bk

Yamaha CDX1
Yamaha CDX2

EAST LONDON

NORTH LONDON

Newly opened, our East Ham branch, is
run on exactly the same principles as our
main branch. So we can now provide our
services to those members of the public
who have so far found the journey to
North London too arduous.
The single speaker demonstration
room is bookable by appointment, and
certainly advisable for Saturday.
ENOD.
"Some products are only available at our
North London Branch - but East Ham
can take orders for you."
(NAD not available at this branch).

Established at our present location, we
have always endeavoured to provide the
products the public wants, coupled with
knowledgeable sales staff, and excellent
back-up service, which includes atwo
year warranty on all our electronics.
Aware of the changing face of ' Hifi' in
the second half of the eighty's, we now
have comprehensive range of British
and imported ' Hifi' to suit all budgets.
These can be auditioned in one of our
two single speaker demonstration
rooms. An appointment is not always
necessary, but it is advisable to ring first.

175 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7 8JB
Mall orders: 01 607 2148, General Enquires: 01 607 2296
Open 9.30-6.00 Mon- Sat ( Closed Thurs)
19 HIGH ST. NORTH, EAST HAM E6 1HS
01 552 2716 Open 9.30-6.00 Mon- Sat

Or;ILarge
range of other products stocked - If you
1
7
don't see what you require please phone or 1
FREE CARRIAGE ON ALL ORDERS.
send s.a.e. for quotation.
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ALBAN BERG
I

David Prâkel on the life and music of an Expressionist Serialist

TWAS THE YEAR that Brahms' Fourth
Symphony was premièred in
Meiningen; the year Gilbert and Sullivan's The Mikado was first staged in
London. Conductors Vittorio Gui and
Otto Klemperer were born that year, as were
composers George Butterworth, Edgar
Varese and Jerome Kern. 100 years ago, on
February 9th, 1885, in the family flat in an
elegant house in Vienna, Albano Maria
Johannes Berg was born.
Berg's father ran an import-export business in the city and the family was affluent
though not fabulously wealthy. The boy's
name, like that of his sister Smaragda, was
suggested by a family friend, the Greek
consul in Vienna. It seems that the final ' o'
was not liked as it was never used subsequent to the entry in the register of births.
Alban was the youngest of three boys and a
year older than his sister. In his early years
he enjoyed his mother's good health and
robust outlook on life, but on reaching
adolescence his health and schoolwork both
began to suffer. Musically the family was
active: Alban's brother Carl ( Charly) was a
strong singer and Smaragda was atalented
pianist who later studied under Leschetizky.
Alban's father had installed in the flat the old
pipe organ from the Burgtheater and though
bought principally as an object d'art the
instrument was played by Anton Bruckner
who visited the Bergs not infrequently.
Alban's patchy scholastic achievements
meant that he graduated two years behind
his contemporaries. As a . teenager Berg
corresponded with a Viennese civil servant
Hermann Watznauer who was a family
friend, ten years Alban's senior, and it was to
him that Berg turned in the troubled years
after his father's death in 1900. It was
Watznauer who gave some focus to Alban's
romantic intellectual ramblings and who
persuaded him to write down some of his
juvenile compositions.
Berg was attracted to the piano perhaps
more out of an interest in seeing what his
younger sister was about than by any innate
desire or talent. He did, however develop an
interest and ability in four- hand piano playing with his sister and mastered a large
repertoire. The Berg family encouraged
visits to art galleries and theatres and Alban
grew up with agood knowledge of literature
both historical and contemporary, of music -he was deeply impressed by Brahms' German Requiem and Tchaikovsky's Manfred
symphony — and of drama and modern
German poetry.
At the end of Berg's adolescence, problems
began to surround him. His father's death
four years before was still weighing heavily
on him and had had a major effect on the
family's standard of living. His future
seemed insecure and he was in poor health;
emotionally he was in turmoil as an unhappy
summer love affair had resulted in an
unwanted pregnancy. ( The details of Berg's
only child are still sketchy — Berg never made
contact with the mother or his daughter.)
The result of this pressure was what would
today be called para suicide, in-other words
the 18-year old attempted to take his own life
— a cri de coeur. His future was settled,
however, when he joined the Austrian civil
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Helene's father had decided that a musician
was no suitable partner for his daughter.
Berg's persistence, mainly postal, won out
four years later.
At the end of his ' apprenticeship' to
Schoenberg, Berg wrote his 'journey- man'
work, his Piano Sonata Op.1. Removed from
all that he'd written before, the Op.1 was
genuinely the first work of maturity and
independence. Berg had intended to compose athree- movement work but the second
and third movements presented difficulties.
The work is tonal but Berg's use of fourths
and the whole tone scale serve to hide its
tonality, while its song- like lyricism veils the
dissonance. Berg told Schoenberg of his
difficulty with the latter movements; ' For a
long time nothing worthwhile occurred to
me'. Schoenberg's reply was typical: ' In that
case you have said everything there was to
be said'. Daniel Barenboim's recording of
Op.1 was available on a Deutsche Grammophon Berg Chamber music disc imported
from Germany, which may still be available
in the home market but is not currently listed
in UK catalogues ( 2531 007).
Berg's second published work is the Four
Songs Op.2. Like his early songs these were
service to learn public accounting. Later his written for pleasure but became important
aunt's bequest to the family of property in enough to Berg to consider for publication.
Vienna took away any real need to work, but Surprisingly Op.2 is his last work for piano
for the moment Berg had prospects.
and voice. These songs are a ' gateway'
between tradition and the future. In the first
twas in 1904 that Smaragda noticed song Berg pays respect to Mahler, Strauss,
an advert in a Viennese newspaper Brahms and perhaps Schumann and sets a
which offered evening courses in final seal on a tradition of German leider
music theory 'for professionals and writing. The middle two songs are brief, No.2
serious amateurs by Arnold Schoen- written in G-flat and No.3 in C-flat. The fourth
berg ( harmony and counterpoint), Anton von dispenses with akey signature and is Berg's
Zemlinsky ( analysis and instrumentations) first true ' atdnal' piece, though it is clearly
and Dr Elsa Bienenfeld ( music history)'. derived from the same chord in which the
Berg's elder brother Carl took some of other three songs put their musical roots.
Alban's early songs to Schoenberg who This great chord of fourths closes the work
offered to give Berg free lessons; his gifts and points the way forward to twelve-tone
had been recognised.
composition. The best version of this work
Berg stuciiad .formally with Schoenberg for on record is in a Second Vienese School
a full 21/2 year anci met there the son of a recital, again on a DG import, by Dietrich
well-to-do miffing engineer some two years Fischer-Dieskau with Aribert Riemann,
older than himself, who was also studying:
piano, though again the disc is no longer
Anton Webern. Berg's Seven Early Songs listed in UK catalogues. It may, however, still
date from this period, though it is possible be available ( 2530 107). Carolyn Watkinson's
that they were written simply for pleasure live recital from the Wigmore Hall including
and were never submitted to Schoenberg for the Four Songs Op.2 has been issued on the
formal assessment. Like Watznauer before Etcetera label ( ETC 1007).
him, Schoenberg provided the essential
father figure at a crucial moment in Berg's
he String Quartet Op.3 could be
life. Schoenberg's obsession with, and
said to mark Berg's full indesingle-minded attitude to, music were
pendence from Schoenberg as
reflected in Berg who took to his studies with
he changed from a pupil to a
exceptional .enthusiasm. He could now, in
friend. The work is in two movechanged financial circumstances, give up his ments
the second adevelopment of the
civil service position and devote his energies first. Perhaps its most important aspect is
to music.
Berg's natural handling of musically ' nostalIt was during his studies with Schoenberg
gic' references; he is not afraid of the
that Berg met his wife-to- be, Helene Karoline
implications of the tonic nor does he conNahowski, astrikingly beautiful Russian stu- sciously seek to avoid key centres. In fact, of
dent, the daughter of a civil servant. Berg
all the ' Second Viennese School' composers,
saw Helene at every ' event' in Vienna's he seems most at home at this time in
'coffee-house intellectual' circle but she balancing the old and the new. The String
already had her suitors, including the poet Quartet Op.3 can be found in the exceptional
Peter Altenberg. However, Alban managed
La Salle Quartet boxed set of Second Viento effect an introduction by tricking Helene nese String music ( 2720 029) or can be found
into a rendevouz through her brother. Their coupled with the Lyric Suite in a reissue of
'courtship' was long and difficult, partly on the 1974 recording by the Alban Berg Quaraccount of other suitors and because tet on Telefunken (AS6 41301).

I
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Berg married Helene Nahowski in 1911,
but it wasn't until a few months after their
wedding that they were able to set up house
together. He was in financial difficulties
again but work for Schoenberg, and eventually for Universal Publishers, on pianoreductions, brought in some money. His
marriage put an end to any jealousy he felt
for Peter Altenberg. Berg wanted to compose orchestral songs around Altenberg's
1911 poems from Neues Altes (
dedicated to
Helene Berg!). Schoenberg and Webern
were, however, somewhat disapproving of
Berg's ' throw- backs' to Beethoven, Mahler,
Strauss and Brahms in these Five Songs
Op.4. Berg's first writing for a Mahleriansized orchestra is unusual as he uses it as a
tone- colour palette rather than exploring its
dynamic extremes. The première in 1913
was acatastrophe, leaving Berg emotionally
shattered by the strongly antipathetic audience reaction and published critical comment. Margaret Price's superbly sung performance with Abbado and the LSO has
been reissued on the DG Collector's Series
label ( 2543 804).
Swinging away from large forces, Berg's
next published work was Four Pieces for
Clarinet and Piano. In hindsight Berg can be
seen to be experimenting with form and
forces. Not naturally given to the aphoristic
musical utterances that mark Webern's
work, Berg nevertheless presents the
briefest of movements in this seven- minute
Op.5. Written quite independently of
Schoenberg's comments and criticisms,
Op.5 is nevertheless dedicated to his
teacher. Perhaps it was Berg's natural talent
for yielding to the lyrical in the most unlikely
settings that upset Schoenberg. The five
pieces demand an exceptionally talented
duo, for Berg explores the widest dynamic
range, even marking some notes in the piano
score to be played without sounding!
Antony Pay and Daniel Barenboim perform
these works with surprisingly rich expression on the DG Berg Chamber music LP
already mentioned.
Berg took Schoenberg's criticisms to
heart, and in the last year before war broke
out decided to make amends and to produce
awork which he could present to his teacher
'without incurring his displeasure'. This was
to be the Three Orchestral Pieces Op.6. Berg
set himself the deadline of Schoenberg's
40th birthday and decided to fulfil Schoenberg's edict that ' every student of mine
should have written asymphony'. Work on a
one- movement symphony was suspended,
however, in favour of an Orchestral Prelude
which was to become the first of the Three
Orchestral Pieces. A March was being written to take third place and aCanon or Round
would be sandwiched between. Berg missed
the birthday and begged Schoenberg to
forgive him, writing like a son to his father.
Schoenberg had presumably ' put the pressure on' to bring out the best in his pupil and
he was not to be disappointed with Berg's
Op.6. Here was a work which Schoenberg
could see stood tall in the musical world,
which perhaps even provided him with a
prop or extra ' ammunition' for his musical
'movement'.
Berg's Op.6 at last reveals the Mahlerian
influence lurking without real expression in
the Altenberg Lieder. Mahler's Sixth Symphony undoubtedly provides the emotional,
if not the musical, fuel: the hammer blows of
fate, the distorted militaristic marches, the
Lândler waltz. That it is not recorded more
often is perhaps due more to the especial
difficulties it puts before orchestral players
and conductors than to a lack of emotional
impact or any musical sterility.
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Of the three extant recordings none
matches the deleted Philips Dorati/LSO
recording in sheer emotional drive, impact
or clarity ( SAL 3539 c/w Schoenberg's Five
Pieces Op.16 and Webern Five Pieces Op.10
— long overdue for reissue). Karajan's
smooth- contoured reading can be found
either coupled with the Lyric Suite on one
disc ( DG 2531 144) or in the DG boxed set of
Second Viennese Orchestral music ( 2711
014). Wakasugi's reading with the Cologne
SO lacks the very necessary polish ( c/w
Violin Concerto on HM 1C 065 99848). This
leaves Abbado's sumptuous version with the
LSO, again on DG ( c/w Altenberg Lieder and
Lulu- Suite, 2543 804) as front-runner in the
absence of Dorati.

W

ar had now come to Europe.
Though avoiding call-up on
grounds of his build and
height, Berg was eventually
drafted into the Austrian
army in 1915 when Italy's entry into the war
meant that medical screening was less
choosy. Training camp broke Berg's health
and he was sent back to Vienna and guard
duty. In 1916 he was eventually moved into
the Ministry of War where he worked until
the surrender in 1918.
Berg had seen Georg Buechner's play
Woyzeck in the weeks prior to the outbreak
of war. During the war period, living at home
and working in Vienna, he was at liberty to
work on his first opera based on the plot of
Buechner's drama. Berg had begun outline
work on an opera immediately after seeing
the play at Vienna's Residenz Theatre.
Buechner had died leaving Woyzeck in the
unfinished state Berg was eventually in turn
to leave his own Lulu. The existence of three
drafts of the play left Berg free to adapt and
cut the text to his own needs.
Schoenberg considered Berg too weak to
face up to the fundamental emotions and
rawness of Wozzeck. Berg's short army life,
however, gave him an insider's view of
soldiering, even perhaps providing him with
the characterisation for the Doctor from one
of the army medical men who dealt with his
physical breakdown. Berg cut down the play
to three acts of five scenes each. At its
simplest level the plot concerns the confused
soldier Wozzeck, beset by forbidding visions.
Wozzeck lives with Marie and their bastard
child, for which he is criticised by his Captain. He is forced to earn money by submitting to the Doctor's dietary experiments. The
Drum Major provides a third point in the
triangle with Marie and Wozzeck; Wozzeck
becomes suspicious after Marie flirts with
the Drum Major. Later he finds Marie dancing with the Drum Major at an inn; in the
barracks that night the Drum Major picks a
fight. Wozzeck confronts Marie and stabs
her, and after throwing the knife into a pond
drowns himself. The opera ends with the
most poignant scene of the child, innoncently unaware of his parents' deaths, playing as the other children rush off to see the
bodies.
Musically the opera has the integrity of
three successive symphonies; the work even
seems to hint at a tonal core, while the
fragmentary nature of the scenes helps
reinforce the traditional aspect of aria, recitative, trio, etc. Surprisingly, the form is far
removed from the seamless nature of a
Wagner opera. Wozzeck was first heard as
'Three Fragments'. The complete opera was
premièred in December 1925 by Erich Kleiber at the Berlin State Opera, at which
moment Wozzeck became an internationally
recognised work; Berg's life had been
changed at a stroke.

On record the choice used to be frustrating,
with the existence of two totally complementary performances: Dietrich FischerDieskau and Evelyn Lear with Karl Bohm and
the German Opera Orchestra, Berlin ( DG
2707 023) on the one hand, and Walter Berry
with Isabel Strauss and Pierre Boulez and the
Paris National Opera ( CBS SET 3003 deleted)
on the other. Boulez and Berry give line,
drama and dynamics; Fischer-Dieskau and
Bohm provide lyricism and a humanity
perhaps missing in Berry's rather ' animal'
performance. An ideal middle ground
approach now exists in the Decca recording
with Eberhard Waechter, Anja Silja and the
Vienna Philharmonic under Dohnanyi ( D231
D2). Waechter has neither the tonal qualities
of Fischer-Dieskau nor the strength of Berry,
but overall enjoyment is helped by fine
casting in the smaller roles and by splendidly
clear playing and a rich, strong recording.
Wozzeck is a veritable treasure-trove for
the numerologist/musicologist wanting to
take the score apart for hidden references to
friends and lucky numbers — like his friends
Berg was fascinated by such ' encryption'.
The Chamber Concerto, written for Schoenberg's 50th birthday, is built around a motto
containing the ' musical names' of Berg,
Schoenberg and Webern; deeper significances, which Berg hinted at as being
'human- spiritual relationships concealed
within these three movements', remain a
mystery. The Concerto for Piano, Violin and
13 Wind Instruments, to give it its full title, is
a formidable technical piece, best heard on
disc in the hands of Pierre Boulez' Ensemble
InterContemporain ( DG 2531 007). Paul Crossley's recording for Argo has the benefit of
ready availability but forsakes a little of the
precision in an attempt to make the work
thoroughly romantic and melodic ( ZRG 937).
During 1925/6 Berg was working on his
Lyric Suite, a piece that was to span the two
operas. This was Berg's first work to contain
a consciously written tone row ( Schoenberg's formalisation of this compositional
technique came in 1921/2). The work is of
astonishing melodic and lyric scope, with
quotes from Zemlinsky's Lyric Symphony
and Wagner's Tristan worked into athematically elaborated twelve-tone basis. As ever
with Berg recordings, diametrically opposed
views are represented: the BP0 play with
shimmering grace and beauty for Karajan
(DG 2531 144) while Boulez' NYPO forces
lack both recording and playing polish but
cut through to the power of the emotional
kernel ( CBS 76305 c/w Schoenberg's Verklárte Nacht).

B

erg's introduction to the subject of his second and last
opera came in his youth with
his reading of Wedekind's
plays Erdgeist and Pandora's
Box. At their simplest levels these plays
attack society's hypocrisy over sex and prostitution. After much work on a libretto based
on a five- act concatenation of Wedekind's
plays published in 1913 under the title Lulu,
Berg began composition in the autumn of
1928. Composition was interrupted for work
on Der Wein, a commission for the soprano
Ruzena Herlinger. This gave Berg achance to
experiment with afull-scale composition for
voice and orchestra using twelve-tone techniques. The only version of this jazz suffused
'try- out' is the richly evocative reading by
Jessye Norman with Boulez and the NYPO
(CBS 76575 c/w Lulu-Suite).
The locations, actions and characters in
Lulu are wide ranging indeed. Behind it all
are the changing fortunes of the beautiful,
sexually omnipotent Lulu, wife of a ProfesNEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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sor of Medicine who dies of shock at her and alittle impersonal ( Decca 411 804-11LP]
affair with a painter, who in turn commits -2[CD]). Josef Suk's old Supraphon account
suicide when he learns that Lulu has been (50804) is intermittently available. It is most
living as mistress to anewspaper baron. She valuable for the intense lyricism of the solo
marries Schein the newspaper owner after playing and the inclusion on side two of
forcing him to renounce his fiancée. Lulu the relevant Bach Cantata No.60.
It was during work on the Violin Concerto
now carries on with Schón's son and when
Schón finds them together with agaggle of that Berg first began to suffer the effects of
admirers he demands she kill herself; Lulu blood poisoning from an abcess on his
turns the gun on him instead. Sent to prison spine. By the end of the year he was pale and
she escapes when her faithful lesbian com- in constant pain. Untreated for too long, it
panion, the Countess Geschwitz, agrees to seems that the abcess burst on December
be smuggled into the prison in her place. The 16, and though given blood transfusions in
good life in Paris doesn't last long, Lulu
hospital Berg died at midnight on December
being first blackmailed and then made
23rd 1935.
penniless by a stock market crash. Running
from the police she turns to casual prostitulban and Helene Berg had been
tion in London's East End having set up
darlings to Vienna. The old town
residence with Schligolch, an old man who
could look up to his achieveappeared in Act 1 and knows Lulu of old,
ments as an internationally
with Alwa, Schrin's son, and with Geschwitz.
famous composer, even if it
Alwa is killed by a ' client'. Then another
didn't particularly like his music. The Bergs
client arrives for business: while Geschwitz
offered the typically Viennese decadence of
resolves to start life again Lulu is stabbed by
an unruffled exterior hiding deep passions or
her customer, none other than Jack the
scandal.
Ripper, who then dispatches the Countess
Only after Berg's death did it become clear
on his way out.
that for the last ten years of his life he had
Before discussing versions of Lulu on
been possessed by love for another woman,
record, the Violin Concerto — which was the
Hanna Fuchs-Robettin, wife of an industriallast work Berg finished before his death and
ist. His Lyric Suite, and in fact every work
for which he interrupted work on Lulu — since his first meeting with her in May 1925,
should be discussed. The Violin Concerto,
was shot through with musical references to
perhaps Berg's best known work, was begun
their initials AB, HF. Helene Berg's motive
in 1935 in response to a commission from
preventing the completion of the third act of
the American violinist Louis Krasner. It was
Lulu must have stemmed from the realisat this time that Berg heard of the death of
ation of her husband's ' re- dedication' of his
Manon Gropius the 18-year old daughter of
life's work.
Alma Mahler and her second husband,
Initially Helene asked Schoenberg and
architect Walter Gropius. The Concerto
Zemlinsky to complete the opera, but both
became a requiem and was finished with
refused; Lulu was performed as a two-act
unprecedented speed. Its most unusual feawork together with a Symphonic Study
ture is the inclusion of aBach Chorale Es ist
scored by Berg from the music for Act 3.
genung, the first four notes of which match
Berg's widow died in 1976, convinced that
the last four in Berg's tone row. The Conthe character Alwa ( Berg's personification of
certo succeeds on the level of an abstract
himself in Lulu) would never die on stage.
work, but is also uniquely charged with
On her death, however, the major opera
emotion and can be interpreted programmahouses began an unseemly rush to be first to
tically if the violinist is viewed as the spirit of
stage acompleted version. Paris Opera won
Manon Gropius.
with acompletion by the composer Friedrich
The Violin Concerto is auniquely successCerha.
ful serial composition and has been recorded
Now that Berg's masterpiece can be heard .
both well and often. My favourite version is
complete in three- act form, recommendanot available — Grumiaux with Markevitch
tions for recordings of the traditional, trunand the Concertgebouw ( on Philips SAL cated, two-act version and the symphonic
3650, deleted) — and Ialso miss the perform- suite become almost superfluous. The studio
ance by Isaac Stern with Bernstein and the
recording, made in conjunction with the first
NYPO ( CBS Maestro 61939, latest reissue staging of the complete score, has a unique
now deleted) for its particular poignancy.
historical importance and provides atotally
First choice today must lie with Perlman,
involving experience ( DG 2711 024). Teresa
whose technical finesse takes away every Stratas and Yvonne Minton provide the
fear of misinterpretation ( DG 2531 110 c/w
necessary contrast between the attraction/
the Stravinsky Concerto; also on CD 413
repulsion of Lulu and the sweet, unquestion725-2). Kyung-Wah Chung's recent recording
ing love of Geschwitz. A perhaps unintenwith Solti and the Chicago SO can be tional dramatic twist is placed by having the
recommended, but though her playing is
black-voiced Franz Mazura play both Dr
sweeter Ifind the overall effect rather static Schem and Jack, husband and murderer.
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255pp. B&W illustrations,
Soft covers. Price £2.95.
Published by Pan Books,
Cavaye Place, London SW10
9PG.

subject of this
The
biography has been
all over our screens of
late, hyping the product right down to
securing aspecial on The South Bank Show.
He shouldn't have to, because the book
deserves to sell in greater numbers than
whatever tripe currently resides at Number 1

BOOKS
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in the book charts. For starters, if you don't
love Little Richard then the odds are you
have no class, spirit, soul or sense of
humour. Secondly, the book reads like a
cross between Tom Wolfe and Boswell. The
result isn't just one of the most fascinating
and amusing of rock biographies; it's also
one of the best books I've ever read about
the genre as awhole. Little Richard fans will
delight in what seems to be aspot-on
discography and session listing, the photos
are gorgeous ( like the man himself), and the
whole exercise is upbeat enough to make
you admire Little Richard even more for the
way he's survived. At times the praise gets to
be alittle too much to take, but then you
realise, amidst the flagrant hyperbole, that

Decca's recording of Dohnanyi's two- act
version ( D48 D3) is better, but the asymmetry and unresolved artistic questions are
major points against a recommendation.
Walter Berry sings Schón with unmistakable
power but Anja Silva in the title role fails to
create Lulu's reptilian magnetism.
Read any book of musical analysis of the
Second, or New, Viennese School and you
will find words like aphoristic and abstraction associated with Webern. Schoenberg's
music gets its share of expressionism,
drama and technique. Berg's music in contrast is always described as lyrical, his vision
theatrical. Uniquely, almost unwittingly, he
moved opera into the 20th century and
managed to blend the emotional, even nostalgic aspects of musical experience with the
thorough-going abstraction of pure serial
composition — all in only 27 years and in just
13 major published works.
Berg's published oeuvre is not large — two
operas, 11 other published works. As can be
seen from the records already discussed, DG
have recorded most of Berg's works at least
once. Now in 1985, the year of the centennary of Berg's birth and the half century
since his death, DG have brought together
their recordings for an Alban Berg Edition
and have commissioned new recordings to
complete the few gaps.
All Berg's works are contained in a 10record box comprising two twin-disc operas,
Lulu and Wozzeck both Bohm's recordings
and six single LPs. The lieder disc contains
new recordings of the Seven Early Songs in
the piano version by Margaret Marshall with
Geoffrey Parsons and in the orchestral version with Kan iLovaas and the N German
Radio Orchestra under Herbert Blomstedt.
The difficult-to-come- by Fischer-Dieskau/
Aribert Reimann recording of the 4 Songs
Op.2 now completes this disc.
The La Salle Quartet recordings of the
Quartet and Lyric Suite; the Karajan/BPO 3
Orchestral Pieces Op.6 and ochestral Lyric
Suite coupling; the Margaret Price/LSO/
Abbado Altenberg Lieder/ Lulu Suite; the
Zuckerman/Barenboim/Pay/Ensemble Intercontemporain/Boulez disc of the Op.5 pieces
for Clarinet and Piano, the Chamber Concerto and Piano Sonata Op.1, and Perlman's
reading of the Violin Concerto with the
Boston SO and Ozawa are all included. A
welcome reissue comes as filler to the Violin
Concerto in the form of Berg's transcriptions
of the Adagio from his Chamber Concerto
and Strauss' Wine, Women and Song in
lovely performances by the Boston Chamber
players.
Completing the Berg Edition is a new
recording of Der Wein with Sabine Hass and
the Vienna Symphony under Rozhdestvensky. A full review of this collection of
Berg's published works on LP follows next
month ( DG 413 797-1, 10recs).
Little Richard really is the King of Rock and
Ro ll .
Ken Kessler
PIRATE RADIO THEN AND NOW by Stuart Henry
and Mike von Joel. 128PP. B&W illustrations. Soft covers.
Price f4.95. Published by Blandford Press, Link House, West
Street, Poole, Dorset.
Everything you ever wanted to know about
pirate radio, presented in the form of adiary
and reinforced by reminiscences from such
erstwhile buccaneers as Dave Lee Travis,
Tony Blackburn and Kenny Everett. The
cover's claim of providing aguide to all the
illegal stations is abit bold, considering that
Laser and others aren't included, but the
book is fun unless your name happens to be
Angus McKenzie.
Ken Kessler
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Save over £60 on this great hi-fi
System.
To celebrate the opening of our
new headquarters and showroom
in Sevenoaks, we are offering this
complete stereo system, inclusive
of cartridge and all leads for only

(Carriage and insurance £6 per system).
IMM
Mail order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London Ad,
Sevenoaks, Kent, 0732 459555
Please Send me
Ienclose cheque/cash/card no including p & p
Name

Dual CS505-2
TURNTABLE
Each component has been acclaimed " Best
Buy" in the UK Hi Fi Press, and as a system
offers unbeatable value for money.
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MAHLER
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MENDELSSOHN
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PURCELL
Theatre Muse Vol 7 ( Hogwood)
RAMEAU
Keyboard works James,
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Songs/Duets. Oto Want:rue
SCHUMANN
Fantasiestucke. etc (Guide)
SCHUTZ
Resurrection ot our Lord iNorrington, 8
SNOSTAKOVICII
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TAVENER
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Vision of St Augustine. etc ITippett I8
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
London Symphony. Ito ( 13oult) 8
VERDI
Overtures ISinopolil
VIVALDI
Concerto lot Flute/Strings Remold,
Scirnone.
WEBER
Concemno ( Baumann/Mawr)
XENAKIS
Jonchaes ( Fletcher)
YOUNG
Rain Steam & Speed etc ' Fletcher i

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS

100 ALICE ARTZT 20th Cent,, tar ,
100 AMPICO RECORDINGS1LhevinnM
P.cnen.nmoy
100 BACH. MOZART. VIVALDI ICO of Europe(
tOO CAVATINA , guitar 10 composers) B.
100 EMI REFLEXE SERIES15 discs 4
composers,
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INFORMATION
RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise
our critics' findings, but should be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken
as aguide only,
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33
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JS BACH
13 ,anclenb....g Concelos tEralo ,
Brandenburg Concertos IL Oise. Loo
The 6x Motets ITeldeci
Overtures 1 & 2iErato,
Sonatas & Pandas IvIcl
Sums lo ,oello ,Ebsi ,
BEETHOVEN
Messed Solemos ) DG(
Symphony 3,10 OG ,
Symphonies 46 73001
Symphony 6etc ( DGI
BERNSTEIN
West Side Story IDGI
BRAHMS
Peno Concerto 21000001
BRITCEN
War Requiem Geese
CHARPENTIER
Motets ( Harmon. Munch)
CHOPIN
Sonata 2etc IDG)
COPLAND
El Salon Mexico etc 1Decca,
CCAOUIN
t7 Noels for Organ ' Pierre Veranyl
DEBUSSY
La Mer Ho Mecca)
DVORAK
Serenade Op 22 etc IRodolphel

87 Serenade Op 4A 10rteol
85 Symphony 71DG,
86 STrnebeny 811361
FA LEA
83 Three-Cornered Hat 1Decca I
GERMIWIN
86 American in Paris iE8.11,
GOUNOD
87 Lime Symphony for Wind lOrfem
86 St Coe,. Mass 1E6111
HANDEL
89 Concerto Gross. Op 61Teldecl
83 Messiah IDescal
87 Utrecht Te Dawn & Jubilate IL'Orseau
lyre
89 Water Music ITolden)
HAYDN
87 Symphonies 91 6 921Philopst
KREISLER
87 Transcriptions for gin & Pno . Orteo I
USZT
86 Liebestraume Nocturnes IDG)
83 Sonata etc IDeccal
LLOYD WEIMER
86 Requiem ' EMI
MAHLER
87 Das Lied van der Erde 1Pholips)
86 Symphony 6 001
MENDELSSOHN
86 Songs Without Words IDG1
87 Symphony 3etc ( Orteo)
MOZART
87 Fine Seine Nachtmusik etc 1Phrlips1
86 Piano Concertos 12 & 23
83 Piano Concertos 136 IS lArchev)
89 Posthorn Serenade etc 1Teulecl
86 Requiem IDGI
99 Symphonies 296 39 ITeldect
MUSSORGSKY
83 ()renew& worlis Mescal
PAGANINI
86 Violin Concerto I EMI,
PROKOFIEV
87 Ale•ander Never/ etc 1L• Chant Du
Monde,

PUCCINI
63 Turendot ( Decca)
RACHMANINOV
87 PA, Concertos 3 ( Philope(
RAVEL
85 Bolero etc ( Deco.)
SARASATE
86 Carmen Fantasy IEMO
SCHUBERT
86 Montents Musicaux 1001
89 String Ouarlet 1.111Pholops)
SCHUMANN
89 Fantasiestocke etc IPOlips)
SISEIJUS
83 Syrepeonv 2etc IBIS)
133 Symphony 6etc IBIS)
STRAVINSKY
85 Prob.. IDeccal
85 Rite of SO..9 IEMYSel
TCHAIKOVSKY
89 Symphony SITelarcl
VERDI
89 Mesbeth
COLLECTONS
87 Ave Mare Te K•n.*8 ( Philesl
89 Aeserena on Ven , Pn

NON- CLASSICAL
(Rock:: Pop:: jazz:: acc)

BEST OF THE MONTH
Classical :1 Rock j° Pop :7 Jazz J° dic
Four Bach Ouvertüren double- starred

91

Corelli Concerti Grossi from Venice
Lassus with zest from Hilliard Ensemble

93
93

George Lloyd's fourth piano concerto
Lloyd Webber's Requiem double- starred

93
93

Austere but glorious Monteverdi Vespers
Mozart's Posthorn Serenade with ardour
Starry Eine Kleine from ASM CO
Uchida's supreme Mozart pianism

94
94
94
94

Great Mozart arias from Thomas Allen
Rameau in scintillating electronic garb

95
95

Ashkenazy's refined yet urgent Ravel

95

Shattering Shostakovich 6 & 11 from Haitink
Kubelik's controlled yet heartfelt Smetana

97
97

John Tavener's Ikon of Light with reverence

99

Telemann horn concertos richly rewarding
Tippett's Knot Garden from Davis reissued

99
99

Hilliard's fine Byrd & Schütz on Reflexe

100

Shumsky's brilliant Kreisler transcriptions
Beethoven & Liszt on Sequenza

100
103

French organ from Salisbury on Priory
Cliff Adams simply singing for song- lovers

101
105

Big Daddy's show stopper
Nakamichi/Sheffield
tapes'
Chaka Khan — hot under the collar stuff

105
107

World Record — more than ateaser
Morgan Fisher's relaxing mind expansion

111
111

Recording
A
B
C
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H lor 1, 2,3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of
special mention, taking it beyond the very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar
is added to the letter or figure as appropriate:
JUNE 1985

107

eg, B:1*, A* : 2or ( exceptionally) A* : 1*.
C) HiFi News & Record Review,
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its
number is accompanied by: e Imonophonic)
orOlstereo transcripti on1.0 against an item
in the index above indicates aUK reissue.
dmm = direct metal mastering,
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to
recorded quality, but do not take account of

CUFF ADAMS SINGERS
105 Smg Sorrel ,' S
MG DADDY
105 Big Daddy
CHARUE BYRD TRIO
105 Isn't It Romantic
CLAUDE BOLLING TRIO
105 Jan La Francaise
LEONARD COHEN
105 Various Positions
EUROGUDERS
105 This Island
VEETDHARM MORGAN FISHER
Ill Look At Life
ROSIN GEORGE
105 Dangerous M.'s,
EGBERTO GISMONTUNANA
VASCONCELOS
105 Dues Voms
DEXTER GORDON
109 Dealer Wows Hot And Com
GRIFFIN BROTHERS
105 KA, Wm The Griffin
JUUUS HEMPHILL'S JAR SAND
109 Georg., Blue
THELMA HOUSTON St PRESSURE
COOKER
107 rye Got The Mums In Me
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD it FRIENDS
107 James Newton Howard & Friends
HARRY JMIES
107 The Kong James Verso,
MAX JAPPA
107 Music For A Grand Hotel
HOWARD JONES
107 Dream Into Amen
CHAKA KHAN
107 IFeel For You IC131
UTTLE RICHARD
107 Here's Lane Richard
107 Volume 2
107 The Fabulous Little Richard
107 Hos Greatest Hots
THE LONDON JAZZ COMPOSERS'
.
ORCHESTRA
107 Stronger
MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER
107 Fresh Are (COI
107 Fresh Ate 11 ICDI
MASSED SANDS
107 1984 Albers Hal. Few. Henloghts
JACKIE McLEAN
107 Swing. Swan's. Swingin MIINA CLAUDINE MYERS TWO
105 Jumping in The Sugar Boxm
JAY OUVER
109 Dance 01 The Robot PeoPH
ORIGINAL LONDON CAST
109 The Roy Friend. 30th Anniversen,
Product..
GRAHAM PARKER AND THE SHOT
109 Steady Netwes
GREG PHILUNGANES
109 EsPIosiOns in The Glass Palace
ROYAL DOULTON SAND
109 Images In Ross
SHANKAR
109 Song For Everyone
THREE MUSTAPHAS THREE
109 Ham' Moamar., PM Stereo
VARIOUS
109 The EAes
A Real Summer Meetino
ICDI
Ill Getege Sondes Vol 1
III Jerryis Gas
111 TM 12" Tape
Ill Wore, Record (
CD)
DIONNE WARWICK
Ill Without You ,Love
WHITE WOLF
111 Stending Alone
YELLO
III Stella

individual pressing faults encountered with
our test samples. Readers may assume that a
certain proportion of such variable faults will
occur among commercial pressings.
CASSETTE NUMBERS
For CLISSOTO USITS, we incorporate equivelent cassette numbers, where we can locate
them, in the heading blurbs of our LP
reviews. These numbers are shown in brae kets in ordinary ( non bold) type after the LP
number. ( NC) indicates that no cassette is
available.
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43 CASSETTE DECKS TESTED.
ONLY SIX `BEST BUYS:
TWO OF THEM DENON!

DENON DR-M 44

Chosen for its performance
WHY? Because Denon build quality products not consumer toys.
I‘
I ‘
Three Heads
. •
"
The heads are good enough to give aflat frequency response to 20kHZ."
I
%
i
A \
Closed loop twin capstan transport with direct drive motor
"Speed stability was, in essence, extremely good. There were no flutter
I
‘
peaks at all, abenefit of good dual capstan drive."
.
le 'c>.
I
e % •
Full Autobias
o
e
o
o
„

ARCHIV
Mozart: Piano Concertos, 13, K415 and 15,
K450, Malcolm Bilson ( f-pno), English Baroque Soloists/Gardiner ( 413 464-2) (
51m 54s)
Third instalment of aseries which, if present
standards are maintained, should be the
ideal complement to the AAM ' Authentic'
symphony cycle, technically as well as artistically. Iconcur with DGP ( March ' 851 in the
wisdom of the recording team to switch
venues from Walthamstow to St John's,
Smith Square after the first two concertos.
An improved focus and definition are
immediately evident, although a more forward balance results in some uncomfortably
loud tuttis from the orchestra.
Nevertheless, the astringent brilliance of
the strings and delightfully clear woodwind
are just two enjoyable aspects of the full,
expansive recording, not forgetting that
deliciously ripe resonance of the fortepiano.
It does seem as if the latter has been
discreetly ' enlarged' to give it greater prominence in the stereo picture, but the end
result is perfectly acceptable.
Lithe, stylish and often revealing performances make for another very satisfying issue.
'Untamed' tuttis notwithstanding, sonically
an A is justified.
Peter Herring

BIS
Sibelius: Symphony 2, Romance for Strings,
Gothenburg SO/Jârvi ( CD-252) (
47m 36s) CD
only accentuates what is technically the least
successful of this laudable series. BIS moved
in too tightly on their wind here, and this,
coupled with an excessively high-level CD
signal, pushes up all the dynamics to an
overbearing level. The top is fiercer, the
generous Gothenburg Hall acoustic barely
evident in the congested tuttis. Go for black
disc to sample Jarvi's brave and impulsive
reading. It has much to commend it. C
Edward Seckerson
Sibelius: Symphony 6, Pelleas & Melisande,
Gothenburg SO/Jârvi ( CD-237) (
56m 27s)
These being amongst Sibelius' sparer, more
discreetly scored pieces, a little problem
arises here, with the added shine and CD
needle-sharp focus of the BIS upper frequencies. The brass, in particular, have elsewhere
been inclined to glare somewhat at full
stretch. A good atmospheric image, then, as
my black disc review confirms, and good,
subtly responsive performances, aware
always of the elusive shadows which are the
hallmark of these marvellous works. A/B
Edward Seckerson

DECCA
Brahms: Piano Concerto 2, Backhaus/VPO/
Böhm ( 414 142-2) (
48m 01s) A broad, powerful yet poetic reading, recorded in 1967 when
the soloist was in his 80s. Nothing is rushed,
everything is in its place. A shame, therefore,
that the recording is not quite in the same
league. True, string tone is rich, but there is a
lack of air, due to aslightly restricted HF, and
the piano is generally balanced too forward,
which, although giving asatisfying weight to
the left hand, tends also to lend an upperbass muddiness to the sound. Recommended, nevertheless. B[1]
John Atkinson
Britten: War Requiem, Pears/Fischer-Dieskau/Vishnevskaya/Bach Choir/Highgate
School Choir/Melos Ens/LSO/Britten ( 414
383-2) (
2CDs) ( 81m 21s) First fruit of Decca's
comprehensive and, of course, inimitable
Britten catalogue to be reissued in CD format, the War Requiem was recorded in
Kingsway Hall at the beginning of 1963, with
John Culshaw producing and Kenneth Wilkinson engineering, this being a mere eight
months after the famous première at the
rebuilt Coventry Cathedral. Under the composer's baton, the performance has almost
everything in its favour, with Pears and
Fischer-Dieskau as the English and German
111 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MONITOR
John Atkinson
Trevor Attewell
Peter Branscombe
Christopher Breunig
John Crabbe
tephen Daw
Dou . Hammond
Peter Herring
Sue Hudson

Falla: The Three-Cornered Hat, OSR/AnserImet ( 414 039-2) (
43m 51s) Again an asto,nishingly good sound quality, despite a 1961
vintage, for a recording which for many
years was HFN/RFt's '
Basic Classical Library'
recommendation. Good depth, a fine reproduced ambience, and a lack of spotlighting
'hype' are supported by a relative freedom
from tape hiss. Although EHF is down alittle,
Ihave no hesitation in rating this CD as A[:11
and can only wonder about the judgement of
the Audio & Record Review writer who
awarded the LP a paltry B/C technical rating
back in 1962. As this was previously available on LP as a budget Contour release, it
does raise questions about the value- formoney aspect of the CD, which perhaps can
only be answered by the fact that its purchasers will no longer be buying LPs at all.
John Atkinson

Ivor Humphreys
Andrew ' eener
David Prakel
Edward Seckerson
Benedict Sarnaker
soldiers, roles written specifically for them.
My oily reservation is Galina Vishnevskaya,
whose contributions are simply too penetrating on occasions. The alternative reading
comes from Simon Rattle in his marvellously
thought-out 1983 EMI recording, but Isee
that es complementing, rather than competing with, this Ur- version. Recording- wise the
approaches are quite different, as Idiscussed
in my reviews of the EMI ( LP 12/83, CD 2/85),
with : he latter favouring an in- line approach
for the work's three musical ' planes' while
the Decca opted for more of a left- right
deployment. It is good to have this recording
on CD, particularly as the LPs were never in
very quiet pressings, even after the more
recent Dutch re- cut, and the only disappointment is the high level of tape hiss. B
Ivor Humphreys
Copland: El Salon Mexico, Rodeo episodes,
Fanfare for the Common Man, Detroit SO/
Dorati ( 414 273-2) 150m 56s) Another fine
recording from the three Ds - Decca, Detroit
and Dorati - in which all three make the most
of the composer's apparent ability to cast the
American landscape as music. Tonally, the
HF is a pit ' splashy', but the production team
have resisted the temptation to exaggerate,
KD saying in his original LP review ( Oct. ' 82),
that the recording ' gives access to the music
without submitting it to the scalpel'! Copland's quite wonderful nuances of orchestral
colouring are allowed to develop undisturbed. Listen to the subtle bass clarinet
underlying the trumpet solo halfway through
'Buckaroo Holiday' from Rodeo, and be glad
that both instruments rest in their correct
places in the stereo perspective. A charming
colleztion. A[1]
John Atkinson
Debussy: La Mer, Nocturnes, OSR/Ansermet (414 040-2) (
53m 02s) Ansermet's third
recording of La Mer, this dates from 1964,
while the three Nocturnes and L'Après-midi
d'un Faune date from 1957. Yet, despite
some tape hiss ( no worse than on some
Philips recordings from the early ' 70s), a
rather boomy bass and a lack of EHF ' air',
there is nothing to categorise these recordings as dated. In fact, they compete with the
best of today's recordings and Ibegin to
wondei if what has been reported to me by
Doug Sax and James Boyk - that the tape
used 20 years ago was a lot better than what
was used immediately prior to the introduction of digital recording - is in fact true. La
Mer Ifnd to be an excellent performance;
L'Avés-midi, however, is spoilt by anumber
of extraneous noises, two of which sound
like emphatically kicked music stands. A/B
John Atkinson

Handel: Messiah, Te Kanawa/Gjevang/
Lewis/Howell/Chicago Symphony Chorus/
CSO/Solti ( 414 396-2) (
2 CDs) ( 140m 40s) In
compressing Messiah on to two discs, Decca
demonstrate that it is possible, even at
current prices, to rival LP sets in price for
those works, which occupy three LPs: yet may
be accommodated on two CDs. The recording, which sounds as though it has been
managed from varying distances, but mostly
well back in a large hall or studio ( empty, or
nearly sol, is just a little uninvolving as a
result; the solo numbers sound as soft in
comparison with the choruses as we should
expect from a large- scaled performance, so
that contrasts are strong. However, this
strikes me as preferable to the opposite
extreme, where the solos are recorded so
closely that it sounds as though one is racing
towards and away from the proceedings
between numbers. The performance, which
uses a modified continuo with the HHA
Edition ( edited by John Tobin), is broadly
proportioned and symphonic, and the
recording suits it well; the ' Amen' Chorus
(which includes some semi- chorus work)
shows the strengths and the shortcomings
of the recording very clearly. Documentation
is good, and Solti's performance - with a
very well-trained choir and good soloists - is
pleasing too. A/B[1]
Stephen Daw
Liszt: Sonata, Valse impromptu, Liebestrâume. Grand galop chromatique, Jorge
Bolet ( 410 115-2) (
55m 54s) These are great
performances in either medium, but CD
tames the black disc sound into something
that is smoother and more refined. This is
fine for the Sonata where Bolet, flat out,
produces some roughness along with the
power of his interpretation. The wonderful,
crotale like tones he magics for the Valse
impromptu are less vivid and astounding
than on vinyl, but the various moods of the
three Liebestràume are better sustained.
Admittedly there's not much in it, but in
works like these there is much to be said for
undisturbing surfaces. A•/A
Doug Hammond
Mussorgsky: Orchestral Works, OSR/Ansermet ( 414 139-2) (
47m 40s) Highlight for me is
a vivid ' hi-fi' recording of Pictures from an
Exhibition from 1960. With plenty of image
depth, good low bass, and sparkling highs, it
is hard to believe that the sessions took place
a quarter of a century ago. There doesn't
appear to be the slightest evidence for tape
midrange squashing, and although there is
some hiss, it doesn't detract at conventional
listening levels. Recommended, even if
Ansermet is a little leisurely at times. A
John Atkinson
Puccini: Turandot, Sutherland/Pavarotti/
Caballé/PO & Chorus/Mehta ( 414 274-2) (
2
CDs) ( 117m 33s) Twelve years on the market
and still it startles. Puccini's extravagant
climaxes expand magnificently, exotic
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detailing — harps, col legno strings, multifarious percussive hardware — picked from the
texture with dazzling sleight of hand. This is
top-flight Decca: beautiful use of the soundstage, imposing depth of field, tremendous
impact. The top is, however, a little uncomfortable under pressure, and that is precisely
where Puccini's great score achieves most of
its vocal and instrumental effects. But I'm
nit-picking. Under Mehta, Turandot shimmers and roars excitingly, with Sutherland,
Pavarotti and Caballé all, in their way, most
accomplished. For CBS, Maazel's ( live)
Vienna cast ( Marton, Carreras & Ricciarelli) is
closer, perhaps, to one's chosen Puccinian
ideals, and I personally warm more and
more to Maazel's greater relish of the score's
rhetoric and sensuality, but Mehta is
definitely better recorded, and on that basis
you must make your choice. I'd want both. A
Edward Seckerson

DG
JS Bach: The 6 Sonatas and Partitas for
unaccompanied violin BWV 1001-1006,
Shlomo Mintz ( 413 810-2) (
3 discs) ( 142m
30s) Some time ago, DG learned the art of
suitable distancing for solo players of
violins, cellos, lutes and guitars, harps and
(slightly less dependably) domestic
keyboards. On CD, the same holds true, and
everything here sounds just right to me, with
the added bonus, obviously, of negligible
background noise. The playing is mostly
very good, too, although Kuijken is much
more challenging and exciting for me. This
recording is, however, of true demonstration- quality. A*[:1]
Stephen Daw
Beethoven: Missa Solemnis, Moser/
Schwarz/Moll/Hilversum Rad Ch/Concertgebouw/Bernstein ( 413 780-2) (
81m) ( 2CDs)
Despite its Concertgebouw setting, this ' live'
Missa Solemnis from analogue tapes offers
something of a curate's egg in terms of
sound. In his LP review ( 10/79, B:1) CB
reacted rather as Ido to the CD, with a
feeling that the performers are uneasily
balanced. Although very evidently within the
same acoustic, the four solo singers are
unnaturally well forward from the choral
backcloth, while the orchestra is somewhat
ill-defined for much of the time. Use of rear
speakers à la Hafler helps with its added
sense of space, but the sound suffers a
general lack of vividness and is not aided by
an occasional touch of fizz on legato female
choral passages. One can pick out isolated
sections which would impress a casual
listener, and Isuppose that on the whole the
sound is ' good'; but as Bernstein's performance is rather flaccid I'll stick to my Karajan
LPs for the time being. B
John Crabbe

in No.7, that one loses sight of the real
musical thrust for whole movements at a
time. The over-fastidious slow introduction
to 4(i), for instance, sets too solemn a scene
for this rumbustious symphony, yet Karajan
robs the No.7 Allegretto of its essentially
measured, sadly processional character right
at the outset, not only by moving too rapidly
but also by sewing the notes of its stately
theme together in legato fashion. This must
seem completely wrong to anyone who
knows the symphony well. Also, having
decided on a tour- de- force approach to 7(iv),
Karajan dives in at a pace which leaves
absolutely no room for any later rhythmic
build-up, while the orchestra is so intent on
playing all the notes that it has little energy
left for dynamic expansion at the end. Very
disappointing. A/B[:3]
John Crabbe

Bernstein: West Side Story, Symphonic
Suite from On The Waterfront * Te Kanawa/
Carreras/Troyanos/Broadway Orch. &
Ravel: Bolero, Alborada del gracioso, RapsoChorus/Bernstein, * Israel PO/Bernstein ( 415
die Espagnole, Valses nobles et sen253-2) (
2CDs) 197m 46s) A much- anticipated
timentales, La Valse, OSR/Ansermet ( 414
release this, the first recording of his first
046-2) (
63m 50s) Decca are presenting their
truly great work to be conducted by the
Ansermet reissues in covers of impeccable
composer, but Ican't help finding it woefully
taste, with exemplary data. These 1957-63
miscast. Despite Bernstein's own approval of
recordings are of great interpretative distincthe choice of Kin i Te Kanawa and José
tion and durability, though you might wonCarreras to represent the star-crossed lovers,
der, hearing the husky bassoon principal in
and despite a glowing review in GraAlborada, or the thinnish strings, at Decca's
mophone by Edward Greenfield, Ifind their
heavy reliance on the Suisse Romande in
voices to be too ' large', almost too beautiful,
building their older classical catalogue. Anyfor what should often be an almost sotto
way, there was clearly more on the mastervoce presentation. In ' Ifeel pretty', it is hard
tapes than was cut on some previous LP
to suspend disbelief at the maturity of Te
transfers; bass tends to boominess, but the
Kanawa's soaring mellifluous singing in
sound on CD has plenty of impact. Rapsodie
order to identify the singer as a Puerto
is the oldest item, and violins there have that
Rican teenager. The smaller, less perfect,
tart, wiry characteristic from ' ffrr' days,
voices featured on both Broadway and film
though this is somewhat tempered in the
soundtrack recordings actually work better
AAD reprocessing. B/C
dramatically, Ifeel. Carreras, too, despite the
Christopher Breunig
sheer virtuosity of his technique is most
inappropriate as the non- Spanish Tony — his
Beethoven: Symphony 3, Egmont Overture
accent, despite much coaching, remains
(413 778-2) 162m 2s); Symphony 6; Leonora
Stravinsky: The Firebird NPO/Ansermet
thicker than that of the supposed Puerto
3 Overture ( 413 779-2) (
59m 29s); both
(414 141-2) 147m 35s) Another Decca recordRicans, ' Something's Coming' and the runVPO/Bernstein The two symphonies here
ing also available as a budget Contour LP,
up to Marilyn Home's ' Somewhere' being
first appeared in Bernstein's mostly
this becomes my recommendation for a CD
analogue complete set ( review 4/801, and the the most jarring. In fact, only Tatiana
of the complete Firebird music, despite its
Troyanos, who was born in the New York
two shorter works on a separate Beethoven
1968 analogue origins. Recorded in the
overtures disc 112/811, although Leonora 3 location of West Side Story, brings off her
Kingsway Hall by Kenneth Wilkinson, it has
role ( Anita) really effectively.
actually turned up before that as aprelude to
the clarity of sound and delicacy of imagery
This set remains a must, however, for all
the Finale in DG's 1978 complete Fidelio. In
that one came to expect from engineer and
lovers of Bernstein's music, the fiery Latin
any event, these two CDs reveal Bernstein in
venue. There are one or two problems:
Rhythms and imaginative scoring being idiohis most invigorating Beethoven manner, and
dynamics seem a little wayward, with conmatically and tightly played by the session
Iagree on the whole with DB's high performsistency of levels not always being mainorchestra. Produced by Bernstein's longance ratings, especially for the superbly
tained as the peaks are adjusted to fit the
time associate, John McClure, the sound is
limitations of the tape; page-turning is thrusting and impressive Eroica. Being ' live'
rich, with the dryish studio acoustic suiting
Viennese concert recordings, the symphosometimes intrusive at the starts of sections;
the theatrical nature of the work. The varied
nies lack that artificial ( but often very
and reverberation tails are surprisingly lackpercussion used comes over especially well.
pleasant) clarity- plus- warmth commonly
ing. However, this is one of the few recordTo sum up, aflawed but still magical renderassociated with sophisticated studio proings where the pedal bass notes at the end
ing of what must be perhaps the major
ductions, but one soon adjusts to the unosassume their rightful role, underpinning the
tentatious yet natural sound here, which I postwar opera to come from America.
harmonies beneath the choppy declaration
A[:1*/1]
found just alittle crisper in No.3 than in No.6,
of the melody, and Ansermet is spot-on
John Atkinson
the latter being a touch gruff at times. Rear
everywhere else. A/B
speakers à la Hafler help to add some
John Atkinson
Chopin: Sonata 2, etc, Pogorelich ( 415 123-2)
rounding warmth, and take one further into
(46m 49s) His recording of Prokofiev's Sixth
the concert- hall to join a remarkably quiet
Sonata apart, Pogorelich's account of Choaudience. The Leonora overture has a notStravinsky: The Rite of Spring/Symphonies
pin's Second Sonata still seems to me the
ably different ( and more spacious) setting,
of Wind Instruments, Montreal SO/Dutoit
best thing he has yet given us on disc. The
(414 202-2) (
44m 24s) Ishare ES' reserva- while Egmont strikes me as a trifle strident.
playing is commanding, the moments of
tions about the performance of this Rite Eroica/Egmont: A/B[:1*]. Pastoral/Leonora
rhythmic distortion (
eg, in the early stages of
(April p101): it's just too well mannered for a 3: B/A[1].
John Crabbe
the first movement development — no
pagan ritual. Fabulous playing, though, by
repeat, incidentally) irritating — to me at any
the Montreal orchestra and you won't hear
rate — but few in relation to his impossibly
Beethoven: Symphonies 4 & 7, BPO/Karajan
the. notes better defined or more lucidly
self- regarding account of the Second Con(415 121-2)163m 56s) Iplayed through these
expressed. The recording is excellent, typical
certo. The analogue recording is impressive
of the St. Eustache series — a big acoustic two symphonies just after listening to the
on silver: big, bright and bold, though still a
VPO/Bernstein ' live' versions of Nos. 3 & 6, an
conveyed well, with all its vibrancy intact:
little widely spread for my taste. Don't be
experience which may be likened to moving
fine 3D perspectives with everything in its
seduced into playing it at too loud avolume;
place ( although having said that, the key from enthusiastic advocacy to self-conscious
Idid so initially and the sound gleamed and
manipulation. That's a musical judgement,
mechanisms of the bassoon are very apparent in the opening solo). Symphonies of the sound here being clearly arrayed in a spat maliciously through my Spendors. Tape
hiss is virtually inaudible, an absence which
suitable acoustic, and internally well
Wind comes over surprisingly well in this
reveals rather a lot of clicks and creaks ( from
balanced apart from persistent weakness in
rich ambience, since it's arguably better
the piano stool, Iwould guess) which Ifailed
the horn department. But I could hardly
suited to a more intimate, drier acoustic. For
to notice while reviewing the black disc
enthuse about this CD, even if the sonics
me it is the highlight of the disc. Ed's A seems
(7/81). Never mind: Pogorelich's half-tone in
appropriate to me, but Iwould suggest a were star-worthy, for Karajan seems so
the central episode of the Funeral March is
determined to polish the rough diamonds in
performance rating of [
1] for S of W rather
now admirably caught. [
B]
Beethoven's music, and to over- dramatise
then his blanket, overall [
2/31
Andrew Keener
No.4 while underplaying the deep emotion
Ivor Humphreys
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Dvorak: Symphony 7, VPO/Maazel ( 410 9972) (
39m 15s) Maazel's Dvorak 7 was issued
last year on black disc and KD noted then in
his review ( 8/84) that detail was obscured
and the recording level low, with little real
feeling of presence. On CD it should be
possible to increase the volume level to
partly compensate for this, without attracting the attendant increase in noise that
would come on vinyl. Trying it with this disc I
found that any benefits were neutralised by
the increase in treble edge more apparent in
this format. This is a pity because, like Ken, I
find this an endearing performance, beautifully balanced and phrased. C
Doug Hammond

become overbearing. Buy it on the strength
of the musicianship more than for its sonic
attributes B/C[:1 ].
Ivor Humphreys

EMI

profundity, organ pedal registrations, underpinning gently but sumptuously, are that
much fuller. Sonorities in both formats are
subject to some degree of glamorisation in
the manner of a pop rather than a classical
product, but the result is well in character
with the scoring and serves only to heighten
the theatrical colour of the piece overall. A*
of its type.
Edward Seckerson

JS Bach: Six suites for unaccompanied cello
BWV 1007-1012, Paul Tortelier ( CDC 7
47090/1/2-2) (
3 CDs) ( 144m 49s) The recording is a match for the performance - robust,
strongly projected, full-blooded and on a
grand scale. Iwould have preferred a drier
Paganini: Violin Concerto 1/Sarasate: Caracoustic from the echoing vault of the Temmen Fantasy/Perlman/RPO/Foster ( CDC7
ple Church, one that might have imparted
47101 2) (
45m 49s) This reissue from 1972
more of a mellow warmth and glow to the
wears farely well as a performance but less
'cello tone. However, reverberant as it is,
so as a recording. It displays some rather
Dvorak: Symphony 8, VPO/Maazel ( 415 205there is little fudging of detail ( sighs, sniffs
shrill moments when dealing with high, loud
2) (
36m 11s) Maazel's 8 is likewise a fine
and bow clicks also only too audible!) and
violin passages, and the orchestral sound
performance but lacks the relaxed empathy
the quicker movements, where Tortelier
often thickens into an unattractive undiffeof the preceding interpretation. The recordexcels, are bitingly clear.
rentiated splurge. Itzhak Perlman's playing is
ing is anotch better, even though alittle less
In truth, the power and concentration of
polished and immaculately intoned, but it is
recent ( it dates from 1982). More detail and
the playing soon overcame any quibbles I also somewhat mannered. Whilst this is
body are to be found here than in the
might have had about the sound: its clarity
perfectly acceptable in the Sarasate Fantasy
recording of 7, though the upper strings are
benefits Bach, as well as displaying the
(a splendid pot pourri from the Bizet opera
less well served in the latter respect than the
astonishing technique and rhythmic flexibilwhich will delight all who love instrumental
rest of the orchestra, and the trumpets alittle
ity of the soloist. It also reveals the full range
virtuosity) the manner strikes me as pecutoo well served in both respects. Good, if not
of colour to be heard in these works liarly ' modern' in the Paganini and thus less
outstandingly subtle, sound. B
sample the ' Courante' of the third suite if you
than ideally stylish. C
Doug Hammond
want to hear the instrument at its most
Benedict Sarnaker
eloquent, and the following ' Sarabande' to
Mahler: Symphony 6, Rückert Lieder,
see what you make of the romanticism of
ERATO
Christa Ludwig/BPO/Karajan ( 415 099-2) (
2 Tortelier's view. Certainly an improvement
CDs) ( 101m 56s) Dating from 1978, this is the in every respect over his 1971 EMI set.
Bach: Brandenburg Concertos, Amsterdam
Mahler 6to buy on CD, despite its analogue
Although I still find Andre Navarra on
Baroque Orch/Koopman ( ECD 88054, Nos.
origin. After listening further to Tennstedt
Calliope more to my taste, both in terms of
1/3/4) (
49m 26s) (
ECD 88055, Nos. 2/5/6)
(EMI CDC7 470508), Ifeel that ultimately he
musical approach and the warmer recording
(50m 33s) The sound is quite close to that of
doesn't get near Karajan's overall grasp of given him, Ican't deny Tortelier held my
the well- recorded LP set, but one feels less
the score. As CB wrote 7years ago in his LP
attention throughout, and the sheer richness
as though one is hearing the concertos from
review, one marvels ' at the concentration of of the sound is certainly seductive. Add
close to the performers ( or within a circular
thinking which Mahler achieved in his scorconsistently excellent mastering on all three
formation of them) and more as though they
ing ... the 6th is a profound exercise in
discs and an A is well merited.
were performing at some distance in front of
symphonic thinking and Karajan - with his
Peter Herring
one. Neither of these effects is offensive, but
superb orchestra - never lets you forget
they are quite clearly different, and particular
that!'. A reading to be listened through, not
readers who have the choice might well
to be dipped into, and the inclusion of the Gershwin: An American In Paris, Katia and
think hard as to which they prefer, and opt
fine 1975 set of the Rückert- Lieder, pre- Marielle Labeque ( CDC7 47044 2) (
41m 22s)
accordingly. A
viously issued with the box set release of This particular offering will bring smiles to
Stephen Daw
Karajan's Das Lied von der Erde, is a bonus,
the legions of Gershwin lovers, because it's
indeed. A*[:1*)
the first- ever recording of the original score
John Atkinson
for two pianos. The Labeques have shown a Bach: Ouverturen 1 & 2 ( BWV 1066/67),
predilection for Gershwin in the past, and
English Baroque Soloists/John Eliot Gartheir love for his work led to the discovery of
diner ( ECD 88048) (
49m 40s) I heard the
Mozart: Requiem K626, Mathis/Hamari/ the missing score with the aid of Gershwin's
same performers play these Suites in the
Ochman/Ridderbusch/VPO & State Opera
surviving relatives. The result is a joyous,
Barbican Concert Hall just before they made
Chorus/Böhm ( 413 553-2) (
64m 06s) Stately,
rousing, if somewhat reverent performance
the recording, and the impression given on
solemn, Báhm's 1971 recording of the tradi- that adds to what most doubtless feel is an
CD is very close to what Iremember there.
tional Süssmayr Edition falls short of sublim- overcrowded canon. Just as interesting is
The sound is well balanced and very sweet,
ity, but nevertheless makes a competitive
Grainger's Fantasy on Porgy and Bess,
yet compact and integrated, with just a tiny
alternative to the CDs by Schreier, Harnon- which fills the second half of this disc;
degree of distancing. There's nothing wrong
court and Hogwood. Large-scale in concepGershwin purists cannot object to this douwith that in this kind of music, which can
tion ( so the ' Rex tremendae' is, of necessity,
ble homage by Grainger via the Labeques.
hardly be said to be intended to confront us;
inflated, and the ' Offertorium' will be found
Sound, overall, is lush and powerful, though
but it must spring from the ensemble itself,
more varied and interesting in Schreier's somewhat ' tinkly' in comparison with the
as here, rather than from the acoustics. Erato
hands) it was recorded in a hall - not vinyl version A[1].
are to be congratulated for their accuracy
specified by DG - of apparent cathedral- like
Ken Kessler
and truth in recording two delightful peramplitude. The organ is unusually, but not
formances. A
excessively, forward in the mix; choral
Gounod: St Cecilia Mass, Hendricks/Dale/
Stephen Daw
balance takes precedence over orchestral
Lafont/Choir of Radio France/Jouineau
presence and, regrettably, when we come to
(CDC7 47094 2) (
45m 55s) Best known as an
HARMONIA MUNDI
the -Tuba mirum' the solo quartet is revealed
operatic composer (
Faust, Romeo & Juliet),
as much too close - hence adowngrading to
Gounod also wrote a considerable amount Charpentier: Motets, Concerto Vocale ( HMC
B/C.
of religious music. This recording gives us 901149) (
59m 14s) Twittering birds add afine
Christopher Breunig
an opportunity to re- assess this unjustly feel of dimension to this spacious recording,
neglected part of his work. This Mass was
and their desire to ' sing- along' is quite
Schubert: 6 Moments Musicaux/Liszt:
written in 1855, when Gounod was beginunderstandable with such attractive perLiebestraume Nocturnes/Mendelssohn:
ning to make an operatic reputation. It takes formances. Detail still retains its edge in an
Songs without Words, Daniel Barenboim
liturgical liberties, but as adisplay of Romanensemble that is pleasantly blended by both
(415 118-2) (
69m 22s) A very welcome collectic piety and melodic expressiveness it well
acoustic and engineers, and the organ is
tion, this, with Barenboim giving beautifully
merits a return to the repertory. The soloists
inserted into the texture with admirable care.
thought-out readings full of insight and
all sing excellently and the orchestral and
There are occasional moments of ' noticedirection. Excellent value time-wise, too, at
choral parts are stylishly done. The recordable' miking when René Jacobs, especially,
near the CD maximum. The piano sounds
ing is very good: both the full tutti and the
appears to develop a resonance isolated
vary somewhat, with the earliest, the Menmore delicate solo textures are sumptuously
from the background, but these occur when
delssohn set dating from 1974, thin, with an
captured. Music ( rather than recording)
placing has been altered, a device which
instrument of barely adequate intonation
always stands out - no bad sign and deservotherwise fits the music well. Altogether a
(the opening E- major ' Song' exposes several
ing of A[1].
fitting addition to HM's series of Charpentier
clangorous- sounding strings). The 1978
Benedict Sarnaker
CDs. A
Schubert recordings are better balanced
Doug Hammond
generally, with a bright, open sound,
Lloyd Webber: Requiem, Domingo/Brightalthough here tape hiss is really too appaman/Winchester Cathedral Choir/ECO/
HUNGAROTON
rent. The 1981 Liszt set is the richest, tonally
Maazel ( CDC7 47146 2) (
45m 49s) CD adds an
- almost a plummy quality - with a close
appreciable degree of extra ballast to EMI's
Mozart: Piano Concertos 12 & 23, Zoltan
focus which needs careful replay level setglossy Abbey Road production ( see LP
Kocsis/Liszt Ferenc CO/Rolla ( HCD 12472.2)
ting if the forte passagework is not to
review p931. The bass acquires even greater
(46m 49s) Lively, clean performances of
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these two most popular Mozart concertos
from Zoltan Kocsis and Janos Rolla, with
Kocsis playing a continuo role in the tuttis,
which is an unusual sound these days
though not inappropriate in this chambersized context. Rather a dry-sounding, artificial balance, though, with everything laid
out across the soundstage and little real
sense of depth. Tonally things seem fair if a
little dull at the top end. I'd recommend
listening before purchase if possible. 81:1/2]
Ivor Humphreys

balance. However, the tone of both choir and
instruments is so good that Iwas soon able
to forget this reservation. The Teldec Harnoncourt is, by contrast, very directional and
almost too immediate — so it's largely a
matter of taste. The present coupling is very
attractive, and Donald Burrows' documentation outstanding. A/B
Stephen Dew

ORFEO

Dvorak: Serenade Op.44/Gounod: Little
Symphony for Wind, Munich Wind
LE CHANT DU MONDE
Academy/Brezina ( C 051 831 A) ( 47m 17s)
Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky, Song of Joy This is lovely, red-letter stuff. Superbly vivacious and tender playing by turns, and
(Zdravitsa) Op85, They are Seven, USSR SO
always unselfconscious. Rarely can Dvorak's
& Chorus/Svetlanov (278 389) (
59m 59s) Did
affecting minuet and trio, for example, have
no-one at Chant du Monde check this? As if
been conveyed with such delicacy, such
the coarse, high-level transfer isn't enough,
Nevsky contains two unforgivable flaws: a elegance. The sound, too, happily, is in
Orfeo's fine tradition of open, well propminor dropout in the first tableau and, far
ortioned recordings; quite close but always
more serious, an inexplicable cut-back on
nicely integrated with the acoustic. It is ' cut'
the very final chord, with Prokofiev's
at a surprisingly high level, though, so the
panoply of brass and percussion actually
replay level will need to be adjusted accorfading rather than crescendoing at the last!
dingly. Ishall return to this disc often. A[:11
I've checked my EMI Concert Classics reissue
Ivor Humphreys
and neither fault occurs there. So what
happened? At any rate, there's little point in
going on. The coupling might have been
Kreisler: Transcriptions for Violin & Piano,
useful if the transfers had been less shoddily
Sitkovetsky ( vIn)/Canino ( pno) ( C 048 831 A)
executed. Svetlanov's swashbuckling
(46m 10s) Comprising 10 pieces ranging
Nevsky, with its raJcous ' peasant stock'
from Tartini to Albeniz via Mozart and
Russian chorus and fabulously trenchant
Dvorak, this recital doesn't, in my view,
'Battle' is still worth looking up on black
really get to the heart of the Kreisler idiom,
disc. Who knows, maybe EMI will do adeal
with its special blend of artifice and enthuwith Melodiya and CD- it themselves? D
siasm. But Dmitry Sitkovetsky's playing is
Edward Seckerson
nevertheless very polished and should
appeal to those who prefer finesse to fire.
L'OISEAU-LYRE
The recording is odd. Piano and violin are
JS Bach: Brandenburg Concertos, Academy very modestly separated near mid-stage at a
of Ancient Music/Hogwood (414 187-2) (
2 sensible-seeming distance, and reproduce
CDs) ( 85m 17s) Despite the impressive scho- with convincing tone-colours, but most of
larship that has gone into the production of the studio reverberation comes from the
right. It is almost as if the microphones gave
this recreation of Bach's original version of
a left-handed image which has been pulled
the concertos that he collated and revised as
the Brandenburg set, it doesn't take first to the centre by boosting the right-hand
channel, thereby unduly emphasising ambiplace for a recommendable CD set, even
ence on that side. Indeed, it sometimes
though the competing versions — modern
sounds as if the violin is playing aduet with
ASM on Philips, Harnoncourt on Teldec and
itself, so marked is one persistent reflection
Pinnock on Archiv, both ancient — are themselves flawed. Overall, the sound has the from the right — especially noticeable on
headphones. B/C 1:2]
characteristic L'Oiseau Lyre crispness, and
John Crabbe
initially it can't be faulted. After a while,
however, it sounds forced and occasionally
over-close, having less ambience than either
Harnoncourt or Pinnock. However, this Mendelssohn: Symphony 3/Overture A Midmight be due to the recording venue, Walth- summer Night's Dream, Bavarian RSO/
amstow Town Hall, which tends to sound Davis (C 089-841 A) (
53m 21s) The acoustic
'too loud' even at moderate levels, in my of the Herkulessaal in Munich seems to be
having an unfortunate effect here. While the
experience.
The balance also seems inconsistent. In V basic sound is good, with clear treble and
(played here with a much shorter and less rich bass, the claustrophobic ambience proflamboyant harpsichord cadenza), the flute duces a plummy coloration, the general
and violin are initially almost swamped by effect being airless and boomy, with a
the harpsichord, things then getting better distinctly congested feeling to fortissimos.
after two minutes or so. There is also The stereo perspective is uncontrived and
something strange happening with perspec- has good depth, but there is little breadth,
tives, as instruments recede somewhat adding to the tunnel- like impression. DH
(10/84, B/C:2/3) found the LP sound ' plump
when taking a melodic line on their own,
coming forward ( the reverberation tail and stodgy'. On CD, with the extra ambient
becoming unexpectedly more reticent) when definition and potential dynamic range, an
more than one instrument is playing. This is overall C is nearer the mark.
Sue Hudson
particularly noticeable in Ill, which generally
has amore distant balance. Ultimately, Iam
forced to agree with SD in his review of the
black discs in April, that one has to return to PHILIPS
the Leonhardt LP set on RCA Seon, despite Ave Maria: Music by Bach, Franck, Gounod,
that version's own weaknesses. This Hog- Mendelssohn, Mozart, Purcell & Schubert/
wood is an important release, but not an Kin i Te Kanawa/St. Paul's Cath. Choir/
Various soloists/Barry Rose (412 629-2)
essential one, unfortunately. 131:1*/1/2/3]
John Atkinson (46m 38s) This programme of popular
church- based music was recorded at All
Saints, Tooting, which has avery agreeable
Handel: Utrecht Te Deum and Jubilate, acoustic, adding considerably to the musical
Choir of Christ Church Cathedral Oxford/ effect. Three of the 12 pieces are for choir
AAM/Simon Preston (414 413-2) (
44m 00s) and orchestra only. Both singing and playing
There is a direct rival to this period instru- are excellent throughout, with fine sonic
ments recording of the Utrecht Te Deum clarity and a balance which places all the
from Stockholm, using good English soloists performers on a believable soundstage,
and the VCM under Nikolaus Harnoncourt on though there were acouple of choral/orchesTeldec; the Jubilate is, Ibelieve, a first on tral passages in which the choir seemed to
CD. The sound is quite well balanced, but for need a little ' lifting' — perhaps a personal
me just a little artificial in spread and preference. Those with wide- range systems
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will doubtless also appreciate the bass drum
in Gounod's Sanctus, which hits you in the
stomach just like the real thing. A, certainly.
Trevor Attewell
Haydn: Symphonies 91 & 92, Concertgebouw/Davis (410 390-2) (
52m) Don't panic
if, at the start of this CD, you hear some
strange intermodulation; it's only Sir Colin
humming along. Comparing this disc with
Bernstein's version of the ' Oxford' on DG
(see BS' review last month), Ifind myself
preferring it on most fronts. The dynamic
range is wider and the bass more weighty
and crisp, and although the DG recording
has a pleasing ambience, the Concertgebouw has the edge in openness and
clarity. The strings and woodwind have
more presence and texture. However, the
Bernstein does have a more natural feel
where stereo perspectives are concerned,
with this sounding flattened and forward in
comparison. In his LP review ( 5/84, A:11 PB
was concerned that the bassoon was
unnaturally prominent in the No.91 Trio. I
agree, and it's part of a tendency for the
whole soundstage to be more vivid than in
real life. An A is still well earned, though.
Sue Hudson
Kreisleriana on Violin, Bobesco/Hellweg
(412 607-2) ( 50m 05s) Lola Bobesco's vocal
style of playing, encompassing both relaxed
warmth and dextrously employed muscle,
has no need of an up-front recording like this
one in order to make its effect, but in this
instance, such an approach is not particularly deleterious, excepting the lack of real
pianissimos. The violinist is well placed, with
the imaging following her gyrations closely,
but the rather tubby Kawai grand is less well
defined and rendered a little characterless.
The ambience is too sterile for my taste and
remains dead between tracks. Winning performances justify the expense, however. B
Doug Hammond
Mahler: Das Lied von der Erde, Norman/
Vickers/LSO/Davis (411 474-2) (
68m 41s)
John Vickers is the main failing on this
otherwise good version, being generally
balanced too forward and also trying too
hard. Jessye Norman is in fine voice, 'Von
der Schónheir being quite beautifully
delicately delivered, and Davis pays fine
attention to orchestral detail in the sympathetic accompaniment. However, with
such strong competition on CD being offered
by Giulini ( DG 413 459-2) and Walter ( CBS/
Sony import and Decca 414 194-2, the latter
mono but featuring the perfect voice of
Kathleen Ferrier), this 1981 all- digital set will
have to take a back seat. A
John Atkinson
Mozart: Eine kleine Nachtmusik/Ein Musikalischer Spass/Divertimento, ASM Chamber
Ensemble (412 269-2) (
50m 51s) This genial
group of Mozart works in chamber music
guise has the benefit of equally genial sound
on silver disc. The recording is smooth
without being overwarm and all the players
are precisely positioned without balance and
blend being upset, though the clarity of the
recording does reveal some of those little
unevennesses of technique that would not
normally be so noticeable from this ensemble on black disc. Unusually, the setting of
volume level does not seem as critical to
fullness of sound on this CD as on many
others. Only deadness of ambience between
some movements is contrary to the general
finesse of the production. A
Doug Hammond
Rachmaninov: Piano Concertos 3 & 4, Kocsis/San Francisco SO/de Waart ( 411 475-2)
(62m 14s) With his dizzying speeds and
suave ( always elegant) but almost throwaway, rather clipped, phrasing, Kocsis gives
the massive Third Concerto decidedly short
shrift. One craves the breadth of utterance,
87
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DBEETHOVEN: Symphony No 5 in C Minor op 67.
Staatskapelle. Berlin. Sultner,
OW.A. MOZART: String Quartets in 13•Flat Major. KV.
498 " Hunting" in D Minor KV 421 Smetana Quartet.
01. S. BACH: Organist. Hans Otto, Toccata Con Fuga
and selected Bach Organ Works C37.7004
CIBEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3 in E- Flat Major. op.
55 " Eroica". Staatskapelle, Berlin, Sultner.
OVIVALDI: Concerto op 8 Nos. 1-4 " Le Quattro
Stagioni" ' Four Seasons' Gunners (amens violin.
Rudolf Baumgartner conducting Festival Strings
Lucerne.
DBEETHOVEN : Symphony No 9 in D Minor, op. 125.
'choral'. Soloists, Rundfunkchor Berlin.
Staatskapelle Berlin. Sultner.
EIW.A. MOZART: Symphonies No. 40 in G Minor. KV
550 I
hrst version'. No 41 in C Major. KV 551 limiter.
Staatskapelle Dresden. Blomstedt.
DI. HAYDN: Cello Concerto in D Major Op. 101.
Boccherini Cello Concerto in B- Flat Major.
OHAYDN: Violin/Cello Concerto in D Major. Op 101
Boccherini Violin/Cello Concerto in B Flat Majo,.
Marl Fullwara Violin Netherlands Chamber
Orchestra. Inoue. C37-7023
[MANDEL: Trio Sonatas. Heinz Holliger Oboe
Maurice Bourgue. Bassoon • Klaus Thunemann
Harpsichord Christine laccottet. Double Bass
Yoshio Nagashima
DBEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7 in A Ma¡or. op. 92.
Staatskapelle. Berlin, Sultner.
OW.A. MOZART: Quartet in F Major. KV370. Adagio in
C Major. KV580a. Quintet in C Minor. KV406 1516b1.
Hansiorg Schellenbergen Oboe and english horn.
Philhannonia Quartet Berlin.
DInvitation to the Baroque Music Albinoni: Adagio in
G Minor Bach: Air From Orchestral Suite No 3.
Purcell: Chaconne in G Minor For 4 Voice Handel:
Menuetto from -Herakles" Aria from Concerto Grosso
op. 6-12. Sammartini: Andante Amoroso.
OWA. MOZART: Quintet in A Major KV 581 Weber/
KUffner: Introduction. Theme and Variations in
B- Flat Major PhIlharmonia Quartet Berlin, Sabine
Myer, clarinet
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No 6 in F Major Op 68.
Pastorale" Staatskapelle Berlin. Suriner.
ODEBUSSY: Preludes Deuxiérne Livre. lacques
Bouvier piano
CIThibaudet Valse Brillante. Chopin: Valse Brillante in
A Flat Major. op. 34. No. I. Valse Brillante in A Minor.
op. 34. No 2. Valse Brillante in F Major. op. 34. No.3.
Ballade No. 2 in D Minor Liebestraume No. 3 in
A- Flat Major. Etudes D'Execution Transcendante No.
8 in C Minor. "Wilde laud". lean-Yves Thibaudes
piano.
DWA. MOZART: Symphony No. 38 in D Major. KV504
"Prague" Symphony No. 36 in C Major, KV425
NHK Symphony Orchestra. Sniffier.
OTELEMANN: Sonatas. Suites and Small Pieces from
"Der Getreue Music Meister". Helm Holliger oboe.
Klaus Thunemann bassoon. Christiane laccottet
harpsichord
01.C. BACH: Sonatas for Flute and Harpsichord based
on various Trio Sonatas. BWV525-527•1038-1079
Aurèle Nicolet flute Mkhlo Kobayashi harpsichord.
OThe Organ Concert at Holmens Church Martini:
Sonata Sui Flauti Ill. Telemann: Wie Schon Leuchtet
der Morgenstern - 48 Chorale Prelude, Boyce:
Voluntary in D Major. etc. lorgen Ernst Hansen, at
the organ of Hohnens Church
DTHIS IS " DENON CD". Bruckner: Symphony No. 7 Finale Mozart: Clarinet Quintet - Mennen"
Debussy: Feux D'Artifice. I. Strauss: Wiener Blut Act Ill Wagner: Rheingold - Scene ill. etc.
OTCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No 6 in B Minor. op 74
"Pathetique". Berlin Symphony Orchestra.
Sanderling.
IS. BACH: Concerto in D Minor for Oboe & Violin
F3WV 1060 Concerto in A Minor for Flute BWV 1044.
Maurice Bourgue oboe. lean-Jacques Kantorow
violin. Andras Adorlin. flute. Huguette Dryfus
harpsichord. Kees Bakels conducting Netherlands
Chamber Orchestra

C"Liebestraume - - The Most Beautiful Melodies for
Harp. Ave Maria iBach:Gounndl. La Fille aux cheveux
de lin IDebussyl, Berceuse 1Faurél, clair de lune
IDebussyl. etc. Ayako Shinozaki harp. Ensemble
Lunaire.
0Concert Royal F. Couperin: Concert Royal No 4.
Leclair: Sonata No. 8 in G Major, for flute and
harpsichord. IS. Bach: Suite in C Minor. BWV997 for
flute and harpsichord. I.C. Bach: Sonata in F Major,
tor flute and harpsichord Maxence Launieu flute.
Robert Veyron-Lacroter harpsichord.
COUPERIN: Pieces de Clavecin 11 ... _Ordre. Les
Falles françoises no les Dorninos,etc. Ir .. Order.
Les Faste de la grand et ancienne-menestrendese,
etc. Huguette Dreyfus harpsichord.
OVIVALDI- 4 Concertos for Piccolo and Orchestra.
PhIlharmonia Quartet Berlin.
DBEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 4 in B Flat Major. op
60. Staatskapelle Berlin. Sultrier.
C1FRANCK: Violin Sonata in A Major. Ravel: Violin
Sonata. lean-lacques Kantorow violin. lacques
Rouvier piano.
DMOZART: Divertimento No. 17 in D Mawr, KV 334.
Divertimento No. Iin D Major. KV 136 Philharmonic
Quartet Berlin horn.
13TELEMANN: 12 Fantasies tor Oboe Solo. Heinz
Holliger oboe.
LBEETHOVEN: Quintet in E- Flat Major. op. 16 for
oboe, clarinet, horn, bassoon and piano WA.
Mozart: Quintet in E- Flat Major. KV452 for oboe,
clarinet. horn. bassoon and piano Winds Players of
the Berlin Philharmonic and Alfons Kontarsky
piano.
DBARTOK PIANO MUSIC: Dance SuiteRournanian
Dances. sz.56/Three Rondos on Folk Tunes. 5,84 ,
Hungarian Peasant Songs, So 71 Andras Schiff piano
Isteinwayl.
CIS. BACH: Trio in D Minor. BWVI016. Trio in G Minor.
BUN 1029. Instrumentalsatz, BWV 1040. C.P.E. Bach:
Trio in D Major. Wq.151. Trio in A Minor, Wq 148
Aurèle Nicole, flute. Heinz Hollis« oboe. Christiane
lacconet harpsichord.
El. HAYDN: 3 String Quartets. op i n5. op. 76 n.2.
op 7n n I Philharmonic Quartet Berlin.
SCARLATTI: 14 Sonatas for Harpsichord. K.337191-532.533 - 234.203-477-534-535 - 418-419-546-547.
Huguette Dreyfus Harpsichord IHenri Hemschl.
CIS. BACH: 3 Concertos for Violin t, Orchestra.
Concerto in A Minor. BWVI041. Concerto in D Minor.
BWVI043 for 2violins. Concerto in E Major.,BMVI042.
lean-lacques Kantorow violin. Sigrid Cenaritt Hans
Stadlmalr. Münchener Kammerorch
Stadlmalr.
ETCHA1KOVSKY SYMPHONY NO. 5 IN E MINOR. op.
60. Berlin Symphony Orchestra, Sanderllng.
DWA. MOZART: Adagio in C Major for english horn.
violin. viola and violoncello. KV 580a. 1.M. Haydn:
Divertimento in C Major. for oboe, viola and
contrabass. p. 98. etc Heinz Hairier english horn
and oboe. Antonio Salvatore violin Massimo Paris
viola. Vito Paternoster violoncelo Lucio Buccarella
contrabas
C DEBUSSY:
Preludes
longues Rouvier piano

Premier

Liyre.

DBELA BARTOK: Music for Strings. Percussion and
Celesta, St 10. Rumanian Folk Dances. St 68. The
Tokyo Met Spis., Atzmon.
tOMENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in E Minor. op 64
Bruch: Violin Concerto No. 1 in G Minor op. 26
lean-lacques Kantorow violin Anton! Ros-Marbk
conducting. Netherlands Chamber Orchestra.
DWA, MOZART: Le Norte di Figaro, KV492. Highlights
(wind arr.'. Iman Soeteman: Overture "Sho lo Ir.
Matyas Silber: Serenade, Antonin Dvorak: Slavonic
Dance No 9 The Netherlands Wind Ensemble.
DBRUCKNER: Symphony No 4 in E- Flat Major
'Romantic Staatskapelle Dresden, Blomstedt,
[I/BEETHOVEN: Symphony N. 8 in F Major. op 93.
Symphony No I in C Major, op. 21. Staatskapelle
Berlin, Suitner,

WA, MOZART: Symphony No. 38 in D Major. KV504
'Prague, Symphony No. 39 in E- Flat Major. KV543.
Staatskapelle Dresden. Blomstedt.
OSCHUBERT: Symphony No 8 in B Minor, D.759
'Unfinished'. Symphony No. 5 in B- Flat Major, D.485.
Steetskapelle Berlin. Sultrier.
°W.A. MOZART: 4 Flute Quartets. Quartet in D Major.
KUM. Ouartet in G Major. KV285a. Quartet in C
Major, KV Anh. 1711285bl. Quartet in A Major, KV298,
Aurèle Nicolet Bute. Mozart String Trio. leanlacques Kantorow violin. Vladimir Mendelssohn
viola Marl Fulhvara Violoncello,
DMUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition. 6 Piano
Piece, lacques Bouvier piano.
OVIVALDI: Concerto in F major tor 3 violins and
orchestra, RV55I. Concerto in El Major. op. IS. N. 3.
for flute & orchestra, It0428. W.A. Mozart:
Divertimento in F Major. KV138. Serenade in G
Major. KV525 tine klelne Nachtrnusik'. FestNal
Strings Lucerne. Baumgartner.
DW.A. MOZART: Divertimento IString Triol in E.Flat
Major. KV563 for violin. viola & violoncello Mozart
String Trio. Jean-lacques Kantorow violin. Vladimir
Mendelssohn viola. Mari Fullwara violàncello.
UWA. MOZART: String Quartet No. 14 in G Major,
K387. String Quartet No. 15 in D Minor, KA21. Koclan
Quartet.
' ' WA. MOZART: Quintet in E- Flat Major. KV40713869
tor horn. violin, 2violas & violoncello Serenade in G
Major. KV525 for 2violins. viola 6 bass. " Elne Kleine
Nachtmusile, Ein Musikalischer Spas, KV522 tor 2
violins. viola. bass & 2 horn, PhIlhermonle Quartes
Berlin. Nobert Hauptmann horn.
OI.S. BACH: Works for Harpsichord. Fantasia et Fuga
in D Minor. BV/V903 ( Chromatische Fantasie und
Fugel. Concerto in F Major. BWV971 Iltallenisches
Konzen I. Fantasia in C Minor. BWV906. Praeludum et
Fuga in A Minor. BWV894, Huguette Dreyfus
harpsichord.
ODVORAK: String Ouartert No 12 In F Major, op. %.
8,179 America.. String Quartet No. 13 in G Major. op.
106, 8.192. !Loden Quartet
DDVOILSK: String Quartet No. 10 in & Flat Major. op.
51 B.92. String Quartet No. 14 in A- Flat Major. op. 105.
B193. Kitchen Quartet,
01.S. BACH: 3 Keyboard Concertos. Concerto in D
Minor. BWV 1052. Concerto in A Major, BV/V1055,
Concerto In F Minor, BWV 1056 Andres Schiff piano.
George Malcolm conducting English Chamber
Orchestra.
EVIVALDI: The Four Seasons lohn Holloway solo
violin Andrew Parrott conducting Taverner Players.
-BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 7 in E Major
Staatskapelle Dresden, Blomstedt.
DW.F, BACH: 6 Duets for 2Flutes. Aurèle & Christiane
Nicolet flutes
El. STRAUSS: Die Fledennaus ' completer A. op. %.
M. Ilrosa lsopr. W. Kmentt Iteni M. Holliday Isopl.
etc Erich Binder conducting Chor und Orchester
der Wiener Volksoper
ETHIBAUDET PLAYS LIST: Faust Paraphrase, S.407
1Gounod - Usti h Consolations. S.I72. Rigoletto
Paraphrase. SA34 ' Verdi - Liszt' Après une Lecture
de Dante ' Fantasia quasi sonata•Années de
pèlerinage 2. année " L'Italie" 5.1611. lean-Yves
Thibaudes piano.
'CIS. BACH: 6 Partite BWV825-830 - Erster Teil de
Klavierübung-.
DDVOI1AK: String Quartet No. 12. in F Major, op. 96
B 179 " American". Ouintet in A Major. op.81. 13.155•
for piano & string quartet. Smetana Quartet. Josef
Fula piano • Iconcert live recording'.
DBEETHOVEN: Symphony No 2 in D Major op. 36.
"Egmont' op. 84. Overture. " Coriolan" op 62.
Overture. " Leonore" op 72a, Overture No 3. Otmar
Sultrier conducting. Staalskapelle Berlin.
DIS. BACH: b Suites tor Violoncello Solo Senza Basso.
BWV1007-1012. Maria Fulhvara violoncello.
OIS. BACH: Suites for Violoncello Solo arranged for
flute solo by Aurèle NIcolet. Suite I in G Major.
BWVI007, Suite IV In E•Flat Major. BWVI010, Aurèle
Nicolet flute.

OFRANZ LEHAR: Die Lustige Witwe " The Merry
Widow" Koller, Rudolf 13161 conducting Chor und
Orchester de Wiener Volksoper.
OWA. MOZART: The Complete Sonatas for Piano. Vol.
I. Sonata No I. 2. 3. 4, 5.. Maria bolo Pires.
o W.A. MOZART: The Complete Sonatas for Piano. Vol.
2. Sonata No 6, Sonata No. 7. Sonata No. 8, Rondo in
D Major, KV485. Mario lobo Piren.
OWA, MOZART: The Complete Sonatas for Piano. Vol.
3. Sonata No 9. Sonata No 10. Sonata No. II. Rondo
in A Minor. KV5I 1 Marla Joao Pires,
OWA, MOZART: The Complete Sonatas for Piano. Vo.
4, Sonata No. 12. Sonata No. IS, Fantasia in C Minor.
KV475, Sonata No. 14. Marla Jolla Pires,
OWA, MOZART: The Complete Sonatas for Piano. Vol.
5. Sonata No. 15. Sonata No. lo, Sonata No I7. Sonata
No, 18. Fantasia in D Minor KV397 Maria Joao Pima.
O 1.S, BACH: 3 Sonatas t, 3 Partitas for violin Solo
BWV 1001-1006 lean-lacques Kantorow violin.
DI. STRAUSS: Wiener Blue Rudolf Bibi conducting.
Cher und Orchester der Wiener Volksoper.
OBILLY HARPER/Soran-Bushl, B.H.: Trying To Get
Ready ,LoverhoodSoran-Bushi. 13.H.
:ARCHIE SHEPP - Dollar Brand/Duet Archie Shepp:
Town/tell Alone/Theme from " Proof of the Man" ,llbu
Suku/Moniebah. Archie Shepp its & as & ssl Dollar
Brand I
pl.
EBLUE ARAN1UEZ/Terry Herman Trio.
DKAZUM1 WATANABE/Lonsome Cat.
DTOKYO BRASS ENSEMBLE DIGITAL MARCH: I.F.
Wagner: Under the Double Eagle March. Sousa:
Stars and Stripes Forever. Sugiyama: March
Sagittarius. Nerve: March ot The Little Leaden
Soldier, Sousa: The High School Cadets. etc. Tokyo
Brass Ensemble.
DSONNY STITT/Moonlight In Vermont.
U10 IONES/Our Man. Papa jot.
[I/TERRY HERMAN TRIO/Begin The Beguine: Begin
The BeguineHistoria de un ArnorEl Reloffluiereme
Mucho, and others. Terry Herman Trio,
ONANCY WILSON/111 Be A Sorg.
DART FARMER/Maiden Voyage.
DTHE GREAT JAZZ TRIO: featuring Lewis Eley/The
Club New Yorker,
DART FARMER with The Great lam Trio/Ambrosia.
ON.Y. SOPHISTICATE TRIBUTE TO DUKE
ELLINGTONiTHE GREAT JAZZ TRIO with String
Quartet,
[[TERRY HERMAN TRIO/Blue Michelle,
[[TERRY HERMAN TRIO/Blue Stardust,
ETERRY HERMAN TRIO/Blue Feeling.
[[ALONE TOO LONG/Tommy Flanagan.
DANTHEN FOR THE NATIONS/Dollar Brand
CON GREEN DOLPHIN STREET/Archle Shepp.
CTOGETHER/Tommy Flanagan and Kenny Barron.
OBALLADS FOR TUNE/Archie Shepp.
O UT'S GO TO THE MOVIES - Flash Dance and
Other Favorites. Flash Dance - What A Feeling 1G.
Morodernr, " Star Wars, Return CS The lecir Main Title
11. Williams'. Main Title March From " Superman 111 - 11.
WIlliamsl, 007 Octopussy - Main Title Song " All Time
High" II. Barryl. etc. The Gene Coesmann Orchestra,
O LET'S GO TO THE MOVIES: Gone With The Wind
and other favorites. Taras Theme from ' Gone With
The WineOver The Rainbow from ' The Wizard of
Oz'OLove Is A Many-Splendored Thing/Summertime
In Venice from ' Summertime/Theme From ' East of
EdeePlein Soleil/A Man And A Woman trorn ' Un
Homme et Une Fernme ,Live For Life from ' 1Jvre
Pour Livre/ A Time For Us from Romeo And lull«.
etc.
ODENON AUDIO TECHNICAL CD: Announcement for
basic checks. source material for listening test. test
signals for basic checks. CD player test signals.
various measurement signals 111. various
measurement signals 1111, various measurement
signals 11111, source material tor sound quality.
evaluation.
OROOTSII African Dnims: Taka Chima ,Malepenega,
MoyongeHeviumeleniela Runyenla ,Kibisa.
National Percussion Group of Kenya.
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°Mozart Pno Coons 13 & 15: Archly 413 464.

Name

9.95
Clint: Sonata etc Bolet: Decca 410 115. 9.95

Address

DPuccini Turandot Mehta:
24.95

Decca 414 274.

CBach. Six Sonatas & Partitas: Mintz DG 413
810. 29.95
Minch. Six Cello Suites Tortelier: EMI CDC7
47090/1/2. 29.95
DGershwin: An American in Paris: Labeques
EMI CDC7 47044. 10.95
OGounod: St. Cecilia Mass: EMI CDC7 47094.
10.95

A/C No

Signed

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS,
84 CHARING CROSS ROAD,
LONDON WC2. Tel: 01 379 7427/7635

OLloyd Webber: Requiem: EMI CDC7 47146,
10.95
DBach: Brandenburgs Koopman Erato: ECD
88054/55. 23 90

CICharpentier Motets: Hannonia Mundi HMC
901149. 1195
DAve Maria various comps: Philips 412 629
- Kiri Te Kanawa. 9.95
:Mandel 6 Concerti Grossi op. 3: Philips 411
482. 9.95
DHaydn Syms 91 & 92: COA Davis Philips
410 390. 9.95
0Mozart Eine Kleine Nacht
Philips 412 269. 9.95

Musik

OVerdi Macbeth: Philips 412 133.
OTchalk 5/Previte Telarc CD 80107.

ASMF

11.95

0Bach Motets: Teldec 8.42663. 11.95
DHandel Concerti Grossi: Teldec 8.35607.
11.95
0Mozart
8.43063

Posthorn

Serenades etc:

Teldec

°Bach: Overtures IS2 Gardiner Erato: ECD
88048. 11.95

wit

the tonal substance and nobility of aBolet or
an Ashkenazy. The coupling is unique to the
CD version, black disc having initially twinned 1 & 4, but I'm no happier about the
sound. Its soft- grained intimacy is all wrong
for this music — much too enclosed, even
boxy, the orchestra in particular, pinched
and unfocused. B/C
Edward Seckerson
Schubert: String Quartet No 14 D810 ' Death
and the Maiden', Orlando Quartet ( 412 1272) (
40m 20s) Interesting to hear this alongside the Italian Quartet's version from 1966
on black disc — and also on Philips where it
was one of the highpoints of a long line of
exemplary chamber music recordings. The
new CD is brighter, more immediate, and a
little less refined than its predecessor, but a
certain sharpness and acidity of timbre is not
misplaced in this — at times — fierce and
demonic work.
The Orlando is balanced fairly closely,
resulting in some intrusive noises, but the
recording retains a reasonable atmosphere
about it and manages to define the
instrumental lines without losing the essential cohesion of the quartet sound. How
pleasing to hear the full range of the cello
part, for example: rarely can Schubert's
closely-woven textures have been rendered
so transparent.
However, competition on CD comes from
a good, brisk performance by the Amadeus
on DG. Their recording is slightly recessed in
comparison and sweeter-toned ( occasionally
over- sugared), as well as being a little
cleaner. Overall, though, the Orlando, without some of the quirks of the Amadeus and
with impressive dynamics, strikes me as the
finer of the two versions. A pity that the disc
offers comparatively poor value — most
competing versions ( including the Italian
and Amadeus) supplement with the Quartetsatz — so A/B it is.
Peter Herring
Schumann: Fantasiestücke, Liederkreis,
Anders/Gulda ( 412 113-2) (
53m 34s) The
worst recording features of the black disc
version of this issue, which Inote in my
review on p.95, are less obvious in the CD
version, as the piano sounds slightly nearer
in Op.12 and the system copes more cleanly
with the dynamic extremes. Presence is still
unconvincing, though, and the inadequacies
of the less-than- prime BOsendorfer cannot
be glossed over. If anything, the treble has
less sparkle here than on vinyl but as CD
gives a generally more genial air to this
production it is the format Iprefer in this
instance. B
Doug Hammond
Verdi: Macbeth, Zampieri/Bruson/Shicoff/
Lloyd/Ch & Orch of German Op Berlin/
Sinopoli ( 412 133-2) (
162m 27s) ( 3 CDs)
These are bewitching CDs, full of sound and
fury, signifying awonderfully effective dynamic range, with breathless hushes changing
in a lightning-flash to thumb- pricking crescendos. The orchestra is allowed to display
its full weight and detail, with a clean, crisp
treble and blood- deep bass. The soundstage is as wide as a blasted heath, with a
pleasing ambience which is spacious without being cavernous. The banqueting scene
is tremendous in its dazzling contrasts of fair
and foul, a hundred times more dramatic
than if the same performance had been
badly recorded or accompanied by tensionbreaking LP pops and crackles. JF gave his
LP version an [
A:1] last December, but Ifeel
that on CD it deserves promotion. Is this a
dagger Isee before me? No, it's astar, an A*
Sue Hudson

PIERRE VERANY
D'Aquin: 12 Noels, Pierre Bardon ( org)
(PV 783122) (
68m 35s) Excellent performHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ance on the 1773 Isnard at St. Maximin, for
which useful information is given ( for an
explanation of the ingenious '
Resonance'
department see Williams: The European
Organ). The reeds are particularly fine. The
microphones should have been further back
for best effect, and editing between sections
leg, in variations) is uncomfortably abrupt.
The sound is clear and characteristic, with
fine bass, the background noise being from
the bellows ( as pointed out in the sleevenotes). Recommended, particularly for the
instrument. Good length, too! B
Trevor Attewell

RODOLPHE
Dvorak: Serenade Op.22, Nocturne, Valses,
Music de Praga/Sagrestano ( RPC 32401)
(44m 24s) Another pair of ears listening to
this CD might well find the warm, full sound
to its taste. I would prefer a little more
headroom above the orchestra to tighten the
bass and to allow the violas to emerge more
fully, but Ido appreciate the detailed depth
of perspective and the closely knit orchestral
unit that is realistically captured. There are
moments, as at the beginning of the Serenade's Larghetto fourth movement, when
the spaciousness of the acoustic seems
apparent, but generally the fullness of sound
gives the impression of enclosure. Not bad
then, but not star quality. A/B
Doug Hammond

TELARC
Tchaikovsky: Symphony 5/Rimsky-Korsakov: March from Tsar Sultan, RPO/Previn
(CD 80107) (
50m 57s) An auspicious beginning to Previn's brand new recording career
with the RPO. The band is currently in tip-top
condition, with assurance and character
exuding from every department. It's a good,
solid, reading, generous to a fault, possessed of a Kempe-like dignity in the second
and fourth movements where it belongs, I
would say, more to the teutonic than slavonic school. Certainly Imiss, occasionally, the
temperamental fire- in-the- soul impulsiveness of a Mravinsky or even young Mariss
Jansons ( in the finale of his recent Oslo/
Chandos account). But it's good nonetheless
to feel and know that every last quaver is
accorded its requisite weight and value, that
Previn isn't just going for the thrill-themwhile-you- can approach, but looking ahead
at every juncture. Soundwise, the middle
and lower range colours of the opening
pages reveal that handsome Telarc tonal
bloom. Woodwinds — caught in characteristically forthright deployment — are warm and
fleshy; brasses rasp home excitingly. I, personally, would have welcomed at least the
illusion of alittle more distance between me,
the trumpets and the trombones at key
points of release — in the first movement,
especially. Previn doesn't exactly restrain on
the decibels here and the effect is a touch
overbearing, to say the least. Never mind;
impressive sounds as always from this
source, and there's the perky little RimskyKorsakov march for good measure. A[:1]
Edward Seckerson

part-writing. Since the LP revealed some
surface noise and the CD booklet manages to
contain a great deal of useful information
about the music and the performance, there
are two further good reasons for preferring
the CD. A
Peter Branscombe
Handel: Concerti Grossi Op.6, Concentus
Musicus Wien/Harnoncourt ( 8.35603) (
3
CDs) ( 169m 39s) On LP, Harnoncourt's rather
unconventional spacing ( with the soloists
effectively backstage left) was for me a little
overdone; on CD the width is far less
extreme in its effect, although the general
spread is perfectly satisfactory and the tone
of the CMW strings as sweet and as fluently
varied as ever. This is a first-class recording
to make us think anew about Handel interpretation; the slightly less extreme effect of
the CD recording ( still with excellent documentation) will probably prove more readily
acceptable to those who are easily put off by
the unfamiliar treatment of music they
already know and love. For first-time buyers,
still a very good way to celebrate Handel's
tercentenary. A*/A
Stephen Daw
Handel: Water Music, Concentus Musicus
Wien/Harnoncourt ( 8.42368) (
44m 57s) The
acoustic effect is almost ' outdoor' in
impression, which, of course, suits the
music's original purpose, though perhaps
not so much these subsequent arrangements ( there is, of course, no such thing as a
clear original source for any music associated with a particular Royal- Barge party on
the Thames). Harnoncourt knows very well
how to characterise regal pageantry in the
baroque manner, but the sound is just
slightly edgy, and I prefer the John Eliot
Gardiner version of this work in both sound
and signal. B
Stephen Daw
Mozart: Posthorn Serenade, Two Marches
K335, Dresden Staatskapelle/Harnoncourt
(8.43063) (
55m 08s) Though James Levine's
DG coupling provides the best Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik on CD, Iwould go for Harnoncourt's stylish Posthorn, with its gruffier,
reverberant sound. This is a VEB co- production, with a full-throated quality which, like
other Teldec Mozart/Harnoncourt CDs, has a
threatening ' fuzz', or edge, as the levels
advance. The LP equivalent, reviewed p94
has, Ithink, a preferable airiness, and seems
better able to present the dynamics. One
would, of course, have to decide how long
the DMM surfaces would remain pristine. A
Christopher Breunig

Mozart: Symphonies 29 and 39, Concertgebouw/Harnoncourt ( 8.43107)159m 33s) At
first Iwas tempted to dub this Harnoncourt's
audition- piece for the job of adapting the
music for Forman's Amadeus, and Ihope
readers will see the ambivalence in my LP
review ( p73). The more Ihear this coupling
the more reservations melt away in the
exciting heat of such audacious and bravura
conducting. Previous CDs have been graded
TELDEC
A or B, by different reviewers, IH noting the
Bach: The Six Motets ( BVVV 225-230), ConConcertgebouw reverberance ' crowding' the
centus Musicus Wien/Bachchor Stockholm/
music when fast and loud. In the beginning
Harnoncourt ( 8.42663) (
62m 37s) The impact
of the slow movement of No.39 there is a
of this recording is impressive — as indeed
beautiful immediacy and breathing space
are the performances. Harnoncourt sees
around the instruments, but at high levels it
each work as awhole, though there is much
is as if the sound ' over- loaded', and the
felicitous detail, both from the excellent
image shunts forwards. In both formats
Stockholm Bach Choir ( which has women's
there is this suspicion, or threat, of high-level
voices for the upper lines, not boys') and
edginess/coarseness; the CD is superficially
from the imaginative realisation of the Conthe more attractive carrier, yet the LP proves
centus' accompaniments. At first Ifelt that I marginally more comfortable to listen to, for
was at a greater distance from the performthe full stretch ( Harnoncourt gives us all
ance than was the case with the black disc
repeats). In the con spirito finale of No.29 CD
(the one- record reissue covered last Septemreproduces the strings' rapid figurations
ber); once the period of aural adjustment
more articulately than the LP, which tends to
was over I was impressed anew by the
blur. Nearer B Ithink.
balance, the clarity and direction of the
Christopher Breunig
89
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Systemdek
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Magnum
Magneplanar
Maranta
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Syrinx
Tannoy
Walker
Van den Hul
Yamaha
Zeta

Expert friendly advice - whether you're
starting out, upgrading your system or
just replacing your cartridge
Single speaker dems by appointment ii
either of our two studios

*

Turntable service that's the best in the
business - we set up, renovate, up- date
and repair

*

Biasing to the tape of your choice when
you purchase anew deck or well twee',
your own deck for £ 15

*

Part- exchange of your existing
equipment normally possible subject t,,
age and condition
No deposit instalment credit available full details on application

*

Tapes at prices you'll find hard to beat ,

*

Accessories for the enthusiast from the
West End's finest selection - you name
it, we've usually got it

*

Record cleaning service - quite simpk
the only way to bring those treasured
discs back to alistenable condition
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The Sound Approcehtel4F.

48 WIGMORE STREET LONDON WI
Telephone 01-486 8263
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
Open: Monday- Saturday barn - 6.00pm Thum until 7pm.
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Patent applied or
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The Compact Disc
You Want
How many of your compact discs do you play regularly? 20 per
cent? Save yourself money, try before you buy. All your
favourite music, classical and pop at only 10p per day. Just write
to the address below or ring Denham ( 0895) 832873 ( 24 hrs.)
and we'll rush you our catalogue of over 800 titles and a
Membership Form.

The Cemac MOS-FET 800 offers a400W* per
channel amplifier designed specifically to drive
loudspeakers rated as low as 100W RMS: thus
effectively increasing the dynamic range by12dB.
High dynamic power accurately controls the
loudspeakers by the use of alarge number of
MOS-FET power devices. Added to this DC
coupling ensures immediate response to all
variables in the signal.
Wide frequency responce, low distortion, low
noise and low output impedance only enhance
an amplifier well worth listening to.

* We buy the discs you ask for
* We supply brand new releases
* We guarantee 24 hr. turn around
* You can buy the disc at below retail price

'4 ohm loudspeakers

Cemac Ltd

22 Fleming Close Cheshunt-Herts EN7 6AY

r

To Cemac Ltd

We use the new technology of
computers to ensure fast
turnround and data
accuracy but know that
old fashioned courtesy.
and personal service
are equally important.

Telephone Waltham Cross (0992) 33099
1

22 Fleming Close Cheshunt Hens EN7 6AY

Please rush me the MOS-FET 800 leaflet
HEN 6/85
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I
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_.,

Compact Disc Library,
FREEPOST,

— — —

Telephone

1

Uxbridge,
Middlesex UB9 4BR
(0895)832873 ( 24 hr. I
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CLASSICAL
JS BACH: The six Brandenburg Concertos BWV
1046-1051
Amsterdam Bar Orch/Koopman
Erato NUM 751342 (
2 recs) digital (
MCE 751342)

The editors have had problems in accommodating the very quiet clavichord alongside the harpsichord ( they sound too close in
volume), especially as the organ also presents different challenges. They have done
quite well, but for optimum effect the clavichord here really should be turned to
near- inaudible volume, but with high treble
boost, while the boost should be removed
and the volume increased to about double
for the harpsichord. Finally, Ipreferred the
organ with treble and bass both on the high
side and volume similar to that for the
harpsichord. But it's well worth the effort,
and Ihope that Philips are already making
'Book 2'. (
13:1*)
Stephen Daw

The amazingly industrious Ton Koopman
may not play and conduct to everybody's
taste, but the continuing freshness of his
conception of each new kind of music cannot
be disputed. These Brandenburg Concertos
are not perhaps given a ' definitive account',
but they contain so many interesting ideas
that they might well change our notions
JS BACH: Concerto in F, BWV 978 17 Preludes &
concerning exactly how agood performance
Fugues in b, BWV 923/951, in G, BWV 902.1, in F,
should be approached. The playing strikes
BWV 901
Fantasias in g, BWV 917, in c, BWV 919,
me as being at its best in the fourth Conin c. BWV 918 .11 Suite in a, BVIN 818a.
certo, where Monica Huggett and the recorder partnership of Ricardo Kanji and Reine - Timothy Roberts (hPd)
Hyperion A66154 digital dmm ( NC)
Marie Verhagen all play exquisitely, and the
whole account is so very nicely judged. The
The by-ways of Bach's keyboard output
only weak spot is Concerto 6, which Ifeel we
outside the great collections are a rich vein
have yet to capture really well on record.
indeed, and for his first solo recording
The recording is good throughout.
Timothy Roberts has gathered a nicely
Perhaps Concerto 1 is a little restricted in
balanced selection ranging from the transwidth, and possibly 3and 6might have been
criptions of Vivaldi's Op.3 Violin Concerto
better spread in editing ( they sound as
(into the F- major Concerto) and the early
though they were performed in a circular
fantasias ( possibly not Bach at all), through
formation with the microphone(s) at the
to the Suite in A- minor which can stand by
centre). But the whole thing is refreshing and
the set of French Suites which it so closely
full of vitality — and hence, perhaps
resembles ( and in fact is so termed in
unusually, thoroughly appropriate to Bach's
Hogwood's recent Oiseau Lyre set, 411 811marvellous music. [
A:1*/11
11. Timothy Roberts plays a two- manual
Stephen Daw
Hoey copy of an early 18th century Grábner
and performs all the works most persuasively; as one would expect from a pupil
JS BACH: The Four Ouvertüren
of Kite and Leonhardt, the approach is
English Bar Soloists/Gardiner
forthright and correct. My single disagreeErato NUM 750762 ( 2 recs) digital ( MCE 7507621
ment is in the slight rhythmic holding back in
the Concerto.
There is something very attractive indeed
The bell- like treble of this splendidly big
about the sound of these new performances;
harpsichord comes across with warmth and
there's a sense of breadth and resonance
absolute clarity, although there is very occathat gives them almost an ' outdoor' quality,
sionally an obvious dipping of the pitch as
yet the sound is by no means lost in tone or
the dynamic fades after the note has been
impact. This is how Ithink recordings- should
struck. What is more troublesome is the very
sound, fresh, immediate and warm, but not
definite division of the hands/voices/manuintrusively so. The performances also corne
als between the speakers, which produces
close to my ideals for this music, with
an unnatural stereo effect, marring for me an
beautiful woodwind playing throughout,
otherwise attractively recorded sound. (
A/B:
really tidy ( and at times controlled and rapid)
1*/11
work from the trumpets in their two suites,
Roger Bowen
and string- playing that seems to catch accurately the balance between playing too lightly
with baroque bows and playing too heavily
JS BACH: Oster-Oratorium ( BWV 249)
into the string: just right.
Ameling/Watts/Krenn/Krause/Wiener
John Eliot Gardiner has speeds and
Akademiechor/Stuttgart CO/Münchinger
balances very effectively planned and conDecca 414 054-1 (
NC)
trolled,and Alastair Ross' continuo harpReissue from 1969
sichord is as impressively positive here as
we have come to expect. As a final bonus,
the Monteverdi Choir of London provide a The 1969 Bach Easter Oratorio under Karl
Münchinger is arguably that conductor's
telling bonus to Ouverture 1in C in the form
most outstanding recording; furthermore, it
of asacred song by Bach which is obviously
is our only version ( and has been ever since
close in origin to its final movement (
Passeits original issues) of this most attractive
pied 1da capo). Of the various good versions
work, which has suffered unaccountable
on period instruments, this is my first choice.
neglect. Excellent music, well played,
UV:1*i
although there is a crying need for a new
Stephen Daw
performance based on the earlier version via
the New Bach Edition — published in the late
JS BACH: Das Wohltemperirte Clavier I
1970s — with the soloists ascribed ( as they
Daniel Chorzempa (hpd, cvd & org)
were then) to dramatic roles as biblical
Philips 6769 106 ( 2 recs) digital ( 7654 106)
characters.
The sound is generally good, although we
Chorzempa, the American lion of the Euronotice the balance swooping forward to
pean circuits for over 15 years, gives us an
catch recitatives, retreating a little for arias,
account of ' Book 1' that is certainly very
and focus becoming much less directional in
welcome indeed. As he transfers deftly from
the numbers using larger ensembles. Neverone of his three instruments to another, we
theless, abargain buy for Easter ( or just after
are bound to marvel at the consistency of his
Easter) in the Jubilâumsjahr. (
B/C:1/11
reading, which is gently eloquent rather than
Stephen Daw
strongly stylised, but always positive and
effective. His absolutely splendid reading of
the Fugue in A- major struck me as quite
JS BACH: Magnificat . Cantata BWV 51
masterly. In certain less energetic moveKirkby/Argenta/Kvvella/Brett/Rolfe Johnson/Thoments Isometimes yearned for just a shade
mas/Monteverdi Ch/English Bar Soloists/Gardiner
more subtlety in his attack and touch, but in
Philips
411 458-1 digital ( 411 458-4)
general he plays three tricky historical instruments — all very well restored — commendHere is a brilliant, invigorating account of
ably.
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Bach's Magnificat: crystal-clear in detail,
finely sung by soloists and choir, and with
keen, eloquent playing from the English
Baroque Soloists. The recording is fresh,
spacious and natural, and the record surfaces are admirably clean. Yet after two
hearings, and after comparison with old, and
by John Eliot Gardiner's standards rather
routine, plodding performances, I cannot
help feeling that here the opening and
closing choruses in particular are born of
speed for its own sake rather than compelling musical reason. Cantata No.51, ' Jauchzet
Gott in alien Landen' is, as Clifford Bartlett's
note reminds us, asolo motet. Emma Kirkby
sings it with her accustomed purity and
liveliness; here again, though, there is little
room for relaxation ( and at 15 1
/ minutes this
2
is a distinctly short side). Full texts and
translations are provided. IA:2/1)
Peter Branscombe
JS BACH: Cantata No.56 ' Ich will den Kreustab
gerne tragen' 1Cantata No.82 ' Ich habe genug'
John Shirley- Quirk (bar)/ASM/St. Anthony Singers/
Marriner
Decca 414 055-1 (
NC)
Reissue from 1965
The sensitivity of Shirley- Quirk's performance and sheer quality of voice in this
20-year- old recording of Ich habe genug
makes this Serenata reissue well worth
having, even if the recording is less than
perfect in the mix of vocalist and orchestra.
The ASM are as supportive as one remembers and are adequately recorded. Cantata
No.56 has some tricky moments for both
performers and engineers, and they do not
pass unnoticed. [
B/C:1*/21
Roger Bowen
BARTOK: The Miraculous Mandarin ! Music for
Strings, Percussion & Celeste
Detroit SO/Dorati
Decca 411 894-1 digital ( 411 894-4)
Dorati's latest exploration of The Miraculous
Mandarin is in itself almost a miracle — of
clarity and restraint. Compared with some
other versions it seems perhaps slightly
tame — there is not much in the way of
fireworks or of the frenetic scurrying about
which certain conductors find an adequate
substitute for the inherent melancholy of the
piece. This is a deeply thoughtful performance and a revealing one; but that of the
Music for Strings, though equally clear and
thoughtful, somehow just misses being
revelatory. It is almost as if both conductor
and orchestra had used up most of their
insight in their search for the essence of the
ballet. It is a meticulous account of what is,
after all, another expression of Bartok's
troubled genius, but it is not much more: it
pleases but fails ultimately to provide the
frisson of something familiar made new,
which is what happens when you turn the
record over for the Mandarin. The recording
goes a long way to help, probing the intricacies of the two scores, opening them up
without dissecting them. [
A:1*/11
Kenneth Dommett
Academic Festival
BRAHMS: Symphony No.4
Overture
RLPO/Janovvski
ASV DCA 533 digital IZC DCA5331
The latest catalogue shows that many great
conductors are no longer listed under
Brahms 4, but Janowski's new sponsored
recording hardly fills any gaps. Like Bernstein, he adopts a very slow and unconvincing tempo for the Andante moderato, and
the music tends to drag; speed changes in
(iii/iv) Ido not doubt are deeply felt, but I
cannot sense them as organically related,
and they have a disorientating effect. The
recorded sound has plenty of bass weight,
but is very recessed — there is hardly any
presence to the upper strings, which even
sound scrawny in the climaxes in ( ii) — and
() I
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There is something very refreshing about the
Hilliard Ensemble's approach to Renaissance
music, which seems to me to raise their
performances to a higher level than those
reached by their immediate predecessors on
record. First, they sing with real rhythmic
control and zest; as a result, the lines speak
This is a very lively reading, notable for the
with an authoritative eloquence. Second,
delicately ornamented cadenza- like
they have clearly thought hard regarding
flourishes which link certain sections, prehow to express the texts of their material
sumably added by the leader Piero Toso. The
appropriately; the records contain these in
orchestra is extremely responsive to the
good translations and original languages,
music. At times the tone is perhaps almost
and our overall experience is enriched.
too intense, for the music is not without
Third, they are recorded sensibly - not too
humour; but there are moments of the most
closely for comfort, but closely enough for
grave and proportioned beauty in Scimone's
immediacy of effect and individuality of line
reading, too.
within the choral blend.
The recording has been extremely well
My favourite side here is the secular one,
managed in an appropriate location, so that
with its saucy and provincial texts, its neatly
this most compelling of Italian chambersophisticated
musical character and its
orchestras is heard at its very best: full, clear,
extremely refined lute playing. Stephen
correctly scaled and placed. Ican hardly see
Stubbs is a real find. Ican only hope that the
how the Solisti Veneti could be better served
than they are by Erato. This, incidentally, is a Hilliard Ensemble continues to keep high
case where, on very similar equipment, I standards as the performers become more
busy and make further recordings of the
have found that Iprefer the LP to the CD.
late- Renaissance repertoire. Another record
[A*:1*/11
that sets new standards. [
A*:1/11
Stephen Daw
Stephen Daw
CORELLI: Concerti Grossi Op.6 Nos.5-8 ( 8 is
'Christmas Concerto')
ISolisti Veneti/Claudio Scimone
Erato NUM 75166 digital ( MCE 75166)

COUPERIN: Motets
Jill Feldman (sop)/Isabelle Poulenard (sop)/Gregory Reinhart (bar)/Jaap ter Linden (viol)/Davitt
Moroney (org)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1150 dmm ( HMC 401150)
The motets on this record attest to the
extremely fine body of liturgical music François Couperin wrote in addition to the justly
famous and very beautiful Leçons de
Ténèbres. None of these motets was published in Couperin's lifetime and many betray the influence of his older compatriot and
virtual neighbour Charpentier, in whose
music Jill Feldman, as a member of the
prodigiously talented Les Arts Florissants, is
well versed. She and the equally clear-toned
Isabelle Poulenard duet most sensitively in
such as Victoria Christo resurgenti, and their
sudden outbursts of emotion in passages
such as ' 0 cruel sight, 0 lamentable martyrdom' in the middle of the motet to St.
Bartholomew ( who was skinned alive) grasp
one's emotions with full force.
The studio recording achieves that warmish glow across the upper frequencies so
flattering to this sort of music, and the
supporting organ and bass viol strike agood,
natural balance with both the two sopranos
and the baritone, although the voices can
sound occasionally a little overblown. [
A:1*/
1]
Roger Bowen
GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess — highlights
Simon Estes (bad/Roberta Alexander (sop)/Berlin
Rad Ch & Orch/Slatkin
Philips 412 720-1 digital ( 412 720-4)
Most of the big numbers are here. Estes, a
singer of character and rich voice, takes on
Porgy's best pieces as well as Sporting Life's
It ain't necessarily so and manages to distil
as much of the difference between the two
as acompilation like this makes possible. It is
a taste of what critics have applauded as a
major triumph in the theatre, and it is a pity
we have not been given acomplete performance. Roberta Alexander's Bess is also a
sensitive performance, and she doubles as
Serena and Clara - though her voice shows
signs of pressure in the upper register. Diane
Curry makes a brief appearance as Maria in
two numbers. Slatkin's is aloose jointed and
supple treatment of Gershwin's score, yet he
finds the true pathos in My man's gone and
Buzzard. The scrolling tends to break deeply
and abruptly into the atmosphere, effectively
disrupting it. In other respects the recording
(studio based?) is good. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
LASSUS: Motets and Chansons
Hilliard Ens/Stephen Stubbs (Ife)
HI-FI NEWS tiz RECORD REVIEW
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LLOYD: Piano Concerto No.4 111 The Lily leaf & the
Grasshopper
Kathryn Stott (pno)/LSO/Lloyd
Conifer CFRA 119 digital ( MCFRA 119)
George Lloyd's Fourth Piano Concerto is
very much in the Rachmaninov mould: the
respective roles of piano and orchestra, the
weaving of the texture, gestures that are
large, lyrical and sweeping - are all characteristic, even though the details of the melodic and harmonic language may not be. As
with a number of other large-scale works by
Lloyd, Ifind myself most in sympathy with
the structural control and intellectual and
emotional power of the first movement; but
Lloyd has a lot to offer a wide range of
listeners, and the strong contrasts that exist
between the three movements are very
effective within the overall structure of the
work. The Lily leaf and the Grasshopper is an
anecdotal work for piano solo that begins
and ends with disarming simplicity whilst
encompassing a middle section that graphically illustrates the grasshopper of the title.
The LSO are in fine form for the Concerto
under the sing- along enthusiasm of George
Lloyd as conductor, and Kathryn Stott has all
the understanding of his style that the composer claims for her. The recording, too, has
an outstanding quality ( producer Howard
Devon, engineer Tony Faulkner) with the size
and vibrancy of the Henry Wood Hall excellently maintained whilst detail and blend are
finely balanced. The hollow, metallic ring
that inhabits the opening grooves, sounding
like an undamped timp but starting before
the first chord, soon disappears to reveal the
full quality of the sound. [
A*/A:1•1
Doug Hammond
LLOYD WEBBER: Requiem
Domingo/Brightman/Miles-Kingston/Winchester
Cath Ch/ECO/Maazel
EMI EL 2702421 digital ( 2702424)
This work is no ' masterpiece' in the sense
that the Verdi, Berlioz or Britten Requiems
are masterpieces. Lloyd Webber simply does
not operate on that level of profundity or
originality, and it is unfair to try putting him
where he clearly does not belong. But he
does have a rare gift for the haunting lyric
melody. He can take the simplest of ideas
and by virtue of one unexpected turn of
phrase, one surprising interval, mould it into
something which will linger in the memory.
Pie Jesu has precisely that quality, as does
the haunting Recordare and opening Kyrie.
How beautifully he nurtures this opening
paragraph, this gently rocking plaint, opening out spectacularly at the climactic entry of

the tenor ( Domingo superb) and carrying it
through one or two spine-tingling modulations to the soprano's full-throated high- D.
His declamatory music, on the other hand, is
less successful, the instrumental writing too
often redolent of the biblical movie, choral
contributions too often falling back on the
quasi- operatic style which in my view
weakened Superstar and Evita.
Soundwise, EMI have done the composer
proud, packaging the proceedings glamorously, and creating in Abbey Road Studio 1a
fair simulation of a church acoustic. Organ
pedals tell supremely well, big crunching
brass and percussion chords thunder home
in suitably theatrical fashion. A muchaugmented ECO and the excellent Winchester Cathedral Choir are driven with flair by
Maazel, while Paul Miles- Kingston ( boy treble) and Sarah Brightman ( soprano) thoroughly vindicate Lloyd Webber's choice of
exclusively high voices. He could not have
wished for a better performance. (
A*:1*1
Edward Seckerson
MAHLER: Symphony No.3
Watts/LSO/Solti
Decca 414 254-1 (
2 recs) ( 414 254-4)
Reissue from 1969
No-one is going to argue with Decca's
gratifying 1969 tonal responses. But, oh
dear, some extraordinary balances are
perpetrated in the mixing, with atmosphere
constantly sacrificed to textural scrutiny.
Solo trombone takes the down-stage position for his two baleful ' arias', string basses
leap unnaturally from the right channel,
horns suddenly magnify two- fold for their
mighty declamation before Fig.29 in ( i) and
harps likewise at the close of ( iii). There are
many other instances, including, regrettably,
that magical, far-off post- horn solo, which,
while beautifully played, is neither far-off nor
magical. All of which is a pity, since none of
Mahler's score was more directly inspired by
the scenic splendours of the Salzkammergut,
and to deny this ' gigantic hymn to every
aspect of creation' its optimum expansion
and atmosphere is, in my book, to fail it
completely. Solti himself offers something
fresh and forthright, if not especially Mahlerian, but falls well short of the great closing
adagio which is desperately wanting in
reverential breadth and spiritual concentration. [C/B:2/3]
Edward Seckerson
MENDELSSOHN: Elijah
Edith Wiens (sop)/Carolyn Watkinson (con)/Keith
Lewis (ten)/Benjamin Luzon (bass)/GFLO & Ch/
Corboz
Erato NUM 751473 digital dmm ( 3 recs, Conifer)
(NC)
Since the much- acclaimed Frühbeck de Burgos recording of the complete Elijah
appeared with its superb line-up including
Fischer-Dieskau, Gwyneth Jones, Nicolai
Gedda and Janet Baker, there has been little
by way of extracts or complete performances on disc to compete with it. Some 17
years on, Ifeel that this present performance
may go some way to redress that balance,
despite some minor reservations concerning
performance and recording. As a work that
had its première in England in 1846 and has
remained close to the hearts of English
music- lovers ever since, some may be
unhappy that this performance is sung in
German, despite its predominance of wellknown English-speaking soloists. But this
should not be much of a problem, as the
performers are so convincing in their respective roles that the dramatic meaning of the
work is easily conveyed. Benjamin Luxon is
especially fine, and his character portrayal of
Elijah is particularly moving. Similarly, the
choir and orchestra of the Gulbenkian
Foundation of Lisbon under Michel Corboz
are rarely less than excellent. My only criticism of the performance would be levelled at
the slightly out- of-tune singing in the
unaccompanied Trio Lift thine Eyes.
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pre- echo before the finale is bad. [
B/C:21
Christopher Breunig

There is much in the recording that is
eminently praiseworthy too. The balance
between soloists and orchestra and between
orchestra and choir is exemplary, as is the
reproduction of varying timbres and dynamics within the orchestra. Also, the clarity
and definition afforded the soloists is a
delight. Only the sound of the choir is
disappointing: here, there is that congestion
and treble meshing which often dogs the
recording of such forces. However, this is not
sufficiently disturbing to deter the prospective buyer from experiencing the delights of
this important new issue. (
A/B:1*/1]
Barbara Jahn
M-ENDELSSOHN: Sonata, Op.6 CI Variations
Sérieuses CI Prelude & Fugue, Op.35/1 D Rondo
capriccioso
Murray Perahia (pno)
CBS IM 37838 digital ( IMT 37838)

verve or sense of style that Sherlaw Johnson
brought to his 1969 Argo recording of the
work with Noelle Barker. That version is no
longer in the catalogue, so the Command/
Petit three- record set of Messiaen's songcycles provides the only competition. There,
the recording is neither so well proportioned
nor the performers so well balanced as in
this present issue. (
A/B:2]
Doug Hammond

MONTEVERDI: Vespro della Beata Vergine ( 1610)
Taverner Ch/Taverner Consort/Taverner Players/
Andrew Parrott
EMI EX 2701293 digital dmm ( 2recs) ( EX2701295)

More than most, this work has been subject
to vagaries of taste in presentation, and even
in content — the latter partly because of
variants indicated by the composer, which
leave considerable scope for individual preIt should be no surprise that agreat Mozart ferences. Compared with some past interand Chopin pianist is also one of the finest
pretations, this one seems positively
Mendelssohn interpreters of our age. Men- austere, though the forces employed ensure
delssohn's piano music demands marvel- that at climactic points there is a full and
lous finger dexterity plus exceptional control
glorious sound. The enclosed brochure
of tone in the loudest sections — qualities that summarises the latest researches into the
are equally appropriate to the piano music of work and its background, and explains the
Mozart and Chopin — and interpretatively a decisions reached by the editor — and very
balance must be struck between the Clas- persuasive they are, as is the music itself,
sical and Romantic elements. Murray Pera- which is most beautifully performed by a
hia achieved all of this many years ago in his distinguished cast of musicians, which
early recital performances of the Mendels- includes the divine Emma Kirkby and many
sohn sonatas, but has now developed a another Early Music authority. I have
greater refinement. The Op.6 Sonata is con- enjoyed it enormously.
ceived as awork of great stature, the moveThe recording was made in All Saints,
ments developed as sections of a larger Tooting, which seems free from obtrusive
whole. The power that Perahia summons traffic- noises — or nearly so — and also
can be staggering at times, yet there is never provides an airy, but not sumptuous, acousahint of harshness from the instrument. The tic which is well suited to the musical
Variations Sérieuses is likewise treated sym- approach. It does, however, seem to generphonically, though intellectual integrity is ate a curious resonant echo above middlenot allowed to override the individual voice, which does something to mar the
beauties.
beauty of the sound in my ears. The voices
The digital recording gives aprecise image are well separated and instrumental tone is
and an exceptionally wide dynamic range, accurate, producing splendid fortissimi
though without perfect clarity or an easy feel where they occur, and delicate sensitivity in
to the ambience. There are some extran- quieter passages. One cannot know just how
eous noises and shifts of focus, but these last Vespers was performed, or sounded, in the
could well be aural illusions created by the 17th century; but it is not difficult to believe
close miking. The very limited but excep- that it did not differ notably from this. Such
tionally strong competition presents atotally generation of belief, perhaps, is what is
different approach, for although Lydia Arty- meant by the vexed expression 'authentic'.
miw is equally satisfying in intellectual [A:19
terms, her view of the works is more introPeter Turner
spective than that of Perahia; this is fine for
repeated listening and Ifind it hard to say
which is better than the other, even though
MOZART: Symphony No.29 in A O No.39 in E
the results are so different. For the present Concertgebouw/Hamoncourt
disc then [
13:11.
Teldec AZ 6.43107 digital dmm ( Conifer) ( CY4
Doug Hammond 43107)

Dresden Staatskapelle/Hamoncourt
Teldec AZ 6.43063 digital dmm ( Conifer)
(4.43063CY)
Since Levine's ' deft and telling' Posthorn
with the VPO ( Oct ' 83) we have had two
reissues: Boskovsky's, and Schiinzeler's CfP,
which frames the Serenade with the two
contemporaneous Marches K320a. In the
prefatory march to apurposeful and intense
reading of the Adagio-Allegro (
i), Harnoncourt combines toughness and charm — with
a stylistic finesse recalling Beecham. This
strong, iron- like grip pervades the famous
'posthorn' minuet ( but is not preclusive of
'Papageno-like' playfulness in the first trio),
and is very different from Boskovsky's easygoing, mannered approach. It reinforces
Harnoncourt's statement, on another Teldec
sleeve: ' Itake Mozart at his word'. The
Dresden solo ( Peter Damm) is glorious, and
the Staatskapelle play with ardour and
precision, clearly placing full confidence in
Harnoncourt — here at his least controversial.
(A:11
Christopher Breunig
MOZART: Eine kleine Nachtmusik IIDivertimento
K136 D Ein musikalischer Spass
ASM Cham Ens
Philips 412 269-1 digital ( 412 269-4)
All old favourites. They can sound tired from
over-exposure, but not here. Solo strings,
crisp, alert performances, natural ambience
and superlative sound add up to an issue
way up front of the competition. The 'Joke'
really works since it is possible to hear what
is going on and savour the compositional
solecisms which lie at its heart, to say
nothing of the ' insecure' horns. First-class.
[A*11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin Concerto No.2, K211/HAYDN:
Violin Concerto in C
Isabelle van Keulen (vin)/Netherlands CO/RosMarba
Philips 412 718-1 digital (412 718-4)
There was surprise in some quarters when
Isabelle van Keulen was awarded first prize
in last year's Young Musician of the Year
competition for her performance, technically
brilliant, of Vieuxtemp's empty fifth concerto, since this afforded her little opportunity to display musicianship as opposed to
dexterity. All right, perhaps these two concertos, which represent her recording debut,
offer little chance to do that either, but at
least they contain music of genuine if limited
expressiveness. Happily, the results are
worthy of a player whose gifts embrace a
strong feeling for line, with a sweet and
secure tone. She is well supported by the
orchestra and sensitively lit by the recording
which, naturally, spotlights her but without
grotesquely pulling her out of context. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

Hear the opening drumbeats of No.39, dry,
forte, and in very quick demi semiquavers,
or the Menuetto, where the tempo is incredibly fast ( and where the first 24 crotchets are
ruthlessly accented) and you scarcely recogAs one of the great song-cycles of this nise the music. Harnoncourt slows drasticentury, Harawi demands apeculiar commit- cally for the trio and in this his most
ment before its difficulties can be overcome 'iconoclastic' Mozart coupling to date, he
and the best made of the score. That Jane adopts — as IH said of the 34/Haffner CD ( Oct
Manning and David Miller have attempted it '84) — a quasi authentic approach but with
MOZART: Piano Sonatas K330, 333 El Adagio K540
is much to their credit, but Idon't think this big modern forces. Are the ' distortions' more
Cl Eine kleine Gigue K574
performance really gels into a major inter- extreme than Furtwânglers? No, but do they
Mitsuko Uchida (pno)
pretation of the work. There are certainly stem from comparable deep inner convicPhilips 412 616-1 digital ( 412 616-4)
many fine moments, the finest, Ithink, being tions about expression? Or is this perhaps a
Miss Manning's splendidly biting streams of Brechtian, alienating concept: recordings
This third instalment of Mitsuko Uchida's
'pia's' in movement (viii), Syllabes, in imita- meant to shake up our conditioned images
series of Mozart piano sonata recordings
tion of the warning cries of apes. But Iam not of familiar works? In the lovely A- major,
maintains the extremely high standard of
convinced that her voice is suited to the Harnoncourt is brusquest of all in the slow
sensibility and technical mastery set by the
work: it lacks both the innate strength and movement ( Haydn Surprise- like jolts); the
first two. The sonatas, generally assumed to
heaviness of a Wagnerian soprano and a spirited finale is taken at a headlong pace,
have been products of the Paris visit of 1778,
solidly French timbre, two essentials for the following OW without abreak. The effect is to
are now assigned to the Vienna period of
piece. Also, there are times when the perfor- suggest akind of obverse face to the minuet.
1784, thereby adding even further lustre to
mers follow the composer's own example In 39 ( i) the foreshadowing of Beethoven's
Mozart's great flowering, for that was the
and apply afairly loose hold over the notated E-flat symphony is brilliantly realised, withyear of the piano concertos, quartets and
rhythmic values; this is unnecessary, as the out the heavy Eroica analogies Bernstein
other masterpieces which made him for a
music works especially well when these are drew from/imposed upon the score. [
A:1(7)]
time the most sought-after composer in the
strictly followed. Nor can Iunderstand why
Christopher Breunig
city.
the soprano begins slightly before the piano
Of the two sonatas here, it is the first, in C,
in some numbers.
which seems to have the greater concentraDavid Miller copes extremely well with the
MOZART: Posthorn Serenade
Two Marches
tion of thought and structure, but in Uchitaxing piano part, but he does not have the
K335
da's hands the lighter B-flat sonata assumes
MESSIAEN: Harawi
Jane Manning (sop)/David Miller (ono)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9034 digital ( DKP(C) 9034)
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Can we really have reached volume seven?
We can, dammit; and I'll bet — hope — that
there's lots more. What an amazing amount
of music Purcell managed to cram into his
short life. Most of the theatrical productions
for which this music was written are
unknown to most of us; but as usual with the
Florilegium series, there is ascholarly essay
to accompany the record and tell us all we
need to know.
With the performers in great voice, and a
generous offering of items from the divine
voice of Emma Kirkby, this is another issue
to cherish in the permanent collection. No
recording in the series which Ihave heard
has let us down, and this one doesn't either.
The data sheet with my test- pressing states
unequivocally ' analogue', but don't let that
by any means put you off: Irate this one
more highly than many; and those of us who
still hold that digital has little to add to
musical enjoyment will be glad of the opportunity to collect one of the dwindling supply
to satisfy our craving. [A/B:11
Peter Turner

SCHUBERT: 'Schubertiade'
The Songmakers' Almanac
Hyperion A 66131/2 ( 2 recs) ( NC)

This attractively- presented set is a triumph
of teamwork. Graham Johnson, deft and
sensitive accompanist and stylish sleevenote-writer, is joined in awide-ranging and
thoughtfully grouped programme by Felicity
Lott, Ann Murray, Anthony Rolfe Johnson
and Richard Jackson ( who provides all the
English translations for the admirable textual
insert). The records are beautifully
engineered throughout exceptionally long
(and banded) sides.
The works chosen range over Schubert's
MOZART: Arias from ' Cosi fan tutte', ' Don
middle and late years ( how poignantly ironic
Giovanni', ' Le Nozze di Figaro', 'Zakle' & 'Die
those words are!) and include familiar and
Zauberflâte' El Un bacio di mano E Ich müchte
seldom- heard songs. There are also acouple
wohl der Kaiser sein
of duets, and the recital ends with the
Thomas Allen (bar)/Harold Lester (hpd)/James Ellis
humorous and late trio about poaching a
(mand)/SCO/Armstrong
hare for the marriage-feast, Der HochzeitsEMI EL 2701371 digital dmm ( 2701374)
braten. The singers all display sterling qualities of musicianship and characterisation,
Thomas Allen has made a great name for
though
inevitably some of the songs, partihimself in the operatic world, and his Mozart
cularly longer ones, can tax their resources
roles have been particularly acclaimed. This
and interpretative insights. And it must also
recital gives arias from all the operas of
be said that very little of the singing has the
Mozart in which he has sung, plus aconcert RAMEAU: Keyboard Works ( arr. Bob James)
sheer beauty of tone ( or that feeling of
aria and an amusing song ' Ich mifichte wohl Bob James (various electronic instruments/synthabsolute penetration) of the truly memorder Kaiser sein'. The overall impression that esisers)
able, such as one finds and returns to in the
one gets here is of an artist who is now able CBS IM 39540 digital ( IMT 39540)
records of the great lieder singers. But this
to subordinate technique to the dramatic
set should nevertheless give lasting pleademands of all his roles. He differentiates Harpsichord enthusiasts beware. The closest
clearly between the aristocratic libertine Don the pieces on this recording came to a sure. [A:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
Giovanni, the simple rustic Papageno, and harpsichord was to the one in my front
the intelligent Jack-of-all-Trades, Figaro. room! But the full panoply of electronically
Each character is clearly delineated and generated sounds is used by Bob James to
Liederkreis,
brought to life. This is indeed asuperb recital superb effect — if not for pure Rameau. He SCHUMANN: Fantasiestücke, Op.12 I
Op.39
and the two songs which end it underline the actually plays the pieces quite ' straight' ( no
Ursula Anders (sop)/Friedrich Gulda (obo)
all- pervasive rhythm section) and executes
artist's versatility.
Philips 412 113-1 digital ( 412 113-4)
The Scottish Chamber Orchestra, under them extremely well. However, what makes
their conductor Richard Armstrong, gives the issue so special ( and for me it is special)
Many of the problems of this disc stem from
every possible support, and the recording is is that the choice of timbres and sonorities
the performers. In the Fantasiestücke, Friedreally first-rate, with good balance between shows what an extremely fine ear and keen
rich Gulda pushes the work to extremes,
voice and orchestra and awarm but brilliant musical appreciation of the apposite Mr
taking the opening ' Des Abends' at a piano
acoustic with fine definition and trans- James possesses. This follows through, too,
parency. I must definitely give this the into his use of the whole range of multi- that contrasts too strongly with the hammered forte at the beginning of the following
tracking techniques and vivid stereo switchmaximum rating on all counts. [A*:1*]
John Freestone ing. Nothing is for show, all for musical 'Aufschwung'. His ardour becomes crude at
effect. My only quibble is that at the sort of times and his forcing of the speed and
volume leads to some raggedness. The
dynamic level at which Iam tempted to play
PROKOFIEV: Symphony No.6 Ill Waltz Suite
this ravishing array of sounds the vinyl is a Büsendorfer used here is not as firm-toned
SNO/Jârvi
as most Ihave heard and sounds clangorous
little obvious. But still a full star rating.
Chandos ABDR 1122 digital ( ABDT 1122)
at times. The fussy midrange and bass have
[A*:19
not been clarified by the recording, and a
Roger Bowen
Some think this the greatest of the Prokofiev
rather tame presence only compounds the
symphonies, and Iam inclined to agree. The
effect. Ursula Anders has a frail, nervous
emotions for once run deep: there is no
tone quality, combined too often with tentafantasy, only reality. Glimmers of hope for a RAVEL: Gaspard de la nuit El Pavane pour une
tive intonation. Although her feeling for the
happy and prosperous tomorrow are infante défunte El Valses nobles et sentimentales
music and words of Op.39 is obvious, her
smothered beneath tragic memories of the
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pbo)
performance does not approach in technique
war years. It's asad, joyless canvas on which Decca 410 255-1 digital (410 265-4)
or interpretative insight any of those already
are daubed some of the fiercest and shrillest
in the catalogue.
dissonances in all Prokofiev: the pained, The astonishing thing about this new GasThe recording of the Liederkreis is better
densly harmonised slow movement, for inst- pard is that Ashkenazy's pianistic refinement
controlled than that of Op.12, with atighter
ance, layer piled upon layer to the point of is even greater than on his 1966 recording,
acoustic and firmer bass. Discrepancies in
suffocation; or the extraordinary finale for me and many others the touchstone of
noise levels made me wonder if the opening
where dancing peasant feet give way to excellence in this work. How, in Ondine, he
number of Op.12 had been cut at adifferent
goose-stepping jack- boots in the frightening retains such apotent sense of untrammelled
level from the rest, but the CD issue seems to
movement while characterising each note so
final bars.
refute this. Neverthless, Iwas not happy that
Such moments as this are toughly, uncom- vividly — the vertical and the horizontal in
there should be cause for speculation, as
promisingly realised in this dark and power- perfect fusion — staggers the imagination.
such ambiguity is hardly conducive to conful new account from Neeme Jârvi and a But it is Scarbo which, Iam certain, will
centration on the music. [B/C:3/4]
very spirited SNO. Contrasts are stark — ensure this record a place in history. The
Doug Hammond
mid-winter bleakness set dramatically horrifying urgency behind those opening
against the violence ( menacing percussion, repeated notes, defined with rare clarity and
SCHUTZ. The Resurrection of Our Lord Jesus
vividly profiled) and the open displays of strength, hectoring and nervy, the sudden
anguish — that long throbbing
in the horns explosive sforzandi after silences, and the Christ
Peter Pears (ten)/Robert Tear (ten)/John Shirleyat the climax of ( i), for instance, very disturb- brilliant tone-colours: all portray the terror in
Quirk (bass)/Heinrich Schütz Ch/Elizabethan Con. of
this music more vividly than any other
ing and chillingly well achieved here.
Viols/London Cornett & Sackbutt Ens/Roger NorIn keeping with the very best orchestral version, currently available or not. At the end
rington
records from this source, the stereo image there is precious little comfort, no seductive
half light ( unlike Pogorelich at the final RH Argo 414 072-1 (414 072-4)
plays no tricks. Prokofiev's distinctive upperReissue from 1970
part scoring — shrill woodwinds, high trum- tremolando).
Nor is there anything merely comfortable
pets, suspended cymbal — is never easy on
In 1623 Schütz revised awork by his predethe ear; but that's neither here nor there. about Ashkenazy's reading of Valses nobles.
This is poignant, wild and impressive, and There is charm and a wonderful feeling of cessor as Director of the Chapel Royal at
the catalogue, what's more, is currently improvisation; if ever a performance felt Dresden, Antonio Scandello. This genre
continuously thought-through, whatever the derives from the Gregorian recitals of the
bereft of alternatives. [A:1]
Passion story during Holy Week — apractice
Edward Seckerson realities of editing, this one does. In the end,
however, the decadence is the most memor- which developed in dramatic quality as time
ably realised aspect, the penultimate waltz went on. The Evangelist's part is sung in
plainchant, accompanied; and the voices of
unusually vehement, the closing pages
PURCELL: Theatre Music Vol. VII
the Jesus, Mary Magdalen and others take
bleak. Characteristically lively recording
Kirkby/Nelson/Covey-Crump/Thomas/AAM/Hogtheir own parts. For this version, a distingquality. [A:19
wood
uished group of soloists and instrumentalAndrew Keener
L'Oiseau Lyre 414 173-1 (414 173-4)
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an unsuspected stature. The little Gigue,
written in Leipzig in 1789, is abrilliant morsel
brilliantly executed, but the performance
here is unquestionably that of the Adagio in
B- minor, to which the pianist brings all her
considerable insight and dramatic empathy.
We have had several fine recordings of this,
from Arrau recently, from Rubinstein, and
from the more obvious Mozart pianists, but
few Ithink exceed this in its combination of
emotional involvement and emotional restraint. [A:19
Kenneth Dommett
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DIG TAL AUDIO

Is this the system of the future ?
Is it better than the best of analogue

Come and find out — listen to Yamaha, Mission,
Marantz and NAD models in our single speaker
demonstration rooms.
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A TRUE HI-FI BUFF'S SYSTEM
1111117

PRACTICAL
HI-FI
10 PRESTON NEW ROAD, BLACKBURN. Tel: (0254) 698185
198 CHURCH ST., BLACKPOOL. Tel: (0253) 27703
84 PENNY ST., LANCASTER. Tel: (0524) 39657

We will find the best combination to suit your budget
and your ears!
Turntables by: Dual, Linn, Oak, Revolver, Systemdek,
Thorens.
Amps by: A & R, Beard, Cyrus, Magnum, Musical Fidelity,
Myst, NAD, NVA, QED, Quad, Rotel, Threshold.
Speakers by: A & R, Celestion, Diesis, Gale, Heybrook,
KEF, Mission, Spendor, Tannoy, Wharfedale.
The TAPE COUNTER has become alegend, being fully stocked
with tape from leading manufacturers at what is probably the
cheapest in the Country.

HARROW AUDI
Open: Tuesday- Saturday 9.30 a.m. until 5.30 p.m.

27 Springfield Road,
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SIBELIUS: Symphony No.2
Romance in C for
String Orchestra
Gothenburg SO/Járvi
BIS LP-252 digital dmm ( NC)

allegretto sets the mood from the outset. I
like very well the coarse- grained brassy
horns in the opening bars, the plangency of
all the woodwind solos. Bassoons, in particular, speak with authority. Ihave to say,
though, that ( ii) doesn't quite follow through
as Imight have hoped. Imiss here the scale,
the spacing, of Rattle's recent account,
where silence is truly potent and those
monolithic fortissimos support a breadth of
line altogether more daring and atmospheric. Come the finale, however, it is Jârvi
who lifts one's spirits in the aspiring principal subject. Competitive work, then, but I
must reiterate my disappointment over the
recording. Why move in so tightly on your
winds when Gothenburg Hall ( as witness
other discs in the series) boasts so handsome, so eminently recordable, an ambience? Why crowd the image in the coda of
the work, for instance, when surely one just
wants to stand back and survey the splendour of all that brass? [
C/B:11
No such problems with the Third Symphony/King Kristian coupling, where we
experience the far-reaching Gothenburg
acoustic at its natural best. Jârvi's reading of
the symphony is surprising. His slavonic will
has been unduly tempered, it would seem,
and he makes little - far too little - of the
strongly defined rhythmic pulses which constitute the backbone of the opening movement. I sense here an awestruck pioneer
transfixed by the strange, spacious reaches
of the music but not at all unsettled by its
ominous groundswells. The effect is
strangely muted, with little sense of suppressed energy, still less the requisite sense of
release at that most invigorating of recapitulations. Ido, on the other hand, love the
unforced way in which Jârvi stands back and
takes in the view at the coda's big unison
chorale in strings and horns, and both the
other movements have a good deal to
commend them: ( ii), in particular, which is
pale and dreamlike, if rather too leisurely in
pace. King Kristian is incidental music with a
capital T - colourful, well- crafted confectionary, enobled briefly by an elegy of almost
Mahlerian cast. [
A:2]
Moving on to the last, and Ithink best, of
this current batch, we encouter the most
natural yet, surprisingly, the rarest of Sibelius couplings. It surely makes sense to twin
Pelleas with the 6th Symphony, if only
because both pieces are born of shadows, of
strange elusive symbols. Studies in grey,
you might say. At any rate they sit very
comfortably together, and Jârvi has once
again tempered his native fire and impulsiveness to match the extraordinary understatement, the mysterious and withdrawn
half- shades of these particular scores. Both
unfold purposefully, atmospherically; but
Pelleas, from the epic recitative of At the
Castle Gate (
handsomely sounded) through
chilling undulations By the Sea and Melisande's poignant demise, is especially good.
[A:11
One final word of tribute to the Gothenburg orchestra's playing throughout this
series. The Berlin Philharmonic they are not,
but forget the technicalities, the odd insecurities, just feel the honesty and spirit. This
music is within them, a part of them. And,
my goodness, it shows.
Edward Seckerson

SIBELIUS: Symphony No.3 JSuite from ' King
Kristian II'
Gothenburg SO/Jarvi
BIS LP-228 digital dmm ( NC)

SMETANA: Ma Vlast
Bavarian RSO/Kubetik
Orfeo S 115 842H digital dmm ( 2recs) IM 115842)

ists was assembled, and the result is a fine
performance, culminating in a glorious
sound as all come together for the epilogue.
It would be most interesting to hear a later
version, to see what changes the advancing
'authentic' school would make.
The sound needs no reference to dates: it
is firm, clear and detailed throughout, and
the instrumental balance, if a shade
weighted towards the voices, is quite satisfactory. (A/B:1]
Peter Turner
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies Nos.6 & 11
Concertgebouvv/Haitink
Decca 411 939-1 (
2 recs) ( 411 939-4)
The chill, uneasy calm of a snow-covered
Winter Palace Square ( No.11, first movement); the long hypnotic largo of No.6. It's a
triumph once more for Deccas superb Concertgebouw team, for the big, open acoustic
wherein those grey barren soundscapes may
be atmospherically contained; where bleak
improvisatory woodwind solos meander
balefully above tremolando strings ( first
mov. No.6), where stopped horns and icy
muted trumpets summon from afar, where
there is a very real sense of time and
distance and the hollow effect of the composer's widely- spaced top and bottom lines
is immeasurably heightened. Just listen, for
instance, late in ( i) of No.6 as violins climb
higher and higher to a stratospheric B-flat
while contra- bassoon, string basses ( and
tam-tam) effect a chilling tri tone from way
below. Never has the moment reverberated
so poetically.
Of course, the very liveliness of this celebrated acoustic poses a considerable threat
to absolute rhythmic tension in the heavily
percussive tuttis. Side- drum, timpani, etc,
could so easily ricochet into cacophony at
precisely those points where clarity is vital.
But Decca's team have again solved that one
too, capturing the important percussion
solos so that those raucous timpani tatoos at
the close of No.6, for instance, can make
their mark as cleanly as is possible. As for
that critical climax of No.11 ( ii) (
the 9th
January), where demented martial percussion advance alone and the great motto
theme cries out at the peak of intensity - this
is, quite simply, shattering. Ilong to hear it
on CD where that sudden evaporation from
fff percussion to ominously becalmed
strings ( the smell of death if ever one heard
it) should achieve breath- catching stillness.
Arguably his finest readings in the series
so far, Haitink ( unlike Berglund, identical
coupling, superb EMI sound of a more
immediate cast) never allows the underlying
tensions of this music - the inexorable pull
beneath the desolation - to ebb. He once
again paces superbly well, never rushing
fences and conveying at all times absolute
belief in No.11's epic course - its graphic
sense of portraiture and, above all, its fervour. No-one will ever tell me again that this
is second-rate Shostakovich. [A* : 1•I
Edward Seckerson

SIBELIUS: Symphony No.6 IPelleas & Melisande
Gothenburg SO/Járvi
BIS LP-237 digital dmm ( NC)
Jarvi's readings of the symphonies continue to impress. Indeed, were it not for the
sound, which Ifind fierce and uncharacteristically constricted, his performance of No.2
would figure prominently among my current
recommendations. There's something of
Beecham in its tense fiery impulsiveness, its
sense of expectancy. An uncommonly brisk
HI- 1
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Kubelik's latest peregrination through his
homeland as seen through Smetana's eyes
is a marvel of controlled yet heartfelt
involvement, full of remembered and rediscovered delight in its legends, history and
landscapes which rekindles one's admiration
for the music's inspired continuity no less
than for the conductor's response to it.
Nothing is rushed; phrasing is carefully yet
instinctively related to the natural rhythms of
Smetana's folk- inspired music. Dancers
dance and warriors fight, the wind moves

unimpeded across the plains and the Vltava
winds its way through fields and gorges with
vivid immediacy. Everything is inevitable,
and right. Hitherto one would perhaps have
chosen Berglund's as the best available
version, but now, with the splendours of
Orfeo's immaculate recording clarity and
balance and, above all, atmosphere, allied to
Kubelik's command of every nuance of the
score, there seems to be no question of the
superiority of this new issue. [
A:1*]
Kenneth Dommett
STRAUSS: Horn Concertos Nos.1 & 2/WEBER:
Concertino
Baumann/Leipzig Gevvandhaus/Masur
Philips 412 237-1 digital ( 412 237-4)
Ilove the Baumann sound - smooth mellow
timbre, warm unobtrusive vibrato. Others
may not. What cannot be called into question, though, is his artistry, his musical
sensibilities. Phrasing is imaginative, mellifluous and surprising, the rubatos free but
convincing. He's forever looking for the
discreet half-light in his dynamic shading,
and where Strauss would have him exchanging frivolous banter with the woodwinds of
the orchestra ( the finale of No.2 is an excellent case in point), he turns master of the
charming, fleet-footed throw- away.
But it's the big plushy legatos - so generously filled out, so very inviting - which
linger in the mind. The Andante of Strauss
No.1, or that glorious section of No.2 where
solo horn supports the soaring oboe cantilena in a unison at first almost imperceptible. Baumann integrates quite beautifully
here, and the Leipzig oboe - cushioned from
below by sumptuous cellos and basses - is a
poet. What an imaginative piece the Weber
is, too. I'm thinking especially of the long
recitative and that extraordinary trick with
harmonics - weird and wonderful. Hairraising difficulties are here thrown in the
path of the ( then hand- horn) soloist, but
none is a problem for Baumann.
Some will find the muted and
homogenous tonal cast of the Philips/Leipzig recording more pleasing than others. Any
impression of opaqueness, though, is but an
illusion. Balance and perspectives are in fact
both exemplary. [
A:11
Edward Seckerson

STRAVINSKY: Le Baisir de la Fée/TCHAIKOVSKY:
'Bluebird' Pas de Deux from The Sleeping Beauty
SNO/Járvi
Chandos ABRD 1123 digital ( ABTD 1123)
Not exactly my favourite Stravinsky, this
gentle homage to Tchaikovsky. But one has
to admire the perception and imagination of
the orchestral colouration - every
instrumental choice just right in terms of
personality, colour and cast. It helps, of
course, when an orchestra can seem to
vindicate these choices through the resource
and personality of its playing, and that, I'm
happy to say, is precisely what happens
here. It is indeed acredit to Jârvi's intensive
work with the SNO that already - with the
partnership still in its infancy - he can illicit
so flexible and subtle aresponse from them.
The winds especially excel here. There's
charm, poetry, humour.
Stravinsky's small- orchestra arrangement
of the ' Bluebird' Pas de Deux from Sleeping
Beauty makes for a novel fill- up. You'd think
he'd written every last note himself, while
that cheekily eccentric use of the piano ( to
bolster up the string sound, he maintained!)
would bring a smile to any face. In terms of
balance and perspective, in agood open hall
ambience, the sound here is well up to
standard. It's still a little sharp uppermost, a
factor all too relentlessly accentuated by
those steely Stravinskian sforzandos. (
B/A:11
Edward Seckerson
SULLIVAN: HERE'S A HOW- DE- DO! - A Gilbert &
Sullivan Gala
Extracts from Ruddigore, Patience, The Sorcerer,
97

It's easy
to complain about
an advertisement.
'Once you know how.
One of the ways we keep acheck on the
advertising that appears in the press, on
posters and in the cinema is by responding to
consumers' complaints.
Any complaint sent to us is considered
carefully and, if there's acase to answer, afull
investigation is made.
If you think you've got good reason to
complain about an advertisement, send off
for acopy of our free leaflet.
It will tell you all you need to know to
help us process your complaint as
quickly as possible.
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Utopia Ltd, lolanthe, Haddon Hall, HMS Pinafore,
The Mikado, The Grand Duke, The Gondoliers, Cox
& Box, The Yeomen of the Guard
Sheila Armstrong (sop)/Robert Tear (ten)/Benjamin
Luxon (bar)/NS of E/Hickox
EMI EL 2701701 digital dmm ( EL 2701704)
Although primarily comprising numbers by
Gilbert and Sullivan, this concert enterprisingly takes in a few items by others and
Sullivan, some not so well-known. The British tradition of G&S performance is so
strong that Iam not sure that all G&S fans
will take kindly to all the performances in this
collection, though Iam confident that there
is something here to please them all.
Sheila Armstrong, Robert Tear and
Richard Hickox take a generalised operetta
view of these extracts, choosing tempi that
are rather different from those in the tradition of their complete performances, and
pushing on where tradition has established
ritardos, etc. The tonal qualities of the two
singers' voices are rather different from the
norm of G&S performances too, but tradition
is not law and there is so much to enjoy in
their performances that we cannot afford to
be hidebound. On the other hand, Benjamin
Luxon singing G&S is like afish swimming in
water — all his abilities and characteristics
seem ideally adapted to the medium. It is
interesting that of all his fine performances
on this disc, that of ' I've heard it said' from
Haddon Hall (
words by Sydney Grundy) is
the most outstanding. Fine diction from all
the singers obviates the need for a printed
text, and the Northern Sinfonia of England
make an excellent theatre- sized orchestra.
The recording has generally all the qualities of an outstanding production, with
excellent depth and presence, but in some
quieter passages fizz clouds the tone of the
upper woodwinds and strings, and spits and
slight distortion marred the review pressing.
[A/B:1*/1]
Doug Hammond
TAVENER: Ikon of Light ] Funeral lkos I
The Lamb
Tallis Scholars/Chilingirian Qt/Phillips/Tavener
Gimell 1585-05 digital dmm ( Abbey) ( 1585T-051
John Tavener exploded into prominence in
1965 with The Whale, and the remarkable
sense of aural colour displayed there has
remained a striking feature of his work. But
the flashy impressiveness of The Whale has
matured into ajudicious sense of texture and
colour, and since 1976 ( when Tavener was
converted to Russian Orthodoxy) he has also
added a new source of inspiration and
strength in religion.
Ikon of Light is one of the most substantial
pieces inspired by Orthodox texts. Its seven
movements are organised symmetrically:
brief movements of melodic or textural
clarity enclose the long, central ' Mystic
Prayer to the Holy Spirit' which is a complexly polyphonic movement. All the texts
are by the theologian and mystic St. Simeon
(942-1022), and focus on the image of God as
light. The theological complexities will concern the devout — what matters for the
non- orthodox listener is the power and
beauty of the sounds ( here Greek texts are
used) and the emotive power of the music;
both are very intense. Funeral lkos sets an
English translation of the funeral sentences
for priestly burial, the texture being a mixture of monody and simple polyphony. The
carol The Lamb (
here conducted by the
composer) is an effective setting of Blake's
poem.
The recording was made in Merton College Chapel, Oxford, and captures the
resonant acoustic extremely well, with depth
a- plenty yet no clouding loss of timbral subtlety. The performances are excellent. Peter
Philips directs The Tallis Scholars in poised,
reverential performances which transmit the
intensity of the religious material and project
its ecstatic moments with fervour. 14•:1•1
Benedict Sernaker
TELEMANN: Horn Concertos
Hermann Baumann, Timothy Brown, Nicholas Hill
111-1-1
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(hrns)/ASM/Iona Brown
Philips 412 226-1 digital ( 412 226-4)
This is an attractive record of an unjustly
neglected repertoire. The main soloist, Hermann Baumann, is well-known for his ability
to make the horn sound elegant and agile,
soulful and songlike, and such is his technical skill that he can choose at will between
lipped and fingered effects, between handstopped and piston-controlled tone, and
between awide range of vibrato colourings.
This all gives him a range of expressive
resources that few, if any, other living hornplayers can match. On this record Baumann
puts his skills to richly rewarding musical
effect, with very pleasing results. He is
extremely well supported by his colleagues
Timothy Brown and Nicholas Hill, who play
with sensitive ensemble throughout. So do
lona Brown and ASM, who are here in very
good form.
The recording is warm and tonally attractive, with realistic width and placing. A must
for connoisseurs of good horn- playing, and a
very good introduction to Telemann — that
most versatile of composers. [
A*:1*)
Stephen Daw

Two highly regarded recordings, digitally
remastered. Iwon't pretend that Idon't find
Boult's earlier, Decca, London more varied
and vital, and Barbirolli ( regrettably only on
cassette now) altogether closer to the spirit
of this symphony. This is afine account, but
Boult's slow movement is surely needlessly
dolorous? And, although this is even more
subjective reporting, the digital transfer —
which seems to pinpoint instrument locations more, and to expand the already
impressive dynamic range — somehow
makes the finale less varied in light and
shade than did the old analogue pressing.
Don't be put off — but we ought to have the
1968 Hallé LP back in the catalogue! [
A:1)
Christopher Breunig
VERDI: Overtures — La Forza del Destino H Aida H
Attila H Louisa Miller H La Traviata H Un bailo in
maschera H Nabucco H Ivespri siciliani
VPO/Sinopoli
Philips 411 469-1 (
411 469-4)

This is the conventional selection of Verdi
operatic openings designed for commercial
consumption, and has very little to do with
operatic/dramatic experience. Predictably
and understandably, the treatment is showy,
the sound superbly refined and the recordTIPPETT: The Vision of St. Augustine H Fantasia
ing sumptuous. The sales of this record ( and
on a theme of Handel
John Shirley- Quirk (bad/Margaret Kitchin (pno)/ its companion CD) should be good, but the
treatment and effects would make Verdi —
LSO/Tippett
and most lovers of theatrical opera — squirm.
RCA RL 89398
Most of these works have a coarse vitality
Reissue from 1972
bred by function: they are rough openers,
often created at the last minute. To hear
The ability to record works for chorus and
them played with such exquisite polish ( and
orchestra accurately has advanced a long
'politeness') makes one think more of
way since 1972. When this excellent perStrauss waltzes than of dark, tragic dramas.
formance of St. Augustine first appeared it
was sufficiently fine to warrant an A rating. I Definitely one for the demo freaks, but not
for Verdi lovers. [
A•:21
think that we would now expect the thick
Benedict Sarnaker
choral textures to be more clearly delineated, and the characteristic tone- quality of
Shirley- Quirk at the top of his register to be
more faithfully reproduced. The recording of
VIVALDI: 6 Concertos for Flute & Strings Op.10
Jean-Pierre Rampal (NO Solisti Veneti/Claudio
the Fantasia was mediocre even in 1972 and
Scimone
has only been marginally improved by
RCA IM 39062 digital
today's superior pressing. The soloist
sounds withdrawn rather than subdued in all
Jean-Pierre Rampal used to play with avery
but the most demonstrative passages, and
strong, broad tone, which some commentathe piano has an unpleasantly thin tone. The
tors found too rich and cloying; in recent
disc is certainly worth buying if you do not
years the French virtuoso has lightened his
have The Vision already in your collection,
but the Handel Fantasia really deserves a tone, especially when playing his favoured
18th century repertoire, and the sound is
fairer crack of the whip than this. [
B/C/D:1*/3)
Doug Hammond
liquid, sweet and essentially tender and
spiritual. His long standing and fruitful association with Scimone's Venetian Soloists has
had many interesting results, and this new
TIPPETT: The Knot Garden
recording is a good example of their partBarstow, Gomez (sops)/Minton (m-sop)/Tear (ten)/
nership and its mutual enrichment.
Carey, Hemsley, Herincx (bars)/ROH Orch/Davis
The recording was originally made by
Philips 412 707-1 (
2 recs) ( NC)
Erato and has been processed in the USA;
Reissue from 1974
the sound is sweet, but Ifelt that the whole
quality was veiled and unfocused in comThe Knot Garden, one of Tippett's greatest
parison to that which Iassociate with Erato's
works, has been absent from the catalogue
own ( usually excellent) digital sound.
for too long. This recording featured the very
However, the more general, less directional
strong cast of the 1971 première and was
quality does suit Rampal's own tone ideally,
given the best studio sound ( Wembley Town
and as ( for me at least) that is the main virtue
Hall) that Philips could muster for it at the
of these performances, maybe the editors
time. In reissue it still sounds extremely fine,
have made what might be termed a ' calcuwith the intimate atmosphere of the opera
lated error'. [
B:11
stage and pit precisely copied and the
Stephen Daw
balance of singers and orchestra accurately
maintained. Only some of the relaxed
humour of the original stage production is
XENAKIS: Jonchaies/YOUNG: Rain, Steam &
missing, but compensation comes in the
Speed H Third Night Journey Under the Sea
increased detail that can be discerned in the
LSSO/Fletcher
orchestral weave. Notes, synopsis, and libPerformance PER 84061 (
merlin) ( NC)
retto are repeated from the original issue,
but Iwish Philips had included the excellent
The Leicestershire Schools Symphony
double- page photograph of the recording
Orchestra has bred many fine professional
session, replete with Robert Tear in clownlike striped trousers. Nevertheless, a reissue' musicians and worked with a number of
major composers. This recording ( made durto be heartily applauded. [
A*:11
ing a concert at Clifton Cathedral, Bristol in
Doug Hammond
1982) continues their tradition of innovation
and refusal to be conservative about their
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS London Symphony I
Tallis
repertory.
lannis Xenakis' Jonchaies (
a plantation of
Fantasia
rushes, 1977) is a good example of his
LPO/Boult
stochastic processes. Swatches of sound
HMV ED 2903311 dmm ( ED 2903314)
transform slowly; apparent sameness graReissues from 1971, 76
99

u

dually alters yet retains intensity and power
in an almost unending span. This is a
powerful piece and, although the LSSO play
it with great sensitivity, the sheer sustaining
power required doesn't quite come off. They
fare better with the two pieces by Douglas
Young. Rain, Steam and Speed (
1981 rev.
1984) is an evocation of steam railways. Not
programmatic, like Honegger's Pacific 231,
but a generator of the mood and dynamism
into music. Third Night Journey under the
Sea is also evocative of the turbulence and
overlapping variety of the sea. To parallel its
motions the orchestra is divided into seven
groups which surround the audience.
Although well played and enthusiastically
projected, we miss the full impact because
we loose the spatial element. But even
within these limits the piece is worth recording. The players obviously enjoyed the
experience, and the result is very well done.
The recording is adequate rather than
good. Apart from the inevitable intrusions
from the audience, the sound is rather
'narrow' and compressed: more a good
'record of the occasion' than a good recording. [
C:1/2]
Benedict Sarnaker

a finger- aching Gypsy Fantasy by Tausig,
and a pretty Etude by Cui. [
A:H]
Christopher Breunig
BACH, MOZART, VIVALDI
JS BACH: Concerto for violin, oboe & strings B1NV
1060a/MOZART: Sinfonia Concertante for four
wind instruments and orchestra K 297b/VIVALDI:
Concerto in C ('San Lorenzo') for two violins, cello
and strings RV 556
Marieke Blankestijn, Iris Juda (vIns)/Douglas Boyd
(obo)/Richard Hosford (c1t)/Robin O'Neill (bsn)/
Jonathan Williams (hrn)/C0 of Europe/Alexander
Schneider
ASV COE 803 digital ( ZC COE 803)

The orchestra doesn't yet strike me as being
utterly integrated and coherent after the
manner of the world's best chamber ensembles, but it may develop this with time, since
it is only about three years old. Furthermore,
the present recording is of a live concert,
which is perhaps not the easiest way in
which to obtain an impression of precision
and concentration. The soloists ( whom I
presume to be drawn from the orchestra's 45
members) all play with character and sympathy, and the general impression given is
one of tasteful playing of an attractive 18th
Century concert programme, well captured
on disc.
Both the Mozart ( which is probably not
genuine, or wholly so) and the Bach ( which
is reconstructed from a concerto for two
harpsichords) are pleasant pieces, familiar to
ALICE ARTZT: Musical Tributes
concert- goers. Here, they benefit from a
Alice Artzt (gtr)
sensibly cultivated relationship between the
Hyperion A66146 dmm ( NC)
soloists and the orchestra, in which there is
far less highlighting of the solo players than
In this recital all the pieces were written in
is usual on records today. A very positive
the 20th century, and all are dedicated to
result is achieved; it feels as though one
somebody, including Miss Artzt. So far as I really is in a concert- hall, hearing the music
am concerned any excuse will do for arecital
clearly from a sensible distance back in the
by a performer who is never dull and never
audience. Not super- excellent, because it's
plods; she is at her best here, making this a not all quite in focus, but a refreshing
wholly delightful collection of pieces rarely
change. [
A/B:1]
great but never trivial.
Stephen Daw
Somewhat curiously, the recording was
made in two different countries by two
CAVATINA: music by Stanley Myers, Albeniz,
different teams: Side 1in America and Side 2 Tarrega, Barrios, Yuquijiro Yocoh, Antonio Lauro,
in London. The sound is surprisingly similar,
Jorge Gomez Crespo, Adrian Patino, Ulrick
but the American side is less airy, more
Neumann and Hoagy Carmichael, including Cataenclosed, strongly right-handed in placelan folk songs and an anonymous Romance
ment, and with some curious background
d'Amour
noises — a sort of rustling sound — which
Goran Sollscher (gtr)
don't matter much but are still there. ( I DG 413 720-1 digital ( 413 720-4)
obtained a second copy and took it to a Part reissue
friend's house to make sure.) The English
side, by contrast, Iregard as perhaps the
Süllscher came to the UK public's notice with
finest guitar recording to come my way:
his recital disc of Bach, Dowland and Sor
close the eyes and Miss Artzt might indeed
packaged under the title Greensleeves. It
be there, playing for you. Transients come
seems sad that to present a new young
out of the dark, articulation is breathtaking,
guitarist to the public, record companies
and every nuance of those ' sympathetic'
must present them as interpreters of the
inner conversations which go on as the
great guitar ' favourites', and the present
instrument speaks can be heard. In places
release is no exception, being entitled Cava the effect is uncanny. Those who anathematina after Stanley Myers' music for the film
tise all digital recordings will be glad to
The Deer Hunter. Myers' piece will be forever
learn that this one isn't. Don't miss it.
associated with John Williams, and Süllscher
[B/A*:1*1
Peter Turner
seems overawed by the music — Ifind this
performance stumbling and completely
forgettable.
AMPICO RECORDINGS
It is in the less well-known repertoire that
Josef Lhevinne ( Vol.2) 1923-5
Süllscher's technique shines through; for
Decca 414 121-1 (
NC)
instance his joyous assault on Patino's
Sergei Rachmaninov ( Vol.2)
Nevanso esta with its mariachi band sounds.
Decca 414 099-1 (
NC)
Llobet's arrangement of Catalan folksongs is
quite splendid, if unfamiliar, as are the
As ameans of codifying and storing a music
popular pieces Maria and Rosita by Llobet's
performance, the Ampico piano- rolls were
teacher Tarrega. Antonio Lauro's El Mara sophisticated and ingenious, allowing these
bino is played with good dynamic and
CD- clean 1978 Kingsway Hall recordings of a rhythmic control, which lifts this performcarefully restored Estonia reproducing
ance well out of the ordinary. It's in attemppianoforte. But, as Isaid of the L'Oiseau Lyre
ting to broaden the field that Sóllscher is less
release ( February p109), the effect is mechasuccessful; the Hoagy Carmichael standard
nical and uncommunicative: the listener has
for example, which, for effect, is played into
to do a fair share of ' reconstruction'. Still, if
a very empty studio or reverb plate.
only as a proof of finger- velocities, or
The sleevenotes fail to give enough
general style, these discs are of
information about the music, the player or
documentary interest. The Rachmaninov
the instrument. The first side, recorded in
includes some Kreisler transcriptions, Flight
1981 before the Greensleeves LP, has been
of the Bumblebee, and Tchaikovsky miniapreviously released on DG 2531 356. [
A*:1]
tures; Lhevinne's is mostly Liszt, but there is
David Prâkel

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS
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EMI REFLEXE SERIES
BYRD: Masses for 4, 3 & 5voices 1Lamentations
Li Christus qui lux es et dies : 1Precamur [
7
Laetentur coeli ' 1Ave verum corpus
Hilliard Ens
EX 2700963 (
2 records) digital ( EX 2700965)
SCHUTZ: Matthâus Passion ( S1NV 479)
Hilliard Ens
EL 2700181 digital ( EL 2700184)
HANDEL: Water Music
Linde Consort/Hans-Martin Linde
EL 2700911 digital ( EL 2700914)
HANDEL: Music for the Royal Fireworks [ 1Concerto 'adue cori' in F ( HWV 333) H Concerto in F
H1NV 335b
Cappella Coloniensis/Hans-Martin Linde
EL 2701281 digital ( EL 2701284)
JS BACH: 4 Lutheran Masses ( BWV 233-236)
Lina Akerlund (sop)/Sharon Weller (alt)/Guy de
Mey (ten)/Stephen Varcoe (bass)/Basler Madrigalisten/Linde Consort/Hans-Martin Linde
EX 2700293 (
EX 2700295)
Although they are grouped here to save
space, it must be said at once that these five
records stand extremely well in their own
right: those of the Byrd, the Schütz and the
Bach strike me as possibly the best records
available of those works, and the two Handel
discs are also very good. A veritable feast of
early music.
The Hilliard Ensemble really is an outstanding vocal group. The Byrd is sung with
a single voice to each line, and Icannot see
how this could be better done: the blend
between detachment and involvement,
between the ' classic' and the ' romantic' in
Byrd's polyphony is caught perfectly. The
larger ensemble involved in the Schütz sings
very well in both solo and chorus, and, once
again, the balance between drama and
detached (?) narrative is very well judged.
These records are both superbly recorded; I
cannot recall a more pleasing vocal ensemble recording: [
A*:1] for both.
Hans- Martin Linde is avery capable director who has been working carefully with
early instruments and avant garde musicians for many years. His Handel is excellent,
if for me just a little understated, but the
splendid two- movement Concerto-torso in F
(HWV 335b) was for me afine discovery. The
two ensembles ( which overlap somewhat)
sound closer to the enlarged Musica Antigua
'<bin in timbre than they do to other current
baroque ensembles. The Bach is beautiful
and tender in its expression; the choir is
excellent, the soloists stylish, but for me the
orchestral sound is not direct enough to earn
a very high recording rating. Ialso felt that
the soloists were not helped by their rather
backward placing in the perspective. But the
Bach has no very strong rivals, and the
dignified warmth of expression throughout
certainly becomes these short Masses very
well. Handel, both [
A:1], Bach [
13:1*/11.
Stephen Daw
KREISLER — Volume 3
Oscar Shumsky (vIn)/Milton Kaye (pno)
ASV ALH 959 (
ZC ACH 959)
On this 3rd record in the Musical Heritage
Society series from Shumsky and Kaye,
Kreisler's transcriptions of works by Tartini
and Corelli are combined with his Concerto
in the style of Vivaldi. To modern ears this
last work sounds less ' in the style of' than
'with a dash of'! In the arrangement of
Corelli's La Folia, the original bass melody is
'somewhat modified' and the original violin
part is frequently replaced by one that is
entirely by Kreisler. The Tartini- Kreisler
Variations on aGavotte Theme from Corelli's
10th Sonata, Op.5 are treated with a similar
degree of latitude. It is particularly noticeable
here that the piano part is not even ' an
attempt to realise a continuo part in 18thcentury style'.
Despite all this, Shumsky has been
I
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inspired to make these recordings through
his admiration for Kreisler, and whether or
not he is able to capture the essence of
Kreisler's style in his own playing, his warm
tone, beautiful cantabile lines, immaculate
intonation and enviable fluidity make
wonderful listening. As on the former discs
in the series, his accompanist complements
him in everything, never becoming overimposing but always offering just the right
amount of support. The positive, forward
recording lends the performances presence
and immediacy. Details are never obscured
and the dynamic range is wide and well
handled. Altogether, a very engaging issue.
[A:1'1
Barbara Jahn
MICHELANGELI RECITAL
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata in c, Op.111/GALUPPI:
Sonata in C/SCARLATTI: Sonatas L104, 352, 483
Michelangeli (pno)
Decca 414 065-1 (
414 065-4)
Reissue from 1965
Michelangeli, Lipatti and Horowitz are the
supreme Scarlatti jewellists, and 81/2 minutes
of Scarlatti make this reissue treasurable.
Even so, the distanced manner and calculated sectional ritardandi in the lovely Amajor, when set against Michelangeli's
exquisite live Cetra recording ( Arezza, 1952),
suggest that this isolated Decca programme
comes from an unhappy period in the artist's
career.
The sonata by the minor Venetian composer Guluppi — two sprightly allegros follow
an ambling andante — makes an idiosyncratic
choice. In the Beethoven there are many
stretches of beautifully controlled, flawlessly
articulated playing, but the approach is so
'perfumed' as to bracket the reading with
that by Pogorelich. Hands are often separated, the hesitation before the bass trill
figures in the introduction is excessive, and
the lugubrious coda, with its sudden onrush,
is sad indeed. Those who heard Michelangeli's last London recital, Beethoven and
Debussy, must be disconcerted by this
Op.111. The sound is most uncharacteristically washed-out, in a hollow, resonant
acoustic. [
C:113]
Christopher Breunig
MORMON TABERNACLE ORGAN
Music by Bach, Clarke, Franck, Handel, Heron,
Vierne, Widor
John Longhurst (org)
Philips 412 217-1 digital ( 412 217-4)
Most recently rebuilt in 1945 by the Englishborn GD Harrison for Aeolian- Skinner, this
widely known instrument is among the
largest in the world, though it is not actually
the biggest, as is often supposed. The sleeve
claims 189 ranks, which, taken literally, is no
doubt correct, but adopting the more usual
(if conservative) criterion I make it 137
speaking stops, plus tubular chimes, harp
and celesta. Not for nothing is it described as
'eclectic'! The programme of well-known
works includes three transcriptions, and its
main value lies in demonstrating some of the
tonal possibilities of the organ, while the
player's style, ranging from the ebullient to
the sentimental, follows much the same
objective.
The excellent recording takes full advantage of the building and conveys the general
warmth of the instrument. Pedal notes at
least down to EEEE ( 20.6 Hz) are available at
realistic level on suitable systems, though
you may then hear some rumble lower down
still. While Iwould not recommend this disc
for the music, it offers a particularly good
way to hear this instrument, and is a ' must'
for the organ collector. [
A:1/2)
Trevor Attewell
MUSIC OF SIX CENTURIES
Ch of Ely Cathedral/Arthur Wills/Stephen le Prevost
(org)
Meridian E77089 (
NC)
HI- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A selection of music ranging from the 15th
Century to our own times — well, the 'twenties anyway — sounds like a recipe for
interest and enjoyment. In itself it is; but I
found it difficult to enjoy the choral sound.
Like a seemingly increasing number of
choirs, that of Ely adopts a forward production, akin more to that of an operatic chorus
rather than a traditional Anglican choir. The
result is atendency to uniform loudness and
a certain roughness of tone which puts me
off. It may, however, appeal to you, so don't
take my word for it. The programme itself is
attractive, interesting and beautiful.
Another of John Shuttleworth's recordings, but this one does not seem quite so
good as one has come to expect. It sounds
(whether it were so or not Icannot say)
closer than usual with him, and thereby less
atmospheric. This, however, does not
detract from the intelligibility of the music. I
have never heard music in Ely; perhaps it
presents special difficulties. [
B:21
Peter Turner

u

412 400-1 (
412 400-4)
Reissue 1980

Reissued from their 4- disc box, the Beaux
Arts' Beethoven Piano Trio coupling fills a
useful gap in the single- disc piano- trio repertoire, complementing current issues well.
The Beaux Arts play with wonderful chiaroscuro and present an extraordinarily lively
and dynamic account of the Ghost —
although the intensity of playing does sometimes lead to an inelegance of tone from
Guilet the violinist. The 1965 recording is a
little thickened and closely balanced. [
B:1•121
The Starker/Sebok recording of the
Brahms Cello Sonatas was last issued as part
of the 30- disc Brahms Complete Chamber
Music set by Philips in 1980. The current disc
is pressed from the 6542 metalwork used for
that issue. Hiss is noticeable and the sound
just a little boxy. Though this makes an
admirable mid- price issue, there is every
reason now to save for the explosive Rostropovich/Serkin recording for DG. Still, fervour
and musical insight are here aplenty and
price is often an important factor. [
B/C:2]
That the Grumiaux Ensemble's Schubert
ON WINGS OF SONG
Quintet stayed in the full- price catalogue for
Nicholas Sillitoe (trbI)/Jeremy Brown (pno)
barely four years reflects the fact that this is a
CFP 41 44751 digital ( 41 44754)
peculiarly mannered performance. There is a
poor sense of continuity in the first moveIf your idea of musical enjoyment consists of
ment, with the choice of wide dynamics and
aprogramme of songs like the Bach/Gounod
Ave Maria, On Wings of Song, To Sylvia, 0 acurious disjointed phrasing. The Allegretto
for the Wings of a Dove (
version of), Panis finale just never seems to get underway with
this stop/start playing. Inelegant and almost
Angelicus and the like; and if, further, you
clumsy in places as a performance, the
like them sung by a boy — delay not to buy
recording is in contrast natural if perhaps a
this one. You will get the bonus of some
little squeaky. [
A:2/3]
superb accompaniment from the piano,
David Palk&
which goes some way towards making up
for the soloist's naive approach to adult
texts.
Perhaps it is because of unsympathetic
PRIORY & MITRA ORGAN ISSUES
recording, but Nicholas Sillitoe's voice
shows a hard edge when the tone is being
pushed. He is admirably confident, and
generally well-tuned, and has performed
with distinction in The Turn of the Screvv and
other operas. But on this record he is made
sometimes to sound less than beautiful,
which is a great pity as other aspects of his
singing are enchanting. [
B:21
Peter Turner
PAUL ROBESON: Songs of Free Men
Negro
Spirituals
Paul Robeson (bass)/Lawrence Brown (pno)
CBS MP 39512 (
MPT 35912) G4
Reissues from 1942, 45
Paul Robeson was the possessor of a magnificent bass voice and sang with the faultless phrasing of a natural musician. His
diction too was impeccable. He sings on one
side songs from Quiet flows the Don and
Mark Blitzstein's No for an answer, as well as
others associated with World War II. Side 2is
devoted to negro spirituals, and here his
wonderful voice is heard at its best. The
recording varies considerably. The spirituals
were made in 1945 and the voice is much
more forward than on Side 1and comes over
with a tremendous sense of presence. I
would strongly recommend this record for
the spirituals, in some of which he is joined
by his fine pianist Lawrence Brown. [
H:1]
John Freestone

PHILIPS MUSICA DA CAMERA
BEETHOVEN: Piano Trio No.5 Op.70/1 ' Ghost' ,
Trio No.4 Op.11 H Trio No.11 Op.121a
Beaux Arts Trio
412 395-1 (
412 395-4)
Reissue from 1965
BRAHMS: Sonatas for Cello and Piano Op.38/99
Starker ( vIc)/Sebok (pno)
412 396-1 (
412 396-4)
Reissue from 1966
SCHUBERT: String Quintet in C Op.163
Grumiaux Ens

ORGAN IN SPLENDOUR AND MAJESTY
Music by Dubois, Harris, Sumsion, Whitlock
John Winter (org)
Priory PR 146 digital ( PRC 146)
FRENCH ORGAN MUSIC FROM SALISBURY
CATHEDRAL
Music by Duruflé, Langlais, Tournemire, Vierne
Colin Walsh (org)
Priory PR 148 digital ( PRC 148)
ELGAR: Sonata in G/HOWELLS: Rhapsodies
Nos.1,2 & 3
Christopher Bowers- Broadbent (org)
Priory PR 151 digital ( NC)
ROMANTIC MUSIC OF YESTERYEAR VOL. 3
Works by Best, Boëly, Hopkins, Lefébure-Wély
Salomé, Smart, Whitlock, Wolstenholme
Jonathan Bielby (org)
Priory PR 158 digital ( NC)
FLUORESCENCE
Works by Bliss, Dupré, Liszt, Mulet, Patterson,
Sandvold
Colin Andrews (org)
Priory PR 159 digital ( NC)
WIDOR: Symphony No.8/ROGER-DUCASSE: Pastorale
Nicolas Kynaston (org)
Mitra 16173 digital ( Priory) ( NC)
TRANSKRIPTIONEN FUR ORGEL
Works by Bach, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Prokofiev,
Saint-Saëns, Spohr
Mitra 16176 digital dmm ( Priory) ( NC)
Priory are one of the small companies specialising in organ music. Their technique is
purist, using a simple coincident microphone pair, carefully placed. Their recent
recordings have used the superb Calrec
Soundfield microphone with a Sony digital
recorder. Though not ambisonic, these
recordings benefit from ' Hafler' derived rear
speakers. Mastering and pressing are of high
quality, and these discs all provide excellent
balance, good dynamic range and effective
frequency extension — any qualifications are
minor, and noted against the appropriate
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PHILIPS SEQUENZA
BARTOK: Violin Concerto No.2
Rhapsody No.1
Henryk Szeryng (vIn)/Concertgebouw/Haitink
Philips 412 355-1 (
412 355-4)
Reissue from 1970
Atmospheric orchestral playing in the slow
movement, and a sensitive delivery of the
soloist's opening lines. Balance is acceptable; tuttis are a bit plummy, or dead, lack
the translucency of the original transfer. In
the concerto finale one is more aware that
the violin is well forward of, and separate
from, the orchestral perspective ( again, this
effect is more pronounced in the recut).
Stern is warmer, and he and Bernstein give
greater character to these scores — Haitink's
devotion to accuracy has a certain doggedness, Ifind. CBS 60292 is well engineered,
but has both Rhapsodies, and is the more
enjoyable reissue. [ B:2]
BEETHOVEN: Bagatelles, Op.33, 119 & 126
Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich (pno)
Philips 412 357-1 (
412 357-4)
Reissue from 1975
The original offered magnificent sound, firm
and close, with a wide dynamic range,
ideally suited to the fierce concentration of
Bishop-Kovacevich's performances. That
quality has been somewhat compromised
now, and Davis Cairns' precise notes comprise a further regrettable loss, especially
when Uwe Kraemer perpetuates the idea
that Op.33 dates back to the time of the
composer's pupilship with Neefe. But at
least the star can be retained for the unsurpassed readings. [
A:1*1
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata Nos.9 in E
11 in B-flat 119 in G Ii 20 in G
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)
Philips 412 379-1 (
2 recs) ( 412 379-4)
Reissues from 1963

10 in G

Ihave long cherished these recordings, now
brought together with some interesting Richter anecdotes by way of album notes, and
even now they have so much to impart.
(Four, of course, are only little sonatas.) In
the slow movement from Op.22 ( No.11) it is
as if Richter stood impassive behind a huge
canvas, lifting it up for us to see. Put another
way, if Brendel's playing suggests ' this is
what Ihave to say about this music', then
with Richter it is ' this is what this music tells
me'. He makes no break between ( ii) and
as if showing us the obverse face of asingle
coin; in the E- major ( i) nothing disturbs the
equanimity of flow until the strange
recording. Priory also offer a fair amount of
material not otherwise available, and import
Mitra records which are of comparable standard. All these records include organ specifications lone on an insert sheet) and most
offer useful historical details.
Thought to be the first commercial recording of the Father Willis organ in Truro
Cathedral, the first disc shows how a fine
instrument can be neglected. Having heard it
recently I can confirm that the recorded
sound is true to life, including a little wind
and traffic noise ( there are busy roads on
two sides). Apart . from a couple of minor
quibbles about articulation, John Winter's
performance is very good, and this issue will
hopefully focus attention on another littleknown masterpiece. [A:112]
Next, a collection of 20th Century French
organ works played on another very fine
'Father Willis', at Salisbury. Some previous
producers have concentrated on the lovely
floating, ethereal sounds obtainable here at
the expense of high ambient noise levels,
although this recording is perhaps afraction
too close and Ishould have liked just a bit
more reverberation. Whatever your own
inclination, the organ is displayed with great
clarity, especially the soft stops. An excellent, spontaneous performance, showing
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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accented bass chords at the coda. It is as if a
gossamer web connected every part of the
movement, holding it in equilibrium.
Somehow the engineers have altered the
wan character of the earlier pressings, giving
greater channel spread and reducing the
(still gently insistent) tape background. The
apparent increase in body also brings a less
welcome ' ringing' edge to hard-hit notes.
One wonders if this is a digital remastering.
[A/B:1*]
BRAHMS: Symphony No.3 II Tragic Overture
Concertgebouvv/Haitink
Philips 412 358-1 (
412 358-4)
Reissue from 1971
This rather fell under the shadow of the
Boult/EMI, released in the same month. Part
chauvinism, in part due to a fusty Philips
transfer; but here the sound is tidier, the
strings cleaner. Certainly a very good Third,
admirably muscular in the opening paragraphs, consistent throughout, with atoughness that eluded the Tragic Overture filler. ( A
considerable dividing scroll here eliminates
the former pre- echo.) Recommended. [A/B:1/
21
DVORAK: Serenade in E ' 1Symphonic Variations
LSO/Davis
Philips 412 360-1 (
412 360-4)
Reissue from 1968
Iwas captivated here by the wonderfully
pointed string playing. In the Serenade the
promise of the beautifully atmospheric
opening is fulfilled throughout, the Davis'
typically straight, serious, and attentive reading. Although Kertesz' 1971 Decca has the
more colourfully flamboyant Variations, this
is just as satisfying an LSO alternative, and
no apology is needed for the sound — plenty
of impact and presence. Presumably tidying
the tapes has resulted in the somewhat
hollow/dated fortes in the Serenade. [Al
B:1*1]

pre- digital Amsterdam recordings.) In
Holst's outstanding piece of writing, Saturn,
Bringer of Old Age, Iwas quite touched by
Marriner's concentration. As to why the final
chorus' fading does not quite come off, I
think the tempo of the alternating chords is
too quick, and the balance was set too close.
[A*:1/21
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies 1-6
LSO/Dorati
Philips 6527 202 (
7311 202)
Reissues from 1962, 65
Dorati shows great flair, and preserves the
excitement of the original keyboard display
pieces. He adds cimbalom to make the
orchestration even more colourful/characterful, but the instrument is too far forward and
sounds not unlike a barrel- organ! Of course,
these are Mercury recordings from a great
LSO vintage period — note the strings' elegance in the first section of No.3 — and the
lucid staging ( cimbalom apart) will delight
hi-fi enthusiasts. There is aslight sting in the
strings' sound, equally a Mercury failing.
Wonderfully enjoyable. [
A:1•1
LISZT: Années de Pelerinage — Italie
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 412 364-1 (
412 364-4)
Reissue from 1972
Through oversight or not, Isee this has lost
its former ' rosette' in the new Penguin
Guide. Imention this, since Ihave tended to
find Brendel's readings calculated and
detached. It is undeniably magnificent Liszt
playing, and the transfer ( the same as that in
the box I reviewed in Jan ' 85) preserves
Philips' beautiful sound. [A*:1*]
SCHUBERT: Impromptus Op.90 & 142
Ingrid Haebler (ono)
Philips 412 012-1 (
412 012-4)
Reissues from 1976

Marriner's first big recording with an august
European orchestra, and Iwas delighted by
some magical detail (
eg, Uranus). On the
whole, though, not asearching account — go
to KarajanNPO for the real menace, and
war- horror, of Mars. Phrasing is stiff in
Neptune, though Venus is beautifully transparent. ( This was one of the very finest of

Ingrid Haebler reflects not just the charm and
warmth of Schubert's writing, but there is a
streak of determination, in the middle section of the C- minor, that underlines the
fallacy of thinking of her as a prim interpreter. Her readings may not have the marmoreal perfection of Richter's Schubert, but I
would not want to be without the warmth
and fluency of her A- flat, Op.142, or the E-flat
from Op.90; she almost matches the tenderness of Edwin Fischer's memorable recordings. Rather lovely analogue sound, too
(from 1964). [
A:11
Christopher Breunig

great panache and authority, and certainly
recommended. [A:1•1
The organ of Coventry Cathedral ( on PR
151) is in two vertical slices, each of four
sections totalling 21m high and 12m apart.
Priory have done as well as anyone in
managing to get some musical coherence
out of this arrangement, though the sound
centre inevitably shifts somewhat, depending on registration. Some maySgd the Elgar
a little disconcerting, with rapid, Parge dynamic shifts and unfamiliar changes in tempo
and note- lengths, but here the emphasis is
on the orchestral nature of the work.
Moreover, Howells' Rhapsodies lose some
of the nostalgia — almost sentimentalism —
that they sometimes attract. A good listen for
those of us who may be getting a little too
set in our ways! [
A:1]
On PR 158 the title tells all — no famous
toccatas, but some real musical wallpaper,
much of which could well be played ( and
probably has been) on cinema Wurlitzers. It
is played literally, with nothing taken away
but not a lot added. The organ is more
interesting, being a Harrison restoration
which includes a number of Father Willis
ranks dating from 1860. [ A:1/2]
Fluorescence is the title of a work by Paul
Patterson, commissioned by the IA0 in 1973,

which is a very fine, short piece. Liszt's
'Weinen, Klagen.. ' variations take up much
of Side 2. A very good recording of the
Harrison instrument, but there is a certain
thickness in the registration of tuttis, with
some rather obscuring heavy pedal sound,
so that individual lines merge. Ishould have
preferred something a little brighter. [A/B:1/
2]
On Mitra 16173 the two works are played in
Bonn on an organ by Gottingen, recently
restored by Walker — not exactly of CavailleColl lineage, but Widor sounds well enough
on it. The bass extension is outstanding, and
this lets a little rumble ( traffic or bellows?)
get through; but most systems will not
reproduce it. An enjoyable, extravert performance. [A:1]
Finally, yet again a disc filled with transcriptions devotes its single- column sleeve
note to justifying its basis, which is unnecessary if the result contributes positively to our
musical enjoyment and perverse if it doesn't.
For my part, one or two of these pieces work
better than most transcriptions, but Istill
prefer their earlier forms — others may
disagree. The excellent Klais organ sounds
very open and airy, and there are no reservations about the recording quality. [
A:1/2]
Trevor Attewell

HOLST: The Planets
Ambrosian Singers/Concertgebouw/Marriner
Philips 412 361-1 (
412 361-4)
Reissue from 1978
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Hi-Fi in Somerset and the West
We can offer astudio or home demonstration, by appointment, of equipment
we feel confident to recommend for its
high quality performance and reliability.

AVALON HI-FI

Access and Visa facilities.

STUDIO

PHONE GLASTONBURY
(0458) 50370

The Old Nursery,
Butleigh, Glastonbury

Mon to Sat 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Closed Wednesday.
Late Night Thurs
(by prior appointment).
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Goodmans

Britain's largest loudspeaker manufacturer are looking for
some Development Engineers, to join adevelopment team
involved in awide variety of projects including In- Car
loudspeakers, domestic hi-fi speakers and specialist products
for professional and industrial use. You would be involved in
mainstream development and also in the implementation of
new designs into the production environment.
If you are interested in an exciting new challenge with
Britain's largest loudspeaker company, send acurriculum
vitae to:
Tony King,
Goodznans Loudspeakers Limited,
Downley Road,
HAVANT, Hampshire.
P09 2NL
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Rockf Pop.
Jazzf &e
CLIFF ADAMS SINGERS:
SILVER
BBC REH 546 ( UR 546)

SING SOMETHING

Do you, Sunday afternoon listeners to Alan
Dell, ever fail, through sheer torpor, to
switch off at 4pm? If so, you will inevitably
have been soothed by even easier sounds:
the Cliff Adams Singers, who have been
singing simple things for 25 years, as this
record celebrates. Of course it displays
smooth musicianship, but the effect is totally
soporific as either all the songs are in the
same key or the modulations are made so
painlessly that one can too easily slide from
inattention into actual snooze. It brings a
pleasant reminder of the programme's original slogan: songs simply sung for songlovers. Aren't we all? Don't be snooty; agree
with me that at its modest level it deserves.
Vol)
Denis Argent
AMINA CLAUDINE MYERS TRIO: JUMPING IN THE
SUGAR BOWL
Minor Music 002
The refreshing thing about this album is that
it's not just another piano trio outing where
everything is sewn up and packaged into
neat acceptability. Myers has a wide background of experience and influences to work
from and covers some distance in her playing, but the thing which immediately
impresses is the simplicity and drive. Jumping In The Sugar Bowl is from a new label
and although it has that clean German studio
sound, the records produced so far avoid the
coldness often associated with them. Myers
is avery direct player, and this is an upfront
album of honest music. It's modern mainstream, a pleasure to listen to, and there's
crisp, lively playing from bassist Thomas
Palmer and drummer Reggie Nicholson.
[A*:2/31
Ken Hyder

movies must have something going for it.
Accordingly, I've tried to latch on to any new
Aussie band that seemed capable of making
some sort of impact beyond the Great BarAs the title suggests, this features mainly
rier Reef. Latest of the line is Eurogliders, a
Rodgers and Hart tunes, five of them, mostly
treated at conventional tempo, apart from ' I six- piece from Perth, headed by sax- playing
vocalist Grace Knight, who've already progDidn't Know What Time It Was' messed up
ressed well beyond winning the Best New
with Latin-American rhythm and a drum
Band of ' 82 category in the Countdown
solo. It's a Gershwin song, however, that
Awards. This Island, their second album,
comes off best: ' Someone To Watch Over
shows them to be a band for all reasons,
Me', complete with its verse played solo and
capable of fashioning good pop with a
straight. The bass player, incidentally, is
strong melody line (' Heaven .), able to serve
Charlie's brother Joe, not one of the frantiup jaunty kanga hops for the upper-class
cally agile Mingus school, he gives just the
pogo crowd (' Another Day In The Big World')
right kind of soft backing. No need to decide
and equally likely to serrve up Benatar-styled
where Charlie Byrd should be placed in the
rock for those who demand the harder things
big league of jazz guitarists; you may prefer
in life. Even so, not everything gels. The
Joe Pass, Jim Hall or even John McLaughlin,
songs, all penned by vocalist/bassist Bernie
but he's up there among them. This record
Lynch,
are as diverse quality-wise as they are
may seem merely easy listening at first
stylistically. And there, as Chips Rafferty
hearing, but there's a lot that stands up to
once said, is the rub. [
A:2/3]
repeated playings. [
A:1/2]
Fred Dellar
Denis Argent

CHARLIE BYRD TRIO: ISN'T IT ROMANTIC?
Concord CJ 252 from Import Music Service

CLAUDE BOLLING TRIO: JAZZ A LA FRANCAISE
CBS FM 39244
The title track is jazz in the Loussier or
Swingle style with the pianist showing his
classical background by hints of Bach, and
the later track called ' Bach To Swing'
describes itself. ' Not This Time' is far more
Errol Garner-ish than the slow track ' Garner ama' — to start with at least. Later it moves
into the swing style of Dave McKenna,
followed by a long and tuneful bass solo by
Steve La Spina, and to complete the mix
Bolling ends with that familiar three- note
Basie tag. ' Blue Kiss From Brazil' is Jobimesque, with a samba rhythm, and ' Fiancées
En Folie' is a presto affair reminding one of
those two- piano duets of the ' 30s. Something for everybody here, you see — except
perhaps those intellectuals who understand
Cecil Taylor. The sleeve has abizarre picture
of a pianist in a scratchy style rather like
Bernard Buffet's paintings — but the music is
skilful and mostly smooth. [
A:1/2]
Denis Argent

LEONARD COHEN: VARIOUS POSITIONS
CBS 26222

The voice remains as draggy as ever, toneless and unexpressive. The main reason
why, perhaps, my Cohen collection has, to
date, comprised only one Greatest Hits comBIG DADDY: BIG DADDY
pilation. Even so, I've always had time for
Making Waves SPRAY 101
laughing Len. At least he's always spent a
moment or two fashioning lyrics that made
A pox on the first mealy little zit who dares
sense when printed on the back of a record
compare these geniuses with the Flying
Pickets. The Pickets have no monopoly on a sleeve — and that, in itself, is something of a
cappella, but then Big Daddy aren't mere a rarity these days. Add the fact that Various
Positions contains its fill of hummable melocappella. What they are is a band of rock
dies and the reasons to try accrue. The
satirists who manage to spit on the image
opening track would be accessible even to a
and make great music at the same time.
They are, for all intents and purposes, to all party of mums on a knees- up to Brighton,
though Paris might be a more apt destinarock music what the Rutles were to the
tion, as the song's indicative of Brel at his
Beatles. Showing awarped sense of humour
most lightweight, full of both lah lah and
that will delight rock aficionados, they turn
ooh- la- la, with Jennifer Warnes providing a
latter-day chart faves into doo-wop ' 50s
helping warble. And though ' The Captain'
classics, and do it with such skill and insight
refers to bad luck and the letting of blood, it
that they make the songs their own. My first
exposure to Big Daddy was hearing their jogs along in mainstreet Nashville fashion,
perhaps adding weight to the lines: ' Ileft a
slow country ballad version of Springsteen's
wife in Tennessee and a baby in Saigon/I
most rocking ' Dancing In The Dark'. It was so
smooth and effective atransformation that I risked my life, but not to hear some countrywestern song'. Ionce wanted agrey suit but
didn't even recognise it until they got to the
was offered a black one by a shop assistant.
line ' This gun's for hire'. They do the same to
'Bette Davis Eyes', ' Star Wars', and a host of When Iprotested, he apologised claiming
that though the suit wasn't actually grey, it
others, the wryest treatment being agospelwas certainly light black! If he's working in a
cum-doo-wop version of ' Eye Of The Tiger'.
record shop now, Isuspect he'll be passing
If you love rock and if you have asense of
off Various Positions as a light black album.
humour, Big Daddy will thrill you in a way
And, daft as it seems, maybe he won't be all
that even Weird Al Yankovik can't, for the
that far off target. [
A:1/21
simple reason that their versions of the hits
Fred Dellar
aren't just jokey. They're stunning performances by any standard and the recording is
EUROGLIDERS: THIS ISLAND
good enough to act as a show- stopper for
CBS 25884
even the most hardened of audiophiles.
[A:1*•*lis as understated arating as I've ever
I've always worked on the assumption that
given, understated just like Big Daddy.
any place that could produce Peter Weir
Ken Kessler
HI- 1-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ROBIN GEORGE: DANGEROUS MUSIC
Bronze BRON554
Heavy Metal is coming of age, and we're
going to have to stop looking at headbangers as if they're all struggling with singlefigure IQs. Robin George has the good sense
to release an LP ( that surely will find its way
to the HM section of the browsers) without
using Frank Frazetta-style artwork, leather and- stud-clad barbarians, HP Lovecraft symbolism, or women in chains. There's even
evidence of dynamic range wider than the 4
or 5dB on your basic metal rocker, so Wall of
Noise haters have no reason to grouse.
While the lyrics and prose lack the wonderful
self- mockery of ZZ Top, there's adelicacy in
George's music that will surprise even the
audience for which it's intended. Dangerous
Music is a misleading title, for there's more
in common with Cheap Trick or the Move
than with Whitesnake or AC/DC. This could
be the best rock/HM crossover LP of 1985,
and it might even convert a few stiffs into
playing air guitar. [
A:1]
Ken Kessler
EGBERTO GISMONTI/NANA VASCONCELOS:
DUAS VOZES
ECM 1279
What these two Brazilians do here is extend
their tradition through improvisation. The
new music does not become Brazilian, nor
totally improvised, but something drawing
on both areas. With so much of this kind of
experimentation going on, it's confusing to
people who like to see everything in categories. Often, the improvised element has been
drawn from jazz roots, but that's not the case
here. What jazz did was more to show that
extended passages of improvisation are not
only possible, but are an avenue for fruitful
creativity. Even the Brazilian influences are
themselves an amalgam of African and
Portuguese musics.
So much for the background. Ienjoyed this
album more than other Gismonti albums,
perhaps because the music seems more
confident and relaxed. The two work well
together and avoid the trap of playing too
much in order to sound like a bigger band. I
much prefet Gismonti's guitar playing to his
piano, but Vasconcelos remains one of the
more inventive percussionists in this kind of
music. [
A*:2]
Ken Hyder
GRIFFIN BROTHERS: RIFFIN' WITH THE GRIFFIN
BROTHERS
Ace CHD 136
Visiting day at the Roots museum. And this
time, the subject is aband totally overlooked
by R&B buffs throughout the universe.
Unfairly, it seems. For the Griffin Brothers,
Jimmy, atrombonist of quality, and Buddy, a
pianist who was never happier than when
pushing out afine line in eight- to- a- bar, led a
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tough little band that supplied all the right
Harlem jukebox sounds. The sides on Riffin'
date from 1950-52, when the brothers were
signed to Dot, and feature vocals by Tommy
Brown, aWynonie Harris styled blues- shouter and Margie Day, one of the legion of
excellent but now forgotten girl singers ( Ella
Johnson, Hadda Brooks, Tiny Davis, June
Richmond, etc) who had bounce in every
ounce. Maybe ' Weepin' And Cryin', a Brown
showcase which comes filled with sobs for
the boys, might prove a mite offputting. But
the ample supply of tough tenor- work
throughout the album more than compensates. [
H:2]
Fred Dallar
THELMA HOUSTON & PRESSURE COOKER: I'VE
GOT THE MUSIC IN ME
Nakamichi/Sheffield RA-4002
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD & FRIENDS
Nakamichi/Sheffield RA-4023
HARRY JAMES: THE KING JAMES VERSION
Nakamichi/Sheffield RA-4003
Yes, the subheadings say '
Nakamichi/
Sheffield', because these are - prerecorded
tapes! I hear you yawning, knowing that
you've suffered what are loosely termed
'audiophile cassettes', but these really do
have a pedigree worth noting. For starters,
the tape is TDK metal. They're all copies
made in real-time on aNakamichi ZX-9. And,
most important of all, they come direct from
the masters, which means that you can't
make as good a copy even if you use the
same tape and same machine off a pristine
copy of the LP. These are ageneration closer
than homemade.To cap it all, you can purchase either Dolby- B or - C versions, so everyone's been catered for, and the results are
stunning. They are simply the finest prerecorded tapes I've ever heard, and that's all
I'm going to say. Ijust hope the $ 18 price
tag doesn't scare you. [
A*:1/1•1
Ken Kessler
MAX JAFFA: MUSIC FOR A GRAND HOTEL
Valentine VAL 8057
Maybe we who grew up with ' the wireless'
as a Sunday evening treat were the lucky
ones, not soaked with all- day pop. Palm
Court music was what we called this when
we had widened our musical horizons and
had learned to be pretentious. But the old
palm court tradition is alive and well in Max
Jaffa's hands, and it is the real, professional
musicians who will never sneer at expert
music- making like his. Light classics perfectly played - Strauss, Victor Herbert and
(really a memory of schooldays for me)
tunes made famous by Richard Tauber. At its
own level, perfect, and asympathetic digital
recording - not hard- edged, as digital is
liable to be, but not woolly either. [
A:1]
Denis Argent

anyone's money participating in aTop 20 bet
with Ladbroke's; and ' Look Mama' which
rumbles on to some purpose as Jones adds
organ to his usual supply of synth riffs and
flyweight vocal leads. But three or four
worthwhile tracks do not an album make.
Best buy the 12 Inch Album right now - an
essential piece of pop plastic - and then
hang on ' til the inevitable Greatest Hits is
advertised on TV. [
A:21
Fred Dellar

CHAKA KHAN: IFEEL FOR YOU
Warner Bros 9 25162-2 (47m 04s) 0
When the personnel listings contain names
like James Newton Howard and Stevie Wonder, you're entitled to expect cost- no- object
production quality. With Chaka Khan's return
to the top - paralleling Tina Turner's Private
Dancer and its effect on her career - you get
the sound associated with high-priced
friends. ' Slick' doesn't begin to convey how
faultless this recording sounds, and, because
it's a product of high-techery, it sounds just
dandy when digitised. Particularly impressive was the retention of front-to- back depth,
something often robbed by CD and part of
the reason why the Analogue Defense
League came into being, and the inherent
'speed' of CD ( over- exaggerated transients?) works wonders on the scratch
effect used in the title track. The true test,
though, is Chaka's voice and its ability to
increase one's blood pressure. Suffice to say
that Igot just as hot under the collar when I
heard her breathing the lyrics digitally as I
did when they came out as unsullied wave
forms. Sigh . . [
A:1/1*]
Ken Kessler
LIME RICHARD: HERE'S LITTLE RICHARD
Ace CH128
LITTLE RICHARD: VOLUME 2
Ace CH131
LITTLE RICHARD
RICHARD
Ace CH133

THE FABULOUS LITTLE

LITTLE RICHARD: HIS GREATEST RECORDINGS
Ace CHA109

Now this is what Icall timing: before the
dust has even settled on Little Richard's
whirlwind UK visit promoting his biography
(see p79), Ace have reissued his first three
LPs in relatively untainted form. The sleeves
are intact, the tracks remain the same, and
the music is, well, Little Richard. But back to
the timing. After seeing The South Bank
Show, appearances on talk shows, and,
finally, reading the book, Icouldn't get the
songs out of my head. Iwas tutti-frutti-ing
my way to work, ripping up the typewriter,
and awop-bop-aloo-mop-alop-bambooming everything else. Then the package
arrived, with those LPs in it. Back home, and
it's Saturday night and Ijust got paid.
HOWARD JONES: DREAM INTO ACTION
The book tells you what Little Richard
WEA WX 15
thinks of himself; these LPs tell you why he's
using
understatement. Remember that these
You've seen the haircut, now hear the ( third)
recordings are around 30 years old, then
album. Me, Idon't mind. I've always quite
look at the amount of energy the grooves
liked the Jones lad, though he's been much
still hold. Go into your nearest record shop
reviled by others who appear irked by his
and
ask them to play anything that's curachievements. He merely writes catchy
rently residing in the Top 20. Or Top 100.
melodies, claim some, damning with the
There's more magic in one Little Richard
faintest of praise and quite overlooking the
song than in a month of Frankies. Irest my
fact that it's not easy to fashion original
case.
sounds for the butcher boy's repertoire.
Ace's reissues vary considerably in sound
Others have even complained that Jones
quality, and I'm afraid to say that the digital
lacks star quality because he comes from
mastering did nothing to help. Still, the
High Wycombe. And while High Wycombe
material shines through and they did leave
may not be what it used to be before they
H] rating
stuck a flyover in the middle of the place, I them in pristine mono, so take my [
in the right spirit. As for a performance
still can't see the sense in such griping. Even
rating, who would be so presumptuous as to
so, I'm not terribly enamoured with Dream
try to give Little Richard a mere [ 1•1? Not
Into Action as awhole. You can pick out the
I. Our typesetters just don't own enough
odd cert hit here and there - ' Things Can
asterisks. ( If, like many others, you just can't
Only Get Better', which has already claimed
afford all three, His Greatest Recordings will
chart status; ' Specialty', a cut worth 40p of
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provide you with the essentials until Saturday night when you just got paid.)
Ken Kessler
THE LONDON JAZZ COMPOSERS' ORCHESTRA:
STRINGER
FMP SAJ 41
Barry Guy's orchestra is unusual in that most
of the players are best known for their work
in freely improvised settings. Here they are
playing compositions by the bassist but they
bring to these compositions all the inventiveness and facility for extending an idea that
other players may lack. The result is that
while the compositions would not sound out
of place in acontemporary classical concert,
the playing is more gripping and absorbing
because of the extra edge of the unpredictability of the improvised factor. There are
times when both disciplines battle against
each other, and you wonder, with all those
top rate improvisers, why you have to write
anything at all. But with 18 musicians, collective improvisation can be messy.
People who already know the orchestra's
work will find this album satisfying, but
those who normally listen to the avant garde
of the classical scene would also find a dip
into this music a rewarding experience.
[A/B:2]
Ken Hyder
MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER: FRESH AIRE
American Gramaphone AGCD-355 (33m 21s)

0

MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER: FRESH AIRE II
American Gramaphone AGCD-359 (35m 43s)
More CDs from a company better known for
their vinyl offerings, showing yet again that
CD does benefit from the care that can be
lavished by the small specialists. The Fresh
Aire recordings have long been audiophile
favourites, curious classical/rock mixes
using real and synthetic instruments. The
material lends itself to CD, as it's full of hot
transients and bizarre tonal flavouring, so
the effect isn't quite as shocking as hearing
Dabs on CD. In comparison with the LP, the
CD sounds a bit tinkly and metallic, which
could prove to be a bit of a problem with
systems of a bright tonal balance, but there
were no shock- horror nasties worth noting.
Check out these discs if you favour baroque
with a beat. [
A:1]
Ken Kessler

MASSED BANDS: 1984 ALBERT HALL FESTIVAL
HIGHLIGHTS
Chandos BBRD 1028
The bands are Foden, Yorkshire Imperial and
Hanwell, plus the Bach Choir. The conductors are Sir David Willcocks ( yes, of the
bands too) and Major Arthur Kenney. The
programme is just the sort of popular finale
that the Albert Hall occasion demanded Suppé, Berlioz )' March To The Scaffold'),
Verdi favourites and along contest set- piece
by Percy Fletcher, renowned among brass
men. Those are all played with a precision
that proves the professionalism of musicians
who could not have rehearsed together for
long. But the most interesting of the 10
tracks are a disappointingly short excerpt
from the ' Perfect Fool' ballet by Ho1st, who in
the ' 20s wrote for brass bands, and a David
Carder arrangement of ' La Calinda' which is
more bold and colourful than most - Delius
is too often treated with the palest of watercolour tints. Recording in the big ensembles
is rather boomy and shrill in the upper
registers of the choral items, which are
heavy Verdi (
Nabucco)and lightweight Wagner, the Spinning Chorus from Flying Dutchman. [
B:1/21
Denis Argent

JACKIE McLEAN: SWING, SWANG, SWINGIN'
Boplicity BOP 2
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103a. Beverley Road. Hull.

TEL 0482 227867

ESSEX
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Home Demonstrations
THE CONSULTANCY THAT BRINGS
THE SHOP INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM
-Covering London 8 Home Counties
if, Also Advisory Service Available

BEECH WOOD AUDIO

RENT

6Market Street, Braintree,
Essex CM7 6YA. Tel: 0376 29060
2Full demonstration rooms — Phone
for appointments from 9.30 onwards,
six days a week

NUMBER ONE

for specialist selections in compact discs,
records and cassettes; quality hi-fi and
accessories; all forms of musical
requirements.
Advice and demonstrations with
emphasis on choice and quality at

Bitotwood music centre

2Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex
Tel: ( 0277) 221210

01-228 7126

I

Phone for full details - 24hr Answering Service

JAPANESE AND SUPER PRESSINGS
Direct cut - digital - compact disc - hall speed and all super pressings
Full range in stock - thousands more to order Sena large SAE tor list or
phone us for details.
SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD LAB DIRECT CUT
LAB 1
Lincoln Mayorga — ' Vol 3
£5.00
LAB 4
Brahms Chopin — Piano Music
£ 5.00
LAB 9
Larry McNeely — ' Bluegrass £6.00
LAB 10
Michael Newman — Classical Guitar £ 7.00
LAB 11
Harry James — ' Still Harry'
moo
LAB 15
Amanda McBroomn — West of Oz
f6.50
LAB 18
Strauss — Dvorak
£ 7.50
LAB 20
Sheffield Track Record — ( White Sleeve) £ 7.50
LAB 21
Adam Makowicz — ( White Sleeve) £6.50
Selection of DBX recordings in stock, pisfisoliOlOoofof details
All norrnally £ 2.50
P&P f100 plus 25p each thereafter
Telephone Credit Cards welcome
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64A BECKENHAM ROAD.
BECKENHAM. KENT.
01-656 3464

COMPACT DISCS
Vast range of British and impon CD s in SIOCe. Telarc, Denon. Erato
Chandos etc etc
Prompt and helpful service. We can order any title that is available
Mail order and telephone credit cards welcome 2 to 3day service from
stock

MANCHESTER

Et 2NIUSIK
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Linn, Naim, Meridian, A&R Cambridge,
Heybrook, Revox, Yamaha, Tannoy,
and awhole range of accessories.
Open Tuesday through to Saturday.
Demonstrations apleasure.
061 945 1867
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DEXTER GORDON: DEXTER BLOWS HOT AND
COOL
Boplicity 6
Coming in on the coat-tails of the new
resurgence in old jazz is a steady stream of
re-releases from the ' 50s and ' 60s. Not all of
it is the best of the era, and not all of it stands
up to scrutiny all these years later. The
McLean album represents the great second
division — although some will dispute the
division and the placings. But McLean never
fully made it to the heights reserved for
American jazz heroes. Nevertheless, he
played some steaming, stimulating alto with
adrive which merits the album title. Ialways
preferred McLean to Art Pepper, say, and I
like the way he gets it on without extraneous
fuss. His sidemen also do the business in a
way which could show the new- old-wavers a
trick or two. They are — Walter Bishop Jr
(piano), Jimmy Garrison ( bass) and Art
Taylor ( drums). [
13:2]
In some ways, Dexter Gordon is a similar
figure to McLean. His playing has tended to
be eclipsed by two players who were effectively his disciples — John Coltrane and
Sonny Rollins. But again, this is quality
material. Gordon's tenor playing — itself an
extension of Lester Young — is langourously
appealing and relaxing. He sounds like a
giant awaking from slumber. Mainstreamers
will love it. [
8:2]
Ken Hyder
JAY OLIVER: DANCE OF THE ROBOT PEOPLE
Konnex ST5003
Although this album is under the bassist Jay
Oliver's name, it will be regarded as another
dose of soprano saxophonist, Steve Lacy.
Lacy must be one of the most recorded
players on the avant garde end of the jazz
scene, and although his contribution on this
quartet recording is as distinctive as you
might expect, the others are not forced to
accept aback seat role by comparison. Glenn
Ferris is atrombonist who insinuates himself
into the mêlée rather than using the instrument's properties to blast himself in. He's an
inventive, imaginative player. The drummer,
Oliver Johnson, is looser than on other
recorded outings, and at times approaches
the Sunny Murray area of pulse playing. Jay
Oliver, who provides the tunes and the bass
playing, has come up with an album which
deserves a bit of exposure. It straddles the
area between time jazz and free jazz remarkably well, and usually succeeds in getting the
best of both worlds. [
A/B:2]
Ken Hyder
ORIGINAL LONDON CAST: THE BOYFRIEND. 30TH
ANNIVERSARY PRODUCTION
That's Entertainment Records TER 1095 ( TER ZC
1095, TER 1095
How many post-war British musicals have
had not one, but two long- running West End
revivals? This recording honours last year's
production of Sandy Wilson's musical which
originated in a 1953 club show at the Players'
Theatre underneath Charing Cross station,
then ran for years at Wyndham's, plus a
Broadway success with Julie Andrews. I
never saw the original show, but did catch
the 1967 revival at the Comedy produced by
Sandy Wilson himself, with the pert Cheryl
Kennedy in the lead. This new recording
seems to accord with that production. By
comparison, the later Ken Russell film
seemed to me a grotesque spoof, for the
whole point of Wilson's playful little musical
romance is that it has to be played straight,
to match the exactness of its ' 20s music. It is
not a pastiche; it has to be the real thing.
Myself, Ican never remember the title tune
of Richard Rodgers' The Girl Friend after
listening to the title song of Wilson's, so alike
are they. The Boy Friend is not just another
Charleston- era charade; it's a lovingly-written evocation of a period which its author
(born 1924) could never have known.
During the next 30 years The Boy Friend
fil F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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will still be revived by local amateurs — and
this recording will help them to get it right.
The PRT studio recording is digital and does
justice to the little orchestra as well as the
singers. [
A:11
Denis Argent
GRAHAM PARKER AND THE SHOT:
NERVES
Elektra EKT4

STEADY

Graham Parker was one of the most important figures in British music for the second
half of the ' 70s. He had the punk spirit in
spades, courtesy of tarmacadam tonsils, a
clutch of tough ' n' tender tunes and a
backing band of self-effacing excellence in
The Rumour. The fact that he was whisked to
semi- stardom from his job as a petrol pump
attendant only added to the appeal. Sadly,
the ' 80s don't seem to have treated our boy
well. Steady Nerves is a deeply disappointing set, presumably the product of some
interminable and expensive recording sessions in NYC, where the priority was to
defuse the Parker voice in an attempt to
make it palatable for the living dead of
California.
The material is uniformly flat, the playing —
with the honourable exception of old
Rumour hand Brinsley Schwarz — uniformly
dull. It's good to see Graham Parker back on
the scene with a proper record deal. It's a
shame it turned out like this. [
B:31
Pete Clark
GREG PHILLINGANES: PULSE
Planet/RCA FL84698
Liner- note readers will have seen this
keyboard wizard's name on LPs ranging
from Donald Fagen's to various recordings
from the many Jacksons. And, as with all
good session men, he's decided it's time to
do His Own Thing. He was right. Pulse, while
it suffers from the same lack of sweat and
grit that distinguishe ' 80s black music from
the Stax/Atlantic heyday, is so tight and
professional and full of little hooks that even
the most anti- synth of listeners will sit it out.
Hell, the guy's even got enough class to do a
doo-wop number on Side 2 and so what if it
is more out of Billy Joel than the Meadowlarks? While Phillinganes' keyboard playing
outshines his vocal abilities, the disparity
isn't such that it sounds like he's a victim of
wishful thinking. Ijust can't help feeling he'd
have an easier time if his name wasn't such a
mouthful. [A:1/21
Ken Kessler
RAIN PARADE: EXPLOSIONS IN THE GLASS
PALACE
Zippo Zong 006
TRUE WEST: DRIFTERS
Zippo Zong 004
Two more detonations in the continuing war
against wallpaper music. True West and Rain
Parade count as veterans, both having
reached second album status. True West
operate at the gutsy end of the resurrected
rock ' n' roll spectrum, emitting athunderous
roar of duelling lead guitar and unpretentious rhythms, topped off with some
seriously wired vocals. Their impact is
strengthened by an ability to conjure up
unexpected melodic twists which flip atune
on its ear: a prime example here is ' And
Then The Rain', a re-recording of atrack on
the début set. The guitar sound on ' Drifters'
has in fact been toned down from that of its
predecessor, but it is still well capable of
activating one's finer hairs. Much of this is
due to a smoother production job from
Tolman/Mandl, who took on the job after
sessions with Tom Verlaine at the controls
failed to work out. The strength of the
community spirit among America's new
breed of talented tyros is shown by the
presence of contributions from members of
Green On Red and the Long Ryders. Take a

road drill to your senses today. [ E1/11
Rain Parade, as previously noted in these
columns, dabble in a different milieu: modern acid rock, Explosions In The Glass Palace
gives the game away with its title alone: a
mini- album of altered states encased in a
range of musical textures. Rain Parade have
a marked preference for slower tempos,
building up an atmosphere from basic rock
elements and adding other elements as
required, for example, the totally unexpected
brass intrusion towards the end of ' No Easy
Way Down'. A sense of space, muted dynamics and a gloriously eerie guitar tone with
the touch of a cold ghost, add up to something irresistible, whether you have fluoride
in your water or not. [
B/1]
Pete Clark
ROYAL DOULTON BAND: IMAGES IN BRASS
Bandleader BNB 2007
This band's march ' Minton' is one of the best
new marches I've heard in these years of
familiarising myself with the recorded repertoire in brass. Parts of it remind me of the
stirring old Gaumont British News intro
music, of blessed picture- palace memory.
Talking of memory, that hit from Cats fits in
well here, having just the kind of plaintive
legato that suits a cornet soloist. As something completely different from the usual
band music, the Doulton men offer ' Gubehan Ku', an acceptably Westernised Ray
Thorpe arrangement of folk tunes from
Indonesia and Malaysia, with the Ray Thorpe
Singers. Altogether, amore interesting band
record than most, and evidence that there is
still plenty of talent coming up to challenge
the contest great ones. [4:1/21
Denis Argent
SHANKAR: SONG FOR EVERYONE
ECM 1286
JULIUS HEMPHILL'S JAH BAND: GEORGIA BLUE
Minor Music 003
These albums form part of the continued
fusion of jazz with various ethnic musics. The
Shankar album is disappointing because the
violinist is asuperb player who has shone in
other contexts. For a South Indian musician
coming from a culture rich in rhythm I
cannot understand why he found it necessary to add an electronic drum machine to
his two percussionists, Zakir Hussain and
Trilok Gurtu. It sounds like he's lost his way,
and many will find Jan Garbarek's inclusion
in the line-up the only redeeming feature.
(A:31
The Hemphill album is more direct and
straightforward; it is also more successful.
There's an American/European mix in the
band with Hemphill ( reeds), Jumma Santos
(percussion), Alex Cline ( drums), Steubig
(bass), and Nels Cline ( guitar). There is very
little contrived about the excitement here on
this live album. There is plenty of spirit, and
the leader's alto bubbles with contagious
energy throughout. [
A:21
Ken Hyder
THREE MUSTAPHAS THREE: BAM! MUSTAPHAS
PLAY STEREO
Globe Style/Ace FEZ 001
This six-track mini- LP is just what the doctor
ordered if his office happens to be above a
doner kebab takeaway. Yes! State-of-the-art
recordings of Balkan music. Calrec mics!
Digital throughout! 45 rpm playing speed
(though the label says 33 1
/ 1! Recorded in
2
(vacated) public baths! This is not a joke so
much as agentle parody, because the music
— which includes covers of famous Yiddish
melodies — is about as authentic as you're
going to find this side of Transylvania. And
sonically — oy, such naches! Get out your
kaftan, bring a goat into the house and
boogie ... Balkan style! Bam! [
A*:1]
Ken Kessler
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VARIOUS: THE SLUES_ A REAL SUMMIT
MEETING
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 2-813-1/2 (
41m 58s and 42m
59s)

e

Blues is one of the many genres Iexpected to
see ignored during the silver disc's early
days, so it's with some relief that Ireview
this offering from a label best known for its
half-speed mastered LPs. This double CD,
recorded live in New York in June 1973,
should satisfy most blues- hungry CD users,
because it contains performances — good
ones, too — by ' mainly greats' like Big Mama
Thornton, Muddy Waters, BB King, and
Clarence ' Gatemouth' Brown. The evening
must have been a memorable experience,
because Idetected none of the slipshoddiness of most blues performances; in places
it's even slick. ( Why didn't someone pick up
on the earthing problem that plagues BB
King's performance?) Sound is fine, but the
CD really points out the problems of miking a
live recording — things pop up where you'd
least expect them and 2D rather than 3D is
the state of play for much of the time. Still,
it's a welcome package, but it's anyone's
guess as to what it will cost in the UK with
the pound at its current low value. [B:1]
Ken Kessler
VARIOUS: GARAGE GOODIES VOL.1
Hit F- UK- U4
The good, the bad and the downright
puerile. And, oddly enough, Ilove it. In all
there's an hour of music by 16 bands, all
recorded with varying degrees of accuracy,
live in West London. The Surfadelics spark
the programme in a Pistols meet Dick Dale
and The Beach Boys mode; The Jailbirds
come on like Buddy Holly in East Enders;
The Commuters stake their claim for immortality with ' Bubble Car' (' Some people like
Rolls Royces, some like Jaguars, some like
Lamborghinis — but Ilike Bubblecars') and
The Nips revive the whole ' 60s bluesbash at
the Marquee routine replete with requisite el
duffo mouth harp. Guitar thrashes are well to
the fore, while participants have names like
Bad Karma Beckons, The Codiene Cowboys
and The Legendary Vegaterians, everything
pointing to the fact that the spirit of Nuggets
(as well as bad spelling) is alive and well and
drinking at the Clarendon Hotel, Hammersmith, where, Iunderstand, they sell real ale
as well as real rock. [
7:1]
Fred DeIlar
VARIOUS: JERRY'S GIRLS
That's Entertainment Records TER2 1093 (ZC TER
1093 1/2;
TED 1093)
This double album is from a Broadway
production which recaps Jerry Herman's
successes — Hello Dolly, Mame, Mack and
Mabel and all the rest. Benny Green summed
it up as the ultimate in show composers'
egocentricity — writing amusical about yourself. Still, the tunes are good, typical traditional Broadway stuff with no alarming intervals like Sondheim's, no awkward-to- sing
recitatives like Hamlisch's. The singing is
patchy; it's disappointing to find how little of
Carol Channing's stage superstar zing comes
over on record. But Leslie Uggams, part of
the new black breakthrough (
cf. Diahann
Carroll getting into Dynasty) makes up for
others' shortcomings — a singer for all seasons who would surely be welcome in
London. The West End deserves to see Mack
and Mabel, too, though Igather that local
amateurs up and down the country have
already taken it up as a tuneful show that
suits their audiences. And tuneful is the word
for this album; too mixed for a rating,
though.
Denis Argent
VARIOUS THE 12 TAPE
CBS CBS 40-54878 to CBS 40-54882 ( 5cassettes)
If ever the record industry needs to point out
that 'value for money' is not a thing of the
past, then all they have to do is hold up this
five-tape series from CBS. This isn't the first
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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time we've seen extended- mix, 12in singles
released in cassette format, nor is it the first
time we've seen prerecorded tapes which
offer a duplicate of Side 1 on Side 2 to
obviate the need to rewind the tape. What
makes this so interesting is the way it
exploits the personal hi-fi market by offering
enough music to make vinyl versions look
really expensive. Each cassette contains five
chart hits from five different artists, and all of
the takes are the longer versions found only
on £2.49 12in singles. Not only are the tracks
instant collectors' items ( 12in. singles do
suffer from deletion), they're all biggies.
Alison Moyet, The Jacksons, Bruce Springsteen, Cyndi Lauper, Paul Young and Wang
Chung are but a few of the artists involved.
The average playing time of each cassette is
over 30 minutes per side, and at a projected
price of £3.49 this screams out ' giveaway!'
You'd have to spend over £ 12 to get the vinyl
originals on each cassette, so the maths are
self-evident. Sound quality is simply
wonderful for a garden-variety prerecorded
tape, due in no small measure to the overthe-top mixes involved. Ihope this series
isn't just a one-off. [A:1/11 overall.
Ken Kessler

VARIOUS: WORLD RECORD
VVWC D001 (
59m 46s)
(Available from Wallbank Warwick Communications, 112 A&B Westbourne Grove, London W2.
£12.50 plus p&p)
Sampler CDs are not exactly in short supply,
and Idoubt there's a single hardware or
software CD licensee who hasn't yet issued
one. But World Record isn't your average
compilation, for it satisfies as a whole programme in spite of its intended purpose as a
teaser for upcoming releases. Ihe label has
seen that most ethnic genres have been
ignored by the major CD- producing labels
and decided to do something about it. For
starters, this release is filled ( 14 seconds
short of an hour) with Latin and African
music that rivals Dáfos in percussional
intensity. The recordings were made with
Calrec microphones — digital all the way —
and rear-channel freaks will have afield day
with the Holophonics/Ambisonics. The sound
is simply overwhelming; purists will want to
play this on a system that can yield 108dB
peaks if they hope to reproduce it at life- like
levels. And the music — Ididn't realise that I
was a closet Tito Puente fan until Ilet this
disc carry me away with visions of bright
plumage, dusky maidens, tropical fruit and
other South American delights. Ahem.
Puente shares the disc with other Latin and
African stars, all of whom will be represented by whole CDs in the coming year. The
company promises to carry on with releases
too specialised to interest the majors, and
they intend to exploit the much- lauded but
rarely- used extended playing time of the
format. Ole! pretty much sums it up. [A/
A*:1*1 This CD is issued in two versions.
WWC D001 has its tracks accessed by indexing, and is intended for the US and
Japanese markets; its tracks cannot be
selected with a basic skip facility. In light of
the appeal of minimalist players in the UK,
the disc will also be available as WWC 002,
with standard track accessing.
Ken Kessler

VEETDHARM MORGAN FISHER: LOOK AT LIFE
Cherry Red BRED64
We shy away from rockers who ' find' religion, as their post-conversion recordings
tend to preach with a vengeance. Ex-MottThe-Hoople keyboard player Morgan Fisher,
now practicing the Rajneesh religion, has
avoided the trap by releasing an LP of
spiritual instrumentals, and atheists or
agnostics can approach Look At Life without
fear of messages. The music stands up on its

own — godly implications aside — as wonderfully relaxing mood material, and you can
bet your bibles that more than one listener
will find this just the ticket if mind expansion
is his or her favourite recreational pastime.
[A/A•:1]
Ken Kessler
DIONNE WARWICK: WITHOUT YOUR LOVE
Arista 206571
A strong one on paper. Two duets with
Stevie Wonder; a duet with Barry Manilow
(who produced six tracks) on asong penned
by the Bee Gees; and yet another duet with
the admirable Glenn Jones, which is, whisper it not, the first Warwick- Burt Bacharach
get together since the latter helped produce
Warwick's first album for Warner's, way back
in ' 72. Not that everything is as ace as it
might be. For the Wonder duets have already
appeared on Steveland's own Woman In Red
album; the Manilow productions, though
proficient enough, lack the spark of those
once provided the delectable Warwick by
Luther Vandross; and the Bacharach item
sounds as though it would be much more
movin9 if used as a backdrop to a romantic
scene in some TV series, which Ibelieve it
was. But there are no spots that make you
ditch headphones for earplugs and the singer is in good voice throughout, only really
overemoting on Steve Goldman's ' Love
Doesn't Live Here Anymore', a song straight
out of the Shirley Bassey Sings MacArthur
Park stable. [
A:21
Fred Dellar
WHITE WOLF: STANDING ALONE
RCA PL70559
Bands should learn to pick LP titles that don't
leave them open for mickey-taking. Standing
Alone is just ripe for allusions to aural
halitosis, etc, etc, which would be a shame
as it isn't at all a bad LP by even the most
severe of heavy metal standards. While this
Canadian metal machine doesn't break any
new ground — you keep on identifying whole
passages as ' pure Led Zep' or ' pure Heep' —
the band is quite good at steamrolling. But
one thing makes the LP's title quite apt in a
favourable way: it stands alone in sheer
sound quality, just edging out the superb LP
from The Firm. Even at soft-ish levels, none
of the weight is lost, and Ican only put this
down to it having been mastered at Jimmy
Hughes' Mecca, Sterling Sound in New York.
Inever thought it would happen, but this LP
earns [A*) for sonics, next to [ 1/2] for performance. If this starts atrend, hi-fi consumers of the HM persuasion will have to start
buying their systems with more than mere
watts in mind.
Ken Kessler
VELLO: STELLA
Elektra EKT 1
An LP of Swiss pop music named after a
Belgian brand of lager would hardly seem to
be the kind of material to get them dancing
in the aisles, but prepare yourselves for a
shock. This second collaboration between
Dieter Meier ( lyrics and vocals) and Boris
Blank ( the rest) proves conclusively that
there is musical life in the Alps. This record
bubbles with humour, energy and a certain
je ne sais quoi which renders it irresistible to
children of all ages. The sound has its roots
in Euro disco, being driven along for the
most part by aposse of electronic thuds, but
the real surprise is the melodic maturity
which is nowhere better displayed than on
the opener, ' Desire'. Ominous chords give
way to abrooding tune which, once heard, is
not to be shaken off lightly. When the boys
(Dieter Meier is 40) so choose, they can
manufacture a stark soundscape with the
best of them. Much more fun than James
Last. (A:1•1
Pete Clark
III
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FOR SALE

- Private

FOURIER ANALYSIS PROGRAM for BBC B
micro. Displays waveform and performs
spectral analysis. User can define own
waveshapes; supplier with sampel sine/
square/pulse. £9 cassette, 40-track disc £ 15
inc. P&P. Cheque to P Edwards Box: 0707
1 PAIR TANNOY ARDEN as new £450 ono.
Buyer collects. Tel: 0227-69558 ( evening) or
0227-457757 ( day). Ask for Henry. ( F)
JVC AX- 55 Integrated Stereo Amplifier, 75
w.p.c., new, complete documentation/packings, £ 135. Counting Instruments Hours/
Minutes Counter, £ 5. Tel: 0455-39423. ( F)
QUAD ESL pair recently serviced by manufacturer. £ 275 or offer. Tel: 0533-29851 9am5pm. ( F)
AUDIOPHILE BARGAIN - Transcriptor Hydraulic Reference Turntable equipped with
SME 3009/11 ( IMP) Tone Arm and Shure V15
Mk.3 HE Cartridge. All immaculate - £ 100.
Mr C. G. Escritt. Tel: 0908-612201 evenings.
(F)
RARE COLLECTION Decca stereo cartridges
- Mk 1,11 & III, Mk 4CE & 4RC, Grey, Maroon,
Blue & Gold, will separate if forced; also
Garrot Ortofon SPUGTE; offers. Tel: 031 337
7520. ( F)
LOWTHER AUDIOVECTOR AUDITORIUMS,
walnut, original PM4, PM2 each, superb,
£590. PM7 Acoustas, teak, new diaphragms,
immaculate, £ 190. Leak valve TL25s, rebuilt,
£145. AND MORE! Tel: 03647 2153. ( F)
LOVVTHER Acousta Twin speaker PM6 drive
units £45. Harmon Kardon HK 1000 cassette
deck £25. Garrard 301 £ 15. Tannoy Ill LZ in
Tannoy cabinet 15 ohm £ 20. Tel: ( 01) 777
7929. ( F)
PHILIPS CD 100 Compact Disc Player. First
generation, complete with one disc, excellent condition as new £ 180. Call after 6pm
0707/872685. ( F)
BEARD P100 II (
6 weeks) £750. ALLISON 1
(active- ready) £395. STAD 5turntable ( best ?)
£450. FR 64S £ 175, FR 64FX £ 160, HELIUS
STANDARD £ 65. FR MC 201 ( new) £95.
YAMAHA CT 1010 £95. STAX SRD6, various
headamps, offers. Tel: 044485 444. ( F)
DR THOMAS POWER AMP, four months old,
only £ 275. Sugden A48-2 vgc £ 100. Wanted,
Quad 405-2. Phone Peterborough ( 0733)
68616 evenings/weekends. ( F)
STEREO PAIR WILLIAMSON valve 20 watt
amplifiers. £ 50 ono. Tel: ( 0992) 550471 ( Hertford) evenings. ( F)
LOVVTHER TPI's. Hardly used. Half price at
£750. Tel: Weybridge 47529. ( F)
ULTIMATE TURNTABLE LUXMAN 555
VACUUM. Two quick- release armplates.
"Unrivalled quality" - Colloms. Cost £ 1750.
Lux couldn't afford making them. Value
increasing. £ 975 with FR 64S. Tel: 044485
444. ( F)
112

LOVVTHER ACUSTRA SPEAKERS with PM6
drivers £ 100. Garrard 301 with SME arm £70,
Quad 22 valve amp £ 125, stereo tuner £ 50,
AM tuner £70, all mint condition. Tel: Redditch 65024. ( F)
QUAD 33/303/FM3 £300. TEAC A450D cassette deck £200. Michell Hydraulic Reference/
Acos LustreN15 III £ 120. Celestion Ditton 66
Monitors £200. Tel: ( 0277) 213630. ( F)
GRANT G100AS VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER
100 WPC and Link Passive Volume Control.
All equipment three months old and in mint
condition. £800 ono. Tel: 01-554-7398. ( F)
HAFLER DH110 PRE AMP. Fitted DH112 Head
Amp, as new, superb sound, will demonstrate £ 225. Building Amp- 01. Tel: 0332
766792 evenings. ( F)
NAIM INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER. One year
old - £95. Phone Glasgow ( 041) 883-7115
after 6pm. ( F)

FOR SALE - Trade

11

MORE BASS from WHARFEDALE
DIAMONDS with the amazing Active
Speaker Stands. Extend bass response AND
get rigid spiked stands too. Great for ROCK.
Kit ( easy build) £ 29.95 plus £4.95 p&p plans
and instruction manual £4.95. Active speaker
Stand Company, Unit 8 Mossedge Industrial
Estate, Linwood, Ref rewshire, PA3 3HR. Tel:
0505 35974. ( F)
SONY ELCASET CASSETTES. LC60 type 1
£1.00 LC90 type 1 £ 1.50 LC60 type 2 £ 1.50.
LC60 type 2 £ 1.99. Callers welcome 11am7.30pm 6 days. SHADOOS 162 Wilmslow
Road, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5LQ. Tel:
061-224 4215. ( D)

ESOTERIC FRONT ENDS
Offer for your listening pleasure and
Micro- Scanner stylus on various ling

anologrds module.- proarnd

Garnet
Dimon

g

iilv of thp

Tone arms by Delius. Turotabfes l,o Oracle.
Systemdek III & IIX Dais & Gyroilek. Amplification by
soUrld

E.A.R. Esoteric Audio Research. Designed and made by
Tim de Paravicini and

is Second

lo none.

Cables by Wave Tactics reviewed in IWN and found to
be as good as
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0203-311:3989.

VINTAGE VALVE HI- Fl. All classic British
makes of amps and radios, also valves,
spares and data. Antique monthly newsheet,
sample upon request. Mail order only. Vintage Wireless Co, Cossham Street, Mangotsfield, Bristol BS17 3EN. Tel: 0272-565472. ( H)

croft acoustics
Valved amplification designed and
built the proper way.
Phone 0902 751307 (daytimes and
evenings) or send 50p for full details of
our current range of products to:
(Wet ‘COUst iCs.
Coli'0 house.

174 \ ev‘haniplon Road 1est,
Nem bridge, 11 ol‘erhainpl on,
11\ 6 ORP.

QUALITY MODERN and old Hi Fi equipment
bought and sold, Midland Radio Supplies,
Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE. Tel:
021-430-7817. ( M)

AMP- 01

1.. iii,'

crit ridges.
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tee
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FOR SALE - Trade
QUAD 33 UPDATE
This versatile rmimI unit isis ntrodui eil ir, the 1(11,11 s. hut modem
source material has confIrmed that the 33 adds a'richness' or
'bloom lo all Inputs. Our plug- In 5111018 C) circuit hoards replace
Imo Internal Quad boards. b>passing tone and balance conlrols.
and ghe an immediate improvement In disc. tape and CD radio treble
claritv and bass •Ildlinn•ss'
S01010 ® . Ir — 110
SOUNDBOX STEREO REMOTE CONTROL
Compriscs i5113 20
inlra-red hands0 and Slt300 C) reurnercontroller % Inch Is connected In- line belheen pre and pomer amps
tor hetheen Cl) 'plover and amp) alloy. Mg lull remote control of
volume. bass and treble from > our armchair. The 5831111
Is
matched In Quad 33/3-1,44 and 311:1 1115 but is suitable loi manv
other s>511-ms The 511300 © gist, 1.1 11 aulIcallon gld status and Is
casilt
1111, rer 2105 aNaila1,1,
S11300,S11320 c pair — I:129.90
CD INPUT AITENUATOR
1
ha s11211(1
1/1 \ Iand 5112 37, d
.
._) 1phdnoplug1 ! white
attianialors match 2,•gollpul COI plap•rs Into Iwical 11111m% Radio,
\d‘ Minn. 111k, Quails IdralnatiTalh aln/nr ,lag ¡ math' transParene>
and eliminating 1nerload dIslorlign1
80200 (C)— E9.110
S11231F)— E12.23
SOUNDBOX. 35 FINCHES PARK ROAD.
L1NDFIELD, W.SUSSEX RH16 2DA

AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS WIMA MKP
Polypropylene 160V capacitors . 01 to . 22mfd
£1, . 33 to 1mfd £2.5, 2.2mfd £4, 3.3mfd £6.
ERO Polycarbonate capacitors as used in
Krells . 68mfd 250V and 2.2mfd 100V only
£1.8. LC-OFC insulated wire 54x.18mm £ 1.51
metre, LC-OFC headshell leads £8/set. SSM
metal-film plate resistors with welded leads
5W 5Oppm 1% E24 values 1OR to 820k
non-magnetic 33p. ALPS 50k MN balance
controls, 10k, 50k and 100k volume controls,
close- matching dual units £ 10. Copper foil
polystyrene capacitors by Noble 125V 5%
10pf to . 01mfd 85p. Add 15% for air mail
delivery. Payment by Sterling postal order,
or bankdraft for orders over £50. For quotations and information send £ 1. TECHNISONICS, B1, 8 CORNWALL STREET, 1(0WLOON, HONG KONG. ( F)

RECORDS FOR SALE

1

COMPACT DISCS only 10p per day! You can
hire from us with no deposit to pay. Large
selection, Classical, Pop, Jazz. Reliable mail
order service. Send for free catalogue. Compact Disc Club ( NN), 38 Park Street, Wallasey,
Merseyside L44 1AT. ( F)

WANTED
Goodmans .1xiom SO pairs ( both ,Id and two 1>pes1
SALE. Pick up arms 3009 and 3012 Ingo imprintit wrssoi• I
Garrard Turntable: Model :101
Quad '22 pre-amplIfler and Quad II oit ' r
EMT players 928. 9:40ST and 927
Studer R62
Eurodyn C7123:1-A11-11 Wahl
Tannoy 15'. 12' and lit" Monitor t
;old. Red atol Siker
Tannoy Autograph. 1;RF , aol Re, tarigular lurk cut .in
enclosures ( pairs)
Please write teor ring with price
Miss TIwonogo
FITS Japan. 96 George Street. London WI HSRI
teL 01 -487-503B

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with
nearly 40 years experience. Specialist in
Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible
restoration to original design conception
with afull report covering each unit. 7 Days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 5467 ( X)
SPENDOR, ROGERS, LEAK, QUAD, RAD FORD, and other high quality loudspeakers
AUREX SC- M15 Power Amp wanted, new or
and equipment serviced and reconditioned.
second hand. Forth, 115 Main Street, BurBarnard Electronics. Tel: 01-531 8705. ( X)
stwick, Hull, HU12 9EB. Tel: ( Home) 09644
3382. ( Office) 0482 24322. ( F)
TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
WANTED. REVOX B77 1/2 Track. Mark 2
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC; ARC); CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING,
preferred. Also TDK 10" Tapes. For sale. Trio
LENCO; ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; THORENS.
KT8005 Tuner. Boxed Mint. £65. Tel: StevenAll available, Genuine. Equipment. Spares & Manuals, even
age 358854. ( F)
for some of the early models.

SOCIETIES

SerrIcing, Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops.
Specialist styli for early Recordings — 78s & LP
Technical & Genera1,35 Marlow Road. London 5E20 7XX
01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday 10.00-6.00: Saturday 10.0-4.00

DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Press
ings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3 Tel: 01-346 0033. ( X)
ALL TYPES OF Valve Equipment repaired,
up- rated. Huge stocks of valves. THE VINTAGE WIRELESS CO., TUDOR HOUSE, COSSHAM STREET, MANGOTSFIELD, BRISTOL,
BS17 3EN. Tel: 0272-565472. ( K)

WANTED

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides ameeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 3 Welbeck Mansions, 35 Welbeck Street, London
W.1. ( X)

1

WANTED —VINTAGE VALVE
Aiwa. required - quality vintage valve related Hi
Ti
equipment, such as:
Amplifiers: Quad stereo & mono systems. Lowther. Radford. Leak TL12.
Stereo 50 & Stereo 60. etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301, Goldring 88. Thorens TD124.
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS, SME 3009 & 3012. EM L. etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy, Monitorsand IIILZ. Goodmans. Wharfedale
Stentorian. etc.
Fu i
"Wanted List" with prices offered available upon requin!
Buyer can call within 2'in ":lis radius of Bristol
The Vintase Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Continuo Street,
Marrgotsfield, Bristol, BS17 3EN. Telephone (0272) 565472 Anytime.

PUBLICATIONS

CRABBE ON BEETHOVEN. Would you like to
see ' a picture of the furniture of Beethoven's
mind' ( Radio 3: Music Weekly), study abook
with ' an exhilarating quality of sheer intellectual toughness' ( Colin Wilson), or consider a
great composer from a viewpoint
'refreshingly free of judgements based on
long-standing inaccuracies' (Times Literary
Supplement)? Then you should read Beethoven's Empire of the Mind, a biographywith-a-difference by John Crabbe, one-time
editor of HFN/RR. Available from bookshops
at £5.95, or post-free from the publisher:
Lovell/Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm,
Woolton Hill, Newbury, Berks RG15 9XN. ( X)
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EFORE THE DARK AGES OF DISCO,
soul was adirect, warm, emotional,
uplifting music. ' Soul is
something ... that comes from deep inside,'
sang Ben EKing. Soul burst upon us like
music from another planet ( which,
sociologically- speaking, it was) but it came
over with rock- solid conviction that made
other pop music seem pallid. The
inspirational power of soul came straight
from gospel music, and the one artist who
did most to put it there was Sam Cooke.
Cooke's widespread and enduring
influence on other singers has made some
aspects of his style seem more like public
property than the innovations of an
individual. You can hear them directly in
Smokey Robinson, Marvin Gaye, Stevie
Wonder and Al Green. Though some of
Cooke's big hits get played year in year out,
most of his work tends to be forgotten, or
overshadowed by those he influenced. Or
sometimes the brasher elements prevail, as
in the soundtrack of An American Werewolf
in London (
for those who haven't seen it, this
is about an American called Kessler who
runs amok, leaving groups of promising and
inoffensive British younsters mangled
beyond recognition) which used the several
rock'n'roll era recordings of the old standard
'Blue Moon'. While the Marcels and Bobby
Darin get plenty of exposure, Cooke's fresh,
pure voice surfaces only briefly as an ironic
counterpoint to some of the most violent
action.
Leaving asuccessful career in the gospel
field, Cooke scaled the show business
heights before his death in 1964. Writing and
performing astring of pop hits, recording
several albums of standards and eventually
conquering Las Vegas, he also set up one of
the first black-owned record companies and
one of the first black-owned music
publishers.
Cooke had joined The Soul Stirrers in his
early teens, taking over as leader in 1950. He
put to good use the teaching of his
predecessor, RH Harris, who had introduced
the idea of aprominent lead tenor
complemented in the arrangement by a
strongly defined second voice. Cooke's clear,
youthful and exhilaratingly fluid voice
combined with his good looks and
personality to make him agospel star, and
he had been recording on the Specialty label
for more than five years before he cut his
first pop record. Specialty's catalogue
included R&B as well as gospel, and in 1955
producer Bumps Blackwell had conjured up
aspectacular genie in the form of Little
Richard, screaming out the superb nonsense
of ' Tutti Frutti'. The following year Blackwell
persuaded Cooke to record asecular
reworking of the Soul Stirrers' number
'Wonderful', which was called ' Lovable'.
At the time, Little Richard was being
accused by white Americans of undermining
the moral fabric of the nation, and in black
opinion he was clearly playing 'the Devil's
music'. There wasn't anything devilish about
'Lovable' but it still upset the Gospel world,
which was not deceived by the pseudonym,
Dale Cooke, on the label. The record didn't
sell very well anyway. Its churchy piano,
rolling beat, tried-and-tested gospel chord
changes and righteous- sounding vocal
background were all solid enough, but the
weak lyric proved to be afoundation of sand
on which the structure crumbles. ' IDon't
Want To Cry' is abetter song, but the
backing is aslightly odd combination of
rough-edged barrelhouse piano and smooth
but intrusive 'commercial' close harmony
backing vocals, which doesn't quite
complement Cooke's pure sound.
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'That's All INeed To Know' goes the whole
New Orleans hog, with the heavy piano,
feel and relaxed, slumping backbeat of Lloyd
Price or Fats Domino. ' Forever' is amore
successfully poppy mixture of the same
ingredients, but it still sounds almost like the
work of along-forgotten, one hit artist on
one of those ' beginnings of rock'
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Steve Harris* examines the
sweet soul of Sam Cooke

compilations. In spite of these false starts,
Blackwell and Cooke did quite quickly get it
right. ' I'll Come Running Back To You', is
another soulful mid-tempo ballad, but with a
lighter feel. The accompaniment is
economical, tidy and restrained, with guitar
beginning to predominate over the piano,
giving acleaner, bouncier sound. Specialty
did not release this number until 1957, after
Cooke had left the label, but it still gave them
abig hit.
These tracks occupy Side 2of arecent
Specialty album calted The Two Sides Of
Sam Cooke (
SPS 2119). On Side 1 'The Last
Mile Of The Way' and 'Touch The Hem Of His
Garment' show the intensity of
communication which Cooke was ultimately
able to carry with him to the pop world.
With 'You Send Me', the recording which
Blackwell and Cooke took to Keen records
after their final split with Specialty boss Art
Rupe, the metamorphosis was complete.
The piano was sloughed off completely, and
with sweet-sounding ( and, incidentally,
white) girl singers behind him, Cooke's voice
soared on new wings. It's avery simple but
incomparably catchy song, built on the basic
vamp used by every doo-wop group, but
here the ' bo-bo-bo-bom' role of the bassman

is more coyly stated on the bottom strings of
the guitar. ' You Send Me' was asmash hit,
which turned out to be the first of many.
By 1959, Cooke had really begun to show
his true versatility. He'd had hits ranging
from the novelty/dance record ' Everybody
Likes To Cha Cha Cha' to that definitive
cameo of adolescent heartache ' Only
Sixteen'. ( Cooke, aged 28, sings '... Iwas
just alad of sixteen/I've aged ayear since
then'.) Continuing to record teen ballads like
the sumptuously produced ' Let's Go Steady
Again' ('. . . 1knew he was wrong when he
took your love from me/After all he was once
my best friend'), Cooke was already
broadening his appeal with standards like ' 01
Man River', 'Ain't Misbehaving' and ' Danny
Boy'.
All these are on When Fein Love (
EMI
NUTM 23), a20-track collection which mixes
some familiar hits with such unlikely gems
as 'Along The Navajo Trail', with adriving
'western' beat, and ' ICover The Waterfront'
which has abeautiful guitar solo in chords.
All these tracks feature the Bumps Blackwell
Orchestra, actually astudio line-up of widely
varying size and instrumentation but
consistently superb quality, which produces
avastly enjoyable, if slightly dated, sound.
This disc is very well transferred in mono.
There's more of the same on Sam Cooke
Evergreen (
Audiofidelity AFEMP 1006),
which includes the Billie Holiday numbers
'God Bless The Child' and ' Nobody's
Business'. Some of Cooke's standard
repertoire is perhaps vulnerable to odious
comparison — ' Someday You'll Want Me'
with the blistering Della Reese, ' Running
Wild' with Ernestine Anderson, ' Solitude'
with Ella. But on things like ' Moonlight In
Vermont' and 'Tammy' the sheer beauty of
Cooke's vocal delivery is breathtaking
enough to overcome any doubts.
Moving to RCA, Cooke began another
memorable series of hits starting with 'Chain
Gang' and the lovely ' Sad Mood' in 1960.
'Twisting The Night Away' is just one of the
best records ever, but of course after that
came ' Having A Party' and the seminal ' Bring
It On Home' with Lou Rawls. All these are on
Twisting The Night Away (
Everest CBR
1012), along with ' You Send Me', 'Wonderful
World' and others. This seems to be the only
collection of the RCA hits around at the
moment, and it doesn't have the last great
recordings 'Ain't That Good News', ' Shake'
and 'A Change Is Gonna Come'. But RCA
themselves are about to remedy this
situation with anew compilation to be
released in June. Listening now to the songs
Cooke recorded in those last four years of his
life you can hear the seeds of most of the
great Stax recordings by Otis Redding, Sam
and Dave, Percy Sledge, and sometimes the
passing of the years shows Sam Cooke's
polished, confident delivery and perfect
diction in abetter light than the more
histrionic efforts of those who came later.
Cooke had crossed over from gospel to the
pop market almost at asingle bound, hardly
putting afoot on the darker soil of R&B
which lay between. He laid the groundwork
for awhole generation of black artists. In
some ways he is an enigmatic figure, and
there is something inscrutable about him
which makes you feel that the sweetness has
ahard centre — even at his most ingratiating,
there is something much more to Sam
Cooke than the overdone honey sweetness
of the doo-wop groups, or the candy floss of
so many white singers of the period. Soul is,
in the end, the only word for it. And however
much we twitter on about his historical
importance, the fact is that he deserves to be
listened to for sheer pleasure.+
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